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FOREWORD 
Although the novels of Virginia Woolf have received 
some measure of critical appraisal in recent years--a 
trifle compared to the voluminous studies about Joyce, 
Lawrence, and other contemporaries--critics have all but 
ignored her literary criticism. The majorit~ of observers, 
admitting her charm, insight, and originality, consider her 
critical work too inconsequential for serious treatment; 
and some even hesitate to call her essays criticism at all. 
The present writer believes that Mrs. Woolf is one of the 
most distinguished critics of the twentieth century, and 
certainly the greatest woman critic of all centuries in 
English literature. It is the aim of this dissertation to 
study her achievement in detail; to discover the general 
critical principles underlying a body of writing .apparently 
hostile to systematization; and to reveal ·and evaluate the 
particular insights that inform her work. 
Since Virginia Woolf was a creature of her age, as well 
as one of its foremost interpreters, I haTe duly noted 
relevant historical and environmental factors. In the first 
three chapters I am concerned with her educational background 
and her general outlook on some of the philosophical, social, 
and political issues of her time. Her attitudes toward 
religion, class distinctions, politics, war, education, and, 
above all, feminism are examined, not in isolation, but in 
relation to her critical theory and practice. A section on 
the interrelations of the artist, the critic, the milieu, 
and the tradition is followed by a study of Mrs. Woolf's 
conception of the nature and function of artistic creation. 
Then her views on impersonality and de~achment in art, on 
integrity, suggestion, and the unity and "purity" of the 
arts precede a discussion of the artist-critic and the 
general principles and methods of her criticism. 
The latter half of this dissertation deals with her 
ii 
criticism of specific literary genres and individual writers. 
After determining her conception of reality, character, and 
' poetic capability and expression in fiction, I have examined 
in some detail her critiques on novelists from ~efoe to 
E. M. Forster. A somewhat similar procedure is followed in 
the consideration of poetry, the dr&ma, and biography. The 
paper closes with a final summation of Virginia Woolf's 
total critical achievement. 
Wherever possible, I have based my investigation almost 
exclusively upon Mrs. Woolf's criticism; but, because of the 
occasional identity of aims and ideas in both her critical 
and creative work, I have not hesitated to draw upon her 
novels to verify or bolster certain viewpoints. As for 
secondary sources, I have found most helpful Bernard Black-
stone's commentary, the only full-length work on Virginia 
Woolf. Although he slights her as a literary critic, he 
has often made use of her critical essays in order to 
illuminate the novels. Less helpful, but still welcome, 
have been the spare volumes of David Daiches, Floris · 
·' 
Delattre, Rut.h Gruber, Winifred Hol tby, E. M. Forster, and 
Joan Bennett. As far as I am aware, this thesis stands as 
the first extensive, scrupulously documented study of 
Virginia Woolf's literary criticism. 
iii 
I. A Complex Personality 
Sir Osbert Sitwell, in the fourth volume of his spacious 
autobiography,1 tells, in cadenced prose, of his first meet-
ing with Virginia Woolf. "Notably beautiful with a beauty of 
bone and form and line that belonged to the stars rather than 
2 
the sun," she eToked an impression of modernity combined 
with Victorian distinction. He contrasts her shyness and 
reserve at one moment with her warmth, sparkle, and sense of 
ineffable fun at another; he notes, also, her sensitive per-
ception of the smallest shadows cast in the air around her. 
The "hwnan amount of malice in her composition") he found 
redressed by unusual sympathy and gentleness. A year later, 
at a dinner for the London Group of painters, he was amazed 
to learn that Virginia, sitting next to him, painfully ner-
vous, and in obvious distress, was to dare to make a speecht 
He felt sorry for her, and tried to comfort her. Then the 
moment that he had dreaded for Virginia Woolf arrived: 
She stood up. The next quarter of an 
hour was a superb display of art, and, 
more remarkable, of feeling, reaching 
heights of fantasy and beauty in the 
description of the Marriage of Music 
to Poetry in the time or the Lutenists. 
It was a speech, beautirully prepared, 
yet seemingly spontaneous, excellently 
delivered, and as natural in its flow 
1. Sir Osbert Sitwell, Laughter In The Next Room. 
2. Ibid., p. 23. 
3. Loc. cit. 
• • • 
1. 
of poetic eloquence as is a peacock 
spreading its tail and drumming. 
Somehow, I had not foreseen this 
bravura; it was a performance that 
none present will ever forget, and, 
as she sat down, I almost regretted 
the sympathy I had wasted on her.l 
Sir Osbert Sitwell's reminiscences of Mrs. Woolf have 
this in common with those of all her casual and intimate 
friends: . they adumbrate, without design, the diversity amid 
unity of her anmplez personality; they reflect the fascina-
tion evoked by the mingling of virility and verve with 
extreme sensibility and feminine grace. There is more than 
mere whimsy in V. Sackville-West's suggestion that Virginia 
Woolf's name seemed made for her, that "tenuousness and 
purity were in her baptismal name, and a hint of the fang 
2 in the other." In a personal tribute penned soon after 
Mrs. Woolf's death, she is further struck by the analogy 
between Mrs ~ Woolf and Coleridge. "Did it ever occur to you 
that Virginia, translated into another century, might have 
written Kubla Khan, The Ancient Mariner, and Biographia 
Literaria'?"3 Both had "the wild intuitive genius on the one 
hand, and the cold reasoning intellect on the other."4 
Allowing for the expansiveness of eulogy, the parallel is 
not too audacious for personal friends or perceptive readers 
2. 
to contemplate. What made Virginia Woolf the most enchanting 
company in the world to Rose Macaulay was a mysterious combination 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Sir Osbert Sitwell, Laughter in the Next Room, p. 24. 
V. Sackville-West, "Virginia Woolf," Horizon, 3:320, 
May, 1941. 
Ibid • , p. 321. 
LOC: cit. Philip Toynbee also draws a parallel between 
these~o. (Horizon, 14:203, November, 1946). 
of beauty, animation, sensibility, zest, sympathy, imagina-
tion, wit, and irony; "so that getting her 'Come and see 
me' on a postcard was like being sent a free ticket to a 
stimulating entertainment."! To William Plomer, she was 
a complete person, in whom there were united, in equal 
measure, two beings--the solitary and the social. 2 E. M. 
Forster, evaluating the richness and complexity of her 
personality and her work, finds her "sensitive but tough,"3 
and alongside her sense of solemnity, he stresses her sense 
of fun and mockery.4 
The so-called Invalid Lady of Bloomsbury, whose deep-
set, sculptural eye-sockets betrayed a thoughtful and melan-
choly nature, was the same lady who disguised herself as a 
member of the suite of the Sultan of Zanzibar;5 who blackened 
her face to go aboard a dreadnought as an Ethiopian; 6 and who 
went bathing in the nude with Rupert Brooke, and denied that 
he was bow-legged,? She who believed that the most exalted 
raptures known to the human spirit are contemplation, 
solitude, and love, enjoyed giving parties until two or three 
in the morning, at which she ate good food, drank good coffee, 
smoked good cheroots, and mercilessly extracted information 
from invited guests. 8 
1. Rose Macaulay, "Virginia Woolf," Horizon, May, 1941. 
2. William Plomer, "Virginia Woolf," Horizon, May, 1941. 
3. E. M. Forster, Virginia Woolf, p. 4. 
4~ Ibid., p. 5 et passim. 
5. Ibid., P• 6. 
6 • I:Oc":" ci t • 
?. Stephen Spender, "Life and Literature," Partisan Review, 
16:190, February, 1949. 
8. Plomer, ££· cit., p. 327. 
This mischievous, impishly malicious creature, who could 
not restst laying traps for the boastful and puncturing in-
flated reputations, was unusually kind to young people, 
particularly promising poets and painters.1 V. Sackville-
West, who loved travelling with Virginia because of her 
irrepressible good spirits, remembered most vividly, however, 
the night when, frightened a bit by a thunderstorm over 
Vezelay, she spoke with the deepest seriousness of personal 
survival after death. 2 This Queen of Bloomsbury, moreover, 
about whom the uninformed had helped create and perpetuate 
a legend of the superior highbrow, preciously remote and 
aloof, was so avidly curious about all of life, that she 
would constantly cross-question everybody: charwomen, bus 
drivers, ladies in waiting, newly married girls, as well as 
writers and art1sts.3 Highly subjective as she was, she 
yet possessed extraordinary powers of detachment; and Stephen 
Spender remembers how she talked of somebody who was mad with 
such clear objectivity that he was not embarrassed by recall-
ing that she had been . twice insane herself.4 
Enough evidence, I believe, has been culled from remin-
iscences by friends to suggest the infinite variety and 
completeness of Virginia Woolf's nature. Hers in an amalgam 
of the intellectual and the intuitive that is indispensable 
to the literary critic. What is especially remarkable is 
1. Sir Osbert Sitwell~ p. 23. 
2. V. Sackville-west, ££• cit., p. 322. 
3. Stepherr Spender, .2.E. cit. , p. 189. 
4. Ibid., p. 191. 
the duplication of these personal attributes in her literary 
works: poetic subjectivity predominating in The Waves; 
scholarly detachment in Roger Fry; keen analysis and imagina-
tive sympathy in the essays of The Common Reader; urbane wit, 
humor, and polemical skill in A Room of One's Own; end a 
, 
melange of everything in the unique Orlando. The real 
Virginia Woolf is not to be found in any single book or in 
her creative work alone. To counteract the emphasis on 
Mrs. Woolf as a novelist, there is a need for a full study 
and appraisal of Mrs. Woolf as a critic, so that we may 
arrive at a. more discriminating and more balanced evaluation 
of her achievement as a whole. Antecedent to such a task, 
however, is a glance at her educational environment and at 
some of the social, political and philosophical attitudes 
it helped foster. 
II. Educational Environment: The Bloomsbury Group 
No matter where she might turn, Virginia Woolf could 
not escape her literary environment. Born in 1882, the 
daughter of Sir Leslie Stephen, she was related, directly 
or indirectly, to a respectable slice of English culture: 
the Darwins, the Symondses, the Stracheys, and the Maitlands. 
~s a little girl, she was the pet of Meredith, Ruskin, Hardy, 
and .Stevenson. Too delicate in health to attend school, she 
was forced to make a university of her father's fabulous 
library. Allowing a girl of fifteen unrestricted use of a 
large, unexpurgated library was part of Sir Leslie Stephen's 
pedagogical techhique. "Read what you like," he said; and 
his only lesson in the art of reading was to read what one 
liked because one liked it, and never to pretend to like 
what one did not like.l It is not surprising, therefore, 
to find catholocity of taste and independent judgment in 
Virginia's literary criticism; especially if we consider, 
also, her duties as a publisher's reader. In 1917, she and 
her husband, Leonard Woolf, the liberal publicist and jour-
nalist, founded the Hogarth Press, devoted principally to 
the publication of young and unknown writers' highly original 
work. Mrs. Woolf thus complemented her knowledge of 
6. 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 74. It is interesting to 
contrast Virginia Woolf's early upbringing with that of 
Roger Fry, whose life in a Quqker household was rigidly 
supervised by parents of narrow religious and intellectual 
beliefs. See Roger Fry, pp. 15-27. 
traditional literature by a close reading of the numerous 
.manuscripts of modern writers like Katherine Mansfield, 
7. 
T. s. Eliot, E. M. Forster, Robert Graves, V. Sackville-west, 
Edwin Arlington Robinson, Edith Sitwell, Humbert Wolfe, 
Robert Jeffers, Gertrude Stein, and Edwin Muir. In addition, 
she read and sometimes helped translate works of Dostoievski, 
Gogol, Chekhov, Sigmund Freud, Rainer Maria Rilke; and she 
also pored over political, economic, and sociological studies 
by John Maynard Keynes, G. D. H. Cole, H. G. Wells, and 
Kingsley Martin. Charges of "bookishness" made against her 
need only be granted, and then ignored. Our greatest critics 
have been omnivorous readers. 
The third influential factor in Mrs. Woolf's education, 
besides her father's library and her husband's printing 
press, was her connection with the celebrated Bloomsbury 
Group. This varied assembly of the artistic and intellectual 
.; 
elite was her exchange center--a forum for the discussion of 
everything that mattered to her in life and in art. It 
provided her, as well, with an environment congenial to 
experimentation. But whet is "Bloomsbury" really'? Is it e 
decedent clique of "ill-mannered and pretentious dil~ttanti,"l 
a spirituel haven of the thin-skinned liberal enlightenment, 
obsessed with the cult of individuality end strangled .by an 
ineffective bourgeois radicalism'?2 Or is it a society of 
1. Frank SWinnerton, Georgian Scene, p. 339. 
2. Dmitri Mirsky, The Intelligentsia of Great Britain, 
PP• 112-115. 
gifted, earnest pursuers of the good, the true, and the 
beautiful, and a refuge from the stultifying atmosphere of 
provincial Philistinis.m? One .might ask whether it has a 
definite, formulated creed and program; or whether "Blooms-
bury" is no .more than a topographical designation--a place 
north of New Oxford St., between Tottenha.m Court Road on 
B. 
one side and Gray's Inn Road on the other--where a number of 
individuals happened to live and cq.me together haphazardly. 
Does it deserve the ill-natured gibes and lampoons of London's 
.modern Grub Street? Or dOes it, rather, merit the praise 
T. S. Eliot gives it when he calls it the only centre, 
through Virginia Woolf, of the literary life of London?l 
One way to answer these questions is to become acquainted 
with the work of some of the leading members of the set: Roger 
Fry, E. M. Forster, John Maynard Keynes, Clive Bell, Lytton 
Strachey, and, of course, Virginia Woolf.2 The result of such 
direct acquaintance is a conviction on my part that the .members 
of Bloomsbury Group had little in common as far as specific 
1. T. ·s. Eliot, "Virginia Woolf," Horizon, 3.316, May, 1941. 
2. Some other .members, permanent or part-time, were Vanessa 
Bell, Duncan Grant, Desmond MacCarthy, Raymond Mortimer, 
John Middleton Murry, the Sitwells, and Leonard Woolf. 
Bloomsbury actually had its origins in the Cambridge 
group, at the beginning of the twentieth century. In-
spired by the philosophical teachings of G. E. Moore, 
this body composed of J. M. Keynes, Bertrand Russell, 
Lytton Strachey, Roger Fry, Clive Bell, and Leonard Woolf, 
combined political radicalism with an interest in abstract 
problems. Probably the best short study of G. E. Moore 
and his Cambridge disciples is John Maynard Keynes• essay 
"My Early Beliefs" in his recent Two Memoirs (London: 
Ruppert Hart-Davis, 1949). 
doctrines and practices were concerned. The very fact that 
the Group was not a mutual admiration society, but often an 
arena for debate and exchange of ideas--"fierce mutual 
criticism was the breath of its existence"1--precluded any 
formulation of a definite credo and practice. Vincent Sheean 
may be right when he insists that it was no less group con-
scious than the Lake Poets or the pre-Raphaelites; 2 but, un-
like Btoomsbury, both of these groups, especially the latter, 
subscribed to a more or less defined program of theory and 
practice. Virginia Woolf's Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown and 
Orlando, Roger Fry's Vision and Design, Clive Bell's 
Civilization, John Maynard Keynes' Economic Consequences of 
9. 
the Peace, Lytton Strachey's Eminent Victorians, E. M. Forster's 
Howard's End~-none of these have enough in common to justify 
inclusion within a "school." 
Beneath the surface, however, these works, and those of 
other "Bloomsburians," do suggest an intellectual attitude--
a very general attitude--towards artistic, political, and 
social problems that the group as a whole managed to evoke and 
crystallize. Nothing is to be accepted without examination; 
all traditions and conventions are suspect unless they can 
stand the test of reason. The scientific and inquiring temper 
is the most effective tool to use in the pursuit of truth. 
No conclusions, however painful, must be evaded. After a 
1. Raymond Mortimer, "London Letter," Dial, 84:2)8, March, 1928. 
2. Vincent Sheean, "Lytton Strachey," The New Republic, 
70:19, February 17, 1932. 
10. 
careful, exact definition of aims and methods, one must proceed 
cautiously and sceptically, arriving at definite conclusions 
only when the proof seems irrefutable. Sincerity and honesty 
are exalted; moral pretensions and fuzzy thinking are despised. 
True "Bloomsburians" will refuse to compromise their beliefs. 
Aware, however, that there is little likelihood that their 
scale of values can gain wide acceptance within the reasonable 
future, they allow a note of disillusionment and stoical 
pessimism to creep into their work; and a sense of defeatism 
often vitiates the constructive value of their ideas. 
Any further generalizations about the Bloomsbury Group can 
be made only with a lesser degree of accuracy. Roughly speak-
ing, its members belonged, politically, on the respectable 
Socialist Left. Practically a.ll of them were pacifists; the 
only .violence they advocated was polemical. They practiced a 
mild form of social snobbery, and their class consciousness 
resulted in a sense of superiority and smugness which gave 
weight to Herbert Read's criticism that they failed to recon-
cile their own traditions of good taste and refinement with 
the necessary economic and democratic foundations of a new 
order of society.1 Most of them would probably agree with 
the main thesis of Clive Bell's Civilization: that an indis-
pensable condition of civilization is the existence of an 
enlightened class, and that the most highly civilized epochs in 
history were the age of Pericles, the Italian Renaissance, and 
eignteenth century France.2 The emphasis, however, is more 
1. Herbert Read, "Roger Fry," Spectator, 165:124, Aug, 1940. 
2. Clive Bell, Civilization. 
11. 
often on "enlightened" than on "class." '!:hey believed in an 
aristocracy, not of wealth or birth, but of culture and 
refinement. They themselves were a product of upper 
middle-class culture; they did not live luxuriously, and they 
were not exploiters, but workers in their own right. Although 
many of them cherished esthetic values, they were not 
Bohemians. Theirs was a conscious revolt against Victorian 
realism in painting and poetry, and they looked to France for 
values in art and literature, making French modernism in 
prose, poetry, and painting accessible to English writers and 
artists.1 But to say, with Raymond Mortimer, that they 
~ 
exalted the classical in all the arts--Racine, Milton, Cezanne, 
Mozart, Jane Austen--2 is to ignore a broad strain of roman-
ticism and the influence of Bergson within the group, as well 
as a profound interest in Freud, Proust, Chekhov, and 
Dostoievski. 
Of this famous coterie Virginia Woolf was the centre. 
Without her, T. S. Eliot thinks it would have remained 
formless and margina1.3 She herself resented the malicious 
criticism directed against it, and, infectious mocker that 
she was, would often remark, "I don't feel Bloomsbury; do 
you feel Marleybone (or Chelsea, Kensington, or Hampstead)?"4 
It was of Bloomsbury that she was probably thinking when she 
1. Stephen Spender, "Life and Literature," Partisan Review, 
16:57, January, 1949. 
2. Mortimer, ££• ~., p. 239. 
3. T. s. Eliot, ££• cit., p. 315. 
4. Rose Macaulay, "Virginia Woolf," Horizon, 3:317, May, 1941. 
spoke of Addison as a member of that little, indispensable 
fraternity "who in every age keep themselves alive to the 
importance of art and letters and music, watching, dis-
criminating, denouncing, and delighting. ,l How nearly she 
approximated, and how widely she deviated from, the general 
characteristics of Bloomsbury will be seen in the remainder 
of this dissertation, particularly in the section that 
follows. 
1• ·- The Common Reader, pp. 145-146. 
12. 
1). 
III. Philosophical, Social, and Political Beliefs and Attitudes 
A. Scepticism 
Speaking on the subject of women and fiction, Virginia 
Woolf warned that she would not be able to fulfil what was 
commonly accepted to be the first duty of a lecturer: to 
hand the audience, after an hour's discourse, "a nugget of 
pure truth. "1 Since one could not hope to tell the truth 
about highly controversial subjects, she could only show 
how she came to hold the opinions she did, thus leaving the 
great problem of the true nature of women and the true 
nature of fiction unsolved. 2 Such disarming scepticism, 
such reluctance to utter certainties is characteristic of 
much or Mrs. Woolf's critical and creative writing. Her 
readers are often assailed by a barrage of questions. What 
is truth? What is illusion? What is life? What is death? 
To these questions there is usually no answer. There is 
only one more question, Montaigne's: "Que sais-je?".3 Her 
Orlando is forever meditating upon the nature of life or 
poetry or genius or reality; and he (she) is either concoct-
ing makeshift definitions soon discarded--or falling into a 
deep dejection because of despair of attaining any solution 
at all.4 Bernard, in The Waves, muses: "And now I ask, 'Who 
am I?' I have been talking of Bernard, Neville, Jinny, 
1. A Room of One's Own, P~ 4. 
2. Loc. cit • 
.3. TEe Common Reader, P ~ 100. 
4. Orlando, p. 102. 
susan, Rhoda and Louis. Am I all of them? Am I one and 
distinct? I do not know."1 Her novels rarely answer the 
moral and philosophical questions they propound; and it 
is this partial, tentative approach, this incompleteness 
that is the essence of Virginia Woolf's vision of life 
which, Bernard Blackstone suggests, makes them so unsatis-
fying to some people.2 Also, she generally refuses to 
present theories as a substitute for the truth of convic-
tion; for anyone can make a theory, and "the germ of a 
theory is almost always the wish to prove what the theorist 
wishes to believe."3 
In her criticism of literature similar expressions of 
scepticism and despair abound. Although, in the course of 
centuries, we may have learned much about making machines, 
14. 
we have learned practically nothing, she insists, about making 
11terature.4 Although hundreds of professors lecture upon, 
thousands of critics review, and great numbers of students 
pass examinations in, English literature of the past and 
present, we are not writing or reading better than we did 
when we were "unlectured, uncriticized, untaught."5 We are 
ignorant of the conditions that bring about a sudden 
blossoming of literary genius in families. 6 Concerned with 
influences upon writers, she maintains it to be beyond our 
1. The Waves, p. 288. 
2. Bernard Blackstone, Virginia Woolf, a Commentary, p. 210. 
J. The Moment and Other Essays, p. 9. 
4. The Common Reader, p. 207. 
5. The Death of a Moth, p. 204. 
6. The Moment, p. 121. 
15. 
skill to read a page of Scott and a page of Henry James, 
and then try to work out the influences that have trans-
formed one page into another.1 In her critiques of 
individual writers, she is forever protesting that certain 
qualities elude analysis •. It is futile to explain in words 
the impression made by the introductory scenes in Congreve's 
dramas, just as it is almost impossible to analyze Con-
2 greve's prose. Do we really know Donne? Can we see 
Shelley plain? Is art, indeed, explainable? Coleridge 
could not explain Kubla Khan; he left that to the critics.J 
Is there not really a zone of silence in the middle of every 
art? 
Virginia Woolf's scepticism often forces her to take 
an anti-intellectual positlon. The intellect that fails to 
illuminate the vital issues she raises is to be distrusted. 
Truth, evidently, cannot be perceived by the intellect 
alone, if it is to be perceived at all; it must be pursued 
with all our faculties.4 Intuition and sensibility, not 
reason, probe deepest the fundamental verities of life. Many 
of her novels reflect her anti-intellectual bias in their 
1. 
2. 
). 
The Moment, p. 130. 
Ibid. , p. 34. 
~Caltain's Death Bed, p. 191. By implication, 
Virgin a Woolf refuses to concede the critic one of 
his legitimate functions: The attempt to explain to 
the writer his own art. 
The Common Reader, P• 52. 
Bergsonian hostility to concept, logic, and external time.1 
Even in her first novel, The Voyage Out, she is beginning 
to balance characters, usually women, that portray the in-
tuitive, against chara~ters, usually men, that portray the 
intellectual, approach to life. Rachel and St. John Hirst 
are the forerunners of similar, progressively antj,thetical 
characters: Katherine Hilbery end Ralph Denham in Night and 
Day, Clarisse Dalloway and Peter Walsh in Mrs. Dalloway, 
Mr. & Mrs. Ramsay in To The Lighthouse, and Lucy Swithin end 
Bart Oliver in Between the A~ts. In To The Lighthouse there 
is a subtle evocation of the limitations of the intellect in 
the description of Mr. Ramsey trying to advance beyond Q to 
R on the alphabetical scale of thought. Despite logical 
reasoning and profound erudition, Mr. Ramsay remains stuck 
16. 
at Q. 2 One implication to be drawn is that other, .more 
effective approaches then the abstract and the intellectual--
the intuitive, for instance, as glorified by Mrs. Ramsay--
might push him on to R. In rejecting the attempts of science 
to explain mechanically the processes of the mind and the 
human consciousness, Virginia Woolf relied more and more on 
poetic intuition, and on quick flashes of insight through 
which to understand life. The vision that the artist, Lily 
1. Although Virginia Woolf denied having reed Bergson, she 
.must have heard .many discussions about him at Bloomsbury 
.meetings. A full study of Bergson's influence on Mrs. 
Woolf has yet to appear, but Ruth Gruber offers a fairly 
adequate account in Virginia Woolf and Floris Delattre a 
longer, more scholarly one in Le Roman Psychologique de 
Virginia Woolf. 
2. To The Lighthouse, pp. 55-58. 
Briscoe, has been seeking so long to communicate in her 
painting comes to her suddenly and intuitively, in a state 
of poetic reverie.l The intellect, then, may be inimical 
to Virginia Woolf's peculiar vision of life, especially 
when it "often acts as the cannibal among the other faculties 
so that, where the mind is biggest, the Heart, the Senses, 
Magnanimity, Charity, Tolerance, Kindliness, and the rest of 
them scarcely have room to breathe."2 
Sir Leslie Stephen's scepticism and agnosticism, based 
on applied reason, only strengthened his belief in rational-
ism. His daughter's scepticism, on the other hand, led her 
to suspect the intellectual processes that had engendered 
it, and to adopt an anti-intellectual attitude, at times, 
which he would have found most uncongenial. It would have 
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made the author of History of English Thought in the Eighteenth 
Century wince to have heard his daughter find fault with that 
century because it was too intellectual.3 It is unfair, 
however, to call Virginia Woolf an anti-intellectualist--as 
William York Tindall dogmatically does4--without some very 
strong reservations; and to state outright that The Common 
Reader and its sequel reflect her anti-intellectual position 
"by showing the familiar prejudice against analysis, history, 
and scholarship,"5 is to reveal an ignorance of her analytic 
1. To The Lighthouse, p. 310. 
2. Orlando, p. 213. 
3. Loc. cJ.t. 
4. Wirliam York Tindall, Forces in Modern British Literature, 
1885-1946, p. 305. 
5. ~·, p. 16. 
powers, her assimilated but unparaded erudition, and her 
traditional respect for historical continuity as expressed 
in her critical essays. It is the predominance of intellect 
that she attacks, rather than intellect itself. She wishes 
to emphasize that there are other roads to reality than the 
merely intellectual. For her, it is true, the intuitive 
approach is preferable, since it harmonizes with her 
emotional, poetic, feminine apperception of life and its 
values.l In h~r, intense sensibility predominates over the 
more masculine virtues of scientific precision and logical 
thinking. Still, she ·is constantly aware of the validity 
of the masculine viewpoint, at the same time that she gives 
us her feminine reactions to life and art. The slightly 
bogus and ludicrous Mr. Ramsay never becomes a mere figure 
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of fun, for her awareness of the limitations of his intellect 
does not destroy her respect for it. ''To think is to become 
complex," she believed, "to overflow boundaries, to .merge 
one's private life in the life of politics or art or i.deas."2 
Unlike D. H. Lawrence, she does not deify the instincts 
severed from reason and imagination. Alert to the 
intellectual vibrations of her time, she believes in civil-
ization and the Greek ideal. She cannot be summarily 
1. Virginia Woolf also created .male characters predominantly 
intuitive and poetic: Bernard (The Waves), Terence Hewett 
(The Voyage Out), and Orlando (6r1ando), among others. 
2. The Common Reader, p. 241. 
dismissed as an anti-intellectualist who could feel such 
exhilaration in contemplating the mental involutions of a 
Platonic dialogue;l who admired George Gissing because he 
was one of these extremely rare novelists "who believes in 
the power of the mind, who makes his people think" ;·2 and 
who could express such reverence for learning and the joy 
of working with the bra.in as in this excerpt from Jacob's 
Room: 
Stone lies solid over the British 
Museum, as bone lies cool over the 
visions and heats of the brain. 
Only here the braln has made pots 
and statues, great bulbs and little 
jewels, and crossed the river of 
death this way and that incessantly, 
seeking some landing, now wrapping 
the body well for its long sleep; 
now laying a penny piece on the eyes; 
now turning the toes scrupulously to 
the East. Meanwhile Plato continues 
his dialogue; in spite of the rain; 
in spite of the cab whistles; in . 
spite of the woman ••• who has come 
home drunk and cries all night long, 
'Let me in, let me in.' 
The Phaedrus is very difficult. And 
so, when at length one reads straight 
ahead, falling into step, marching on, 
becoming (so it seems) momentarily 
part of this rolling, imperturable 
energy, which has driven darkness be-
fore it since Plato walked the Acropolis, 
it is impossible to see to the fire. 
The dialogue draws to its close--Plato's 
argument is done--plato's argument is 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 52-53. 
2. Ibid., p. 241. 
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stowed away in Jacob's mind, and for 
five minutes Jacob's mind continues 
alone, onwards, into the darkness. 
Then, getting up, he parted the cur-
tains, and saw, with astonishing 
clearness, how the Springetts opposite 
had gone to bed; how it rained; how 
the Jews and the foreign woman, at 
the end of the streef, stood by the 
pillar-box, arguing. 
E. M. Forster had passages like these in mind when 
he praised Virginia Woolf for her ability to convey the 
actual prooess of thinking.2 
Nor are Virginia Woolf's professions of intellectual 
humility and her disbelief in the power of the human mind 
to solve difficult problems to be taken at their face 
value. It is surprising how often she answers the questions 
she asks-... or at least illuminates the various facets of a 
given situation. The Donne that one cannot possibly know 
loses much of his inscrutability after we have read her 
perceptive cri tique •. 3 She protests the impossibility of 
analyzing Congreve's prose--end proceeds with the best 
description of its essence and its effects that I know.4 
She condemns the value of theories, and offers a challeng-
ing theory of her own in the essay, "The Leaning Tower."5 
Although, in her novels, she rarely actually answers the 
questions raised, she shows us, in a series of incomparably 
vivid situations, "the several facets, not of truth itself, 
1. 
2. 
Jacob's Room, pp. 183-185. 
E. M. Forster, "The Novels of Virginia Woolf" in 
Abinger Harvest • . 
The Second Common Reader, pp. 20-37. 
The Moment, p. 34. 
Ibid., pp. 128-154. 
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but of the question,"1 allowing the reader, if he will, 
to draw his own conclusions. It is her utter sincerity 
and integrity, as well as her devotion to the highest 
ideals of art and life, that prevent her from passing off 
as gospel truth what would satisfy less fussy and exacting 
writers. 
1. Blackstone, p. 210. 
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B. Religion 
Whatever their divergence of opinion on the primacy of 
the intellect, concerning religion Sir Leslie Stephen and 
Virginia Woolf held basically similar views, despite an 
element of vehemence and .occasional mild hysteria in the 
daughter's personality that conflicted sharply with her 
father's cool, positivistic temperament. The author of 
22. 
An Agnostic's Apology and Free Thinking and Plain Speaking 
would find little to cavil at in Virginia Woolf's direct and 
oblique attacks on religion; that is, if allowances could be 
made for the changing emphases of a twentieth century setting. 
Repudiation of, or indifference to, organized Christianity 
was generally characteristic of the literary Zeitgeist from 
the first World War to the second~ Only T. S. Eliot, almost 
alone among Mrs. Woolf's great contemporaries, embraced 
religious orthodoxy and made it a vital third of his trinity 
of Anglicanism, literary classicism, and political royalism. 
D. H. Lawrence, whose real religion was a belief in the blood 
and the flesh1--an apotheosis of phallicism--despised the 
reactionary and negative aspects of a Christianity that asked 
its adherents to renounce those worldly desires he believed 
they should sacredly fulfill.2 James Joyce, his individ-
uality cramped, he thought, by his childhood faith, renounced 
Roman Catholi·cism as well as Irish nationalism, even though, 
1. Letters of D. H. Lawrence, edited by Aldous Huxley, p. 96. 
2. Ibid., p. 364. 
actually, he never escaped the influence of either St. 
Thomas Aquinas or Parnell. Aldous Huxley, at first 
acridly agnostic, later substituted for his hostility to 
official Christendom a vague belief in "non-attachment,"! 
in Buddhist quietism and mysticism. Raised in t he old 
liberal, anti-clerical English tradition of religious scept-
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icism, E. M. Forster condemned religion as doctrine and 
creed, but tolerated it as spirit, poetry, and love, 
especially as manifested in the mystical faiths of the Far 
East.2 Voicing the spiritual dilemma of her milieu, Virginia 
Woolf, too, rejected the orthodox Christian position; but 
despite sporadic mystical overtones in her work, she steered 
clear of esoteric mysticism. For her, the great revelation 
never came. At best, there were only "little daily miracles, 
illuminations, matches struck unexpectedly in the dark") __ 
evanescent intuitions that, ever so seldom, formed shape 
from chaos and stabilized life's eternal flux. It was in 
these illuminations that her most ardent faith lay, and in 
the sacredness and inviolateness of the human personality 
that could divine them. 
'Church and presbytery,,. Mrs. Woolf quotes, 'are human 
nonsense invented by knaves to govern fools.' She continues 
the quotation: 
Exalted notions of church matters are 
contradictions in terms to the lowliness 
1. Aldous Huxley, Ends and Meq,ns, p. 4. 
2. Rose Macaulay, Writings of E. M. Forster, p. 297. 
3. To The Lighthouse, p. 240. 
and humility of the gospel. There is 
nothing sublime but Divinity. Nothing 
is sacred but as His work. A tree or 
a brute stone is more respectable, as 
such, than a mortal called an arch-
bishop, or an edifice called a church, 
which are the puny and perishable 
products of men. • • • a Gothic church 
or convent fill one with romantic dreams--
but for the mysterious, the Church in 
the abstract, it is a jargon that means 
nothing or a great deal too much, and 
I reject it and its apostlef from 
Athanasius to Bishop Keene. 
It is unlikely that Virginia Woolf (rarely gi~en to long 
quotations in an art fDrm normally brief and succint) would 
have recorded these frank opinions of Horace Walpole unless 
she had found herself in general .agreement with them. Be-
sides, in her own writings, she dwells often on the dispar-
ity between the primitive simple teachings of Christ and the 
accretions through the ages of dogma, wealth, and pomp of 
the Church. What the Christian religion is had been made 
clear by the founder of that religion in words of profound 
meaning, and she resented the rise of a professional priest-
hood and hierarchy, endowed with authoritarian powers, that 
could interpret with impunity, and to its own advantage, the 
original declarations of the New Testament. 2 She could not 
see why the clergy ("our bishops and deans seem to have no 
soul with which to preach and no mind with which to write"}J 
should not be as open to criticism as any other professional 
group, so that we might free the religious spirit from its 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 72. 
2. Three Guineas, p. 185. 
3. Ibid., pp. 107-108. 
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present servitude, and help "to create a new religion, based 
it might well be upon the New Testament, but, it might well 
be, very· different from the religion now erected on that 
basis."1 All her clerical characters, like those of E. M. 
Forster, from the Reverend Mr. Bax in the first novel to the 
Reverend Mr. Streatfield in the last, are unpleasant in some 
way--hypocritical, fanatical, stupid, greedy, or mean. If 
Parson James Woodforde, the subject of one of her biographical 
essays, 2 receives sympathetic treatment, it is because in his 
simple faith, honesty, and lack of zeal, he was such a con-
trast to Mrs • . #oolf's usual conception of the "violet-sashed 
and sensual-looking gentry." 
Mrs. Woolf's upbringing ·in an agnostic househoid and 
her connection with a Bloomsbury conspicuous for its lack of 
religious passion are not the only factors that motivated 
her rejection of Christianity. She disliked it because it 
espoused a negative approach to life that glorified pain, 
suffering, and asceticism in a world pictured as a vale of 
tears--an approach utterly alien to one who believed that 
what really mattered was not death, but life--this nadorable 
world1"3 Thus many of her characters rebel openly against 
1. Three Guineas, p. 172. 
2. The Second Common Reader, pp. 97-105. 
3. The Haunted House, p. 21. Although keenly aware of death, 
(it is one of the leading themes of her novels), she re-
garded it as a necessary evil, and contemplated it mainly 
to understand the meaning of life. Death is the enemy, 
and The Waves closes with a wild, poetic incantation de-
fying death: "Against you I will fling myself, unvan-
quished and unyielding, 0 Deathl" (The Waves, p. 297). 
the Christian outlook. Mrs. Ambrose fears that, while she 
is away from home, her children may be taught the Lord's 
Prayer; and St. John Hirst, as the Reverend Mr. Bax drones 
interminably away, composes a poem uncomplimentary to God, 
"an old gentleman in a beard and a long blue dressing gown, 
extremely testy and disagreeable as he's bound to be."l In 
the midst of one of her visions Mrs. Ramsay checks herself 
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by wondering how any Lord could have made this world in which 
there is "no reason, order, justice: but suffering, 
death •• n2 • • Neville looks with disgust at the .gilt 
crucifix heaving on Dr. Crane's waistcoat,3 and gibes and 
.mocks at "this sad religion, at these tremulous grief-
stricken figures advancing, cadaverous and wounded, down a 
white road •••• "4 Eleanor Pargiter, listening to her 
.mother's burial service, and hearing a voice intone that God 
should be thanked for delivering "this our sister out of the 
miseries of .this sinful world," cried to herself, "What a 
liet What a damnable lie~"5 Mrs. Dalloway had an atheist's 
religion of doing good for the sake of goodness--to spite 
the Gods, who were furious if they saw you behaving indecently 
without the inducement of immortality.6 She was able to 
detect the hypocrisy of Doris Kilman, the frustrated spinster, 
1. The Voyage Out, p. 278. 
2. To The Lighthouse, p. 98. 
3. Mrs. Woolf found crucifixes distasteful at all times 
(except when they belonged to Mrs. Swithin, the only 
"decent" Christian in her whole repertoire). 
4. The Waves, p. 35. 
5. The Years, p. 87. 
6. Mrs. Dalloway, p. 118. 
who found in religious fanaticism a respectable sublimation 
of her hidden lust for power. Watching her attempt to 
dominate her daughter's soul ·. and · turn child against mother, 
Mrs. Dalloway concluded that religion, in its refusal to 
let one be himself, was an intolerant force ("the intoler-
ance of belief," Orlando called it), 1 inimical to the free-
dom and privacy of the soul, which sought to cramp the 
individuality of its victims.2 
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It is Virginia Woolf's aversion from Christianity that 
makes us cons«ious of the great gap in her sympathies, her 
"blind spot" in her critical writing: "Leslie Stephen's 
daughter pauses on the steps of St. Paul's, and turns away."3 
Despite her enormous range of interests, she can find no 
place in her criticism for devotional writers like Hooker, 
William Law, or Lancelot Andrewes; or for the metaphysical 
poets--Vaughan, Crashaw, Herbert, Traherne. In her essay on 
John Donne she avoids discussion of the Holy Sonnets, and 
Dante and Milton get no hearing. She admires Sterns and SWift 
despite their clerical calling; or, better still, because they 
hardly behave l_ike clergymen at all. Sterne had the irrever-
ence to reflect, on watching the French peasantry dancing, 
that he could feel an elevation of the spirit, that he could 
behold "Religion mixing in the dance"; and Virginia Woolf 
notes that "it was a daring thing for a clerg~an to perceive 
a relationship between religion and pleasure."4 Christina 
1. Orlando, p. 174. 
2. Mrs. Dalloway, pp. 192-193. 
3. Blackstone, p. 189. 
4. The Second Common Reader, p. 88. 
Rosetti, though a layman, did not, and Virginia Woolf had 
· to qualify her greatness as a poet because religion, "some-
thing dark and hard, like a kernel,"l had closed her eyes 
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to half of human experience; the dark harsh God had for· 
bidden her wordly pleasures and the connubial love of either 
a Roman Catholic or a free thinker. The poet who loved the 
wombats, toads, and mice of the earth admitted no moles, 
wombats, buzzards--or sceptics--to her heaven. 2 What, asks 
Virginia Woolf, is ever to stop the course of such a mind 
as Sir Thomas Browne's? "Unfortunately, there was the 
Deity."3 His faith shut in his horizon; and her profuse 
admiration of Sir Thomas is tempered by the fact that he 
himself drew the blind and allowed his desire for knowledge 
and his anticipations of truth to submit. So lively a 
curiousity, she regrets, deserved a better fate.4 If Vir-
ginia Woolf loves the ancient Greeks, it is partly because 
they were aware of all aspects of life, the sunlight and the 
shade; and "it is to the Greeks that we turn when we are 
sick of the vagueness, of the confusion, of the Christianity 
and its consolations, of our own age."5 
It is no wonder, then, that Virginia Woolf, even though 
she sets spiritual values above all others, hardly uses the 
word "God," and apol~.gizes for its infrequent presence by 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 259. 
2. Ibid., p. 260. 
). ~Captain's Death Bed, p. 173. 
4. Loc. cit. 
5. 'Tile COii'iliion Reader, p. 59. 
qualifying it as "Hakluyt's God," or "that power which for 
convenience and brevity we may call God."l Use of the term 
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in its popular connotation would tend to associate her with 
all the stupidities and hypocrisies of Christianity's general 
practitioners, its complacent nay-sayers and humbug fanatics. 
Bernard Blackstone's contention, however, that she had no use 
for religion, and found no "value" in it, 2 is acceptable only 
if by "religion" is meant official, orthodox religion. The 
fact that she wanted religion freed from its servitude pre-
supposes that there is a religion to free--a religion based 
on the simple teachings of the New Testament. Like E. M. 
Forster, Virginia Woolf is highly sensitive to the poetic, 
• 
esthetic qu~lities of Christian worship, and, like Eleanor 
Pargiter, she can accept that part of the burial service 
that speaks of the Resurrection and the Life, and the fading 
away suddenly like grass, "in the morning it is green, and 
groweth up; but in the evening it is cut down, dried up and 
withered.") For Eleanor, this was a moment of understand-
ing and illumination, one of those matches struck unexpect-
edly in the dark. Sayings like "God is love," "The Kingdom 
of heaven is within us," mean something to her; it is what 
man has made of them. since they were uttered by a man under 
a fig-tree that aliena.tes her. The eager, trembling old 
woman, at the end of The Years, who yearns for another life--
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 52. 
2. Blackstone, p. 209. 
3. The Years, p. 87• 
"there must be another life, here and now •••• This is 
too short, too broken"--in which the moment could be filled 
fuller and fuller with the past, the present, and the 
future, so that it might shine whole, bright and deep with 
understanding, 1 is seeking to convey, in her attempt to save 
the last distillation of a · life, a haunting sense of 
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eternity surrounding us on all sides. Mrs. Woolf's delin-
eation of "Christian" characters grows progressively less 
bitter and satirical until, in Between the Acts, she creates 
Mrs. Swithin, a religious woman conceived with deep sympathy 
and understanding. 2 No, there is no real break with religion 
for Virginia Woolf. She was too deeply rooted in tradition 
ever to break with anything completely. Virginia Woolf 
(along with the Bloomsbury Group) never .makes the plunge, 
although she often teeters precariously on the springboard. 
Even her .most daring innov,ations in the technique ~f the 
novel save something from the traditional pattern. 
If Mrs. Woolf had lived longer, would she have drawn 
closer to religion and joined in today's surging religious 
1. The Years, pp. 427-428. 
2. One Critic (F. L. Overcarsh in "The Lighthouse, Face to 
Face," Accent, Winter, 1950, pp. 107-123) finds a Biblical 
structure pervading the whole, in which, allegorically, 
Mrs. Ramsay is Eve, Mary, the Roman Catholic Church, and 
Christt The dinner party in the novel symbolizes the Last 
Supper, and the lighthouse is Almighty God. Granting, as 
I do not, the validity of such an interpretation of Mrs. 
Woolf's symbolism (an interpretation that limits drast-
ically the rich connotations of the symbols), the reader 
need not draw the conclusion that the author believes in 
the Biblical symbols used. She may have used this orthodox 
machinery (if she did) to provide a unified setting much in 
the same way Joyce used the Homeric structure in Ulysses. 
renaissance? Tired of seeking the elusive, disillusioned 
and sick of uncertainty, might she have embraced some def• 
inite religious creed--something, let us say, midway between 
the heretical Christianity of a Blake and the orthodox 
Anglicanism of a Wordsworth or a Coleridge--something neither 
rigidly authoritarian nor esoterically mystical? I hardly 
think so. The tenor of her work as a whole precluded, in 
my opinion, any definite choice. The feeling persists, how-
ever, that with her ever growing maturity of mind and heart, 
genuine compassion and understanding would have displaced 
derision and irony in her approach to Christianity.l 
1. w. Y. Tindall (Forces in Modern British Literature, 
pp. 305-306) contends that Virginia Woolf, "in the 
absence of religious instruction, public or private, 
confused the soul with the flow of consciousness, 
evil with intellect, and spiritual exercise with the 
subjective method"--a tantalyzingly glib assertion that 
has the distinction of being inaccurate on almost every 
count. Honest doubt, not confusion was characteristic 
of Virginia Woolf. She never confused religion and art, 
although~ indeed, she approached her art with religious 
devotion. 
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c. Feminism 
What must further have motivated Virginia Woolf's un-
friendliness towards the Church was its exclusion of women 
from the priesthood.! Indeed, her attitude toward the 
social, political, and literary phenomena of her time was 
often gauged by the manner in which they came to grips with 
the problem of woman's status in society. It is impossible 
to understand and evaluate Virginia Woolf's critical and 
creative writings without a proper appraisal of her inbred 
feminism; in fact, Woman--at home and abroad, as lover, wife, 
mother, artist, and public citizen--is a leading, pervasive 
theme of her novels and essays. Much of her critical work 
deals with women writers and their special promiems: social 
and economic impediments and their effects, the difficulty 
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of self-expression and the frustration of talent, the 
"feminine" creative state of mind, the technical differences 
between masculine and feminine ways of writing, and the 
peculiarly "feminine" provinces of literature. In her novels, 
she bares, in a series of incomparably vivid situations, the 
essential nature of feminine modes of thought and apprehen-
sion. Not only does she isolate the essence of female exper-
ience; she also shows, by .her expression of feminine values, · 
wherein it differs from, and is complementary to, its male 
1• Three Guineas, pp. 186-190. 
counterpart. Finally, in A Room of One's Own and Three 
Guineas, she has made her most direct contributions to the 
feminist cause by an intense advoca.cy of equal rights, of 
intellectual and. cultural as well as political emancipation. 
Determined to write as a woman and explore her femin1.ni ty, 
Virginia Woolf continues the revolt of women as a spiritual 
suffragist with a strong faith in progress and evolution. In 
a sense which will soon be made clear, Virginia Woolf is the 
greatest feminist of the twentieth century. 
Virginia Woolf often invests ordinary events with 
symbolical overtones. In A Room of One's Own she sees a 
young man and a girl together enter a taxi. Her imagination 
is fired by the thought that this sight restores to her a 
vision of the unity of the mind, of the natural cooperation 
of the sexes.l This image of fusion prompts her to expound 
the following theory of the sexes: 
••• In each of us two powers preside, 
one male, one female; and in the man's 
brain, the man predominates over the 
woman, and in the woman's brain, the 
woman predominates over the man. The 
normal and comfortable state of being 
is that when the two live in harmony 
together, spiritually co-operating. If 
one is a man, still the woman part of 
the brain must have effect; and a woman 
also must have intercourse with the man 
in her. Coleridge perhaps meant this 
when he said that a great mind is andro-
gynous. It is when this fusion takes 
1. A Room of One's Own, pp. 169-170. 
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place that the mind is fully 
fertilised and uses all its 
faculties •••• He meant, per-
haps that the androgynous mind 
is resonant and porous; that it 
transmits emotion without im-
pediment; · that it is naturally 
creative1 incandescent and un-divided. 
This theory, original neither with Virginia Woolf nor 
Coleridge, can be traced back, in concept, to Plato, who, 
in The Banquet describes the Androgyns as a composite man-
woman, later parted by the gods. Sir Thomas Browne, as 
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Ruth Gruber points out, acknowledges the "Androgynall con-
dition in man," and Shakespeare suggests it in King Richard II 
2 when he speaks of the brain as female to the soul. Mrs. 
Woolf, however, elaborates upon it further, and by drama-
tizing it, especially in Orlando, she makes it her own. The 
fully developed mind, she believes, does not think separately 
of sex; indeed, "it is fatal to be a man or woman pure and 
simple; one must be woman-manly or man ... womanly.".3 In the 
artist especially, some collaboration has to take place in 
the mind, some marriage of opposites has to be consummated 
before the acrt of creation can be accomplished. Modern 
writers are suffering from too much virility, self-conscious 
virility, and are writing only with the male side of their 
1. A Room of One's Own, pp. 170-171. 
2. Rutg Gruber, Virginia Woolf, p. 86 • 
.3. A Room of One's Own, p. 181. 
brains.1 Neither Galsworthy nor Kipling "has a spark o'f 
the woman in him." 2 Shakespeare, however, she reveres 
as the great type of the androgynous mind; and so, too, 
Keats, Coleridge, Lamb, and Cowper. Such minds do not 
lean too hard on arid intellectual processes, but have 
the leaven o'f feminine wit and intuition within them. The 
theory that the great poet is a composite o'f the sexes 
could account then for his or her intuitive understanding, 
as in the case of Shakespeare and Jane A~sten, of both 
sexes; it could explain, also, to some extent, the preval-
ence o'f homosexuality among artists like Sappho and Proust, 
in whom one sex greatly overshadowed the other. Some of 
Virginia Woolf's own female characters show traces o'f 
decided, although not absolutely indulged, Lesbianism. It 
is amazing to see with what objectivity she analyzes these 
sexual abnormalities, and how acute are her psychological 
dissections of the relations of Mrs. Dalloway and Sally 
Seton,3 or of Miss Kilman and Elizabeth Dalloway.4 
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In Orlando, however, Virginia Woolf created a protagenist 
1. About fi'fty years later Hamiel Long, in A Letter to St. 
Augustine (New York; Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1950), 
p. 205, writes o'f "the unavailingness of the masculine 
mind operating wifuout the 'feminine as written large in the 
condition o'f today." He notes that woman's reverence 'for 
li'fe and her powers of nourishing do not . balance .man's 
instinct for power; and that men who find their .maleness 
bankrupt as a spiritual force long for the assistance of 
women. Mr. Long also echoes Mrs. Woolf's desire for com-
radeship of the sexes. "To help each other, the sexes 
.must know each other. Patriarchy is done 'for and no good." 
2. A Room o'f One's Own, p. 178. 
3. Mrs. Dallowa~, pp. 46~53. 
4. Ibid., pp. 1 8-201. 
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of dual sex who represented, but not in a perverted manner, 
the androgynous type she idealized. Through a progression 
in time, Orlando's bisexual behavior emphasizes dramatically 
how little difference exists between man and woman. A per-
son, in short, is an individual, not a gender. When Orlando, 
born a male in the sixteenth century, awoke to find herself 
a woman in the eighteenth century, she accepted this aston-
ishing metamorphosis with almost complete indifference. To 
her it mattered little whether she wore the ambassadorial 
hose or the crinoline, for clothes as well as sex were super-
ficial distinctions, merely artificial and environmental. 
Orlando, neither wholly man nor wholly woman, giving rein 
now to masculine, now to feminine habits and modes of thought, 
was Virginia Woolf's epitome of the fully developed, the 
fused and integrated personality. She believed in the 
community of intellectual experience, in a humanity stronger 
in its spiritual unity than in its sexual differences. It 
is a knowledge of reality that is important, and the criter-
ion must be a measure of reality greater than the measure of 
sex distinctions. That division means eternal death is 
implicit in all of Mrs. Woolf's writing, and perhaps, as 
Winifred Holtby suggests, she envisaged a future, with 
William Blake, when sex, as well as all other barriers of 
division, would vanish and cease to be.l 
Yet, despite an insistence on the ideal androgynous 
1. Winifred Holtby, Virginia Woolf, p. 185. 
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personality, despite occasional explorations of masculinity 
and intuitive revelations of the hidden man in every wom.an, 
Virginia Woolf emphasizes the differences that distinguish 
the sexes, and particularly, the nature of the feminine 
element in human relationships. Nor does this conscious 
feminine bias conflict with her theory. Before the desired 
fusion of opposites can be consummated, there must be some 
sort of equality of the factors involved. The male side has 
mad more than its share of publicity in most phases of life 
and art; it is time now to redress the balance and allow 
woman's peculiar virtues complete expression in a confused 
world in which masculine values predominate. The poverty 
of woman's total achievement as compared with man's is caused 
by no inbred inferiority, but by the constant intellectual 
and economic subjection of women throughout the ages. Denied 
the leisure and money necessary for thought and creation, 
weighed down by imperfect education and the fantastic legend 
of mental inferiority, woman's aspirations and abilities have 
been starved, stunted, twisted. Vir~inia Woolf paints a 
hypothetical portrait of the life of Shakespeare's sister, 
Judith, who had her brother's genius but not his opportun-
ities. Bereft of schooling, berated by her parents for 
reading instead of sewing and cooking, she runs away to 
London to escape a forced marriage. When she is denied any 
outlet for her literary or histrionic abilities, she is 
driven to become actor-manager Nick Green's mistress. Finding 
1 herself with child, she kills herself. 
Even when, in the centuries that followed, women were 
granted more freedom, they were usually cowed into catering 
to man's special conception of things. For this continual 
murder of female creativity men, of c.ourse, were to blame--
men, with their instinct for possession and rage for acquisi-
tion of other people's fields and goods, with their urge "to 
make frontiers and flags; battleships and poison gas; to 
offer up their own lives and their children's lives."2 Men 
have tyrannized over women principally beeause of fear--the 
fear of being dispossessed from an age-long position of 
superiorityN-the fear of rebellion against male patriarchy. 
Man's self-esteem demands a mirror in which his glory may be 
reflected, and women have ever served as the mirror of man, 
as the glass that reflects the figure of man at twice its 
natural size, as a magic goad to man's love of glory and war 
and heroic action. "That is why Napoleon and Mussolini both 
insist so emphatically upon the inferiority of women, for if 
they were not inferior, they would cease to enlarge.") That 
is why men have opposed every effort women have made to 
educate themselves and to make themselves independent. Thus, 
although imaginatively women have been of the highest import-
ance in literature, from the Wife of Bath to Madame de 
Guermantes, practically she has been almost insignificant. 
1. A Room of One's Own, pp. 80-84. 
2. Ibid. , p. 66. -). Ibid., p. 61. 
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"She perTades poetry from cover to cover; she is all but 
absent from history."1 Even today, despite women's final 
emergence as writers from the days of Lady Winchelsea and 
Aphra Behn through Fanny Burney and Jane Austen to the 
•• Brontes and George Eliot, their emancipation is still far 
from complete. They still lack financial independence and 
freedom from interruption-•rooms of their own, the full 
benefits of man's glorious solitude, libraries, and studies 
sacred in the masculine tradition. Hampered by conscious 
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or sub-conscious dependence on purely masculine criteria, 
they must break completely with their man-mirroring function, 
and, instead, examine masculine concepts and reasoning. 
Expressed or implied throughout A Room of One's Own are Mrs. 
Woolf's exhortations to women to cherish no hatred for their 
own sex or their brothers'; to waste none of the substance 
of their talent in fears, discriminations, and hatreds; as 
writers, to work calmly and fearlessly, with eyes fixed on 
reality and with hearts freed from the bitterness of past 
humiliations and present hysteria and sentimentality. If 
women can cultivate the habit of freedom and the courage to 
write exa~tly what they think, then, in another century, 
"the opportunity will come and the dead poet who was Shakes-
peare's sister will put on the body which she has so often 
1. A~opm of One's Own, p. 75. · 
.· .· . 
laid down."1 
Many critics have deplored Virginia Woolf's pre-
occupation with the antique polemics of feminism, espec-
ially at a time of appreciable advance in women's rights. 
To Elizabeth Bowen this obsessio.n of hers that women were 
being martyrized humanly and inhibited creatively by the 
stupidities of a man-made world was "a bleak quality, an 
aggressive streak which can but irritate, disconcert, the 
adorer of Virginia Woolf, the artist.ff2 Q. D. Leavis 
(the Leavises have been waging a private war against Vir-
ginia Woolf), in a vitriolic review of Three Guineas,3 
accuses the author, among other things, of fomenting fur-
ther sex hostility by reviving dead and forgotten issues 
that no longer fit the contemporary scene. But the ripe 
age of an idea or movement does not ~rejudice its utility. 
Despite some superfici·al gains, sexual equality is still a 
myth. The social world today, arranged by man, is adapted 
to his capacity for continuous application; it remains 
biased, in many subtle ways, in a masculine direction. As 
the sociologist Lewis Way expresses it, "the tradition of 
1. A Room of One's Own, p. 199. 
2. Elizabeth Bowen, Collected Impressions, p. so. How 
ironical that critics who object to Mrs. Woolf's aloof-
ness and withdrawal from reality should at the same 
time rebel at her involvement in a cause that thrusts 
her right into the midst of the political and social 
scenet 
3. Q. D. Leavis, "Three Guineas" (Review), Scrutiny, 
7:203-214, September, 1938. 
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culture is dominated by masculine ways or thought, and a 
woman's mode of expression is not regarded as so important" ;:1 
and he adds a sentence that duplicates exactly Virginia 
Woolf's thesis: "Art gains nothing if woman sacrifices her 
vision to .man's equally conventional vision instead of 
asserting her own unique contribution. n 2 But a woman,- he 
concedes, has to be exceptionally gifted before she can 
break through to the purely feminine self-expression of a 
Virginia Woolf and force the world to accept it as work of 
equal value to that of a .m.an.3 
Nor are Mrs. Woolf's detractors cognisant of the total 
range of her feminism. Her polemics do not stop at a .mere 
recital of injustices suffered by women; she is concerned 
as well with their behavior once they have crashed the gates 
of professional life. It is not enough just to earn five 
hundred pounds a year or .more and to have a room of one's 
own. Rooms must be furnished, decorated, shared.4 Immersed 
in the competitive struggle of the professions, .may not 
women acquire the combative qualities of .men? May not 
successful careers and the .material possessions they bring--
the cash value--smother the spiritual and intellectual value 
of professional life? Men have been seduced into losing 
their sight, speech, and hea.ring; they no longer have ti.m.e 
1. Lewis Way, Man's Quest for Significance, p. 65. 
2. Loc. oit. 
3. Loo. crt. 
4. ~ Death of the Moth, p. 242. 
for art, conversation, music; they have lost their sense 
of proportion--the relations of one thing to another. 
"What then remains of a human being who has lost sight, and 
sound, and sense of proportion? Only a cripple in a cave."l 
Virginia Woolf has no desire to see her sex added to this 
casualty list--to moral and intellectual cripples to whom 
nations have entrusted their lives and their happiness. Now 
she urges constructive proposals for women entering the 
professions: they must refuse to exclude from the profess-
ions any qualified people of whatever sex, class, or color; 
they must not earn more than is sufficient to be healthy, 
independent, and leisured; they must keep free from unreal 
loyalties-~pride of nationality, school, family, sex; they 
must not prostitute their talents, sell their brains for 
money, thus practicing real chastity and integrity; and they 
must reject with scorn all kinds of self-advertisement--
badges, orders, and degrees. 2 Only thus can women stay in 
the professions and yet remain uncontaminated by them. 
Virginia Woolf's feminism thus merges with masculinism-• 
indeed, with humanity as a whole. It is an indivisible, 
unextractable element of her general outlook. For her, the 
fight for women's freedom is only a part of the larger 
universal fight for freedom, for the evil that has tyrran-
ized over women was now interfering with the liberty of all 
1. Three Guineas, p. 110. 
2. !hid., pp. 121-122. 
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mankind and making distinctions not only of sex, but of 
race. She is referring, of course, to "the whole iniquity 
of dictatorship, whether in Oxford or Cambridge, in White-
hall or Downing Street, against Jews or against women; in 
England, or in Germany, in Italy, or in Spain."l Feminists 
have been the advance guard of the fight against national 
and international Fascism. 
Although Virginia Woolf, especially in her criticism, 
reveals many of the so-called masculine traits--sanity of 
judgment, swift, relentless logic, balance, clarity, and 
wit--she was primarily interested in "feminine" manifest-
ations in her novels. More keenly than any other novelist 
of her time did she discern the essential quality of the . 
typically feminine modes of thought and apprehension; and, 
as a result, in her creative work she is more feminine than 
feminist. Because Mrs. Woolf's novels are not this paper's 
main concern, an extended analysis, complete with references 
and footnotes, of the feminine element in her novels is not 
in order. Besides, since her feminism is an integral part 
of her basic conception of life and literature, .many of the 
feminine qualities here .merely mentioned will be more fully 
discussed later. Here, then, is a brief summary of the 
various components of Virginia Woolf's conception of femin-
inity as discovered in such characters as Mrs. Flanders, 
1. Three Guineas, P• 157. 
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Mrs. Dalloway, Mrs. Ramsay, Mrs. SWithin, Eleanor Pargiter, 
and Lily Briscoe: 1 
The feminine is characterized by vagueness, and, at 
its worst, muddleheadedness, for it has not either man's 
powers or scope of abstract thought. It is indifferent to 
facts, being incapa.ble of retaining them or distinguishing 
between them. But great honesty, integrity, and courage 
prevail. The truth behind the fact--its interpretation--
is important, especially the truth about individual human 
being. The feminine is the ability to sift the essential 
from the accidental. It insists on facing the truth, and 
refuses to be deflected from it by egotism or vanity. It 
is filled with compassion and can perceive the slightest 
human pain, and instinctively try to relieve it. It takes 
great delight in minutiae; the trivial, apparently irrel-
event manifestations of life take on significant meaning~~ 
small symbolic details of dress, food, parties, room 
furnishings, even wavings of hands, hesitations at street 
corners, entrances into rooms. It is a delight also in 
sensory apperceptions, in tone, color, flavor. The feminine 
prefers reality of spirit to reality of detail or dis-
passionate observation. It is made up of all the delicate, 
impalpable elements of existence; it perceives mystery 
44. 
1. Here I am partly indebted to M. E. Kelsey, "Virginia 
Woolf and the She-Condition," Sewanee Review, 39:425-444, 
October, 1931. 
rather than clarity, confusion and complexity rather than 
simplicity and definiteness. It can distinguish one 
experience from smother by an awareness of the shades and 
subtleties, the tremors and gleams, of living. It prizes 
the flavor of the moment, the emotio~ itself. Not acting, 
but searching, meditating, feeling are valued. Life and 
people it finds complicated, what with many different per-
sonalities residing in one individual. The magic subtle, 
silent effects of one person on another are much more re-
vealing than anything overtly said or done• The feminine 
lives often on the borderland of various levels of con-
sciousness and is well acquainted with the hypnagogic state 
between sleeping and waking. Joy merges with sorrow, past 
with present; everything seems to mingle inextricably with 
something else. The feminine tries to create the breath 
of the impalpable as it passes by. "In the 'femininet is 
meaning--the meaning of the 'masculine'."l 
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Finally, women, in their vital relations with men, bave 
enriched them with a kind of understanding and creative 
stimulus--a renewal of creati~e power--which they could not 
get from their own sex. This relationship, imaginatively 
dramatized in Mrs. Dalloway and To The Lighthouse, is 
further clarified in A Room of One's OWn: 
1. M. E. Kelsey,~· cit., p. 444. 
• • • He would open the door of the 
drawing-room or nursery, I thought, 
and find her among her children per-
haps, or with a piece of embroidery 
on her knee--at any rate, the centre 
of some different order and system 
of life, and the contrast between 
this world and his own. • • would at 
once refresh and invigorate; and 
there would follow even in the simplest 
talk, such a natural differen0e of opinion 
that the dried ideas in him would be 
fertilized anew; and the sight of her 
creating in a different medium from his 
own world would so quicken his creative 
power that insensibly his sterile mind 
would begin to plot again, and he would 
find the phrase or the scene which was 
lacking when he put on his hat to visit 
her. Every Johnson has his Thrale, and 
holds fast to her for some such reasons 
as these, and when the Thrale marries 
her Italian music master Johnson goes 
half mad with rage and disgust, not 
merely that he will miss his pleasant 
evenings at Streatham, but that the light 
of his life will be 'as if gone out.•l 
One need only note the large number of essays dealing 
specifically with women writers and the part women play in 
the remainder to see how often Virginia Woolf's feminism 
shaped the spirit and direction of her critical thinking. 
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Again and again she discusses the adverse conditions re-
sponsible for defects in women's art and the ideal environ-
ment in which they could felicitously release all their 
dormant energies. Her mind distracted and harassed by hates 
and grievances directed against the hostile faction of men, 
Lady Winchelsea's genuine gift for poetry was submerged in 
1. A Room of One's Own, pp. 150-151. 
the anger and bitterness consumed in the struggle for 
artistic freedom. 1 The Duchess of Newcastle, whose in-
sistence upon integrity and freedom led her to violate 
the conventions of the time, was actually driven into 
eccentricity by ridicule and frustration• Her passion for 
poetry and her native wit were disfigured and deformed. 
In violent conflict with external ~uthority, she lost her 
stability and judgment, and "she became capable of involu-
tions and contortions and conceits"2--the pitfalls of 
integrity grown fanatic. Even Dorothy Osborne thought she 
was mad to write books in verse;3 and Dorothy herself, also 
rich in literary talent, wrote nothing but letters • 
•• Charlotte Bronte, who had more genius in her than Jane 
Austen, was also broken in a desperate war with a masculine 
world that condemned women to making puddings and knitting 
stockings, to playing the piano and embroidering bags. The 
novelist yearned after wider horizons; her genius would 
have profited enormously if experience and intercourse and 
travel had been granted her. As a result, the range of her 
work was limited, and its integrity damaged. She "will 
never get her genius expressed whole and entire."4 The 
continuity of her work is disturbed by jerks of indignation 
1. A Room of One's Own, pp. 101~105. 
2. The Common Reader, p. 109. 
3. A Room of One's Own, p. 108. 
4. Ibid., p. 120. 
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and protest that deform and twist it. "She will write in 
a rage when she should write calmly. • • • She will write 
of herself where she should write of her characters. She 
is at war with her lot."1 Anger was tampering with the 
integrity of the novelist, and she would leave her story 
to attend to some personal grievance. 2 Lacking that serene 
objectivity, she fails often because her art becomes too 
polemic, too subjective, too confessional. 
What drove Charlotte Bronte•to distraction apparently 
did not irk Jane Austen at all. Her gift and her circum-
stances--the narrowness of life at Parsonages, and tea-
parties--matched each other completely. Instead of breaking 
conventions, she adapted them to herself and circumscribed 
them ·in her own way. Avoiding the extremes of fanaticism 
she achieved quietly what the Duchess of Newcastle sought in 
eccentricities. •• Besides, Jane Austen, and Emily Bronte, too, 
wrote as women write, not men. They alone, of all the 
thousands of women who wrote novels then, "entirely ignored 
the perpetual admonitions of the eternal pedagogue--write 
this, think that.n3 Theirs is not the oblivion that has 
overtaken .most of their sisters' work--an oblivion which 
Virginia Woolf ascribes with trenchant self-analysis to the 
concessions made, to the sacrifice of objectivity to the 
1. A Room of One's Own, p. 121. 
2. Ibid., p. 127. 
3. Ibid., p. 130. 
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critic's (man's) lash, to visions and values altered in 
deference to the opinions of others--to their inability 
to kill what she called the Angel in the House, that 
spirit which bade women flatter and deceive, charm and 
conciliate, tell lies, in order to succeed.l 
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Often Mrs. Woolf writes penetratingly of the technical 
differences between the masculine and feminine way or writiag. 
The differences between the male and female intellect, or the 
rational and the intuitive, should be reflected in the sub-
jects and forms that the novelist uses. Writers like Lamb, 
Browne, Thackeray, Newman, Sterne, Dickens, DeQuincey are of 
little help to women, for the weight, the pace, the stride 
of a man's mind sre too unlike her own for her to lift any-
thing substantial from him successfully.2 "The ape is too 
distant to be sedulous.") She continues: 
• • • There was no common sentence 
ready for her use. All the great 
novelists like Thackeray and Dickens 
and Balzac have written a natural 
prose, swift but not slovenly, ex-
pressive but not precious •••• They 
have based it on the sentence that 
was current at the time •••• It was 
1 • . The Death of the Moth, p. 2)8. 
2. This is a strange repudiation of many of the masculine 
writers who had helped form her own style and to whom 
she had paid tribute in the preface to Orlando. She 
learned more than "a few tricks" from. Sir Thomas Browne, 
Lamb, and Sterne. But she is consciously over-stressing 
the case here in order to persuade women of the dangers 
of imitating styles alien to their natures. 
). A Room of One's Own, p. 1)2. 
a sentence unsuited for women's use •••• 1 
Moreover, a book is not made up of 
sentences laid end to end, but of 
sentences built ••• into arcades or 
domes. And this shape, too, has been 
made by men out or their own needs for 
their own uses. There is no reason to 
think that the form of the . epic or of 
the poetic play suit a woman any more 
than the sentence suits her. But all 
the older forms or literature were 
hardened and set by the t ·ime she became 
a writer. The novel alone was young 2 enough to be soft in her hands •••• 
But there were other reasons,- besides the comparative 
newness of the novel form, why women wrote novels. The 
original impulse was to poetry; both in France and in Eng-
land women poets had preceded women novelists. Yet the 
•• great four--Jane Austen, the Brontes, and George Eliot--
all incongruous characters in many ways, were compelled to 
write novels. Perhaps it was so because the middle-class 
women of the early nineteenth century, writing in a common 
sitting-room, had no rooms of their own--a loss less fatal 
to fiction than to poetry.3 Besides, a woman's training, 
because of the usual restrictions, was inevitably in 
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1. The following is an example of the kind of sentence she 
means: 'The grandeur of their works was an argument with 
them not to stop short, but to proceed. They could have 
no higher excitement or satisfaction than in the exercise 
of their art and endless generations of truth and beauty; 
success prompts to exertion; and habit facilitates 
success.' (Ibid., p. 133). Johnson and Gibbon and the 
rest are behind this sentence--and Charlotte Bronte 
stumbled clumsily along with it; George Eliot "committed 
atrocities with it." Only Jane Austen discarded it and 
devised one natural to her own use. 
2. A Room of One's Own, p. 134. 
3. Ibid., p. 115. 
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observation of character and analysis of emotion--a train-
ing she could put to use most simply in the novel.l Still, 
Virginia Woolf wonders if even now the novel, that youngest 
and most pliable of all forms, is rightly shaped for woman's 
use. She predicts it will be knocked into shape only when 
women have achieved completer freedom of expression--into a 
shape that will allow release of the poetry in t hem that is 
still denied outlet.2 
Another of Virginia Woolf's favorite themes in her 
criticism is the manner in which the creative processes of 
the woman writer's mind differ from those of her brother 
artist's. She holds to the Romantic conception of the state 
of creation. The ideal state of mind (of a novelist, 
specifically) is, for either sex, one of perpetual lethargy, 
a state of trance in which the unconscious holds sway, in 
which nothing may disturb either the illusionm which he 
finds himself or the sudden subtle discoveries of the 
imagination. There is a difference, however, in the working 
of the sub-conscious as a creative activity in the sexes. 
With unusual insight she describes a typical experience of a 
woman writing a novel in the desired state of trance. 
• • • The image that comes to my 
mind when I think of this girl is 
the image of a fisherman lying 
sunk in dreams on the verge of a 
deep lake with a rod held out over 
the water. She was letting her 
1. A Room of One's Own, p. 116. 
2. Ibid., p. 135. 
imagination sweep unchecked round 
every rock and cranny of the world 
that lies submerged in the depths 
of our unconscious being. Now came 
the experience, the experience that 
I believe to be far commoner with 
women writers than with men. The 
line raced through the girl's fin-
gers. Her imagination had rushed 
away. It had sought the pools. the 
depths, the dark places where the 
largest fish slumber. And then 
there was a smash. There was an 
explosion. There was foam and con-
fusion. The imagination had dashed 
itself against something hard. The 
girl was roused from her dream. She 
was indeed in a state of most acute 
and difficult distress. To speak 
without figure, she had thought of 
something, of something about the 
body, about the passions which it 
was unfitting for her as a woman to 
say. Men, her reason told her, . 
would be shocked. The consciousness 
of what men will say of a woman who 
speaks the truth about her passions 
had roused her from her artist's state 
of unconsciousness. She could write 
no more. The trance was over. Her 
imagination could .work no longer •••• 1 
A censor, then, exists in the mind of the woman writer: 
a fear of man's conventional judgment which impedes, re-
stricts, negates. Bernard Blac~stone suggests that is why 
we findh Virginia Woolf's work no extensive survey of the 
field of the passions; she had to write frankly of sexual 
passion, or not at a11. 2 
At first it may seem strange that a woman of Virginia 
Woolf's background should be so deeply concerned about the 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 240. 
2. Blackstone, p. 249. 
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feminist cause. She was the child of an intelleatual and 
liberal milieu in which one would imagine feminine dispar-
ity would least appear. But advocacy of women's equal 
rights was never one of Bloomsbury's enthusiasms. Lytton 
Strachey was hardly fitted for an ardent championship of 
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the feminist cause. Only George Meredith, as he unburdened 
himself in the novels dealing with the emancipated woman, 
might have served as stimulus and guide. The fact, however, 
that she herself was enjoying unusual opportunities and 
uninhibited use of her talents made her all the more con-
ecious of the restrictions imposed on most of her sex. 
Furthermore, brought up in a predominantly male atmosphere 
of Victorian and post-Victorian celebrities, she might have 
noticed how rarely women entered this world of university 
men and writers. As David Daiches points out, it did not 
take much effort to extend the political liberalism that she 
imbibed in her youth to include the emancipation of women.l 
Personally, I find Mrs. Woolf's interest in feminism strongly 
connected with her idea of what a novel should be and do. 
Her kind of novel is fundamentally "feminine," as opposed to 
r 
the "masculine" writings of Bennett, Wells and Galsworthy. 
For her, the dividing line between art, life, and reality is 
often painfully thin and wavering. 
There is no need, in a thesis of this nature, to linger 
over the weaknesses of many of her arguments and conclusions 
1. David Daiches, Virginia Woolf, · p. 150. 
in her treatment of the social, economic, and psychological 
aspects of feminism: her tendency, sometimes shrill and 
tedious, to lay too many of women's frustrations and 
limitations to some male conspiracy to keep women in their 
place; her scant, superficial discussion of the economic 
factors involved, despite her awareness that intellectual 
freedom depends on material things; her failure to allow for 
important variations in time and place; the numerous con-
tradictions end irrelevancies and manufactured dilemmas that 
often prejud.ice her grasp of psychological and emotional 
motives of human behavior. Despite these deficiencies, the 
issues she has raised, discussed, and dramatized are still 
vitally significant today. It is not unusual, in our con-
temporary scene, to find speakers and writers like Dr. 
Margaret Mead (a most reputable anthropologist) discussing 
many of the same problems and arriving at many of the same 
conclusions about sex differences that Virginia Woolf did.l 
Concentrating her energies on the fight for educational and 
cultural, rather then for political, equality, she can take 
her place as a propagandist, along with Mary Astell, Mary 
Wollstonecraft, Margaret Fuller, and Ellen Key, in a move-
ment that has been long in energy and courage but short in 
literary talent. She is one of those few who had tried to 
make Rainer Maria Hilke's prophecy come closer to fulfill-
ment: the day when there will be women whose name will no 
1. Margaret Mead, Male and Female. 
longer signify merely an opposite of the masculine, but 
something in itself, "something that makes one think, not 
of any complement and limit~ but of life and existence: 
1 the female human being." 
E. M. Forster holds feminism responsible for the best 
and the worst of Virginia Woolf's writings.2 Such an 
opinion implies a cancelling of opposites resulting in a 
neutral score. But if feminism, directly and indirectly, 
in all its .manifestations, is responsible for her best 
work--A Room of One's Own, Orlando, the creation of Mrs. 
Ramsay and Mrs. Dalloway, and some of the fresh and 
brilliant insights of her critical essays--it matters very 
little if it also encouraged her worst. It must be accepted 
as a salutary, fructifying force in her intellectual and 
artistic perspectives. 
1. Rainer Maria Rilke, Letters To A Young Poet, p. 34. 
2. E. M. Forster, Virginia Woolf, pp. 31-34. Mr. Forster 
considers her feminism only as it occurs in her non-
fictional .work; he ignores its subtler presence in the 
novels. · 
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D. Class Distinctions 
Virginia Woolf was not only a woman; she was also a 
lady. Aristocratic in temper, she was ever sensitive to 
social distinctions, blood, and royalty. It ·is easy to 
accumulate evidence leading to the accusations of social 
and intellectual snobbery directed against her even by 
fairly sympathetic critics like E. M. Forster and David 
Daiches. The subje~t of her writing was a restricted 
section of the middle class (the upper middle-class, really) 
to which, by birth and upbringing, she belonged--a class 
with inherited privileges, private incomes, sheltered lives, 
and sensitive tastes. Very often the reader is aware of an 
unconscious implication that sensibility is the prerogative 
of these more leisured and intelligent members of society. 
She had the unmitigated gall (or was it superb candor) to 
tell the members of a workingwomen's guild that "it is much 
.; better to be a lady; ladies desire Mozart and Cezanne and 
Shakespeare; and not merely money and hot water laid onnl __ 
and she proceeded to scold her audience for deriding ladies 
and imitating their mincing speech. The demands of these 
women for the vote, higher wages, education, and divorce left 
her cold and untouched; her interest was merely altruistic. 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 237. Her rather nafve 
estimation of what ladies desire (like her observation 
that every second Englishman speaks French} arbitrarily 
raised the cultured standards of ladies to her own level. 
"If every reform they demanded was granted this instant, it 
would not matter to me a single jot •••• I sit here hypo-
critically, clapping and stamping, an outcast from the 
flock." 1 When she speaks of shopkeepers and other members 
of the menial classes, she refers to them as a separate 
species--as "they"--in contrast to the "we" of the writer 
herself and her readers. Not that she dislikes the laboring 
classes; in fact, she is fond of them, in the abstract. 
Rather condescendingly, she admits that she likes to study 
them and sit next to the conductor in an omnibus and try 
to get him to tell her what it is like to be a conductor. 2 
Her detachment from the working class, her aloofness and 
angular attitude, is intensified further by periodic proposals 
like the isolating Outsider's Society (a society of women 
functioning mostly by abstention)3 and a Society for the 
Protection of Privacy (directed against persistent autograph 
hunters and prying journalists).4 
Still, the conception of Mrs. Woolf as the invalid Lady 
of Bloomsbury, precious, rarified, and arrogant, stems less 
from truth than legend. Once again critics were falling 
into the popular error of honoring the part for the whole, 
of basing judgments not on all aspects of a total, growing 
achievement, but on sporadic pronouncements wrenched out of 
context. Virginia Woolf has the moral courage to transcend 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 231. 
2. The Death ot the Moth, p. 178. 
3. Three Guineas, pp. 167-175. 
4. New Statesman and Nation, 6:511, October 28, 1933. 
her prejudices even as she states them. She is a patrician 
with a sense of social responsibility who has the rare 
honesty to admit, uhlike most progressive thinkers or 
humanitarians, that her interest in the oppressed is based 
on abstract justice and reason, and not on genuine sympathy. 
Mere recognition of one's social position is not snobbery. 
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That is an unusual kind of snobbery that harbors no hypocrisy 
or cowardice and grows out of intellectual integrity, not 
arrogance. If a snob is one who judges by externals, and is 
servile to persons of wealth and position, then Mrs. Woolf 
is none. She refuses to gloss over the limitations of the 
aristocracy or the middle class with which she identifies 
herself. Trenchant satire of the upper classes is not ~ 
common in her work, whether it appears in her witty portrait 
of Lady Dorothy Nevilll (who, though born a lady, was not 
one), or in Orlando's description of London society,2 or, 
most profoundly, in the subtle and ironic hints of decay and 
dissolution that lurk beneath the seemingly solid structure 
of Clarissa Dalloway's civilized world. In the Battle of the 
Brows it is not the lowbrow ("a man or woman of thoroughbred 
vitality who rides his body in pursuit of a living at-a·,: 
gallop across life")J that is the enemy of the highbrow ("a 
man or woman of thoroughbred intelligence who rides his mind 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 274-280. 
2. Orlando, pp. 192-194. 
J. The Death of the Moth, p. 178 •. 
at a gallop across country in ._pursuit of an idea"); 1 It is, 
rather, the middlebrow, the appeaser, compromiser, and 
opportunist, who curries favors with both sides and pursues 
no single object, "neither art nor life itself, but both 
mixed indistinguishably and rather hastily, with money, fame, 
power, or prestige."2 If she is supercilious, it is to these 
middlebrows, who, if they be authors, write down to the low-
brow readers who are not expected to .match their superior 
intellect and sensibility--an act of which Virginia Woolf was 
never guilty, for she always treated her readers as equals. 
Similarly, she is quick to prize the virtues of the 
laboring classes. Charwomen, as well as duchesses, can be 
highbrows.J Working women do not appear to her as down-
trodden and exhausted. They have some enviable qualities 
that ladies have lost: vitality, earthiness, independence. 
Ladies can well benefit from contact with them. Indeed, the 
relation is reciprocal; for "we have as much to give them as 
they us--wit and detachment, learning and poetry"4 and other 
good ·gifts. Although she considers the barriers to union 
still impassable, she looks forward to a time when the force 
of these women striving for emancipation will break through 
and cement a union of all classes "so that life will be richer 
and books .more complex, and society will pool its possessions 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 177. 
2. Ibid., p. 178. ). IOia., p. 180. In her list of highbrows she names 
EHBKespeare and Dickens, neither of whom is high on 
the "class" scale. 
4. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 2)8. 
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1 instead of segregating them." This statement of communal 
experience, of the sharing of society's resources is not a 
tangential utterance tossed in as a sop to democracy. It 
is a basic element of her social and literary philosophy 
that she stresses time and again. She not only foresees 
but welcomes the advent into literat~e of a working class 
become articulate, ("Literature is no man's private ground"),2 
when class distinctions will vanish and "only natural di:ffer-
ences such as those of brain and character will serve to 
distinguish us."3 In an essay in which she inveighs against 
lecturing, she calls for a new :form o:f society founded on 
poverty and equality: 
Why not bring together people of 
all ages and both sexes and all 
shades of fame and obscurity so 
that they can talk, without 
mounting platforms or reading 
papers or wearing expensive clothes 
or eating expensive food? Would 
not such a society be worth, even 
as a form of education, all the 
papers on art and literature that 
have ever been read since the world 
began? Why not abolish prigs and 
prophets? Why not invent human 
intercourse? Why not try?4 
It is because she did not try--functionally, through 
political and social channels--and failed to implement her 
beliefs and hopes by direct ~ction, that her diagnoses and 
prognoses seem, to many, ineffectual, visionary, haphazard--
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
The Captain's Death Bed, :p. 23@. 
The Moment, p. 154. 
The Second Common Reader, p. 237. 
The Death of the Moth, p. 231. Incidentally, the title 
of this essay is nwhy?". 
the intellea~ual exercise pf an accomplished dilettante. 
Her hopes for the future, moreover, are too often qualified 
by an underlying tentativeness and timidity. Society, she 
feels, will pool its possessions, not segregate them--"a11 
this is bound to happen inevitably ••• but only when we 
are dead."l One detects . a note of relief on the author's 
part that the progress will be slow, and that she will not 
be able to witness it. "In the coming classless, tower-
less world," she writes, "the art of a truly democratic age 
will be--what?"2 And in that "what?" preceded by the dash 
lie the fear of change and the doubts about progress, as 
well as a hint that the writer would feel uncomfortable in 
the new age she predicts. She is secretly glad, I believe, 
that all is yet in the future, that there is a deep gulf to 
be bridged between the dying world and the world that is 
struggling to be born. Her intellectual integrity, however, 
forces her to express the truth about society as · she sees 
it. Besides, she felt she owed something to the less for-
tunate members of that society, for Elizabeth Bowen knew it 
to be a fact that she often reproached herself for being 
privileged and sheltered.3 Perhaps, too, this self-reproach 
was sublimated in an active social conscience. There is 
more than esthetic sympathy in her recreation in The Years 
of the poverty, sordidness, inhumanity, and futility of 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 239. 
2. The Second Common Reader, p. 237. 
3. Elizabeth Bowen, Collected Impressions, p. 81. 
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under-privileged life in London's slums, or in her anguished 
glimpse of the vicious London underworld in Flush. 1 There 
is more than synthetic compassion in her encounter, as she 
goes street haunting, with the hunger-bitten misshapen 
derelicts in Holborn and Soho: at "such sights the nerves 
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of the spine seem to stand erect; a sudden flare is brandished 
in our eyes; a question is asked which is never answered."2 
As a literary critic, Virginia Woolf is constantly aware 
of the social cleavages and restrictions in which English 
fiction is steeped. She notices the curious veins and 
streakings separating individuals even in what appears super-
ficially to be the vast equality of the middle class. 
"Mysterious preorgatives and disabilities too ethereal to be 
distinguished by anything so crude as a title impede and 
disorder the great business of human intercourse.") It is 
the English novelist in particular who finds it difficult to 
escape from the box in which he has been bred. He suffers 
from the disability of birth influencing the range of his 
work; he is fated to know intimately only those who are of 
his own social rank--a disability which may explain the 
limited range of Mrs. Woolf's own fiction. Gentlemen are 
as scarce in Dickens as workingmen are in Thackeray; Jane 
Eyre is hardly the lady Jane Austen's Emmas and Elizabeths 
1. Flush, pp. 90-108. 
2. The Death of the Moth, p. 26. 
). The Second Common Reader, p. 233. 
are.l Class distinctions have .m.a.de it almost impossible 
to know what is really happening in the heights or depths 
of soeicty--in dukes or dustmen--for aristocrats rarely 
write sincerely about themselves, if they write at all; and 
working classes are hampered by a lack of education and 
leisure. It is from the .middle class that great writers 
spring-~a fact that goes far towards explaining the social 
preferences of a woman whose deepest passion is literature. 
With the exception of Dickens in the nineteenth century, 
and D. H. Lawrence in the twentieth, all the representative 
names of the two centuries have had superior educations at 
public schools and universities. 2 The correlation is high, 
then, between a writer's achievement and the education--
reading, talk, travel, leisure--that middle class money can 
buy. And it is that class alone that finds writing as 
natural and habitual as hoeing a field or building a house. 
"It is as impossible to imagine a Duke would be a great 
novelist as that Paradise Lost could be written by a man 
behind a counter.n3 Certain deficiencies in the work of 
D. H. Lawrence Mrs. Woolf believes are caused by the con-
:f'lict arising :from his humble origins as a miner's son: 
1. The Second Common Reader, p, 235. George Meredith, 
fired by the comic spirit, does run up and down the 
social scale; but his attempt to delineate the humble 
is hardly successful, for he has got too far from them 
to write of them with ease. 
2. The Moment, pp. 136-137. 
3. The Second Common Reader, p. 237. 
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dissatisfied with his conditions in his own class, and 
· yearning for the wider horizons of the middle class, he 
finds that he belongs securely to neit~er.l The violent 
impetus he received from his birth and early environment 
was partly responsible for his lack of tradition, his 
indifference to the past, and his emphasis on utility. He 
was not interested in literature as literature; for him, 
everything has "a use, a meaning, is not an end in itself."2 
Especially does she deplore the tendency of modern 
society and some modern fiction to equate "life" or "reality" 
with brutality and ignorance, to look with shame on book 
learning, and to discover virtue in poverty and mere low-
liness of birth. This was a new but dangerous and insidious 
kind of snobbery that made workers into kings and invested 
slum, mine, and factory with the glamor of the palace.3 
This, too, was a result of an obsession, conscious or ~-
conscious, with social distinctions. Virginia Woolf en-
visions in a world of change the end of unnatural class 
barriers, but she has her misgivings about the future of 
English fiction in a truly democratic age. It may change 
so radically that it will be unrecognizable; it may even 
become practically extinct. The novels of the future may 
be as rare end as unsuccessful as poetic drama is today.4 
1. ~he Moment, p. 97. 
2 • Ibid. , p. 97. 
3. Ibid., p. 233. 
4. ~Second Common Reader, p. 237. 
E. Politics, War, and Education 
Certain factors in Virginia Woolf's environment made 
it almost impossible for her to escape involvement in the 
contemporary political scene: her connection with the 
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Bloomsbury Group, the ~ontroversial political and economic 
publications. of the Hogarth Press, and, above all, her 
happy marriage to Leonard Woolf, political economist and 
publicist. It was only natural, then, that she was deeply 
concerned about the problem of the artist and his position 
in society. Could, the cause of Ju.stice best be served by 
direct political agitation--walking in processions, solicit-
. ' ' 
ing votes, addressing meetings--or by exercising the special 
gift of the artist, and by wr~ting about a world in which 
this problem can be, seen among a number of others, all form-
ing a pattern? Virginia Woolf chose the second of these 
alternatives, rejecting, thereby, a third: complete in-
difference to political, social, and economic matters. She 
was painfully aware of the popular attitude concerning the 
artist. Richard Dalloway' s interpretati.on of the artist's 
relations to society and politics is a caricature: 
We politicians doubtless seem to you 
a gross commonplace set of people; 
put we see bo~h sides; we may be 
cl~sy, but we do our best ~o get a 
grasp of things. Now your artists 
find things in a mess, shrug their 
shoulders, turn aside to their 
visions--which I grant may be 
very beautiful-~end leave things 
ih a mess. Now that seems to me 
evading one's responsibilities .1 
Mrs. Woolf did not shrug her shoulders and turn aside. Her 
attitude often approximates that of Mr. Dalloway's wife: 
When I'm with artists I feel so 
intensely the delights of shutting 
oneself up in a little world of 
one's own, with pictures and music 
and everything beautiful, and then 
I gp out into the streets and the 
first child I meet with its poor, 
hungry, dirty little face makes me 
turn roupd and say ••• I can't 
shut myself up--I won't live in a 
world ofmy own. I should like to 
stop all the painting and writing 
and music until this kind of thing 
exists no longer.2 
Mrs. Woolf did stop her creative work to write A Room of 
One's Own and Three Guineas, as well as occasional articles 
like "Memories of a Working Woman's Guild" and ttThe Artist 
and Politics." 
In the essay last mentioned3 she describes the inter-
relations of art and society, and shows why the artist is 
all but forced to take part in politics in an age in which 
biographers write lives of Hitler and Mussolini, not of 
Henry the Eighth and of Charles Lamb; in which poets intro-
duce communism and fascism into their lyrics, and novelists 
ignore the priva.te lives of their characters to concentrate 
1. The Voyage Out, pp. 44-45. 
2. Ibid., P• 45. 
3. ~Moment, pp. 225-228. 
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on their political opinions and social surroundi ngs. The 
relations of the artist to society in times of peace she 
defines roughly thus: 
••• The artist (on his side) held 
that since the value of his work 
depended upon freedom of mind, 
security of person, and immunity 
from practical affairs •• ~ he was 
absolved from political duties; 
sacrificed many of the privile~es 
that the active citizen enjoyed; 
and in return created what is called 
a work of art. Society on its side 
bound itself to run the state in 
such a manner that it paid the artist 
a living wage; asked no active life 
from him; and considered itself re-
paid by those works of art which have 
always formed one of its chief claims 
to distinction. With many lapses and 
breeches on both sides, the contract 
has been kept; society has accepted 
the artist's ·work in lieu of other 
services; and the artist ••• has 
written or painted without regard for 
the political agitations of the moment.l 
In times of stress, however, the artist is much less 
independent of society. Since art is the first luxury to 
be discarded, the artist's material independence is 
threatened. He depends on society intellectual l y, too, for 
if society, his patron, is distracted elsewhere and can no 
longer enjoy works of art, the artist will be working in a 
vacuum. 2 Again, the artist may have to abandon his art if 
the state believes it will derive greater benefits from 
1. The Moment, p. 226. 
2. Ibid., P• 227. 
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his active help as soldier or maker of munitions. 1 Above 
all, he may be. forced to obey, as in some countries, the 
dictator who proclaims that the artist is the servant of 
the politician, that pictures and statues and books must 
glorify fascism or communism. 2 The genuine artist, more-
over, .with his uncommon sensibility, has a profound feeling 
for the passions and needs of mankind in the mass, in 
contrast to the average citizen's limited allegiance to a 
particular country or party.J No longer, then, can the 
artist remain cloistered in his ivory tower. The painter, 
sculptor, writer, musician--all are forced to take part in 
politics. Two causes of supreme importance to them are in 
peril: their own survival and the survival of their art.4 
In an age torn between democratic and totalitarian 
tensions, Virginia Woolf remained faithful to her intell-
ectual inheritance of the era O~' liberalism in England. 
While some of her conta.poraries were flirting with, or 
openly espousing, fascist and neo-fascist doctrines, she 
was denouncing unequivocally the surging threat to society 
and the individual. As early as 1929, in A Room of One's 
·Own, she was prophetically condemning the Fascist era as 
she saw its early fruits in Mussolini's Italy. The world 
•• was not to be saved by a German or Italian Fuhrer or Duce, 
with hand on sword, with glazed, glaring eyes, and a body 
1. The Moment, p. 228. 
2. Loc. cit. 
). Ibid.-;-p. 227 •. 
4. '!OI<.i.' p. 228. 
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tightly encased in a uniform swarming with medals and 
mystic symbols.l It was not to be saved by black, green 
or red shirts, by halls and reverberating microphones, 
·and "marching in step after leaders, in herds, groups, 
societies, caparisoned." 2 That way lay death or worse--
tyranny, brutality, torture, the fall of civilization. 
Fascism was not an isolated or novel phenomenon. It had 
always existed in the very framework of society. The force 
that subdued Antigone wa.s the same force that forbade 
Sophia Jex-Blake to earn her own living, and that held 
Elizabeth Barrett a prisoner in her sickroom. The tyrant 
in the home was the creature in embryo of the modern dic-
tator; and the fight against the fascist state was an 
extension of the fight of the feminists against the patriar-
chal state.3 Fascism was a cancerous sore that could not be 
localized, that was polluting the main stream of progress of 
the social and politic body. Above all, it lived by the 
sword, and war, to Mrs. Woolf, was a nightmarish calamity 
that marked the na.dir of civilization. 
Virginia Woolf is not generally recognized as a writer 
of war novels, and yet, in a sense, Jacob's Room or Between 
The Acts is as much a war book as A Farewell To Arms. There 
are no battles, trenches, latrines; there is no flavorsome 
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soldier talk, no psychological study of men's reactions under 
1. Three Guineas, p. 217. 
2. The Years, p. 410. 
). Ibid., P• 156. 
fire. What interested her most was what life looked like 
to the warriors before their death; what was lost when a 
man died who, like Jacob, had been educated for a life 
leading to death; what effect the loss of Jacob had on 
those who had known and loved him; what danger there lurked 
in the dark threat of war to the integrity of the individual 
soul. War hovers menacingly in the background of Between 
The Acts and closes down like fate on the characters. Even 
in her shorter pieces, like "A Society,"l and "Mark On The 
Wall,"2 apparently casual references to war suddenly color 
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the tone and atmosphere and suggest the inner brooding and 
despair of post-war living. Among other things, Three Guineas 
is a trenchant indictment of war and the society which breeds 
it. Her anger and hatred spill over at the sight of the 
photographs, from Spain, of deed, mutilated bodies of men, 
women, end children. Bernard Blackstone laments that the 
golden good-humor of A Room of One's Own is submerged by the 
intense bitterness of Three Guineas; that the monstrous 
onslaught of diabolism in world affairs had torn her mind 
asunder and bereft it of its serenity.3 But much had inte~ 
vened between the first book and the second; thwarted hopes, 
resurgent violence, end the black night covering Europe that 
1. Monday or Tuesday, pp. 34-35. 
2. Ibid., p. 116. 
3. Blaekstone, p. 149. Paradoxically enough, Blackstone, 
in his analysis of Three Guineas, praises most of its 
arguments and proposals, and calls it a "great book"--
the same that he represents as marking "the nadir of 
Virginia Woolf's circle of understanding." (p. 205). 
was threatening to blot out what remained of the beauty of 
her civilized world. This was not the time for blithe 
spirits. 
Yet, in the summer of 1940, when southern England was 
the scene of one of the greatest air-combats of the war, 
Virginia Woolf wrote an article for an American paper in 
which she described these reflections of hers during a raid: 
The sound of sawing overhead ms 
increased. All the searchlights 
are erect. They point at a spot 
exactly above this roof. At any 
moment a bomb may fall on this 
very roof. One, two, three, four, 
five, six. • •• The seconds pass. 
The bomb did not fall. But during 
those seconds of suspense all 
thinking stopped. All feeling, 
save one dull dread, ceased. A 
nail fixed the whole being to one 
hard board. The emotion of fear 
and of hate is therefore sterile, 
unfertile. Directly that fear 
passes, the mind reaches out and 
instinctively revives itself by 
trying to create. Since the room 
is dark it can create only from 
memory. It reaches .. but to the memory 
of other Augusta--in Bayreuth, 
listening to Wagner; in Rome, walk~ 
ing over the Campagna; in London. 
Friends' voices come back. Scraps 
of poetry return. Each of those 
thoughts, even in memory, was far 
more positive, reviving, healing 
and creative than the dull dread 
made of fear and hate. Therefore, 
if we are to compensate the young 
man for the loss of his glory and 
of his gun, we must give him access 
to the creative feelings. We must 
make happiness. We must free him 
from the machine. We must bring him 
out of his prison knto the open air. 
But what is the use of freeing the 
young Englishman if the young German and 
the young Italian remain slaves?l 
1 .. The Death of the Moth, pp. 247-248 •. 
(l.e 
In this passage, written at a time when Britain was 
fighting for her life, without allies, there is no trace 
of the hysteria one might expect under the circumstances. 
Note the absence of strident nationalism or outbursts of 
rage toward the enemy. Instead, there is extreme imper-
turability in the face of danger, a refusal to be stampeded 
by the violence of the moment, and a resolute preoccupation 
with the mending of our civilization. She feels that the 
savagery she is experiencing should teach her and us all 
how to build a better world after the war, in which English-
men and Italians and Germans can fulfill their lives without 
fighting and find freedom side by side. Politically, as 
,~. 
well as artistically, Virginia Woolf was an internationalist. 
As already noted, she advocated world-wide pooling of dis-
coveries and resources and condemned as a false loyalty the 
patriotism that exalts one's -own country, class, literature, 
religion, race above every other. She believed that the 
cooperative instincts of .mankind are as deeply rooted as the 
competitive--a belief, incidentally, that formed the basis 
of Sir Leslie Stephen's Science and Ethics.1 Like Oliver 
Goldsmith, whom. she quotes approvingly,2 she was a .member 
of that grand society which comprehends the whole of human 
1. Ashley Montagu's book, recently published, On Being Human, 
represents the -viewpoint of a growing group of scientists 
that the guiding force in the evolution of human and 
lower animal society is cooperation, not conflict. 
2. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 6. 
kind-~a Citizen of the World as well as an Englishwoman. 
The war had convinced her that it is one world, one life. 1 
For building the better, new world, education was for 
her the most vital instrument--the fight with the mind. 
Modern education, however, must be drastically altered. It 
had fostered ancient instincts of hatred and violence; it 
had bred neither respect for liberty nor hatred of war, but 
the desire for aggression and enslavement. In her emphatic 
statement on reformed education in a woman's col lege, Vir-
ginia Woolf suggests a cure for the diseases afflicting 
modern society: 
• • • It must be an experimental 
college, an adv~nturous ~ollege ••• 
built of some cheap, easily com-
bustible material which does not 
hoard dust and perpetuate traditions. 
Next, what should be taught in the 
new college, the poor college? Not 
the arts of dominating other people; 
not the arts of ruling, of killing, 
of acquiring land and capital. They 
require too mqny overhead expenses; 
salaries and uniforms and ceremonies. 
The poor college must teach only the 
arts that can be taught cheaply and 
practiced by poor people; such as 
medicine, mathematics, music, paint-
ing and literature. It should teach 
the arts of human intercourse; the 
art of understanding other people's 
lives and minds, the little arts of 
talk, of dress, of cookery that are 
allied with them. The aim of the new 
college, the cheap college, should be 
not to segregate and specialise, but 
to combine. It should explore the 
ways in which mind and body can be 
made to co-operate; discover what new 
combinations make good wholes in human 
1. Three Guineas, p. 157. 
2. Ibid., pp. 49-50. 
. . . 
life. 2 
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Education, then, is to be restricted to the essentials, 
and focused on the arts of living. It is a provocative 
statement which, according to one critic,1 sums up all of 
the scattered dicta in Virginia Woolf's novels. It is in-
clusive enough to please Mr. Hutchin~ and Mr. Adler as well 
as Mr. Dewey, although St. Johns and Chicago should find 
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less to ca.vil at than Columbia. It indicates, significantly, 
a new hope for ~he future. 
In the light of Virginia Woolf's preoccupation, as 
described in the preceding pages, with problems of contem-
porary significance--religion, the sexes, society and politics, 
war, education--it is strange to find critics belittling her 
achievement because it does not, in their opinion, reflect 
the milieu from which it springs, because it is an art, "cut 
off from its social and spiritual environment and oriented 
in esthetic experiment."2 The conception of Virginia Woolf 
as an "escapist," delicately poised above the common earth 
of fiction and blithely ignorant of the crude strife of 
material desires and the burdens of civilization, is absurd, 
to say the least. Openly in her social and literary 
criticism, and subtly in her novels, she has directed her 
finely inquisitive, undogmatic intelligence towards a real-
istic and often discerning study of the modern scene. Her 
narratives, despite their emphasis on the introspective · and 
1. Blackstone, p. 225. 
2. N. E. Monroe, The Novel and Society, p. 193. 
its momentary phenomena, are rarely separated from the main 
currents of contemporary living: she succeeded, as Warren 
Beck believes, 1 in interrelating subjective individualism 
and the social order, and, especially in her last novel, 
Between the Acts, in relating the flow of individual con-
sciousness to the large political and social contours of 
75. 
the past and present. Like T. s. Eliot, D. H. Lawrence, and 
Aldous Huxley--to name but a few--she exposed and attacked 
the ugliness, the savagery, and the disillusionment of modenn 
civilization. ~ut while Mr. Huxley automatically holds his 
nose as he describes, with pathological disgust, society's 
state of sins, and then retreats to the quietism of mystic 
disciplines, Mrs. Woolf, adding sympathy and understanding 
to her awareness of evil, sees some sort of unity and hope 
in the apparent meaninglessness of life red tlC ed to scraps, 
orts, end fragments; she offers solutions which, though 
difficult to achieve, are possible in the world of reality. 
While Mr. Eliot writes notes toward the definition of a 
culture that looks backward to a pseudo-medieval world, Mrs. 
Woolf, despite an unrelenting class-consciousness, shows a 
will to expedite the processes of democracy, and an affir-
metion of belief that out of struggle will come the triumph 
of the creative, progressive forces of life once again. 
The very lest page she wrote reaffirms that feith.2 It was 
1:. Warren Beck, "For Virginia Woolf," Forms of Modern 
Fiction, ed., William Van O'Connor. 
2. Between the Acts, p. 217. 
the strain of the creative task and the fear of the re-
currence of mental illness and not the war and the stress 
of the times that led her to fill her pockets with stones 
and throw herself into the stream. Like Lady Hester Stan-
hope, who kept a milk-white horse in her stable in readiness 
for the Messiah,l she was forever scanning the mountain tops 
even amid the bitterest despair. It is her example that 
Virginia Woolf exhorts the critics to follow and "scan the 
horizon; see the past in relation to the future; and so pre-
pare the way for masterpieces to come."2 To a detailed 
examination of Virginia Woolf's criticism this thesis now 
turns. 
1. The Common Reader, p. 332. 
2. Loc. cit. 
{0• 
IV. The Writer, the Milieu, and the Tradition 
A. The Critic, the Creator, and the Georgian Age 
Mark Schorer, in a review of some of Virginia Woolf's 
posthumus essays, censured David Daiches for discussing her 
criticism with such wholly disproportionate length and 
solemnity.l He objected to the tendency to invert the 
relationship between her fiction and her critical essays, 
which he considered mere finger exercises and drills, pre-
liminary and exploratory, and subordinate to her novels. 
Moreover, they revealed the temperament of the novelist, and 
not of the critic, "who is learned, who is concerned with 
the hard facts of literary discipline and technique rather 
I I • 
than with the mysteries of experience, and who comes to 
literature with objective standards, not to life with a 
question."2 On the other hand, Martin Turnell, irked by the 
comparative neglect of Mrs. Woolf's criticism, maintained 
that she was essentially a literary critic, with definite 
standards as well as great imaginative sympathy, who was more 
at home in interpreting the work of other writers than in the 
direct interpretation of experience.J It is not now the 
particular concern of the present writer whether Virginia 
Woolf is greater as a novelist or a critic, although person-
ally he sees no great discrepancy in merit in either of her 
1. Mark Schorer, "Virginia Woolf," Yale Review, 32:377, 
Winter, 1943. {The disproportionate length referred to 
in Daiches' book {Virginia Woolf) is 20 pages in a 
vol u.me of 160 ~) 
2. Ibid., p. 378. 
3. Martin Turnell, "Virginia Woolf," Horizon, 6:44, July, 1942. 
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roles. He believes that her criticism is of a higher order 
than most critics would allow, and that no artist with her 
unparalleled devotion to reading and writing, and her 
obsession for repeated revision and repolishing, would con-
sciously publish inconsequential frills and finger exercises. 
Most likely, Virginia Woolf considered her critical work as 
part of a general pattern. The student of her total 
achievement is struck by the manner in which novels and 
essays complement one another; they pose and ponder the same 
problems and come to similar conclusions. Very often the 
novels, with self-conscious artists like Lily Briscoe, Miss 
La Trobe, and Bernard as major characters, are dramatiza-
tions or poetizations of the nature of artistic creation as 
stated in her criticism. There is no need to divide and to 
assay priority. It would be wiser, I think, to synthesize, 
and gauge the reciprocal impact of the creative and the 
critical. 
Many critics have been taken in, presumably, by Virginia 
Woolf's all too frequent references to her shortcomings as a 
critic and a scholar, and by her self-characterization as 
"the common reader." Her role as a lay reader, however, is 
nothing but a thin disguise. She is no more the common 
reader than she is the common writer. Her use of Dr. John-
son's phrase, to which she applies her own interpretation, 
is motivated not by pure modesty and a just estimate of her 
own abilities, but by the will to dissociate herself from 
the arid and abortive criticism of dogmatic scholars and 
obnoxious pedants, of professors and hair-splitting 
specialists, whose industrious pens have succeeded too · 
often in "desiccating the living tissues of literature into 
a ·network of living bones."1 When she announces, in the 
preface to The Common Reader, that, eschewing the dogmatism 
of learning and the refinements of subtility, she reads for 
her own pleasure "rather than to impart knowledge or correct 
the opinions of others,"2 and that she is guided by the 
instinct to create for herself some kind of whole--"a por-
trait of a man, a sketch of an age, a theory of the art of 
writing"3--she is serving notice that her criticism will 
not concern itself with schools and movements and the tracing 
of influences and the derivation of styles. One will have 
to look elsewhere for dictatorial judgments, for set rules 
about the writing of novels, plays, and poems, for pedantic 
attempts to improve by cataloguing faults. Here will be 
found no Empsonian ambiguities, no esoteric critical jargon, 
no superfine, suffocatingly close readings of texts. Liter-
ature will not be used as a poaching ground for morality, 
metaphysics, politics, linguistics; it will never serve as 
a subsidiary interest which one might separate from life, as 
did Walter Raleigh.4 Here will be found the critical 
k. The Common Reader, p. 322. 
2. !hid., p. 11. 
J. Loc. cit. 
4. ~Captain's Death Bed, p. 91. 
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reactions to literature of the common reader or critic (for 
Virginia Woolf, the terms are usually synonymous}, that is, 
the reader with something of the taste, learning, wit, grace, 
imagination, and artistry of Virginia Woolf~ Besides, this 
common reader, this amateur critic, guided by the "instinct 
to create," happens to be a creative writer who believes that 
only the creators can be, and have been, distinguished critics. 
It is because he had never been outside the critical fence and 
had not known "the excitement, the adventure, the turmoil of 
creation,"l that so much of Professor Walter Raleigh's 
criticism is sterile. The term, "the common reader," then, 
has relevance only if it is shorn of its popular connotations 
and variously qualified to fit the context of Mrs. Woolf's 
total achievement. 
An animus like Virginia Woolf's against the professional 
critic is by no means a rarity among creative writers. 
Artists have always fulminated against critics, sometimes in 
most abusive terms. The history of literature might be viewed 
' 
as an endless struggle between poet and critic, between 
tradition and experiment, the critic clinging to, or 
establishing, aut~oritative standards, and the poet, impelled 
by inner necessity and vision, struggling to be free, and 
creating new ~olds standardized in turn by critics to come. 
It is a polar law, as Ruth Gruber chooses to call it, of 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 90. 
"poetic action and critical reaction."1 In this struggle 
Virginia Woolf as novelist and critic has had her proper 
share. She acknowledges the conflict and. its toll in a 
confessional parenthesis when she speaks of the "lash" of 
the critic: "so cowardly am I, so afraid of the lash that 
was almost laid upon my own shoulders."2 As a feminist, 
especially, she bitterly resented the critic, for it was 
the ubiquitous masculine critic who was largely responsible 
for the dearth of great women writers in the past. He was 
O.Le 
a negating force in their history, who guarded the traditions 
of men and denounced feminine reactions to experience and 
art. She advised women to ignore the critics and cling to 
their own integrity, and write what they wished to write, 
without sacrificing a single bit of their vision in 
deferenc-e to them.3 In Orlando, a fantastic satire, among 
other things, of criticism from the age of Elizabeth to the 
present, she dramatizes her resentment against the dritic 
in the person of Nicholas Greene, the symbol of the critic 
of all ages. 
We first meet Mr. Nicholas Greene (the same gentleman 
who had seduced Shakespeare's imaginary sister} as the guest 
of the noble lord, Orlando, in the Elizabethan ere. Orlando 
was disappointed in the appearance of the famous writer: his 
lean, mean figure, his receding chin, his slobbering lips, 
1. Ruth Gruber, Virginia Woolf, p. 8. 
2. A Room of One's Own, p. 157. 
3. Ibid., p. 185. 
and a facial expression that lacked stately composure, a 
face seamed and puckered and drawn together:l 
Poet though he was, it seemed as 
if he were more used to scold than 
to flatter; to quarrel than to coo; 
to scramble than to ride; to 
struggle than to rest; to hate than 
to love. This, too, was shown by 
the quickness of his movements; and 
by something fiery and suspicious 
in his glance. Orlando was taken 
aback.2 
Instead of discoursing inspiringly on the subject of 
poetry, he rambled on discursively about the Greene family 
lineage, and the precarious state of his health during the 
past ten years or so, and his bitter grievances against a 
public that had bought only five hundred copies of his 
latest poem.3 When, finally, he reached the subject of 
literature, all he could say was that the art of poetry was 
dead in England. Shakespeare was a mediocre artist who 
stole from Marlowe; Browne was boring the public by writing 
poetry in prose; Donne was a. mountebank, full of conceits 
and hard words.4 The great age of literature is past--the 
Greek age, that is. The Elizabethan age was inferior in 
all respects to the Greek; it was an age "marked by precious 
conceits and wild experiments,"5 and it held no hope for the 
future. Nicholas Greene then told with spirit some choice 
anecdotes about Shakespeare and Ben Jonson. Orlando had to 
1. Orlando, p. 85. 
2. Loc. cit. 
J. lbid.:-p. 87. 
4. !Dia., p. 88. 
5. Ibid., p. 89. 
admit that he had a "power of mimicry that brought the dead 
to life, and could say the finest things about books pro-
vided they were wtitten three hundred years ago."1 As a 
reward for Orlando's sumptuous hospitality, Mr. Greene, 
when he returned home, sat down to write a malicious satir-
ical poem about a visit to a noblemen in the country, in 
which he also censured severely a play Orlando had given him 
to judge (in return for a yearly pension). This opus, 
incidentally, ran into several editions and paid the expenses 
of Mrs. Greene's tenth lying-in. 2 
When Nicholas Greene makes another appearance, it is in 
the Victo~ian age, when Orlando is a Lady. He had now risen 
in the world; he was a Knight, a Litt. D., a Professor--and 
the most influential critic of the Victorian period.3 This 
time he was sprucely dressed and cleanly shaven, and he gave 
a creditable imitation of fine breeding. But his analysis 
of contemporary writing had a familiar sound. The great days 
of literature were over, what with giants like Marlowe, 
Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Dryden, and Pope all dead. All that 
was left were mediocrities like Tennyson, Browning, and 
Carlyle~ And again he used the same cliched formula with 
which Mrs. Woolf burlesques criticism in general: "It is an 
age marked by precious conceits and wild experiments--none 
1. Orlando, p. 91. 
2. Ibid., p. 95~ ). ~., p. 27r. 
of which the Elizabethans would have tolerated for an in-
stant."l This time he approved very highly of Orlando's 
poem, The Oak Tree, which, in Elizabethan days, he had 
pulled to pieces. It reminded him of Addison's Cato and 
Thomson's Seasons. "There was no trace in it of the modern 
spirit. It was composed with a regard to truth, to nature, 
to the dictates of the human heart, which was rare, indeed, 
in these days of unscrupulous eccentricity."2 Needless to 
say, the poem is published at once. 
In Orlando Virginia Woolf has also recreated the 
struggle of the artist to preserve his own integrity and 
identity against the encroachments of the critic. Before 
Orlando had acknowledged the critic, Nick Greene, his feel-
ings alone had guided him to what was true and what false. 
"Truth had been emotional, a simple sensation; the critic, 
bringing experience and self-analysis, makes it involved, 
an intellectual perception.") But as soon as he shows his 
works to the critic, his stability and self-confidence begin 
to waver under the bullying denunciations of his style and 
allegorical metaphors.4 He almost falls prey to hallowed 
tradition, eager to accept its protective standards. Yet, 
deeply. hurt by the adverse criticism, and beset by doubt 
and despair, so that neither philosophy nor friendship nor 
nature can console him, he cannot force himself to write as 
1. Orlando, p. 278. 
2. !hid. , p. 280 • 
3. Gruber, p. 28. 
4. Orlando, p. 101. 
Nick Greene would dictate. Just when he is about to debase 
himself before that "sardonic loose-lipped man," as if he 
were the Muse in person, he suddenly sees the light. "I'll 
be blasted if I ever write another word, or try to write 
another word to please Nick Greene or the Muse. Bad, good, 
or indifferent, I'll write from this day forward, to please 
myself."l At last, Orlando's integrity and inner vision of 
reality had conquered. The artist had discovered that un-
conditional submission to the critic meant self-betrayal and 
creative annihilation. 
Not that Virginia Woolf would abolish critics. She 
showed genuine enthusiasm for Hazlitt and Coleridge and 
Pater, and paid lip service, at least, to Dryden, Johnson, 
and Arnold.2 Despite her flippant tone, she realized their 
value when she wrote that "every secret of a writer's soul, 
every experience of his life, every quality of his mind is 
written large in his works, yet we require critics to explain 
the one and biographers to expound the other."3 In her own 
time, however, she could find no great critics--nor indeed, 
great artists of any kind, or masterpieces equal to those of 
preceding eras. And she believed she knew the reason for the 
comparative poverty of her age. She identified the Georgian 
period as transitional, a period of breaking up and settling 
down--a sceptical, individual5tic age devoid of common 
1. Orlando, p. 103. 
2. The Common Reader, p. 321. 
3. Orlando, p. 269. 
belief, of public myths that society could take for granted; 
and she formulated her literary position accordingly. This 
interpretation of her milieu influenced immeasureably her 
artistic and critical thinking and practice. 
Why, she asks, is our age--despite its courage, 
sincerity, and or'iginali.ty--one of fragments, incapable of 
sustained effort, full of promise unachieved? The answer 
lay in the absence of that kind of security that emerges 
from the work of Wordsworth, Scott, and Jane Austen.l She 
then reveals. the source of "that sense of security which 
gradually, delightfully and completely overcomes us" in this 
long _ but important quotation: 
It is the power of their belief--
their conviction that imposes 
itself upon us. • • • In both [scott 
and Jane AustenJ there is the same 
natural conviction that life is of 
a certain quality. They pave their 
judgment of conduct. They knuw the 
relations of human beings toward · 
each other and toward the universe. 
Neither of them probably has a word 
to say about the matter outright, 
but everything depends on it. Only 
believe, we find ourselves saying ,J 
and all the rest will come of itself. 
Only believe, to take a very simple 
instance which the recent publication 
of The Watsons brings to mind, that a 
nice girl will instinctively try to 
soothe the feelings of a boy who has 
been snubbed at a dance, and then, if 
you believe it implicitly and un-
questionably, you will not only make 
people a hundred years later feel the 
same thing, but you will make t .hem 
feel it as literature. For certainty 
of that kind is the condition which 
1. The Common Reader, p. 328. 
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makes it possible to write. To be-
lieve that your impressions hold 
good for others is to be released 
from the cramp and confinement of 
personality. It is to be free, as 
Scott was free, to explore with a 
vigor which still holds us spell-
bound the whole world of adventure 
and romance. • • • The little grain 
of experience once selected, be-
lieved in, and set outside herself 
fifane Austen], could be put pre-
cisely in its place, and she was 
then free to make it, by a process 
which never yields its secrets to 
the analyst, into that incomplete 
statement which is literature. 
So then our contemporaries afflict 
us because they have ceased to 
believe. The most sincere of them 
will only tell what it is that 
happens to himself. They cannot 
make a world, because they are not 
free of human beings. They canno~ 
tell stories because they do not 
believe the stories are true. They 
cannot generalise. They depend on 
their senses and emotions, whose 
testimony is trustworthy, rather than 
on their intrllects whose message is 
obscure. • • 
Chaucer's characters have a stability, she noted, that 
is to be found only where the poet has made up his mind 
about the world they live in and about his own craft and 
technique. 2 Goldsmith's art succeeded because "convention 
and conviction and an unquestioned standard of values seemed 
to support the large, airy world of his invention."3 The 
eighteenth century was an age so settled and circumscribed 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 328-330. 
2. !bid., p. 28. 
3. ~Captain's Death Bed, p. 10. 
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that masterpieces were possible.1 The nineteenth century 
writers, as a rule, accepted the divisions of society so 
completely that they became unconscious of them. They had 
the feeling, induo.ed by an era of peace and prosperity, in 
which leisure and security abounded, that life was not going 
to change. 2 The post-war artist, however, faced with the 
fragmentation of society and the disruption of civilization, 
sees change and revolution everywhere.3 The tower upon 
which the artists had been accustomed to sit was beginning 
to lean; self-consciousness, despair, discomfort, pity, and 
anger were distorting the purity of the artistic vision. 
"They had nothing settled to look at; nothing peaceful to 
remember; nothi,ng certain to co,m.e."4 . There was no tran-
quillity in which they could recollect; and it was no wonder 
that they have been incapable of creating great plays, 
poems, novels. 
The moderns, then, lived in an age without community of 
belief, without a "code of manners which readers and writers 
accept as a prelude to the more exciting intercourse of 
friendship."5 They could not assume, as other writers had 
assumed in more propitious times, certain preconceptions 
concerning art, life, and nature that characterize a more 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 89. 
2. The Moment, p. 134. 
3. She is referring here specifically to the generation of 
writers who flourished between 1925 and 1940. 
4. The Moment, p. 147. 
5. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 115. 
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stable civilization.. This age of "withered intricacies and 
ambiguities,"1 engaged in a disruption of Edwardian values, 
was watching the final dissolution of whatever common back-
ground of belief and attitude had remained from the last 
years of the nineteenth, and the first decade of the 
twentieth century. Mrs. Woolf was always cognizant of the 
factors in the cultural climate that impelled Bennett and 
Wells and Galsworthy to write one way and Joyce, Lawrence, 
and Eliot another. 
Since the tools of one generation are often useless 
to the next, the Georgians had to forge tools of their own; 
and none realized more than Virginia Woolf how difficult it 
was to create significant art against a background of un-
stable emotional and intellectual patterns. She was more 
conscious of the nature of this impasse than any other of 
her contemporaries; and she perceived more clearly than they 
the artist's need to adumbrate within the work itself his 
own philosophic and artistic background to make up for the 
lack of any real common pattern of belief. Thus she was 
able to understand and explain the Georgian rebellion 
against literary convention and the adoption of new tech-
niques. She sympathized with their violations of syntax 
and grammar, their so-called indecencies and their obscur-
ities. Mr. Joyce's indecency seemed to her the "conscious 
1. Orlando, p. 27. 
and calculated indecency of a desperate man who feels that 
in order to breathe he must break the windows."l Mr. Eliot's 
obscurity was induced, she believed, by disrespect for the 
prevailing conventions which had ceased to be a means of 
communication between reader and writer, and had become 
obstacles and impediments, instead. It was caused, also, 
by the effort and strain of writing against the grain and 
current of the times. 2 A comparison of Mr. Strachey's work 
with that of LG>rd Macaulay reveals "a body, a sweep, a rich-
ness" in the latter's "which show that his age was behind 
him; all his strength went straight into his work."3 But 
Strachey had to dissipate his strength; he had to use some 
of it for purposes of concealment or of conversion, and for 
fabricating a code of manners of his own.4 The modern 
artist is hampered by the necessity to create his own per-
sonal scheme of reality, and, "when so much strength is 
spent in finding a way of telling the truth, the truth is 
bound to reach us in rather an exhausted and chaotic con-
dition."5 
Most critics of all ages have always deplored the lack 
of genius and the plethora of secondary talents in their own 
times. But Virginia Woolf does more than complain: she 
analyzes, understands, interprets, and sees hope in a future 
1. 
2. ). 
4. 
5. 
The certain's neath Bed, p. 116. 
Loc. c t. . 
'IOid.-;-p. 117. 
Loc. cit. 
Loc. cit. 
she welcomes. In some respects she thought the moderns 
surpassed classic writers like Wordsworth, Scott, and Jane 
Austen: they stimulated and gratified the senses of touch, 
sight, and sound--above all, "the sense of the human being, 
his depth and the variety of his perceptions, his complex-
ity, and his confusion,. his self, in short."l The smashing 
and crashing, the sound of breaking and falling and 
destruction--the prevailing sound of the Georgian age2--is 
not for nothing. The Georgians were laying the groundwork 
for the masterpieces of the future. Experimental, tentative 
writing was inevitable in this transitional age, this Sturm 
'1J... 
and Drang period. "We must reconcile ourselfes," she 
pleaded, "to a season of failures and fragments."3 She asked 
the public to tolerate the spasmodic, the obscure, and the 
ff'agmentary.4 "For I will make one final and surpassingly 
rash prediction--we are trembling [1924] on the verge of one 
of the great ages of English literature."5 
Wyndham Lewis contended that Virginia Woolf had pre-
sented a false picture of the true aspect of the contemporary 
scene; that she and other writers were manufacturing a "bogus" 
time of stress to accommodate their "not very robust 
talents."6 The evidence of history, I believe, overwhelmingly 
1. The Common Reader, p. 328. 
2. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 115. 
3. Ibid., p.117. 
4. Ibid., p.ll9. 
5. Loo ..• cit. 
6. Wyndh~ Lewis, Men Without Art, p. 167. 
supports such interpretations of the post-war period as 
Mrs. Woolf's. The confusion, the despair, the loss of the 
old values were intensely real, for the Georgians, and not 
manufactured. One might take issue, however, with Virginia 
Woolf's views ot the relations of art to community belief, 
and with her conception of her age as one of transition~-
ideas that have permeated much of modern criticism. David 
Daiches, in particular, shows the influence of Virginia 
Woolf in his Novel and the Modern World in which the tech-
nical experiments of Joyce and Virginia Woolf are explained 
by the period of transition in which they lived. Virginia 
Woolf's work itself he regarded as a temporary expedient 
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for meeting a transitional situation.1 Art could not flourish, 
he maintained, in an age devoid of community belief; it lost 
its justi:fieation altogether in a world devoid of common 
values and beliefs. 2 To the present observer it seems that 
art ha.s at least as much to contribute in a period of ferment 
as in a period of stability, for it can clarify confusion, 
explore attitudes, and struggle to attain in some measure the 
common values of the future. It is when traditional beliefs 
and manners are crumbling and the social state is uncom:fort-
ably chaotic that society needs art more than ever. Nor is 
it clear why times pf changing social conditions, wars, and 
1. David Daiches, ThtL.Nl.lvel and the Modern World, p. 163. 
2. Ibid., p. 12. 
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revolutions should be less conducive to artistic production 
than dull, stable, and lethargic ages. On the contrary, an 
age like the Georgia.n can be a stimulating challenge and 
elicit the artist's most brilliant efforts. The achieve-
ment of Joyce, Lawrence, Huxley, Forster, Eliot, Woolf, and 
Strachey (not to mention other European and American artists), 
is not one of secondary talents who are to be pitied or for-
given or otherwise excused for the misfortune of living as 
displaced persons in a transitional age. On the contrary, 
theirs is an achievement which for sheer creative fertility 
far surpasses that of the Edwardians. And what, exactly, 
is a transitional age? From what, and to what, is it a 
transition? The eighteenth century, which Virginia Woolf 
found so stable and safe, has been viewed very often as a 
transitional century. Elizabethan literature flourished at 
a time when the impact of the Renaissance on the medieval 
age was causing confusion of values and profound spiritual 
and intellectual shock--that is, in a transitional age. And 
are we still living in the transitional period that began 
about the second decade of the century? David Daiches de-
tects a change in the atmosphere. Our times are getting 
more stable, and new common attitudes and beliefs are to be 
found in the books of Malraux, c. D. Lewis, and Rex Warner.l 
But these writers are hardly representative of our best 
1. David Daiches, The Novel and the Modern World, p. 14. 
literature, and our age, still devoid of community belief, 
seems to be growing progressively more confused and cynical 
as it staggers nonchalantly towards newer catastrophies. 
If Virginia Woolf had not conceived of her age as transi-
tional--if she had not equated great art with community 
belief--she might not have underestimat~d, as I believe she 
did, the solld accomplishments of her contemporaries; and 
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she might not have been so quick to predict, twenty-seven 
years ago, that we were about to enter one of the greatest 
ages of English literature. She might have felt that she 
herself was living, and actively participating, in a creative 
period which was impressive in its own right and was not 
merely a breeding ground for future masterpieces. 
B. Literature and Life 
Literature as a reflection, in part, of social trends, 
as the end result of the interaction of the artist and his 
milieu, is a major theme of Virginia Woolf's criticism. 
Her work is often illustrative of the remark in Orlando 
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that the transaction between a writer and the spirit of the 
age (the indomitable nature of which batters down those who 
resist it far more effectually than those who submit to it)l 
is "one of infinite delicacy, and upon a nice arrangement 
between the two the whole fortune of his works depend."2 
Art is attached to life at all four corners by a thousand 
minute filaments;3 writing is an impure art so much infected 
with life that it is dangerous, indeed fatal, to separate 
the two. Although she agreed with her friend, Roger Fry, 
that the greatest art is communal, the expression of common 
aspirations and ideals,4 she refused to go along with him 
when he denied any direct or decisive connection between art 
and life and saw them instead as two distinct rhythms that 
as often as not play against each other.5 Life and art are 
not identical, of course. Art has a unity and meaning that 
life lacks; the artist, reflecting the prevailing attitudes--
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Orlando, p. 244. 
Ibid., p. 266. 
~oment, p. 72. 
Rofer Fry, p. 173. 
rh a., P· 214. 
"the scenes, thoughts, and apparently fortuitous groupings 
of incongruous things"--1 gives them back to us, whole and 
comprehended. But so deftly interwoven are the stuffs of 
life and literature that they discourage any sharp division 
such as Roger Fry's. "Books," wrote Virginia Woolf in an 
introduction to the Modern Library edition of Mrs. Dalloway, 
"are the flowers or fruit stuck here and there on a tree 
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which has its roots deep down in the earth of our earliest 
life, of our first experiences." 2 She knew that if Godwin, 
for instance, had been raised, as was Lamb, in the precincts 
of the Temple and had drunk deep of antiquity and old letters 
at Christ's Hospital, he might never have cared a straw for 
the future of man and his rights in general; and if Jane 
Austen had lain as a child on the landing, like Mary Woll-
stonecraft, to prevent her father rrom thrashing her mother, 
"her soul might have burnt with such a passion against tyranny 
that all her novels might have been consumed in one cry for 
justice. n3 
Art, then, is not only the expression of a unique per-
sonality; it is also a joint production of author and public, 
each conditioning the other. Thus Mrs. Woolf explained 
Sterne's excessive sentimentality in A Sentimental Journey as 
a direct reaction to the public's charge of cynicism against 
the author of Tristram Shandy; as a result, instead of being 
1. The Common Reader, p. 326. 
2. Mrs. Dalloway (Modern Library, 1928), p. VI. 
J. The Second Common Reader, p. 169. 
convinced, as he would have liked us to be, of the tenderness 
of his heart, we begin to doubt it, for Sterne was thinking 
not of the thing itself but of its effect on our opinion of 
him.l The pressure of public opinion had forced Gibbon to 
be covert, not open, and had led him to use irony as a 
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literary weapon to combat the forces of fanaticism and super-
stition that still lingered in the age of reason. 2 The public~ 
or patron, is not merely "the paymaster, but also in a very 
subtle and insidious way the instigator and inspirer of what 
is written,") and Virginia Woolf likes to explore in her 
criticism the relations of writer and audience, or, as she 
expresses it, "The Patron and the Crocus. ,,4 
Since "to know whom to write for is to know how to write n5 
' 
the choice of a patron is of the highest importance. The 
Elizabethans chose the aristocracy and the playhouse public, 
the eighteenth century writer, the coffee-house wit and Grub 
Street bookseller,6 the nineteenth century the half-crown 
magazines and the leisured C'lasse~. Today' s writer is forced 
to choose between a great number of different publics or 
patrons. He cannot think only of his crocus, because writing 
is a form of communication and "the crocus is an imperfect 
crocus until it has been shared."? Those artists, like 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 86. 
2. The Death of the Moth, p. 88. 
). The Common Reader, p. 287. 
4. Loc. cit. 
5. Ibid. "7"P. 290 ., 
6. ~Captain's Death Bed, pp. 3-5. The relations of 
patron and writer are vividly reconstructed here in the 
essay on Oliver Goldsmith. 
7. The Common Reader, p. 288. 
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Samuel Butler, George Meredith, and Henry James, who felt 
superior to, and despised, the public, even though they 
desired one, wreaked their failures upon the public by a 
succession of "angularities, obscurities, and affee:tations 
which no writer whose patron was his equal and friend would 
have thought it necessary to inflict."1 Their crocuses in 
consequence were "tortured plants, beautiful and bright, but 
with something wry-necked about them, malformed, shrivelled 
on the one side, overblown on the other. A touch of the sun 
would have done them. a world of good." 2 The .modern writer's 
patron, the patron who will cajole the best out of the 
writer's heart and brain, should be instructed in the litera-
ture of other times and races; he should be immune from shock, 
and be able to distinguish, in a case of so~called indecency, 
between "the little clod of manure which sticks to the crocus 
of necessity, and that which is plastered to it out of 
bravado";3 He must be able to judge which social influences 
upon literature fortify and mature, and which stultify and 
inhibit; he must try to steer a writer away from sentimental-
ity on the one hand and a fear of expressing sincere feeling 
on the other. His prime quality, beyond all else, is one of 
establishing the right atmosphere: 
••• It is necessary that the patron 
should shed and envelop the crocus in 
1. The Common Reader, p. 289. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. Ib!d.:-P. 291. This distinction between pornography and 
art is basically the same made by Judge Woolsey in his 
famous opinion on Ulysses. 
an atmosphere which makes it appear 
a plant of the very highest importance, 
so that to misrepresent it is the one 
outrage not to be forgiven. • • • He 
must make us feel that a single crocus, 
if it be a real crocus, is enough for 
him; that he does not want to be lec-
tured, elevated, instructed, or improved; 
that he is sorry that he bullied Carlyle 
into vociferation, Tennyson into 
idyllics, and Ruskin into insanity; 
that he is now ready to efface himself 
or assert himself, as his writers re-
quire; that he is bound to them by a 
more than material tie; that they are 
twins indeed, one dying if the other 
dies, one flourishing if the other 
flourishes; that the fate of literature 
depends upon their happy alliance ••• 1 
In listing these attributes of the patron, Virginia Woolf is 
defining, unconsciously perhaps, some of the qualities of 
the true critic, who differs from the ordinary patron, or 
reader, by possessing to a greater degree, and expressing 
with greater skill, many of the same attitudes, talents, and 
insights. 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 291-292. 
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c. The Unity and Continuity of Literature 
Closely related to Virginia Woolf's conception of 
literature as a corporate, composite production, subject 
to innumerable fluctuations in the moral, social and 
economic environment, is another pervasive theme of her 
critical thinking: the existence of a genuine literary 
tradition--the continuity, the unity of literature. She 
combined a painful but penetrating awareness of the chasm 
that the first World War had opened across the life of 
her time, and of the demands made on the artist who would 
interpret it, with a rich understanding of the achievement 
of the past, warning, inspiring, and restoring a sense of 
proportion to those who knew how to use it. She knew that 
the hope of literature lay in a total realization of one's 
roots as well as one's rootlessness. In A Room of One's Own 
she uttered a profound aside on a topic that has exercised 
the minds of our best critics--an aside of more practical 
value than many of the theoretical discussions on tradition: 
For masterpieces are not simple and 
solitary births; they are the outcome 
of many years of thinking in common, 
of thinking by the body of the people, 
so that the experience of the mass is 
behind the single voice.l 
She was explaining to an audience of ladies that women 
of the middle ~lasses and not merely lonely aristocrats had 
1. A Room of One's Own, p. 113. 
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begun to write at the end of the eighteenth century; that 
•• Jane Austen, the Brontes, and George Eliot could no more 
have written without the early forerunners than Shakespeare 
could have written without Marlowe, or Marlowe without 
Chaucer, and Chaucer without the forgotten poets who paved 
the way "and tamed the natural savagery of the tongue."l 
The past solidified the present. One age ministered to 
another in this organic, evolutionary conception of art.2 
The past must be seen in . relation to the present and the 
future, and Aphra Behn and Eliza Carter were essential if 
imperfect links leading to Jane Austen and George Eliot just 
as Geraldine Jewsbury, refusing to call herself a failure as 
a feminist, was, by her own estimate, "a mere faint indica-
tion, a rudiment of the idea of certain higher qualities and 
possibilities that lie in womanhood," with all her "eccen-
tricities and mistakes and absurdities" the consequence of 
"an imperfect formation, an immature growth."J 
In "A Letter to a Young Poet'' she advised the novice 
never to think of himself as singular, and of his own case 
as much harder than other people's: 
Think of y~urself rather as something 
much humbler and less spectacular, but 
to my mind far more interesting--a 
poet in whom are the poets of the past, 
1. A Room of One's Own, p. 113. 
2. That Vlrglnla .Woolf did not equate evolution with 
progress has been borne out by her belief in the 
comparative littleness of Georgian literature. 
3. The Second Common Reader, p. 215. 
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from whom all poets in time to 
come will spring. You have a 
touch of Chaucer in you, and some-
thing of Shakespeare, Dryden, Pope, 
Tennyson--to mention only the 
respectable among your ancestors--
stir in your blood and sometimes 
move your pen a little to the 
right or to the left. In short, 
you are an immensely ancient, com-
plex, and continuous character, 
for which reason rreat yourself 
with respect ••• 
In the preface to Orlando, she lists among the many friends 
that helped her in writing the book those dead and illu-
strious authors in whose perpetual debt all readers and 
writers find themselves: Defoe, Sir Thomas Browne, Sterne, 
Sit Walter Scott, Lord Macaulay, Emily Bront~·, De Q,uincey, 
and Walter Pater--"to name the first that come to mind."2 
She was naming part of the literary past that helps make 
contemporary writing what it is. Orlando, in fact, can be 
read as a long essay on the continuance of the literary 
tradition, on the continuous interaction between present 
and past--an essay in which, through the metamorphoses of a 
single individual, Virginia Woolf recreated the changing 
spirit not only of English literature, but of English hist-
ory and the English way of life as well, just as later, in 
Between the Acts, she expressed the development of English 
civilization from its beginnings to the Second World War in 
a series of scenes in a village pageant. For, art being 
attached to life at all angles, she believed also in the 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 212. 
2. Orlando, p. VII. 
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unity, the continuity of history, of life itself. 
Orlando as a mature woman, "on the twelfth stroke of 
midnight, Thursday, the eleventh of October, Nineteen 
Hundred and Twenty-eight,"l was the same yet different 
Orlando who first appeared as a you~h of sixteen at the end 
of the sixteenth century. In between the centuries Virginia 
Woolf's vivid historical imagination had invented a series 
of brilliant vignettes and realistic episodes which combined 
"to show the individual creating and created by history, 
changing, developing, carrting forward the past into the 
present."2 In the twentieth century Orlando had found the 
vision to focus the past into a single point as she recalled 
her masculine and violent temperament in the Elizabethan 
age, her melancholy and morbidity in the early seventeenth 
century, her social grace at literary tea-parties in Augustan 
times, and her primness, her blushing and swooning in crin-
olines in the Victorian era. She saw herself in perspective 
as the boy who had a glimpse of Shakespeare, who handed the 
aged ~ueen Elizabeth the bowl of rose-water, who sat on the 
hill and wrote poetry, who fell in love with Sasha. She 
recalled the Courtier, the Ambassador, the Soldier, the 
Traveller, the Gypsy, the Lady, the Hermit, the Patroness 
10.3. 
of Letters.3 She was recalling, in other words, the tradition. 
1. Orlando, p. 329. 
2. David Daiches, Virginia Woolf', p. 98. 
3. Orlando, p. 309. 
The present moment must be seen in relation to the flux 
of experience in general. "Nothing is any longer one 
thing."! As the Reverend Mr. Streatfield prosaically but 
accurately interpreted the pageant of Between the Acts: 
To me, at least, it was indicated 
that we are members one of another. 
Each is part of the whole •••• 
Did I not perceive Mr. Hardcastle 
here ••• at one time a Viking? ••• 
And in Lady Harridan. • • a Canter-
bury Pilgrim? We act di~ferent 
parts; but are the same. 
Virginia Woolf's consciousness of the tradition, of the 
immense antiquity of literature and life, is expressed in 
her novels by recurring symbols that create a sense of the 
past enveloping the lives of her characters. The ancient 
pulse of time sounds not only in the sea, and in the sound 
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of waves breaking on the shore (heard in Jacob's Room, ~ 
Lighthouse, and The Waves), but also in the big clock-towers 
that boom out the hour (in Mrs. Dalloway and Between the 
Acts}. John Lehmann notes as symbols the repetition of lines 
of poetry ("0, western wind, when wilt thou blow," in The 
Waves, and "Luriana Lurilee'' in To The Lighthouse}, Cambridge, 
and especially Greece: "· •• strange skulls and bleached 
bones, the Phoenecians sleeping in the barrows, the old barn 
like a Greek temple, the banners trembling above tombs."3 
Her last novel, Between the Acts, is a veritable repository 
1- Orlando, p. 305. 
2. Between the Acts, p. 192. 
3. Johri Lehiri8nn, "V~rginia Woolf," Writers of Today, 
ed. Denys Val Baker, p. 82. 
of references to the ancient, even prehistoric past. From 
an aeroplane one could still see "plainly marked, the scars 
made by the Britons; by the Romans; by the Elizabethan 
manor house; and by the plough, when they ploughed the hill 
to grow wheat in the Napoleonic war."1 Mrs. SWithin, in-
spired by a reading of an outline of history, thinks of 
rhododendron forests in Piccadily, of elephant-bodied, 
barking monsters: "the iguanodon, the mammoth, and the 
mastodon."2 The book's final scene, which takes place in 
1939, was "night before roads were made, or houses. It was 
the night that dwellers in caves had watched from some high 
place among the rocks."3 
.LV/e 
Tradition, for Virginia Woolf, was more then mere co~ 
tinuence or repetition, and the artist's timid, blind follow-
ing of the ways of past generations. Her idea of tradition 
was based on a historical sense similar to that defined by 
T. S. Eliot: 
• • • It involves a perception, not 
only of the pastness of the past, 
but of its presence; the historical 
sense compels a man to write not 
merely with his own generation in 
his bones, but with a feeling that 
the whole of literature of Europe 
from Homer and within it the whole 
of the literature of his own country 
has a si~ultaneous existence and 
1. Between the Acts, p. 4. In the essay, "Flying Over 
London" (The Caltain's Death Bed, p. 204) she takes 
an imaginary fl ght and sees the River Themes "as 
the Romans saw it, as paleolithic man saw it, at dawn 
from a hill shaggy with wood, with the rhinoceros 
digging his horn into the roots of rhododendrons." 
2. Ibid., p. 8. 
3. 11r:ra., p. 219. 
composes a simultaneous order. 
This historical sense. • • makes 
a writer most acutely conscious 
of his place in time, of his own 
contemporaneity. 
No poet, no artist of any art, has 
his complete meaning alone. His 
significance, his appreciation is 
the appreciation of his relation 
to dead poets and artists. You 
cannot value him alone; you must 
set him, for contrast and com-
~arison, among the dead. • • • 
[What)happens when a new work of 
art i"s created is something that 
happens simultaneously to all tfe 
works of art which preceded it. 
These opinions may have been suggested, in part, by 
Eliot's mentor-in-chief, Ezra Pound, who was probably the 
first of the moderns to introduce the concept of literary 
history as a continuing or ever-recurring present: 
••• All ages are contemporaneous; 
b.c. in Morocco, the Middle Ages in 
Russia [1910). The future stirs 
.already- in the mind of the few. This 
is especially true of literature 
where the reel time is independent 
of the apparent, end where many dead 
men are our grandchildren's con-
temporaries, while many of our con-
temporaries have alre~dy been gathered 
into Abraham's bosom. 
T. s. Eliot goes a step further in rejecting all thought 
of a fixed order of tradition in which "the existing 
monuments" assume their static positions: 
1. T. s. Eliot, Selected Essays, p. 4. 
2. Ezra Pound, quoted in Ray B. West, Jr., "Pound and 
Contemporary Criticism,~ Quarterly Review of Literature, 
5:198, 1949. 
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The e~sting monuments form an 
ideal order among themselves 
which~ modified by the intro-
du6tion of the new (the really 
new} work of art among them. 
The existing order is complete 
before the new work arrives; for 
order to persist after the super-
vention of novelty, the whole 
existing order must be ••• 
altered, and so the relations ••• 
of each work of art toward the 
whole are readjusted; and this 
is conformity between the old 
and the new. • .1 · 
Although Virginia Woolf has nowhere thus specifically 
expressed herself on this particular aspect of tradition, 
the whole tenor of her work implies a belief in a past 
altered by the present as much as the present is directed 
by the past. Learning from the past meant not merely an 
unconscious repetition of its patterns, but the. discovery 
~V(e 
of new meanings in it. But Virginia Woolf realized that no 
tradition is wholly valid unless it is rooted in contemporary 
life as much as in the past. There is little feeling in 
Eliot that a sense of tradition can be, and is, derived from 
the conditions of life surrounding the poet. Moreover, 
tradition, for Eliot, seems to have come to · a stop around 
the seventeenth century; he accepted as tradition only that 
which harmonized with his personal sectarian outlook, thus 
rejecting a good deal of the common life of mankind. As a 
traditionalist, he almost despaired of civilization, of 
1. T. S. Eliot, Selected Essays, p. 4. 
salvation on earth,l and looked to the Church as offering 
the only dim hope of saving the world from suicide.2 The 
content of Mrs. Woolf's tradition is more inclusive; and, 
despite an awareness of the tragic setting of her generation, 
her view of tradition has fortified her faith in the future 
and sustained her in that affirmation of life which she 
expressed for the last time in her cre~tive work when she 
saw our greatness reflected in "the resolute refusal of 
some pimpled dirty little scrub in sandals to sell his 
soul";3 and then has the gramophone (symbol of unity) affirm: 
The tune began; the first note 
meant a second; the second a 
third. Then down beneath a 
force was born in opposition; 
then another. Ori different 
levels they diverged •••• The 
whole population of the mind's 
immeasureable profundity came 
flocking; from the unprotedted, 
the unskinned: • • • from chaos 
and cacop.t10ny measure; but not 
the melody of surface sound 
alone controlled it; but also 
the warring battle-plumed warriors 
straining asunder: To part? No. 
Compelled from the ends of the 
horizon; recalled from the edge of 
appalling crevasses4· they crashed; solved; united ••• 
All of us, "scraps, orts, and fragments," together create a 
total harmony, the imaginative totality of our human life. 
1. T. S. Eliot, Selected Essays, p. 119. 
2. Ibid., p. 363. f. BetWeen the Acts, p. 188. 
4 • . Ibid., p. 189. 
V. The Problem of Artistic Creation 
A. The Nature and Function of the Creative Act 
To say that Virginia Woolf's awareness of the close 
and organic dependence of art upon life saved her from an 
unequivocal estheticism is not to imply, by any means, 
that her conception of literature was utilitarian or 
moralistic. Historical and psychological factors are 
important, for no artistic work can exist in independence 
of its maker's human preoccupations and beliefs intera~ting 
with circumstances of time and place. But origins, in her 
criticism, are subordinated to value. Convinced of the 
validity of the esthetic approach, she evinced a passionate 
interest in the nature of artistic creation and in the 
attributes of esthetic experience. Because she was 
temperamentally "allergic" to systems and conclusions, and 
to rigorous analytical method, the theoretical aspects of 
her criticism tend to elude definite formulation. We are 
confronted not by any systematic rationale of the artistic 
process, but by a series of scattered insights and percep-
tions. In the sections to follow, an attempt will be made 
to impose some kind of form and coherence on Mrs. ·woolf 
intuitive perceptions and esthetic speculations, without, 
at the same time, distorting or oversimplifying her general 
perspective. This task will be easier than it .might other-
wise have been because the problem of artistic creation is 
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one of the main themes of her novels, and in a sense all 
the novels of Virginia Woolf, as Philip Toynbee noted, 
are the lamentations and ecstacies of the artist herself, 
and all the problems which confront her characters are 
the immediate artistic problems of their creator.1 She 
involves the esthetic with the narrative; like Proust and 
Joyce, she d~lineates an internal and discursive esthetic 
in her creative writing. 
Everything is against the likelihood that a work of 
genius will emerge whole and entire from the writer's mind. 
Material circumstances are against it: "Dogs will bark; 
people will interrupt; money must be made; health will break 
down"; and the world, which does not ask artists to create, 
is notoriously indifferent.2 Probably no book is born 
"entire and uncrippled as it was conceived.") In addition 
to these obstacles there is the difficulty of expression 
itself, the agony of creation, the frustration and failure 
that precede the final triumph. Virginia Woolf has always 
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been obsessed by this problem, and, in an essay on Montaigne, 
she writes thus of the difficulty of expression: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
••• We all indulge in the strange, 
pleasant process called thinking, but 
when it comes to saying, even to some 
one opposite, what we think, then how 
little we are able to conveyt The 
phantom is through the mind and out 
of the window before we can lay salt 
Philip Toynbee, "Virginia Woolf," Horizon, ;14: 292, 
November..~. 1926. 
A Room or One's Own, p. 90. 
Loc. cit. 
on its tail, or slowly sinking and 
returning to the profound darkness 
which has lit up mpmentarily with a 
wondering light. ~ace, voice, and 
accent eke out our words and impress 
their feebleness with character in 
speech. But the pen is a rigid 
instrument; it can say very little; 
it has all kinds of habits and 
c~remonies of its own. It is dic-
tatorial too; it is always making 
ordinary men into prophets, and 
changing the natural stumbling trip 
of human speech into the srlemn and 
stately march of pens ••• 
Orlando soon discovers that battles to win kingdoms are 
much less arduous than that of winning immortality against 
the English language, as he suffers all the tortures of 
literary parturition. 2 The difficulty of communicating 
oneself is dramatized most effectively, however, in the 
central figures of the self-conscious artists, Lily Briscoe 
of To The Lighthouse, and Miss La Trobe of Between the Acts. 
Lily Briscoe, the pai~er ( she might have been a 
writer or a musician}, could see everything clearly and 
commandingly when she looked; but the whole thing changed 
when she took her brush in hand • 
• • • It was in that moment's flight 
between the picture and her canvas 
that the demons set on her who often 
brought her to the verge of tears 
and made this passage from conception 
to work as dreadful as any down a 
dark passage for a child. Such she 
often felt herself--struggling against 
terrific odds to maintain her courage; 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 88-89. 
2. Orlando, pp. 81-82. 
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to say: "But this is what I see; this 
is what I see," and so to clasp some 
miserable remnant of her vision to 
her breast, which a thousand forces 
did their best to pluck from her.l 
It was this passage from conception to work that was 
always plaguing her. There was all the difference in the 
woDd between this planning airily away from the canvas 
and the first actual mark of the brush, for all that in 
idea seemed simple became complex in practice. There was 
the white, uncompromising stare of the canvas, rousing her 
to a perpetual combat, a challenge in which she felt she 
was bound to be worsted.2 She had to wait for that initial 
impulse, that moment of intense vision, that spontaneous 
squirting of "juice necessary for the lubrication of her 
faculties."3 What she wished to get hold of was "that very 
jar on the nerves, the thing itself before it has been made 
anything.n4 And then where was she to begin? At what point 
was she to .make the first mark? "One line placed on the 
canvas committed her to innumerable risks, to frequent and 
irrevocable decisions. n5 This was an inefficient, miserabl·e 
machine--this human apparatus for painting or feeling--that 
always seemed to break down at the critical moment, and had 
to be forced on and on.6 
1. To The Lishthouse, p. 32. 
2. Ibid. , p. 236. 
3. Ib!'d., p. 237. 
4. Ibid., p. 287. 
5. 'I'5ICT. , p. 235. 
6. '!'6IO.' p. 287. 
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The creative act is more than a process of self-
~xamination, a perpetual effort to understand one's feelings. 
The artist's individual vision must be shared; only in 
communication can the artist find health, truth, happiness. 
For Miss La Trobe, the pageant of English history--a dramatic 
version of Orlando~-which she organizes is a creative act. 
"Hadn't she, for twenty-five minutes, made them. see? A 
vision imparted was a relief from. agony ••• for one mom-
ent ••• one moment."l But when, during the intermission 
between acts, her audience appears to her to be unmoved by 
what she had struggled to create, the glory that lay in the 
effort to communicate her vision turns to dread of failure: 
"She hadn't made them see. It was a failure, another damned 
failure! As usual. Her vision escaped her."2 It is the 
function of the artist to make people see, to communicate 
his vision and illuminate experience. Art reveals, and makes 
permanent. In Miss La Trobe's partial failure to commun-
icate her vision lies the inevitable bondage of the artist 
to his own limitations, to the audience, and to his medium. 
Later Miss La Trobe, not satisfied with concluding her 
pageant with the Victorians, tries to show the audience 
their own selves and create the sense of life as it is 
actually lived. Her . sense of frustration and helplessness 
extends beyond the particular moment in the pageant and 
1. Between the Acts, p. 98 •. 
2. toe. cit. 
--
suggests the universal relation between the artist and his 
public: 
She wanted to expose them, as it 
were, to douche them, with 
present-time reality. But some~ 
thing was going wrong with the 
experiment. "Reality too strong," 
she muttered. "Curse 'em1" She 
felt everything they felt. 
Audiences were the devil. 0 to 
write a play without an audience--
the play. But here she was front-
ing her audience. Every second 
they were slipping the noose. Her 
little game had gone wrong •••• 
Grating her fingers in the bark, 
she damned the audience. Panic 
seized her. Blood seemed to pour 
from her shoes. This is death, 
death, death, she noted in the 
margin of her mind; when illusion 
fails. • .1 
But she cannot abandon the effort. She had been en-
couraged by Mrs. Swithin's reaction to the vision she had 
tried to impart: "What a small part I've had to play! But 
you've made me feel I could have played. • • Cleopatra1"2 
What she meant was that Miss La Trobe had stirred her in 
her "unacted part." Miss La Trobe, artist in vision, had 
aroused in Lucy Swithin the dormant power of imaginative 
I 
vision which enabled her to see that on a level of living 
of which she was rarely conscious she really lived all 
lives at all times. Art, then, gives eternal life. And 
now Miss La Trobe could exult. Her moment of glory was 
l. Between the Acts, pp. 179-180. 
2. Ibid., p. 153. 
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on her now, for she was not merely a twitcher of individual 
strings; she was "one who seethes wandering bodies and 
floating voices in a cauldron, and makes rise up from its 
amorphous mass a re-created world."1 
Art, too, imposes unity on the apparent meaningless-
ness and formlessness of life. The artist creates order and 
harmony out of chaotic experience just as Mrs. Ramsay 
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created order and harmony out of human relations. Frustrated 
by her inability to devise some center to her design which 
should draw it into unity, Lily Briscoe must wait until she 
has understood the significance of the dead Mrs. Ramsay's 
achievement, and reaffirmed the validity of Mrs. Ramsay's 
vision of life, before she can have her own vision and com-
plete the painting. At the culminating moment of successful 
~eation, the artist had created shape out of chaos, and had 
discovered stability, if only for a moment, in the eternal 
flux, this "eternal passing and flowing." 2 She had performed 
the function of a significant artist by imposing upon the 
fragmentary, intractable raw material of life a coherent and 
satisfying form. She had intuitively caught the moment when 
Mrs. Ramsay, in a manner reminiscent of Goethe's Faust, had 
caught the moment and said, "Life stand still here."3 For 
Lily, for Virginia Woolf, the task of the artist is to 
1. Between the Acts, p. 153. 
2. To The Lighthouse, p. 24. 
3. !hid., p. 240. 
disengage and impale the moment of illumina.tion and revela-
tion, understand its total significance, and communicate 
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its essence. It is to make of the moment something permanent. · 
B. Impersona.lity and Detachment 
As we learned earlier,l Virginia Woolf considered the 
writer's unconsciousness or subconsciousness an important 
part of the creative process. In the essay, "The Leaning 
Tower," she defines it further: 
Unconsciousness, which means pre-
sumably that the under-mind works 
at top speed while the upper-mind 
drowses, is a state we all know •••• 
You have had a crowded day ••• 
sightseeing in London. Could you 
say what you had seen and done when 
you came back? Was it not all a 
blur, a confusion? But after what 
seemed a rest, a chance to turn 
aside and look at something differ-
ent, the sights and sounds and say-
ings that had been of most interest 
to you swarm to the surface, 
apparently of their own accord, and 
remained in memory; what was un-
important sank into forgetfulness. 
So it is with the writer. After a 
hard day's work, trudging round, 
seeing all he can, feeling all he 
can, taking in the book of his mind 
innumerable notes, the writer be-
comes--if he can--unconscious. In 
fact, his under-mind works at top 
speed while his upper-mind drowses. 
Then, after a pause the veil lifts; 
and there is the thing--the thing he 
wants to write about--simplified, 
composed. Do we strain Wordsworth's 
famous saying about emotion recollected 
in tranquillity when we infer that by 
tranquillity he meant that the writer 
needs to become unconscious before he 
can create?2 
This state of perpetual lethargy, this kind of trance 
1. supra, pp. 49-50. 
2. The Moment, p. 134. 
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almost, which a novelist especially must induce in himself,1 
is the cause of one of Lily Briscoe's fitful bursts of 
creative energy, when she feels herself losing consciousness 
of outer things--her name, personality and appearance, and 
the presence of others--and her mind "kept throwing up from 
its depths, scenes, and names, and sayings, and memories and 
ideas."2 It is a state of being which results in that im-
personality, that detachment which, for Virginia Woolf, was 
one of the attributes of esthetic experience--a state of 
being which Mrs. Ramsay delighted in, a condition of silence 
and thought undisturbed by worldly distractions and attach-
ments and all those desires, fears, and hopes which must be 
shed if one is to be himself--really himself: 
All the being and doing. • • 
evaporated; and one shrunk, with 
a sense of .solemnity, to being 
oneself, a wedge-shaped core of 
darkness, something invisible to 
others ••• ~ This self having 
shed its attachments w~s free 
for the strangest adventures. 
When life sank down for a moment, 
the range of experience seemed 
limitless •••• This core of 
darkness could go anywhere, for 
no one saw it •••• There was 
freedom, there was peace, there 
was, most welcome of all, a 
summoning together, a resting on 
a platform of stability •••• 
Losing personality, one lost the 
fret, the hurry, the stir; and 
there rose to her lips always some 
exclamation of triumph over life 
when things came together in this 
peace, this rest, this eternity •••• 3 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 239. 
2. 1'6 '!'he Lighthouse, p. 2)8. 
3. Ibid., pp. 95-96. 
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Only after Bernard, the writer, had escaped from the self, 
the unreal personality that he had presented to the world, 
was he able to enjoy his transitory moment of vision and 
grasp the essential realities of life.1 Writing about 
Turgenev, Virginia Woolf discovered the source of his 
greatness in his detachment, his use of the other self, "the 
self which has been so rid of superfluities that it is al-
most impersonal in its intense individuality."2 He had 
suppressed the "I" who suffered slights and injuries, and 
who desired to impose his personality and views in favor of 
the "I" who saw impartially and honestly, who threw asiae all 
that was subsidiary and superfluous.J He had attained the 
detachment which is the supreme necessity of the artist. 
For Virginia Woolf, Shakespeare served as the example 
par excellence of the impersonality and detachment of the 
artist. The mind of the artist must be incandescent, like 
Shakespeare's, with no obstacle in it, "no foreign matter 
unconsumed."4 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
For though we say that we know 
nothing about Shakespeare's state 
of mind, even as we say that, we 
are saying something about Shakes-
peare's state of mind. The reason 
perhaps why we know so little of 
Shakespeare--compared with Donne 
or Ben Jonson or Milton--is that 
his grudges and spites and anti-
pathies are hidden from us. We 
The Waves, pp. 288-291. 
The Certain's Death Bed, p. 
toe. c t. 
~ooilOf One's Own, p. 98. 
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are not held up by some "revelation" 
which reminds us of the writer. All 
desire to protest, to preach, to 
proclaim an injury, to pay off a 
score, to make the world the witness 
of some hardship or grievance was 
fired out of him and consumed. There-
fore his poetry flows from him free 
and unimpeded. If ever a human being 
got his work expressed completely, it 
was Shakespeare. If ever a mind was 
incandescent, unimpeded ••• it was 
Shakespeare's mind.l 
The idea that the artist must consume "foreign matter" 
recurs frequently in her criticism. In John Donne's poetry 
the ordinary world is "consumed" and we are drawn into 
Donne's world, end to his particular attitude of mind.2 
Congreve had "consumed" whatever was irrelevant to his work, 
and it is only there that he can be found.J In Roger Fry's 
Cezanne theory is "consumed," and the critic has become a 
creator;4 whereas, in the novels of George Meredith, 
philosophy is not "consumed," and when ethical and .meta-
physical ideas obtrude and can be lifted here and there and 
codified into a system, then something must be wrong with 
the philosophy or the novel or both.5 Aurora Leigh is 
diminished as a work of art because Elizabeth Barrett Brown-
ing aired therein her circumstances and her idiosyncrasies; 
"she could no more conceal herself than control herself"6 __ 
1. A Room of One's Own, pp. 98-99. 
2. The Second Common Reader, p. 21. 
). The Moment, p. 41. 
4. Roger Fry, p. 284. 
5. The Second Common Reader, p. 253. 
6. !bid., p. 22). 
.l.O:::Ue 
l.-'l.• 
a frame ,of mind imposed on her largely by the usual masculine 
repressions. George Gissing could never master a perspective 
that excluded his petty grievances; as a result, the reader 
establishes a personal rather than an artistic relationship 
with the creator.l But, paradoxically, she extols him for 
his belief in the powers of the mind, for making his people 
think, and "to think," she continues, "is to become complex; 
it is to overflow boundaries, to cease to be a character, 
to merge one's private life in the life qf politics or art 
or ideasff2--to gain impersonality, in other words. To her, 
Ulysses, in which James Joyce attempted to create a work of 
art released from its dependence on personality, seemed, 
curiously enough, to be "centered in a self which, in spite 
of its tremor of susceptibility, never embraces or creates 
what is outside of itself and beyond.") Too much self-
consciousness and class-consciousness restricted the creative 
powers of the modern writers (Day Lewis, Auden, Spender, 
I~herwood, Louis MacNeice, and others),4 just as national 
self-consciousness--the inability to forget that they were 
Americans--restricted those of Sherwood Anderson and Sinclair 
Lewis.5 
By insisting on impersonality as an attribute of 
esthetic experience, Virginia Woolf was by no means under-
estimating the importance of personality. She knew that the 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 238. 
2. Ibid., p. 241. ). ~Common Reader, p. 215 •. 
4. The Doment, p. 147. 
5. Ibid., p. 121. 
personal element is always a rich source of power, and that 
vision and integrity are, in great measure, products of 
personal conviction. No theory "is able to go to the root 
of the matter and eliminate the artist himself; his 
temperament remains ineradicable,'' and his birth, his race, 
the impressions of his childhood (she is referring here 
specifically to Turgenev) pervade everything that he wrote.l 
But she knew, too, that the writer, in achieving his created 
reality, transforms his insights and perceptions into some-
thing which transcends, even as it includes, the individuai; 
that "the self, which .is essential to literature, is also 
its .most dangerous antagonist. Never to be yourself and yet 
always--that is the problem."2 Nor by detachment does she 
.mean detachment from life, from men and women, from our 
artistic and intellectual heritage. Her idea of detac~ent 
is not to be confused with the non-attachment of Buddhist 
and Hindu teachings, or that of Aldous Huxley, whose "non-
attached man" separates himself almost completely from every-
thing but .mystic conte.m.plation.J It is rather, as Bernard 
Blackstone ably summarizes, "detachment from personal pre-
judices, from personal end-seeking, and from the spirit of 
the age if that spirit is antagonistic to the kind of creation 
that the artist is set upon."4 It is detachment from unreal 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, pp. 60-61. 
2. The Common Reader, p. 301. 
). Aldous Huxley, Ends and Means, pp. 4-11. 
4. Blackstone, p. 245. 
loyalties, irrational hatreds and affections, from commercial 
exploitation of artistic ability, and the growing inhumanity 
of centralised power, from dogmatism and bigotry and fanati-
cism. It is the kind of detachment that Virginia Woolf her-
self often attained in her art. 
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c. Artistic Integrity 
Impersonality and detachment are vital elements of 
great literature if only because their absence is a threat 
to the very backbone of the writer--his integrity. Women 
especially had damaged their artistry by their inability 
to forget their sex and consume their personal grievances 
against a world of masculine malevolence. Alien influences 
like anger, bitterness, agressiveness or enforced docility, 
as the case might be, had tampered with their integrity, . 
had deflected them from their original course and had forced 
them to think of something other than the thing itself. 1 
Other modern writers besides Mrs. Woolf have emphasized 
integrity in art. James Joyce proclaimed it as the duty of 
the artist to break away from parochial prejudices, and to 
express the universal truths found in contemporary living. 
For T. S. Eliot, integrity is an essential part of criticism: 
the critic must free himself from personal prejudice and view 
art objectively against a traditional background. Integrity 
for Virginia Woolf means keeping the eye on the object and 
expressing one's vision of life with the best possible means 
one can devise. What holds together a novel's infinitely 
complex structure is integrity--the conviction on the part 
of the reader that what the artist presents is the truth. 
1. A Room of One' s Own, ·p. 129. 
"Yes, one feels, I should never have thought that this could 
be so; I have never known people behaving like that. But 
you have convinced me that so it is, so it happens."l In-
tegrity is the QOurage of the artist to keep faith with his 
individual vision, with his created reality, his symbol; 
for only that art has significance which is impelled by inner 
necessity and sincerity. Disloyalty to truth, to one's 
integrity and personal vision, is the sin of sins. "So long 
as you write what you wish to write," Mrs. Woolf exhorted the 
members of a woman's college, "that is all that .matters •••• 
But to sacrifice a hair of the head of your vision, a shade 
of its color, in deference to some Headmaster with a silver 
pot in his hand or to some professor with a measuring-rod up 
his sleeve, is the most abject treachery."2 
In her essays this emphasis on truth and integrity be-
comes a kind of touchstone of her criticism. She tries to 
discover, above all, if writers have that sincerity, courage, 
indomitable honesty, and love of truth that she found in the 
impersonal literature of the Greeks, especially in the 
Platonic dialogues.3 She admired Chaucer because he "never 
flinched from the life that was being lived at the moment be-
fore his eyes,"4 but, unabashed and unafraid, presented the 
· object as he really saw it, just as Montaigne had the courage 
1. A Room of One's Own, p. 125. 
2. Ibid., p. 185. 
3. ~Common Reade~, p. 51. 
4. Ibid., P• 29. 
and integrity to be himself and rrco.mmunicate his soul"l as 
he honestly understood it. She finds great artistry and 
intellectual integrity in Hardy, Conrad, and most of the 
Russians; and she stands in awe of the integrity it must 
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have required in the face of all that criticism, in the midst 
of the purely patriarchal society, for Jane Austen and Emily 
- .. Bronte to hold fast to the thing as they saw it without 
shrinking2--to remain true to themselves and create as women, 
not men. Despite their meager creative powers, the "leaning-
tower" writers, .the lost generation of the . second · end third 
decades of this century, had the integrity to write about 
themselves honestly; they had the courage to tell the un-
pleasant;, unflattering truth about themselves--"the first step 
toward telling the truth about other people."3 Because 
Dickens, Thackeray, and Stevenson lacked this virtue they 
often wrote about dolls and puppets instead of full-grown men 
and women; they evaded main themes and falsified their objects; 
they avoided half the life that passed them by.4 They went on 
playing with the little box of toys that the leaning-tower 
writers had the courage to throw out the window.5 
1. The Common Reader, p. 96. 
2. A Room of One's Own, pp. 129~130. 
). The Moment, p. 149. 
4. Ibid.; pp. 148-149. 
5. Ibid., p. 149. 
D. Art as Stimulus, or Suggestion 
To the focal terms of Virginia Woolf's critical 
terminology--vision, communication, impersonality, de-
tachment, integrity--we may now add another: suggestion, 
or stimulus. When a book lacks suggestive power (as do 
those of Galsworthy and Kipling), "however hard it hits 
the surface of the mind, it cannot penetrate within."l 
Imaginative literature is a potential: a sentence of 
Coleridge, taken into the .mind, ''explodes and gives birth 
to all kinds of ot~er ideas, and that is the only sort of 
writing of which one can say that it has the secret of 
perpetual life."2 At the core of Virginia Woolf's esthetic 
is this concept of the dynamic of literature. The esthetic 
experience does not consist in the capture of the object 
and the cessation of future emotion or activity. The 
object of art is conceived as an agent capable of revealing 
to the beholder a constantly expanding realm of experience. 
Great literature releases the spirit, and sets us free from 
the cramp and confinement of individual experience~- It is 
a stimulus, and not a terminal experience. The reading of 
~ or Emma or La Recherche du Temps Perdu "seems to per-
form a curious couching operation on the senses; one sees 
1. A Room. of One's Own, p. 178. 
2. Ibid., pp. 176-177. 
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more intensely afterwards; the world seems bared of its 
covering and gives an intenser life."1 The art of writing 
consists "in laying an egg in the reader's mind from which 
springs the thing itself."2 Had Jane Austen lived only a 
few years more, she would have devised a method--Mrs. Woolf 
speculated--deeper and more suggestive than the one she 
used, but just as clear and composed, "for conveying not 
only what people say, but what they leave unsaid; not only 
what they are, but what life is."J As Terence Hewet, one 
of her artist-characters, hoped: "I want to write. novels 
of silence, things people don't say."4 She is always ff!s-
cinated by that "zone of silence"5 in the middle of every 
art which suggests the inexpressible, the meaning that goes 
on after the sound has stopped, that "populous and teeming 
silence" she missed in Goldsmith's prose.6 Willa Cather, 
objecting to photographic realism in art, expressed herself 
similarly: 
Whatever is felt upon the page without 
being specifically named there--that, 
one might say, is created. It is the 
inexplicable presence of the thing not 
named, of the overtone divined by the 
ear but not heard by it, the verbal 
mood, the emotional aura of the fact 
or the thing or the deed, that gives 
high quality to the novel or7the drama, as well as to poetry itself. 
1. A Room of One's Own, p. 192. 
2. The Moment, p. 220. 
). The Common Reader, p. 206. 
4. The Voyage Out, p. 216. 
5. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 191. 
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6. Ibid., P• 9. / 
7. Willa Cather, "The Novel D6meuble," On Writing, pp. 41-1.:.2. 
Art as a potential, a stimulus that demands from the 
reader, listener, or viewer his active participation, is 
thus a constantly recurring motif in Virginia Woolf's 
cr.iticism. After four hundred years, she finds that Spenser's 
Faerie Queene still corresponds to something which the reader 
feels at the moment because his mind is being consta.ntly 
enlarged by the power of suggestion; "mue:fu more is imagined 
than is stated."l Defoe has also the genius for suggesting 
something beyond the fact. He can convey a sense of desola-
tion and death in the most prosaic way; and, "by reiterating 
that nothing but a plain earthenware pot stands in the fore-
ground, he persuades us to see remote islands and the 
solitudes of the human soul."2 In wuthering Heights, a book 
which has a meaning lying apart from what happens and what 
is said, Emily ~rente" exercised the rarest of all powers: 
"she could free life from its dependence on facts; with a 
few touches indic.a te the spirit of a face so that it needs 
no body; by speaking of the moor make the wind blow and the 
thunder roar."3 She notes in De Q,uincey's work that the 
emotion is never stated, but is suggested and "brought 
slowly by repeated images before us until it stays in all 
its complexity, complete";4 and Dorothy Wordsworth, even in 
her brief notes, reveals a suggestive power, the gift of the 
poet which so orders and arranges the simplest facts that the 
l. The Moment, p. 26. 
2. The Second Common Reader, p. 58. 
3. The Common Reader, p. 227. 
4. The Second Common Reader, p. 143. 
whole scene emerges before us, "heightened and co.m.posed."l 
In a brilliant analysis of the artistic resources of the 
cinema,2 Virginia Woolf discusses, among other things, the 
latent suggestive powers ofthis youngest of the arts--the 
ability to use symbols for emotions hitherto found in-
expressible. At a performance of Dr. Cali~ari a shadow 
shaped like a tadpole suddenly appeared at one corner of 
the screen: 
It swelled to an immense size, 
quivered, bulged, and sank back 
again into nonentity. For a 
moment it seemed to embody some 
monstrous diseased imagination 
of the lunatic's brain. For a 
moment it seemed as if thought 
could be conveyed by shape more 
effectively than by words. The 
monstrous quivering tadpole 
seemed to be fear itself and not 
the statement, "I am afraid" •••• 
But if a shadow. • • can suggest 
so much more than the actual 
gestures and words of men and 
women in a state of fear, it 
seems plain that the cinema has 
within its grasp innumerable 
symbols for emotions that have 
so far failed to find expression. 
Terror has besides its ordinary 
forms the shape of a tadpole; it 
burgeons, bulges, quivers. dis-
appears. Anger is not merely rant 
~nd rhetoric, red faces and clenched 
fists. It is perhaps a black line 
wriggling upon a white sheet •••• 
Is there some secret language which 
we feel and see, but never speak, 
and, if so, could this be made 
visible to the eye? Is there any 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 180. 
2. The Captain's Death Bed, pp. 180-186. 
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characteristic which thought 
possesses that can be rendered 
visible with~ut the help of 
words? • • • 
The cinema, she maintained, must avoid what ever is 
accessible to words alon~; it must work with that residue 
of visual emotion which is of no use either to painter or 
to poet. When the film-maker finds some new symbol for 
expressing thought, he will have "enormous riches at his 
command. The exactitude of reality and its surprising 
power of suggestion are to be had for the asking."2 The 
cinema, · alas, has not yet realized the potential ities that 
so intrigued Virginia Woolf in 1926. 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, pp. 183-184. 
2. Ibid., p. 185. 
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E. The Affinity of the Arts 
Virginia Woolf's interest in the motion picture, like 
her far more absorbing interest in painting and music, is 
motivated by her belief in the affinity of the arts. She 
was convinced, like Pater, that, although each art has its 
specific sphere, they tend to transcend their own special 
limitations and pass into each other. In a. remarkable 
address delivered at Monty Shearman's, where the "Bloomsbury 
Junta" was in full session, Sir Osbert Sitwell heard her 
discuss the marriage of music and poetry in the time of the 
Lutenists, and then urge the union, for the coming age, of 
painting and the other arts.l She advocated the writing of 
a book (The Loves of the Arts she tentatively celled it) 
which would exhaustively explore the flirtations between 
music, painting, letters, sculpture, and architecture, and 
the effects of their interaction throughout the ages;2 for 
she knew that sculpture had influenced Greek, and music 
Elizabethan, literature, just as architecture had affected 
the English of the eighteenth century, and as painting was 
now exerting a tremendous effect upon modern writers. If 
all modern paintings were destroyed, "a critic of the 
twenty-fifth century," she predi~ted, "would be able to 
1. Sir Osbert Sitwell, Laughter in the Next Room, p. 24. 
2• The Moment, p. 173. 
• 
deduce from the works of Proust alone the exist~nce of 
Matisse, ce'zanne, Derain, and Picasso. ttl 
She herself had learned much in the art of seeing from 
friends and relatives who lived "in the silent kingdom of 
paint,"2 from. sister Vanessa Bell and painter-critic Roger 
Fry. She had a fine visual imagination--the painter's eye--
and much of her work is concerned with shapes, masses, and 
colors. All great writers are also great colorists, as well 
as musicians. She noted the dominant colors in each of 
Shakespeare's plays; the limited range of color in Pope, 
who was more of a draughtsman; the colors that Keats used 
l.JJ• 
lavishly and lusciously, "like a Venetian"; Tennyson's harder 
brush end ,"the pure bright tints of a miniature painter."3 
She explored the relationship of the novelist and the painter 
in the essay on Walter Sickert, in whose paintings she found 
num.be~of stories and three-volume novels which classified 
him as a realist closely related to Balzac, Gissing, end the 
earlier Arnold Bennett.4 Paintings, like those of C~zanne, 
for example, are stimulating and provocative to the literary 
sense. They are so boldly content to be paint that the very 
pigment seems to challenge the writer, press on his nerves, 
and stir words in him, end suggest forms where he had never 
seen anything but thin air.5 Writers like Proust, Hardy, 
1. The Moment, p. 173. 
2. The Captain's Deeth Bed, p. 192. 
J. Ibid., p. 199. 
4. Ib!Q., p. 194. 
5. ~Moment, p. 176. 
Flaubert, and Conrad were using their eyes as novelists had 
never used them before. Although their scenes, accurately 
and pictorially described, are dominated, as they should be, 
by an emotion which has nothing to do with the eye, it is 
the eye that lBs "fertilised their thought," that, in Proust 
especially, has combined with the other senses, and "produced 
effects of extreme beauty and of a subtlety hitherto un-
known."l The importance which the possibilities of painting 
assumed for Virginia Woolf is observed not only in her choice 
of Roger Fry as the subject of her only biography, but in the 
creation of a woman painter as one of the most profound 
characters in To The Lighthouse. It is in painting that Lily 
Briscoe attempted to objectify the problems which beset her, 
and it is painting which brought to her a revelation, a 
possible explanation of life, a moment of illumination 
snatched from eternity. 
One cannot read Virginia Woolf's books without being 
struck by her musical consciousness and a musical method of 
composition and structure, most clearly evident in her 
maturer works, that gives them a definite form and a coherence, 
in spite of the complexity and episodic quality of most of 
the material. She evidently took seriously Pater's thesis 
that "all art aspires to the condition of music."~ In a 
letter to one of her friends she wrote: 
1. The Moment, p. 174. 
2. Walter Pater, The Renaissance, p. 135. 
You have found .out exactly what I 
was trying to do when you compared 
it to a piece of music. It's odd, 
for I am not regularly musical, but 
I always think of my books as music 
before I write them. And especially 
with the life of Roger Fry--there 
was such a mass of detail that the 
only way I could hold it together 
was by abstracting it into themes. 
I did try to state them in the first 
chapter and then to make them all 
heard together, and end by bringing 
back the first theme in the last 
chapter.l 
In the short story, "The String Quartet,"2 she shows Us, by 
means of images, the association brought by music to the 
mind of the listener by the allegros, adagio, and minuet 
of a Mozart quartet. E. M. Forster called To The Lighthouse 
l.j,:,. 
a "novel in sonata form" in three movements.J The descriptive 
prefaces that introduce the chapters of The waves are 
analogous to overtures before the acts. 
Almost all her novels from Jacob's Room to Between The 
Acts have a harmonic structure. Music molds her images as 
well as her rhythmic style, and musical themes are carried 
through and echoed with renewed suggestiveness, like Leit-
motifs, or as in a fugue. One observer points out in her 
novels examples of point counter point ttwo important scenes 
going on at the same time) and variation (a theme and its 
development); and she compares Virginia Woolf to Debussy in 
1. R. C. Trevelyan, The Abinger Chronicle, 2:23-24, April, 
1941. Elsewhere (Captain's Death Bed, p. 199} she 
wrote: "What poet sets pen to paper without first hear-
ing a tune in his head?" 
2. Monday or Tuesday, pp. 71-78. 
). ~ M. Forster, Virginia Woolf, p. 
the kaleidoscopic arrangement of patterns and in the 
interpretation of the phenomena of nature, especially the 
sea.1 Other modern writers--Huxley, Joyce, Eliot, and 
Forster--have looked to music to provide them with some 
kind of stabilizing pattern of order. Bernard Blackstone 
ventures the opinion that music is taking the place which 
religion had for earlier writers; music is "a religion 
without dogmas, yet exquisitely ordered and giving all the 
consolations of faith." 2 For Virginia Woolf, at any rate, 
music is the great unifier, wielding immense power over 
human beings: 
For I hear music; they were saying. 
Music wakes us. Music makes us see 
the hidden, join the broken. Look 
and listen. See the flowers, how 
they ray their redness, whiteness, 
silverness and blue. And the trees 
with their many-tongued much 
syllabling ••• bid us, like the 
starlings and the rooks, come to-
gether, crowd together, to chatter 
and make merry while the red cow 
moves forward
3
and the black cow 
stands still. · 
And it is through music, through the gramophone, that Miss 
La Trobe achieves unity and communicates her affirmation 
of life.4 
Virginia Woolf knew that the best critics--Dryden, 
Lamb, ttazlitt--recognized the mixture of the arts, and wrote 
about literature with music and painting in their minds.5 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Ines Verga Virginia Woolf's Novels and Their Analogy 
to Music, {English Pamphlet, number 11, 1945 .) 
Blackstone, p. 50. 
Between The Acts, p. 120. 
Ibid. I p. 189. 
~Captain's Death Bed, p. 199. 
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The modern critics, she lamented, were ·specialists who kept 
their brain fixed to the print, thus accounting for the 
starved crondition of the "milk-and ... watery" criticism of her 
own time, and the "attenuated and partial manner" in which 
it grappled with its subject.1 Her acute awareness of the 
unity and interaction of the arts and her ability to see 
beyond the print help give her criticism the authority, the 
insight, and the sense of immediacy and responsiveness that 
she could not find in contemporary writing. 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 199. 
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F. The "Purity" of Art 
Virginia Woolf was concerned even more about the 
purity than about the unity of the arts. One of her pet 
aversions was the artist who employed his medium for 
extra-artistic purposes: to preach, teach, reform, or 
proselytize. The use of art to propagate political, moral, 
or religious doctrines could force the artist "to clip and 
cabin" his ·gift; it would result, she feared, in a .mutila-
tion of imaginative literature simiiar to that suffered by 
the mule; "and there will be no horses."l There is no doubt 
that she preferred ''pure artists;" like Jane Austen and 
Turgenev, to the "preachers or teachers," like Tolstoy and 
Dickens; 2 the "laymen," like Chaucer, to the "priests," like 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Shelley.3 She rarely missed the 
opportunity to condemn the utilitarian conception of art, 
the subordination of art to alien disciplines--scientific, 
religious, or social--and the deliberate inculcation, out of 
context, of the artist's established doctrines. Hence, her 
annoyance at Meredith·, for stridently and insistently ob-
truding his philosophy in his novels;4 at E. M. Forst~r; for 
his self ... conscious determina.tion to impart a message; 5 at 
1. Three Guineas, p. 259. 
2. The Death of the Moth, p. 166. 
3. The Common Reader, p • . 32. 
4. The Second Common Reader, p •. 255. 
5. The Death of the Moth, p. 166. 
D. H. Lawrence, for playing the prophet and mystic;l at 
Louis MacNeiee and Stephen Spender, for the "pedagogic, 
didactic, loud speaker strain" of much of their poetry, 
or, rather, oratory.2 
A work of art is an end in itself, complete, and self-
contained.3 Referring to the books of Wells, Bennett, and 
Galsworthy, in the celebrated Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown, 
she remarks about the strange feeling of incompleteness and 
dissatisfaction they leave her with: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
In order to complete them it seems 
necessary to do something--to join 
a society, or, more desperately, to 
write a cheque. That done, the 
restlessness is laid, the book is 
finished; it can be put upon the 
shelf, and need never be read again. 
But with the work of other novelists 
it is different. Tristram Shandl or 
Pride and Prejudice is complete n 
itself; it is self-contained; it 
leaves one with no desire to do any-
thing, except indeed to read the 
book again, and to understand it 
better. The difference perhaps is 
that both Sterne and Jane Austen were 
interested in things in themselves; 
in character in itself; in the book 
in itself. Therefore everything was 
inside the book, nothing outside. 
But the Edwardians were never interested 
in character in itself; or in the book 
in itself. They were interested in 
something outside~ Their books, then, 
The Moment, p. 93. 
Ibid., p. 146. 
~Captain's Death Bed, p. 105. E. M. Forster ex-
presses views similar to Virginia Woolf's in "Art for 
Art's _.Sj!tke" (Harper's Monthly, 199:31-34, August, 
1949}. · He calls a work of art a self-contained entity 
with a life of its own imposed by its creator • 
• 
, were incomplete as books, and required 
that the rea.der should finish them, 
actively and practically, for himself.l 
Taken alone, this last extract sounds very much like a 
defense of the "art for art's sake'' doctrine; but, 
evaluated in the light of Virginia Woolf's general position 
as defined in her work as a whole, it connotes something . 
quite different from the popular interpretation of the 
theory. 
"There is no 'art for art's saket nonsense about Vir-
ginia Woolf," David Daiches tersely but justly remarked. 2 
To one who believes that the function of literature is the 
recreation and illumination of experience, that "without 
life nothing else is worth while,"3 that art is attached to 
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life at all four corners, the "art for art's sake" doctrine, 
or art with no pnrpose, has little, if any, value. Virginia 
Woolf has no objection to the presence of morality or 
philosophy in art. She knows that comedy quickens intelli-
gence and civilizes perceptions, and that tragedy purifies 
the passions. Art cannot escape morality. It is impossible 
to write about human beings without revealing an appreciation 
of values. There exists, in Pater's words, "so.m.e close 
connection between what may be called the esthetic qualities 
of the world about us and the formation of moral character."4 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 105. 
2. Daiches, The Novel and the Modern World, p. 161. 
3. The Common Reader, p. 211. 
4. Walter Pater, Plato, p. 269. 
In a sense, all great writers are moralists and teachers. 1 
Jane Austen's characters are forever involved in ethical 
problems, and even Sterne's A Sentimental Journey is based 
on philosophic foundations--the philosophy of pleasure. 2 
Beauty itself is a teacher, a disciplinarian, as anyone can 
.1.4.1.• 
see if he reads Conrad's books, and hears in "that stiff and 
sombre music, with its reserve, its pride, its vast and im-
placable integrity, how it is better to be good than bad, 
though ostensibly Conrad is concerned merely to show us the 
beauty of a night at sea."3 But ethical, political, or meta-
physical questions must be implied within the framework of 
the object of art itself; they must be burned up, or "consumed" 
by the form, as in Shelley's Prometheus Unbound and 
Epipsychidion,4 and in Conrad's novels, but not in Meredith's, 
in which one can "underline this phrase with a pencil, and cut 
out that exhortation with a pair of scissors, and paste the 
whole into a system."5 Without solemn exhortations, Chaucer, 
by a representation of all the actions and passions of men and 
women, by letting us "go our ways doing the ordinary things 
' 
with ordinary people," implies a morality that is ·more per-
suasive than the morality of didactic poetry; for "we are left 
to stray and stare and make out a meaning for ourselves."6 
1. The Second Common Reader, P~ 88. 
2 • Ibid. , p • 87 • · 
3. ~Common Reader, p. 311. 
4. The Death of the Moth, p.l26. 
5. The Second Common Reader, p. 253. 
6. The Common Reader, pp •. 32 ... :33. 
It is this indirect morality of Chaucer that Virginia 
Woolf prized above the explicit morality of Wordsworth or 
Coleridge. In her own novels philosophy is certainly 
"consumed"; she hesitates to make judgments, but interprets, 
analyzes, sees relations. Although one looks in vain in her 
work for moral precepts or metaphysical principles, she has 
a sense of values that is implicitly expressed in the way 
she sees things, in the importance she places upon certain 
qualities in human beings, in her likes and dislikes, in the 
recurrence of numerous themes and beliefs. Bernard Black-
stone's commentary on Virginia Woolf is concerned with 
explorations of eertain patterns of belief and value, cer-
tain basic interests in life: love and friendship, love and 
freedom, marriage and truth, and the world and reality. 
As he himself admits, there is nothing final or rigid about 
these divisions, for there is nothing final and rounded-o~f 
about her vision of reality. 1 As an artist, she was satis-
fied to contemplate, recreate, and, as often as possible, 
illuminate human experience; she did not believe it was in 
her province deliberately to reform or change it. In her 
novels, a "clear, fastidious, impassioned sense of values 
has replaced the palpable design of the moralist."2 Lord 
David Cecil, however, sees her as a pure esthete, the 
1. Blackstone, p. 9. 
2. Joan Bennett, Virginia Woolf, p. 103. 
culmination, possibly, of the nineties, in whose novels 
moral values have been completely eliminated by .her ex-
clusive concentration on the esthetic aspects of 
1 experience. Such a viewpoint seems to me decidedly un-
tenable; and he himself reduces it to absurdity by quoting 
truncated, isolated fragments which he never relates to 
the novel as a whole. 
1. David Cecil, Poets and Story-Tellers, p. 170. 
VI. The Artist-Critic: General Principles and Methods 
of Virginia Woolf's Criticism 
What Virginia Woolf has already said and has yet to 
say about the nature and function of artistim creation and 
the attributes of esthetic experience and related matters, 
she has said in her capacity as novelist-critic. Her 
criticism raises the problem of the critic who is also an 
important creative artist. Objectors to the artist-critic 
fear that creative ability inhibits critical power. The 
creator, they maintain, may be prejudiced in favor of 
writing that has an affinity with his own;, and, obsessed 
with his particular creative problems, he will lack insight 
into the creative processes of other writers. Because of 
the specialization of his own work, he will leek the know-
ledge and background of the professional critic. He may 
use criticism as a screen for the propagation of his own 
formulas and theories or for the airing of personal 
squabbles, jealousies, and rivalries; and, as Elizabeth 
Bowen disarmingly states in the foreword to her collected 
critical essays, he may feel uneasy in the shift from in-
vention to analysis, and, recalling his own difficulties, 
be "morbidly overclement" in judging the work of another.l 
Yet some of the best modern criticism of the novel and 
poetry has been written by the novelist-critic, Virginia 
1. Elizabeth Bowen, Collected Impressions, p. V. 
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Woolf, end the poet-critic, T. s. Eliot, who brings up the 
rear of a long line of poet-critics that includes Ben Jonson, 
Dryden, Samuel Johnson, Coleridge, and Arnold. The artist-
critic has one enviable advantage over the lay critic that 
more than compensates, I think, for the possible presence of 
the deficiencies .listed: his actual experience as a creator 
gives him the authority necessary to understand the problems 
involved in creative writing. Virginia Woolf, an ardent 
advocate of the artist-critic, was especially aware of this 
advantage. Professors of English Literature, like the late 
Walter Raleigh, she declared, had no influence whatever on 
the art of writing because they never got to the heart of the 
metter, to the very source of the writing act, as did the 
Keatses, the Coleridges, the Lambs, and the Flauberts.l 
Critics who judge without creating ignore the "risk and agony 
of childbirth"; their criticism becomes a "criticism of the 
finished article, and not of the article in the making"; and 
they direct attention rather to its smoothness and crafts-
manship and its more superficial aspects.2 Furthermore, she 
believed that the critical act, far from inhibiting creative 
power, often encouraged the artist to be more daring in his 
experimentation and so to prolong his artistic life by giving 
it new power and direction.3 
No artist, she thought, knew more about the problems 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 88. 
2. The Moment, pp. 91-92. 
3. Ibid., p. 105. 
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of his art than Roger Fry. By considering her estimate of 
this painter-critic we can learn a great deal about her own 
critical theory and practice, for it is Roger Fry who, more 
than any other of her contemporaries, embodied for her many 
of the qualities of the ideal critic. 
Roger Fry was a critic who knew from his own experience 
the joy and despair, the turmoil and ecstacy, of creation. 
Because he painted himself, he had a keen sense of all the 
intricate processes, of the very roots, of the art. A 
picture to him was not merely the finished canvas, but "the 
canvas in the making."! With a stroke of his brush he broke 
through the crust that so often separates the critic from 
the creator. He had a high standard of the morality of art: 
his fervent honesty and sincerity forced him always to ex-
pose humbug and pretense as well as to laud and respect the 
true artist who used his gifts honorably and refused to com-
promise his vision. 2 His criticism never "froze into the 
rigidity of death" because he cultivated wide and varied 
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interests and sympathies--science, poetry, French literature, 
music.3 Detachment and disinterestedness accompanied his 
critical observations, for he tried always to avoid the great 
danger of "imprisonment in egotism."4 By ignoring person-
alities and politics, success and fortune, he managed to 
penetrate beyond any other critic into the picture itself.5 
1. The Moment, p. 104. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. ioc. cit. 
4. Rafer~y, p. 295. 
5. Ib d., p. 293. 
He was dispassionately open-minded and never afraid to 
revise opinions which experience had altered, for only a 
perpetual revision of esthetic experiences could keep one 
alive esthetically, and only by constant experimentation 
and reorientation could a critic avoid the fate that over-
takes so many--repetition.l 
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In Roger Fry there existed that rare combination of 
reason and sensibility, both working in harmony: "he always 
used his brain to correct his sensibility," and "he always 
allowed his sensibility to correct his brain."2 He advocated, 
and, according to Virginia Woolf, achieved in practice, a 
balance between the emotions and the intellect, between 
"Vision and Design.".3 He was never satisfied merely with 
analyzing his own sensations and stimulating them in others; 
he thought it was essential to check accumulated impressions 
so that they might not lose their sharpness; to strengthen 
and enrich them by subjecting them to the test of reason.4 
Always behind his delight in the expression of direct sen-
sation was his awareness of the tradition, of something 
stable and serious, a standard to which all speculations 
must be referred.5 Theories, though sometimes helpful, must 
be controlled and brought into touch with facts, or they 
would block the way for further experienee.6 While he was 
1. 
2. 
,3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Roger Fry, p. 296. 
The Moment, p. 102. 
Ro~er Frz, p. 245. 
Ib d. , p. 228. 
Ibid., p. 122. 
Ibid. , p. 228. 
arguing about some abstract theory of art "his eye was 
ranging over the picture and bringing back its spoils."l 
He had the profound humility to admit that there were times 
(as when faced by a late work of c6zanne) when art resisted 
any analysis of which he was capable. "Analysis," he 
regretted, "halts before the ultimate concrete reality of 
a work of art, and perhaps in proportion to the greatness 
of the work it must leave untouched a greater part of its 
objective."2 This .modest statement was often contradicted 
by the astonishing success of the analyses he himself be. 
littled; for Roger Fry had .more influence, it was agreed, 
than any critic since Ruskin at the height of his fa.me.3 
He was a critic for the "common seer" as well as the 
connoisseur, who performed with uncommon skill and dignity 
that work of differentiation and interpretation which has 
always to be done over and over again for each generation 
in order to effect "a .more profound understanding of great 
i maginative creations."4 
Virginia Woolf's estimate of Roger Fry's criticism 
turns out to be an essentially sound, though limited, 
estimate of her own. As a critic, she has no particular 
. axe to grind, no causes to vindicate, no preconceived 
theories to exploit or justify. She stands above the jour-
nalistic battle--a "looker on," as a rule, like <C;a.briel Harvey 
1. 
2. 
). 
4. 
The Moment, p. 101. 
Ro~~r Fry, p. 296. 
Ib d., P• 292. 
Ibid., p. 116. 
discriminating from a watch tower, warning and foreseeing. 1 
She is a free-lance critic, independent of schools, factions, 
or cliques, and suspicious of fixed labels and settled 
hierarchies; an eclectic critic indebted, perhaps uncon-
sciously, to Hazlitt, Pater, Wilde, Sir Leslie Stephen, 
Sainte-Beuve, Taine, Bergson, Strachey, Eliot. The exposition 
of methodology matters much less to her than the degree of 
the critic's engagement with a particular work on a particular 
occasion. She eliminates by her almost complete disregard the 
jungle of secondary authorities and commentaries, and commuB-
icates her own untainted response to the originals. She 
prefers synthesis to abstract analysis, demonstration to 
definition, the communication of her personal impression to 
the formal declaration of critical principles. For the most 
. / 
past, she refuses to acknowledge Remy de Gourmont's dangerous 
dogma with which Eliot introduces his essay on the perfect 
critic: "Eriger en lois ses im12ressions 12ersonelles, c'est 
le grand effort d'un homme s'il est sinc~re." 2 
Unlike the strictly judicial, dogmatic critic, Virginia 
Woolf never holds herself aloof from the author. She is 
emotionally and intellectually involved in the work of art. 
Her essays are often attempts to insinuate herself into 
another writer's mind.. "Do not dictate to your author; try 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 15. 
2. T. s. Eliot, "The Perfect Critic," The Sacred Wood, p. 1. 
to become him. Be his fellow-worker and accomplice."l 
This initial state of the critical act--self-identification, 
as far as possible, of critic and creator--facilitates the 
reader's understanding of the author and his created reality; 
it helps him master the author's perspective and understand 
how he orders his world and arranges the relations of man, 
Nature, and God2--an end unattainable by the critic who 
distorts the writer's perspective so that it might resemble 
and re-enforce his own. Virginia Woolf is always careful to 
elucidate in her essays the author's perspective and, 
directly related to it, what she frequently refers to as 
the "angle of vision," or the point of view from which the 
final perspective emerges. Thus she notes the shift in the 
angle of vision, in Conrad's novels, with the creation of 
Marlow;-3 or she finds Donne's angle of vision in "his own 
centre in soliloquy, in satire, in self-enalysis";4 or she 
welcomes the change of the angle of vision in A Sentimental 
Journey, in which Sterne found a girl more interesting than 
a cathedral and a donkey more instructive than a living 
philosopher. "For there is, he seems to hint, no universal 
scale of values •••• It is all a question of one's point 
of view."5 For her, it is not the angle of vision itself 
but the perspective it exacts that really matters. If Defoe, 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 282. 
2. The Common Reader, p. 52. 
3. Ibid., p. 316. 
4. ~Second Common Reader, p. 24. 
5. Ibid., p. 83. 
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"by reiterating that nothing but a plain earthenware pot 
stands in the foreground, persuades us to see remote islands 
and the solitude of the human soul," then there is no reason 
why the perspective that a plain earthenware pot exacts 
"should not satisfy us as completely ••• as man himself in 
all his sublimity standing against a background of broken 
mountains and tumbling oceans with stars flaming in the 
sky C:.•J"1 
Were one unable to discover for himself that Virginia 
Woolf's criticism is impressionistic, he could rely on her 
own advertisement of the fact. She rarely fails to mention 
that she is communicating her own personal impressions. She 
is always receiving impressions, clarifying impressions, 
summing up impressions. She begins a series of articles on 
fiction by forewarning her readers that she is merely 
attempting "to record the impressions made upon the mind by 
reading a certain number of novels in succession."2 Im-
pressionism suited her genius to perfection: it gave her the 
freedom denied by a more rigorous analytical method; and it 
jibed admirably with her nfamiliar essay" manner. But the 
term. "impressionism" must be hedged with qualifications. It 
is hardly applicable to Mrs. Woolf in its popular, pejorative 
connotation as a slapdash, incoherent, and unreflective dis-
charge of sensations. Her impressionism. is more than a 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 58. 
2. "Phases of Fiction," The Bookman, 60£12.3, April, 1929. 
passive response to stimuli; it embraces the reason, and 
the memory, and an understanding that sifts and evaluates 
fleeting impressions and organizes them into some con-
sistent pattern. To reach "the pure fluid, the essential 
oil of truth," one must "strain off" what is "personal and 
accidental" in impressions. 1 She admired Sterne because 
his impressionism was controlled;2 she found Madame De 
Sevign~'s impressions incisive and illuminating because she 
was always referring them to a standard;) and she lamented, 
in a letter of Henry James, his lack of resistance to a 
series of chance impressions, and the "warrant for thinking 
that the receiving mind is merely a stretched white sheet."4 
Like Roger Fry, she tried to check and verify her impressions 
and submit them to contemplation. Inevitable and important 
as they are, the critic must not depend on first impressions. 
The first step in the reading, ·or critical, process ("to 
receive impressions wi'th the utmost understandi_ng"} is to be 
followed by another: 
••• We must pass judgement on these 
multitudinous impressions, we must 
make of these fleeting shapes one that 
is hard and lasting. But not directly. 
Wait for the dust of reading to settle; 
for the conflict and questioning to die 
down; walk, talk, pull the dead petals 
from a . rose, or fall asleep. Then 
suddenly without any willing of it, for 
1. A Room of One's Own, p. 42. 
2. The Second Common Reader, p. 84. 
). The Death of the .Moth, p. 55. 
4. Ibid., p. 145. 
it is thus that Nature undertakes 
these transmissions, the book will 
return, but differently. It will 
float to the top of the mind as a 
whole. And the book as a whole is 
different from the book received 
currently in separate phrases. 
Details now fit themselves into 
their places. We see the shape 
from start to finish: it is a baf, 
a pig-sty, or a cathedral •••• 
There is very little difference between this process and 
Wordsworth's theory of poetry. Hers is an impressionism 
recollected in tranquillity. 
Impressionistic criticism was especially congenial to 
one who, like Virginia Woolf, believed that independence 
is the most important quality that a reader, or critic, 
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could possess.2 Impressionism implies integrity and honesty; 
it reduces to a minimum one's undue reliance on outside 
authority. The critic must make sure, however, that he 
knows his impression as it really is in his attempt to 
establish direct contact of his sensibility with its object 
and get as close as possible to the original experience. He 
must ask, with Pater: 
What is this song or picture, this 
engaging personality presented in 
life or in a book, to me? What 
effect does it really produce on me? 
Does it give me pleasure? And, if . 
so, what sort or degree of pleasure? 
How is my nature modifie·d by its 
presence and under its influence?3 
1. The Second Common Reader, pp. 290~291. 
2. Ibid., p. 281. 
3. waiter Pater, The Renaissance, p. VIII. 
Each one must decide for himself, for instanee, whether or 
not Hamlet is a better play than ~: 
To admit authorities, however 
he~vily furred and gowned, into 
our libraries and let them tell 
us how to read, what to read, 
what value to place upon what 
we read, is to destroy the 
spirit of freedom which is the 
breath of those sanctuaries. 
Everywhere else we may be bound 
by laws and c£nventions--there 
we have none. 
Characteristically enough, she then proceeds to show 
how a book should be read; but she offers only suggestions 
and tentative proposals which she hopes will not materially 
fetter the reader's freedom. After her not entirely dis-
interested advocacy of abandonment to the author, she out-
lines the completing step in the process of reading: the 
act of comparison and evaluation, which calls for unusual 
imagination, insight, and learning. Each book is to be 
compared with the greatest of its kind; and, since the 
"newness" of new fiction and poetry is its most superficial 
quality one need not recast, but merely alter to some 
extent, the standards by which he has judged the old.2 The 
critic need not rely only on judgment. Taste, "the nerve 
of sensation that sends shocks through us, is our chief 
illuminant; we learn through feeling."3 And taste, too, 
can be controlled and trained by reflective experience. The 
critic, guided by taste, will soon discover that there is a 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 281. 
2. Ibid., p. 292. 
3. Ibid., p. 293. 
quality common to certain books, a~d he will search for the 
qualities that group books together, "give ~hem names and 
thus frame a rule that brings order into our perceptions."l 
Although rules have the advantage of conferring dignity and 
order upon a subject, they are not sacrosanct; certainly 
not to Virginia Woolf, who agreed with Montaigne that laws 
are mere conventions; that movement and change are the 
essence of our being and that rigidity and conformity are 
death.2 Moreover, a rule only lives when it is "perpetually 
broken by contact with the books themse 1 ves. ,t3 Both rules 
and standards are provisional, never absolute, for Virginia 
Woolf. But, like tradition, they give proportion and stand 
guardian; and they help curb and tether momentary eccen-
tricities. 
Although she does not go so far as to equate absolutely 
the critical act with the creative, the inference is clear 
that she is highly cognisant of the creative aspects of 
criticism. The period of fermentation or distillation of 
impressions that she advised is somewhat similar to that 
which takes place in the mind of the writer before his 
impressions or experiences crystallize into a work of art. 
In the preface to The Common Reader she had referred to the 
reader's instinct to create for himself "some kind of whole";4 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 293. 
2. The Common Reader, pp. 93-94. 
3. The Second Common Reader, p. 293. 
4. The Common Reader, p. 11. 
and, in "Phases of Fiction," she spoke or the "desire to 
create" which the reader,.or critic (as distinguished from 
the professional scholar-critic} has in common, "though 
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much more feebly," with the writer.1 To refresh and exercise 
one's creative powers is a legitimate function of criticism. 
Good writing, critical or creative, once taken into the mind, 
like a sentence of Coleridge, "explodes end gives birth to 
ell kinds of other ideas." 2 Not all criticism is, or need 
be, conclusive and complete. There is something to be said 
for criticism that is "initiatory end inspiring," and for 
the critic who, like Hazlitt, starts the reader o~ a journey 
and "fires him with a phrase to shoot off on adventures of 
his own."3 The critic has accomplished a great deal if he 
has done no more then provide the reader with an incentive 
to reed or re-read the author treated. 
The principles end aims which in her judgment informed 
the criticism of William Hazlitt happen to be the same that 
distinguish her own. Both had "that faculty for seizing on 
the important and indicating the main outline which learned 
critics often lose end timid critics never acquire."4 Both 
critics sought to commWiicate their own fervor. "Appetite, 
gusto, enjoyment were far more important than analytic 
1. "Phases of Fiction," The Bookman, 60:123, .April, 1929. 
2. A Room of One's Own, pp. 176-177. 
). The Second Common Reader, p. 197. 
4. Ibid., p. 196. 
subtlety or prolonged and extensive study," since, as 
Hazlitt himself said, it was the duty of a critic "to 
reflect the colours, the light and shade, the soul and 
body of a work."1 Like Hazlitt, Mrs. Woolf tries "to 
build up with the freest use of imagery and colour the 
brilliant ghost that the book has left glimmering" in her 
mind, always keeping her imagery and impressions in check, 
however, by "a nervous sense of the hard and lasting in 
literature, of what a book means and where it should be 
placed, which models lherJ enthusiasm and gives it angle 
and outline."2 Conjuring up the very "feel'' and atmos-
phere of the book, she seizes with sureness upon what she 
considers the essential, the quiddity of an author, and 
stamps it vigorously, as she found Hazlitt did when he had 
singled out the writer's peculiar quality.J In this res-
pect she is duplicating the pattern and construction of her 
novels, in which she sacrifices traditional plotting and 
design in order to communicate the climactic, illuminating 
moment or vision. 
Because she not only records an author's quality but 
reproduces it in some form or framework of her own, her 
critical essays have the individuality and some of the in-
tensity of works of art. In the words of Clive Bell, "she 
' 1. The Second Common Reader, p. 196. 
2. Ibid., pp. 196-197. 
J. Ibid., p. 197. 
.L)f• 
read a book, saw it whole from her widely out-looking corner, 
and created a form to match her impression."1 
The forms and techniques of which Virginia Woolf avails 
herself in her critical practice may be classified roughly 
as follows: criticism by evocation of the spirit and atmos-
phere of an age or a writer's environment;2 criticism by psy-
cological portraiture of individual authors;:3 criticism by 
direct appraisals of the work of art itself;4 and criticism 
by discussion of literary genres and the theory of writing.5 
1. 
2. 
Clive Bell, "Virginia Woolf," Dial, 77:452, Dec., 1924. 
See Orlando almost in its entirety, especially the 
brill1ant recreation of the Victorian mood (pp. 227-233); 
"The Pastons and Chaucer" (The Common Reader); "Lord 
Chesterfield's Letters To His Son" and "Dr. Burney's 
Evening Party" (The Second Common Reader}; "Sir Walter 
Scott," or "Gas at Abbotsford," and "Mrs. Thrale" 
(The Moment). 
"Montaigne" (The Common Reader);. "Dorothy Wordsworth" 
and "I a.m. Christina Rossetti" (The Second Common Reader}; 
"The Historian and 'The Gibbon'," and "The Man at the 
Gate," (The Death of the Moth); "Oliver Goldsmith" and 
"Walter Raleigh" (The Captain's Death Bed). 
"Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights," and "Joseph Conrad," 
(The Common Reader); "The Countess of Pembroke's 
Arcadia," "Robinson Crusoe," ''Aurora Leigh," "The Novels 
of Meredith," and "The Novels of Thomas Hardy," (The 
Second Common Reader}; "The Novels of E. M. Forster," 
and "George Moore" (The Death of the Moth); "The Faery 
Queen" and "David Copperfield" (The Moment); "The Novels 
of Turgenev" (The Captain's Death Bed). 
"Modern Fiction,n "The Modern Essay," and "How It Strikes 
a Contemporary" (The Common Reader); "How Should One Read 
A Book?" (The Second Common Reader); "The Art of 
Biography," "Craftsmanship," and "A Letter to a Young 
Poet" (The Death of the Moth}; "The Art of Fiction" and 
"On Re-Reading Novels" (The Moment); "Mr. Bennett and 
Mrs. Brown," and "The Cinema" (The Captain's Death Bed). 
The nature of the subject under discussion determines the 
form ot the essay. Very often, two, three, or all of these 
methods--historical, biographical, psychological, and 
esthetic--overlap and are fused in a single essay. The 
first three essays of The Common Reader are as representative 
as any of her critical .manner. In "The Pastons and Chaucer"l 
she reconstructs, from incidents and suggestions found in 
the Paston Letters, a vivid picture of life in fifteenth 
century England. Then, in a skillful transitional passage, 
she reaches Chaucer: 
For sometimes, instead of riding off 
on his horse to inspect his crops or 
bargain with his tenants, Sir John 
would sit, in broad daylight, reading. 
There on the hard chair in the com-
fortless room with the wind lifting 
the carpet and the smoke stinging his 
eyes, he would sit reading Chaucer, 
wasting his ti.me, dreaming--or what 
strange intoxication was it that he 
drew from books? Life was rough, 
cheerless, and disappointing. A 
whole year of days would pass fruit-
lessly in dreary business, like dashes 
of rain on the window. pane •••• 
But Lydgate's poems or Chaucer's, like 
a mirror in which figures move brightly, 
silently, and compactly, showed him the 
very skies, fields, and people whom he 
knew, but rounded and complete. In-
stead of waiting listlessly for news 
from London or piecing out from his 
mother's gossip some country tragedy 
of love and jealousy, here, in a few 
pages, the whole story was laid before 
him ••• 2 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 13-38. 
2. I hid., pp. 23-24 •. 
Against this background she sets the work of Chaucer 
and explores various aspects of his achievement--his 
simplicity, vitality, and the stability of his characters, 
his power of conviction, his kind of morality. We see 
Chaucer from a fresh, if limited, point of view; as David 
Daiches observes,! she is concerned -only in discovering 
what new ideas about Chaucer one can get by considering 
him as the kind of author read by Sir John Paston in "the 
comfortless room with the wind blowing and the smoke 
stinging." After her critique of Chaucer, she returns to 
the Pastons to discuss the letters as literature. The 
language of the Pastons--"matter of fact, unm.etaphorical, 
far better fitted for narrative than for analysis, capable 
of religious solemnity or of broad humor, but very stiff 
material to put on the lips of men and women accosting each 
other face to face"--was the same language that Chaucer must 
have heard; and thus, she concludes, it is easy to see "why 
Chaucer wrote not ~, or Romeo and Juliet, but the 
Canterbury Tales."2 
In "On Not Itnowing Greek") she first considers the 
difficulties encountered in reading Greek. After alluding 
to the impersonality of Greek literature, she makes some 
incisive observations on the influence of the climate on 
1. David Daiches, Virginia Woolf, p. 134. 
2. Ibid., p. )8. 
). ~Common Reader, pp. 39-60. 
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Greek tragedy. She then discusses the art of Sophocles, 
particularly his treatment of character, and draws a sug-
gestive parallel between him and Jane Austen. There follows 
a brief but brilliant analysis of the function of the chorus 
in Greek drama and a comparison of Aeschylus, Sophocles and 
Euripides. Another effective transition--the coming of 
winter--brings her to Plato, "who reveals the life indoors,"l 
and to a des~ription of the form and content of the Socratic 
dialogue. After lamenting the disadvantages--especially the 
loss of humor--in reeding a foreign language, she ends by 
stressing the stability and the unself-consciousness of the 
Greeks as opposed to the vagueness and confusion of the 
Christianity of her own age. 
Hakluyt's Collection of the Early Voyages, Travels, and 
Discoveries of the English Nation serves her as the starting 
point of the next essay, "The Elizabethan Lumber Room."2 
Hakluyt--less a book than "a great bundle of commodities 
loosely tied together, an emporium, a lumber room strewn 
with ancient sacks, obsolete nautical instruments, huge bales 
of wool, and little bags of rubies and emeralds"3--is seen as 
a rich quarry for Elizabethan dramatists. The real and the 
fantastic adventures, the new words and ideas, the waves, 
savages, and exotic riches which helped inspire the greatest 
1. The Common Reader, p. 50. 
2. Ibid., pp. 61-72. 
3. Ibid., P~ 61. 
.1.0.1.e 
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age of English poetry proved a hindrance to the development 
of English prose; and she compares the formle-ss, uncolloquial, 
stumbling prose of a passage from Sidney with the quick, 
firmly knit, subtle prose of Montaigne. She finds the finest 
Elizabethan prose, however, in the plays, especially in the 
comic scenes, and cites examples from The Silent Woman. She 
manages the leap from Jonson to Sir Thomas Browne by the 
reflection that the public stage was naturally hostile to 
the growing awareness of one's self, to "that brooding in 
solitude over the mysteries of the soul."l Then follows a 
brief portrait of Sir Thomas Browne as man, thinker, and 
artist, in which she relates his style to his character. 
The essay closes in the same vein with which it began. As 
she reads the idiosyncratic Sir Thomas Browne she feels her-
self in the presence now of sublime imagination.or "now 
rambling through one of the finest lumber rooms in the world--
a chamber stuffed from floor to ceiling with ivory, old iron, 
broken pots, urns, unicorns' horns, and magic glasses full 
of emerald lights and blue mystery."2 
Thus she trespasses "freely and fearlessly" on 
literature's "common ground,"3 evoking the feeling of a 
particular environment, communicating the substance of 
specific works, discussing the relationship between prose 
and poetry, the novel and the drama, summing up in miniature 
1. The Common Reader, p. 69. 
2. Ibid., p. 72. 
3. ~Moment, p. 154. 
an individual's essential character. More about the nature 
of Virginia Woolf's trespass will be revealed in there-
mainder of this dissertation, in which a study of her 
critiques of individual writers and the various literary 
genres will amply illustrate the general principles and 
methods of criticism just discovered. 
163. 
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VII. The Novel 
A. Virginia Woolf's Conception of Reality 
Although the novel has emerged as the most representative 
and the most popular of all literary forms, esthetic theory 
concerning it has hardly kept pace with its enormous growth 
and development. Critics have shown far greater interest in 
the historical evolution of the genre, and in the social, 
economic and cultural forces affecting it, than in the esthetic 
problems that have confronted the novelist--problems of method, 
form, choice of content, creation and projection of multi-
dimensional characters, the relation of structure to intellec-
tual perspective. Virginia Woolf could write, in 1927, without 
too much exaggerati·on: 
••• And so while the painter, 
the musician, and the poet come 
in for their share of criticism, 
the novelist goes unscathed~ His 
character will be discussed; his 
morality, it may be his genealogy, 
will be examined; but his writing 
will go scot-free. There is not 
a critic alive who will say that 
a novel is a work of art and that 
as such he will judge it.l 
It is only recently that critics have begun to transfer some 
of the energy so lavishly expended on the esthetics of poetry 
and the drama to a study of the esthetics of fiction. Their 
task, however, is undoubtedly a difficult one, for in fiction 
there exist none of those solid landmarks, like the critical 
1. The Moment, p. 111. 
pronoun~ments of an Aristotle, a Coleridge, or a T. s. Eliot, 
that have guided, for better or worse, the critics of poetry. 
In lieu of the silence of the professional critic, some 
novelists felt it necessary to act as their own critics and 
expound, in prefaces or in militant pamphlets or within the 
body of their creative work, their own views on the art of 
the novel. Virginia Woolf is one of those self~conscious 
artists--Flaubert, James, Proust, Gide are others--who tried 
to frame their own esthetic and justify the use of new forms 
devised to deal with new areas of conscious and subconscious 
experience. Her criticism is not nearly so rich as that of 
James in the illumination of the actual making of a novel; 
and one critic regrets her silence on a subject into which 
she must have had great insight--"the means by which the 
novelist transforms the conceptual and general into the con-
crete and specific."l Certainly her criticism of the novel 
is not an analytic, coherent study of technique like Percy 
Lubbock's Craft of Fiction.2 Nor is it an examination, like 
E. M. Forster's Aspects of the Novel, of story-telling 
neatly divided into seven categories: The Story, People, Plot, 
Fantasy, Prophecy, Pattern, and Rhythm.) Still, if she 
rarely elucidated her own creative experience, she was always 
curious about that experience in other novelists; and, perhaps 
1. Solomon Fishman, "Virginia Woolf on the Novel," Sewanee 
Review, 51:322, Spring, 1943. 
2. Percy Lubbock, The Craft of Fiction. ). E. M.Forster, Aspects of the Novel. 
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unconsciously, she tried to find in the great novels of the 
past and present some verification of her own aims in fiction. 
Although her critical writing contains, on the surface, few 
explicit references to form, and apparently rejects the 
entire question of technique, it is highly charged with 
suggestive apercus on both subjects. Granted that she is at 
J 
her best in her critiques of particular novels and novelists, 
it does not follow, as most observers maintain, that she is 
weak in the statement of principles or generalizations. On 
the contrary, her criticism often bristles with many of those 
"profound general statements which are caught up by the mind 
when hot with the friction of reading."l 
It is impossible to discuss the novel, or, for that 
matter, any form of imaginative literature, without first 
determining what is the writer's conception of reality. The 
critic's philosophic and esthetic criteria are ultimately 
predicated upon his understanding of the nature of the 
reality which the artist tries to express and interpret. 
Time and again, in her novels as well as in her critical 
essays, Virginia Woolf asks what is meant by reality and pro-
ceeds to offer tentative, undogmatic, but nevertheless illum-
inating definitions. Every age, she is aware, may have its 
own idea of reality. In an essay on Elizabethan drama she is 
1. The Common Reader, p. 323. 
struck by thediscrepancy between "the Elizabethan view of 
reality and our own": 
The reality to which we have grown 
accustomed is, speaking roughly, 
based upon the life and death of 
some knight called Smith, who suc-
ceeded his father in the family 
business of pitwood importers, 
timber merchants and coal exporters, 
was well known in political temper" 
ance, and church circles, did much 
for the poor of Liverpool, and died 
last Wednesday of pneumonia while 
on a visit to his son at Muswell 
Hill. That is the world we know. 
That is the reality which our poets 
and novelists have to expound and 
illuminate. 
When, however, we read an Elizabethan play, we find ourselves 
in a totally different world: 
Where is Smith, we ask, where is 
Liverpool? ••• Exquisite is the 
delight, sublime the relief of 
being set free to wander in the 
land of the unicorn. • · • among 
dukes and grandees, and Bellimperias, 
who spend their lives in murder and 
intrigue, dress up as men if they 
are women, as women if they are men, 
see ghosts, run mad, and die in the 
greatest profusion on the slightest 
provocation, uttering as they fall 
imprecations of superb vigour o~ 
elegies of the wildest despair. 
Neither the Elizabethan wonderland~ with its many inter-
minably long and dull stretches, nor the more prosaic study 
of a man called Smith living in Liverpool is the real 
'~eality." Literature "must somehow be based on Smith, have 
1. The Common Reader, p. 74. 
2. Ibid., pp. 74-75. 
one toe touching Liverpool, take off into whatever heights 
it pleases from reality. nl Somewhere in mid-sir, she con-
tinues, there is a station from which Smith and Liverpool 
can be seen to the best advantage; and the great artist who 
tries to express reality is the man "who knows where to 
place himself above the shifting scenery; that while he never 
loses sight of Liverpool he never sees it in the wrong 
perspective."2 
The contemporary novelist could no longer afford to 
confine reality exclusively to Smith and Liverpool, as did 
the traditional novelists of the nineteenth century and the 
first decade of the twentieth. In a transitional, sceptical 
age devoid of community belief, he could no longer assume in 
his audience common preconceptions about life, art, and 
reality that eased the way for his predecessors working in 
a more stable society.. The impact upon civilization of new 
scientific concepts, of the idea of relativity, and the 
Bergsonian theory of the unconscious and of duration in 
flight, stirred in the artist--most forcibly in Virginia 
Woolf herself--a new complexity of vision and a new concep-
tion of reality which demanded, in turn, a new form of 
expression. The Edwardian novelists, she complained, falsi-
fied the realities of life. Far from dangling in mid-sir, 
they kept their feet firmly planted in Liverpool. Wells, 
1. The Common Reader, P• 75. 
2. toe. cit. 
Bennett, and Galsworthy were occupied with the surface of 
life. They are .materialists, she objected, "concerned not 
with the spirit but the body" who "write of unimportant 
things" and "spend immense skill and immense industry .making 
the trivial and the transitory appear the true and enduring."l 
What constitutes for her the "unimportant," the "trivial," 
and the "transitory" is the Edwardian novelists' elaborate 
concern with life's surroundings, with the cataloguing of 
great numbers of .material objects, with exhaustive document-
ation of .mechanical processes, with .minute descriptions of 
trades, houses, furniture, legal procedures, economic prac-
tices.2 Roger Fry had the Edwardians in .mind when he com-
plained that literature was "suffering fro.m a plethora of old 
clothes,"3 and that English novelists were .mistakenly en-
grossed in "childish problems of photographic representation."4 
They were lavishing a .meticulous art upon .meaningless and 
irrelevant .matters. The reality of the hwnan consciousness 
was .made subservient to the reality of .material circumstances. 
1. The Common Reader, p. 210. 
2. The Captain's Death Bed, pp. 107•114. 
3. Ro~er Fry, p. 172. , / 
4. Ib d., p. 164. Willa Cather (in "The Novel De.meuble," 
Ofi1Writing, pp. 37-43) expressed similar dissatisfaction 
with the so-called "realistic" novel. She found it 
over-furnished, over-stuffed with .mere verisimilitude 
and .material investiture. The artist should return to 
"the eternal .material of art" and interpret imaginatively 
and suggestively "the social investiture" of their 
characters. She advocated throwing "all the furniture out 
of the window," and, along with it, "all the .meaningless 
riiterations concerning physical sensations, all the 
t reso.me old patterns," so that the roo.m would be left 
'~s bare as the stage of a Greek theatre. • • • '! 
By concentrating on external reality rather than inner 
essence, the objective naturalists or realists failed to 
exploit the potentialities of the written word, and over-
looked the complexities of the human mind and heart. Hers 
is no indiscriminate condemnation, however, of the writers 
who influenced her early work. She admits, though grudg-
ingly, their virtues--their powers of observation, their 
generous sympathies, and their solid craftsmanship.l But 
in the novels of Galsworthy, Wells, and even of Bennett, the 
170. 
"best workman" of them all, life escapes; "and perhaps without 
life nothing else is worth while." 
Whether we call it life or spirit, 
truth or reality, this, the 
essential thing, has moved off, 
or on, and refuses to be contained 
any longer in such ill-fitting 
vestments as we provide. Never-
theless we go on, perseveringly, 
conscientiously, constructing our 
two and thirty chapters after a 
design which more and more ceases 
to resemble the vision in our minds. 
So much of the enormous .labor of 
proving the solidity, the likeness 
to life, of the story is not mere 
labour thrown away but labour mis-
placed to the extent of obscuring 
and blotting out the light of the 
conception. The writer seems con~ 
strained, not by his own free will 
but by some powerful and unscrupulous 
tyrant who has him in thrall to 
provide a plot, to provide comedy, 
tragedy, love interest, and an air 
of probability embalming the whole 
so impeccably that if all his figures 
were to come to life they would find 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 208-210. 
themselves dressed down to the 
last button of their coats in 
the fashion of the hour. The 
tyrant is obeyed; the novel is 
done to a turn. But sometimes, 
more and more often as time goes 
by, we suspect a momentary doubt, 
a spasm of rebellion •••• Is . 
life like this? Must novels be 
like this?l 
Thus it is not the subject matter alone to which Mrs. 
Woolf objects. In the same essay she writes that "the 
proper stuff of fiction does not exist," that "everything 
171. 
is the proper stuff of fiction, every feeling, every thought; 
every quality of brain and spirit is drawn upon; no percep-
tion comes amiss."2 Although she makes no attempt here to 
grade the relative value of the materials of fiction, the 
implication is obvious, I believe, in tbe light of her 
criticism as a whole, that anything is "the proper stuff of 
fiction" only if it is manipulated in such a way as to enclose 
life or reality. Certainly for her the "proper stuff of 
fiction" was "a little other tha.n custom would have us be-
lieve it."3 The failure of the Edwardians, however, was also 
a failure of form, or method. Victims of outworn novelistic 
formulae--plots of external action, set descriptions of people 
and places, dramatic scenes, climaxes, catastrophes, and con-
elusions--they could not "catch life," not even Bennett with 
his elaborate and "ma.gnificent apparatus. n4 Life escaped 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 211-212. 
2. !bid.' p. 218. 
3 • "!'bbd. , p • 211 • 
4. 'I'6'1Q., p. 75. 
because they were content "to manipulate old counters merely 
to rearrange accepted but exhausted symbols of reality."! 
Thus far we have learned less about what reality is than 
what it is not to Virginia Woolf. Addressing a gathering of 
women whom she urged to earn money and have rooms of their 
own, she takes a more affirmative ~pproach to this reality 
and its "chameleon quality": 
What is meant by '1-eali ty"?- It 
would seem to be something very 
erratic, very undependab~e--
now to be found in a dusty road, 
now in a scrap of newspaper in 
the street, now in a daffodil in 
the sun. It lights up a group in 
a room and stamps some casual 
saying. It overwhelms one walking 
home beneath the stars and makes 
the silent world more real than 
the world of speech--and then 
there it is again in an omnibus 
in the uproar of Piccadily. Some-
times, too, it seems to dwell in 
shapes too far away for us to 
discern what their nature is. But 
whatever it touches, it fixes and 
makes permanent. That is what 
remains over when the skin of the 
day has been cast into the hedge; 
t .hat is what is left of past time 
and of our loves and hates. Now 
the writer, as I think, has the 
cha.nce tci live more than other 
people in the presence of this 
reality. It is his business to find 
it, and collect it, and communicate 
it to the rest of us.2 
It is obvious that the term "reality" cannot be con-
strued here in its literal or primary sense. It does not 
1. Philip Toynbee, "Virginia Woolf," Horizon, 14:293, 
November, 1946. 
2. A Room of One's Own, pp. 191-192. 
denote realism or fidelity to fact. Reality for Mrs. Woolf 
is hardly anything objective that can be communicated in a 
series of prosaic propositions. It is as intangible as it 
is undefinable, and can be grasped only intuitively, through 
involuntary association, with the aid of symbol and .image. 
In one of the most celebrated and most widely quoted passages 
in ell of twentieth century criticism, she looks within and 
finds life or reality far different from what it appeared to 
be in the novels of Bennett, Wells, and Galsworthy: 
Examine for a moment an ordinary 
mind on an ordinary day. The 
mind receives a myriad impressions--
trivial, fantastic, evanescent, or 
engraved with the sharpness of steel. 
From all sides they come, an in-
cessant shower of innumerable atoms; 
and as they fall, as they shape 
themselves into the life of Monday 
or Tuesday, the accent falls differ-
ently from of old; the moment of 
importance came not here, but there; 
so that if a writer were a free man 
and not a slave, if he could write 
what he chose, not what he must, 
if he could base his work upon his 
own feeling end not upon convention, 
there would be no plot, no comedy, 
no tragedy, no love interest or 
catastrophe in the accepted style, 
a.nd perhaps not e single button 
sewn on as the Bond Street tailors 
would have it. Life is not a series 
of gig lamps symmetrically arranged; 
but a luminous halo, a semi-transparent 
envelope surrounding us from the 
beginning of consciousness to the end. 
Is it not the ta.sk of the novelist to 
convey this varying, this unknown and 
uncircum.scribed spirit, whatever 
aberration or complexity it may display, 
.L.f/• 
with as little mixture of the 
alien and external as possible? 
We are not pleading merely for · 
courage and sincerity; we are 
suggesting that the proper stuff 
of fiction is a little other 
than custom would have us believe 
it •••• Let us record the atoms 
as they fall upon the mind in the 
order in which they fall, let us 
trace the pattern, however dis-
connected and incoherent in 
appearance, which each sight or 
incident sc£res upon the con-
sciousness •. 
.1.('4-• 
For Virginia Woolf, then, reality is the "luminous halo" 
that surrounds consciousness. As far as she is concerned, 
the proper stuff of fiction--her subject as a novelist--is 
what the mind receives "on an ordinary day"; and the novelist's 
function is to express and communicate the elusive nature of 
this "luminous halo" and this "semi-transparent envelope" by 
recording, with utmost fidelity, the atoms of impressions that 
impinge upon the consciousness. It is to record, as Dorothy 
Richardson first did for Miriam in Pointed Roofs, the direct 
experience, the actual perception, of a single moment in its 
becoming. Life is not lived in a summary, but in a con-
tinual flow of changing perceptions. The past becomes part 
of the present as we record everything that passes through 
the mind in specific moments. Mrs. Woolf, in 1919, had for-
mulated her theory of art thDee years before she put it into 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 212-213. 
practice in the form of a novel, Jacob's Room.l This 
extract from "Modern Fiction" is probably the finest des-
cription, in English, at any rate, of the stream of con-
sciousness; and, according to Martin Turnell, it ranks as 
the best statement in English of some of the fundamental 
tenets of the French Symbolists.2 By indirection, it re-
jects philosophic and esthetic naturalism and substitutes 
a view of reality and art, a theory of metaphysics which was 
gaining wide acceptance in contemporary thought. It is not 
difficult to agree with William Troy that the statement--
"Life is not a series of gig-lamps symmetrically arranged; 
but a luminous halo, a semi-transparent envelope surrounding 
us from the beginning of consciousness to the end"--reveals 
the Bergsonian accent "not only in rhythm and tone but also 
in the imponderable vagueness of its diction."J Besides 
being central to an understanding of Virginia Woolf's own 
work, "Modern Fiction" crystallizes, by and large, the 
artistic credo of a whole new generation. 
l. In 1919, however, she had published two short, exper-
imental sketches ,The Mark on the Wall and Kew Gardens 
which, in 1921, she included with a few others 1n 
Monday or Tuesday. 
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2. Martin Turnell, "Virginia Woolf," Horizon, 6:49, July, 1942. 
3. William Troy, "Virginia Woolf: The Novel of Sensibility," 
Literary Opinion in America, ed. Morton Dauen Zabel, p. 340. 
B. The Creation of Character 
Mrs. Woolf continued her pursuit of reality in Mr. 
Bennett and Mrs. Brown, a paper she delivered before the 
Heretics at Cambridge in 1924. Like "Modern Fiction," it 
defines her position as a novelist in relationship to her 
predecessors and her contemporaries, and indicates her 
intellectual approach to the problem of artistic creation 
and her view of the proper material which is the province 
of the novel. It repeats the assault on Edwardian realism 
and reaffirms the change in the cultural environment which 
encouraged the Georgians to develop new techniques to suit 
new concepts. But the heightened charm and wit of this 
amiable polemic and the skillful projection of the symbolic 
Mrs. Brown have helped dim the lustre of the earlier essay. 
Moreover, it is concerned at great length with a subject 
merely adumbrated in "Modern Fiction": the problem of the 
creation of character. 
Virginia Woolf agreed with Arnold Bennett that the 
foundation of good fiction is the creation of character. 
All novels begin with "an old lady in the corner opposite. 
I believe that all novels, that is to say, deal with char-
acter, and that it is to express character ••• that the 
form of the novels, so clumsy, verbose, and undramatic, so 
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rich, elastic, and alive, has been evolved."1 Surely such 
a positive and all-inclusive conviction can hardly apply to 
all novelists. Admittedly, whatever the source of inspir-
ation, the survival of a novel depends largely on the writer's 
success in creating character. But the importance which the 
individual author attaches to character in relation to other 
elements of the novel is determined by his aims and his con-
ception of the nature and function of fiction. Many novels 
have been written "to preach doctrines, sing songs, or 
celebrate the glories of the British Empire"2--all of which 
functions she expressly rejects. In her case, however, the 
belief that people write novels "because they are lured on 
to create ••• character"3 is especially apposite to her 
conception of reality. Life, or reality, is a luminous halo, 
and it is the business of the novelist to record what life 
feels like to human beings, the characters who partake of it. 
For her, Mrs. Brown is more than a symbol of character. She 
is "the spirit we live by, life itself";4 she is the symbol 
of reality. 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 102. She expressed herself 
s1iliilarly five years later in "Phases of Fiction," 
(Bookman, 69:410, June, 1929}: 
However the novelist may vary his scenes and alter the 
relations of one thing to another. • • one element remains 
constant in all novels, and that is the human element; they 
are about people, they excite in us the feelings that people 
excite in us in real life. The novel is the only form of 
art which seeks to make us believe that it is giving a full 
and truthful record of the life of a real person. 
2. Lac. cit. 
J. TOid.::P. 94. 
4. Ibid., p. 119. 
J.:ro. 
Rather than define character abstractly, Virginia Woolf 
demonstrates it in the person of Mrs. Brown, an old lady 
seated opposite her in a railway carriage bound from Richmond 
to Waterloo. First, she makes Mrs. Brown recognizable by the 
conventional method of enumerating significant objective 
details bearing upon her age, dress, manner, and the like.l 
Then she looks at Mrs. Brown more closely, and tries to fix 
the impression made upon her by her external appearance and 
overt reactions which, after all, had to be related to the 
total, unique personality ·that is Mrs. Brown. The impression 
was "overwhelming" and "came pouring out like a draught, like 
a smell of burning."2 The difficult task is to translate 
into words the nature of this overwhelming impression, this 
"smell of burning," which is composed of "myriads of 
irrelevant and incongruous ideas"3 that crowd the conscious-
ness; and the method here suggested by which one can capture 
the essence of the individual is the same, as we have seen, 
that she had specifically recommended, five years earlier, 
in "Modern Fiction." 
How would the Edwardians treat Mrs. Brown sitting in 
the railway carriage? Mr. Wells, she imagines, would ignore 
her as she really is, and conjure up, upon the window-pane,a 
vision of a better and happier world where "these musty rail-
way carriages and fusty old women do not exist," and where 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, pp. 97-100. 
2. Ibidl, pp. l00-101. 
J. 11):[d., p. 101. 
~19. 
"every citizen is generous and candid, manly and magnificent, 
and rather like Mr. Wells himself."i He would try to make 
her what, in his Utopia, she ought to be. Mr. Galsworthy, 
"burning with indignation, stuffed with information, arraign-
ing civilization,"2 would look beyond Mrs. Brown to social 
injustices in factories and slums. In Mrs. Brown he would 
only see "a pot broken on the wheel and thrown into a corner."3 
Mr • . Bennett (to whom Dr. Watson in Sherlock Holmes was a 
"real" character1)4 would, at least, keep his eye on the 
carriage and observe minutely all details of her environment; 
but he would lose sight of Mrs. Brown in her corner just as 
he lost sight of Hilda . Lessways by describing, instead, her 
house~ her view from her bedroom, and facts about rents and 
freeholds, copyholds and fines.5 The Edwardians, in short, 
were not interested in character in itself, in the self-
contained, the eternal Mrs. Brown, in human nature that 
changes only on the surface: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
They have looked very powerfully, 
searchingly, and sympathetically 
out of the window; at factories, 
at Utopias, even at the decoration 
and upholstery of the carriage; but 
never at her, never at life, never 
at human nature. And so they have 
developed a technique of novel-writing 
which suits their purpose; they have 
made tools and established conTentions 
The Caltain's Death Bed, p. 106. 
Loc. c t. 
Loc. crt. 
Illld.-;p. 103. 
-rora:.' p. 109. 
which do their business. But those 
tools are not our tools, and that 
business is not our business. For 
us those conventions are ruin, those 
tools are death.l 
180. 
The Georgians (Forster, Lawrence, Strachey, Joyce, Eliot, 
and herself) were forced to abandon the tools and conventions 
of the Edwardians because they were inadequate for the ex-
pression and interpretation of their view of reality. They 
were of little use in illuminating "the dark places of 
psychology,"2 or in revealing "the flickerings of that inner-
most flame which flashes its message through the brain."3 
Thus the Georgians, aware of the shifting of human relations 
and "the consequent change in religion, conduct, politics, 
and literature"--a change which took place "on or about 
December, 1910"4--had to experiment with new methods which 
might help them convey to the public an image of Mrs. Brown, 
or human nature, as they clearly saw it in the light of 
contemporary knowledge. 
Because they have either overlooked or misunderstood her 
conception of character, many professional and lay critics 
alike have belittled Mrs. Woolf's achievement as a novelist. 
They miss in her work the usual collection of memorable por-
traits of the kind that have distinguished the great novelists 
of the past. Admitting that her characters never seem unreal, 
E. M. Forster complains, nevertheless, that "life eternal she 
1. The Cpptain's Death Bed, p. 110. 
2. The Common Reader, p. 215. 
3. Ibid., p. 214. 
4. ~Captain's Death Bed, p. 96. 
could never give; she could seldom so portray a character 
that it was remembered afterwards on its own account, as 
Emma is remembered. • • or Dorothea Casaubon, or Sophia and 
C t nl ons ance •••• However, the author of Mrs. Dalloway, 
To The Lighthouse, and The Wav~s, unlike the authors of 
J..OJ.. • 
Emma, and Middlemarch, and The Old Wives Tale, never intended 
to create the traditional kind of character in the traditional 
method and producing the traditional effect. Mrs. Brown is 
not a clearly defined, continuous personality; she is not a 
character, she is character itself. She is less an individual 
than an abstract idea of human nature, a symbol to her creator 
of the existence of some inner, unknowable force that per-
meates life. As John Hawley Roberts understandingly writes, 
Mrs. Woolf "wants to portray the great sum-total of living-
ness that lies beneath the individual and is eommon to all 
people."2 
She rejected the omniscient, dogmatic summing up or 
characters whose identity she considered neither constant 
nor limited. Fluidity rather than fixity of personality is 
the subject of her novels. Man could no longer be measured 
so accurately as in the preceding century. Under the impact 
of modern science, man had become more unknowable and myster-
ious than ever before, despite the increase of knowledge 
about hi~ Excursions into the unconscious mind led to a 
1. E. M. Forster, Virginia Woolf, p. 16. 
2. John Hawley Boberts, "Towards Virginia Woolf," Virginia 
Quarterly Review, 10:590, October, 1934. 
repudiation of older beliefs and a diminution of self-
confidence that was reflected, naturally enough, in the 
work of the artist. Even Leopold Bloom, no matter how 
exhaustively he was projected, never seems completely 
divined by his creator and remains a vague shadowy figure 
in comparison with those found in the novels of Austen, 
Trollope, George Eliot, Hardy, Tolstoy. Virginia Woolf--
after 1919, at any rate--found that she no longer believed 
with any conviction that human beings could be neatly placed 
into categories, with definite outlines and fixed boundaries. 
"We are not simple as our friends would have us to meet their 
needs,"1 says Bernard; and Mrs. Dalloway "would not say of 
anyone in the world that they were this or that."2 She 
broadens her characters by expanding their consciousness; and 
the addition of multitudinous, though relevant, impressions 
tends to blunt the impact of a character, even as it helps 
make that character more "real" in her sense of the word. In 
short, before the reader can pass judgment upon her ability 
as a creator of character, he must not only become oriented 
to her vision of reality, but he must also adjust himself to 
the new ways of communicating that vision: the gradual, cum-
ulative apprehension of character; the poetic use of symbol 
and image as clues to personality; the progressive elimination 
of the author and the illusion that all is perceived through 
1. The Waves, p. 89 •. 
2. Mrs. Dalloway, p. 11. 
the changing consciousness of differ~nt characters in the 
shifting from one mind to another. 
c. The Poetic Element in Fiction 
Virginia Woolf's intense concern with the relationship 
between poetry and the novel stems naturally from an artist 
of her poetic sensibilities, of her superb responsiveness to 
the suggestive possibilities of the evanescent, the half-
remembered, the seemingly trivial. To v. Sackville-West, 
she appeared to live "permanently like a poet on the plane 
where he finds himself enabled to produce poetry.nl Further-
more, as a feminist she considered poetic capability and 
expression one of women's most dominant traits; and she 
lam.ented that the novel, despite its pliability, was not yet 
"rightly shaped for a woman's use," thereby denying her an 
outlet "for the poetry in her."2 A novel, she felt, gained 
in intensity and. reality through the controlled expression 
of poetic feeling; fiction will be "much the better for 
standing cheek by jowl with poetry and philosophy.") Dickens, 
she believed, often failed as a novelist whenever he needed, 
but rarely received, the aid of the poet and philosopher--
two, at least, of the men "who go to make up the perfect 
novelist, and should live in amity under his hat."4 So 
highly did she value the poetic element in fiction that she 
could write that "we read Charlotte Brontl not for exquisite 
1. V. Sackville-West, "Reminiscences," Horizon, 3:321, 
May, 1941. 
2. A Room of One's OWn, p. 134. 
J. Ibid., p. 190. 
4. TiieMoment , p • 77 • 
observation of character ••• not for c .. o.m.edy ••• not for 
a philosophic view of life ••• but for her poetry."l 
..1.v.;e 
When, therefore, she calls George Eliot, Meredith, and 
Hardy imperfect novelists "largely because they insisted 
upon introducing qualities, of thought and of poetry, that 
are perhaps incompatible with fiction at its most perfect,"2 
it appears that she is flatly contradicting herself. The 
words "imperfect" and "perfect," however, have a special mean-
ing when referred to their context, in the eBsay on George 
Meredith. She was not opposing the introduction into fiction 
of poetic qualities. She was alluding to the perfection 
attained by the kind of novel written by Jane Austen and 
Anthony Trollope. After two perfect novels like Pride and 
Prejudice and The Small House at Allington, "English fiction 
had to escape from the dominion of that perfection, as 
English poetry had to escape from the perfection of Tennyson."3 
The novel had reached a stage, in Meredith's time, "where it 
could only exist by moving forward"; fiction, if it had re-
mained what it was to Jane Austen and Trollope, "would by 
this time b~ dead."4 Judged, then, by the standards of the 
closed perfection of the traditional novel, Meredith was an 
"imperfect novelist"; but set against the changing background 
of a new era, Meredith's imperfection, she implies, is but 
1. The Common Reader, p. 223. 
2. The Second Common Reader, p. 254. 
). Loc. cit. 
4. toe. cit. 
one stage higher in the evolution of the perfect novel of 
the future. Meredith was an innovator, as she herself was, 
and experimental work is bound to contain the fragmentary, 
the obscure, and the spasmodic that she had earlier urged 
readers to tolerate.l 
She means something quite different, however, when, in 
"Phases of Fiction," she repeats her observation that 
Meredith and Hardy, two of the novelists most frequently 
poetical, are as novelists imperfect.2 Here she is condemn-
ing, not poetry itself, but the misuse of it in fiction. 
The Ordeal of Richard Feverel and Far From the Madding Crowd 
lack the control and coherence of War and Peace or A la 
Recherche du temps perdu because Hardy and Meredith have too 
limited or too imperfect a sympathy with human beings to 
express adequately through them their profound sense of 
poetry: 
Hence, as we so often find in 
Hardy, the impersonal element--
Fate, the Gods, whatever name 
we choose to call it--dominates 
the people. They appear wooden, 
melodramatic, unreal. They can-
not express the poetry with which 
the writer himself is charged 
through their own lips, for their 
psychology is inadequate, and 
thus the expression is left to 
the writer, who assumes a character 
apart from his people and cannot 
return to them with ~erfect ease 
when the time comes.J 
1. ·. Th~ ~-Captain's neath Bed, p. 119. 
2. "Phases of Fiction," The Bookman, 69:407, June, 1929. 
J. ~., p. 408. 
l.~o. 
urt. 
Poetry, in other words, has not been "conswned." In 
Meredith, too, the characters react passively to the writer's 
sense of the poetry of love, youth, and nature. A sense of 
poetry is a "dangerous gift" for the novelist if it means 
"something impersonal, generalized, hostile to the idiosyn-
crasy of character."1 There must be an integration of poetry 
and character, an expression of poetry in such a way that it 
does not disrupt or overshadow the essential qualities of 
the novel. To get the full effect of language used with the 
suggestiveness of a poet, "it must be read up to," as always 
in fiction, "through the emotions of the characters."2 
Poetical passages in fiction are most successful when they 
are remembered as part of the novel itself, not as isolated, 
though beautiful, fragments sung to passive ears. 
Tolstoy's poetic sense finds expression either in the 
poetry of the situation itself, or better still, in the words 
of the character. When Natasha in War and Peace looks out of 
the window at the stars and thinks of her life to come, "our 
feelings of the poetry of the moment do not lie in what she 
says so much as in our sense of her who is saying it."3 Emily 
•• Bronte, in Wuthering Heights, never creates poetic moments to 
be relished in splendid isolation; she never speaks to us 
through her characters or allows her emotions to overflow and 
1. "Phases of Fiction,"p. 408. 
2. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 42. 
3. "Phases of Fiction," p. 408. 
rise up independently as she strikes some attitude of her 
own. 1 Heathcliff and Catherine contain all the poetry that 
.. Emily Bronte herself feels without effort; they are "active 
agents in the book's life, adding to its impetus, not 
.J..OOe 
impeding it."2 People, scenery, and atmosphere are all in 
keeping; and the poetry is expressed, not only by a particular 
character in a particular situation, but, as also in Moby Dick, 
by the book's whole mood and temper to which the main char-
acters give expression.3 
To many critics the poetic novel is a contradiction in 
terms. William Troy wonders if the lyrical form (he is 
thinking of The Waves) is not essentially opposed to the 
conditions of narrative art; and he would limit the impunity 
with which one can confuse the traditional means of one 
literary form with the traditional means of another.4 Alarmed 
by Mrs. Woolf's increasingly lyrical style or mood, David 
Daiches hints that her conception of fiction in terms of 
poetry may be an excuse for remaining in her study.5 E. M. 
Forster also thinks poetry has no place in the novel, although 
he condones Mrs. Woolf's use of her specific gift--of poetry--
"even if this entailed sacrificing something else vital to 
"Phases of Fiction," P• 408. 
Loc. cit. Th!d.7'P. 409. 
WI'ITiam Troy, "Virginia Woolf: The Novel of Sensibility," 
p. 350. 
David Daiches, The Novel and the Modern World, p. 350. 
This statement makes sense only if one believes, as I do 
not, that she really did remain in her study, and if one 
agrees, as I do not, that she conceived of fiction 
primarlly in terms of poetry. 
her art."1 Besides, in the opinion of Storm Jameson, the 
weakness of the novel which is a direct expression of the 
lyrical impulse "is that it can so easily be made to seem 
clumsy by the greater concision and concentration of the 
poet."2 Although Virginia Woolf does not recognize rigid 
demarcations of forms or genres, she is not intent upon 
their dissolution either. Poetry can be an enrichment 
rather than a threat to fiction, and without entailing any 
.1.0'7• 
sacrifice vital to the art. The only reservation she makes, 
as we have seen, is that it does not obscure, but is com-
pletely integrated with, the basic elements of character and 
dramatic pattern. Even The Waves, her most poetic novel, 
satisfied, I believe, the minimum essentials of narrative 
art. 
Moreover, Virginia Woolf's notion of poetry is not 
limited to its lyrical aspects. Her critical writings re-
flect the broadest interpretation of the word and a concern 
for those characteristics of poetry common to all imaginative 
literature. Ambiguity is one of them--the "mark of the 
highest poetry; we cannot know exactly what it means."3 The 
meaning can be grasped only intuitively, not conceptually: 
we know "instantly and instinctively what they [the words] . 
mean, but could not decant that meaning afresh into any other 
words.''4 Closely connected with this ambiguity--which the 
1. E. M. Forster, Virginia Woolf, p. 22. 
2. Storm Jameson, The Writer's Situation, p. 53. 
3. The Common Reader, p. 49. 
4. Loc. cit. 
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novelists Dostoievsky and the Brontes, as well as the poets 
and dramatists Aeschylus and Shakespeare hold in co.mm.onl--
is the artist's use of symbol with its power of infinite 
suggestion, and his ability to connect things in themselves 
different; for often the .meaning of a book lies less in what 
happens or what is said than in "some connection which things 
in themselves different have had for the writer."2 This is 
"the poet's gift"--the creation of characters that "have 
something symbolical about them which is common to us all" 
while, at the same time, they remain "fellow-beings driven 
by their own passions and idiosyncracies."3 It is this poetic 
power, "the suggestion of power," in Wuthering Heights, 
"underlying the apparitions of human nature, and lifting them 
up into the presence of greatness that gives the book its huge 
stature among other novels."4 The artist with a highly dev-
eloped poetic sense sees human beings not only in their rela-
tion to each other, but also in their relation to love, death, 
or nature. In novels like Wuthering Heights and Moby Dick, 
the reader feels something beyond the characters "which is 
not human, yet does not destroy their humanity or their 
actions."5 
The power of the novelist to create a new world "from a 
thousand conflicting im.pressions"6 is also a poetic power. 
1. The Common Reader, p. 49. 
2. Ibid., pp. 224-225. 
3. ~Second Common Reader, p. 273. 
4. The Common Reader, p. 226 ~ -
5. "Phases of Fiction," p. 410. 
6. The Second Common Reader, p. 283. 
So is the author's ability to force us to cede our own per-
spective and adopt his particular ordering of the elements 
of the novel--man, nature, God.l It is the poetic power of 
the novel, in short, that satisfies our desire for synthesis. 
"The novel," she agrees, "can follow life; it can a.m.ass 
details. But can it also select? Can it symbolize? Can it 
give us an epitome as well as an inventory?"2 To a certain 
extent the novel has been performing these functions--
functions that poetry had discharged in the past--since the 
eighteenth century. It is these functions that Virginia 
Woolf would like the novel of the future to stress. She 
abjures, however, the use of poetry, "with her rhythms, her 
poetic diction, her strong flavor of tradition."3 She 
prefers prose as the instrument "best fitted to the complex-
ity and difficulty of .modern life"--prose that is "still so 
youthful that we scarcely know what powers it may not hold 
concealed within it."4 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
"Phases of Fiction," p. 411. 
Ibid., p. 412. 
LoC"7 cit. 
Loc. crt. 
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D. The Problem of Form 
Virginia Woolf, consequently, matched the poet's 
passionate interest in the formal structure of imaginative 
literature. Since, like James and Joyce, she considered 
the novel a work of art, she knew that it coul d not attain 
its highest expression without careful formal organization. 
In the hands of a fine artist, the form of the novel, far 
from conflicting with the expression of reality, served 
rather to heighten it, as in the best drama. In Pride and 
Prejudice, for instance, the reader is conscious of this 
form, this "architectural quality"--a "check and stimulus, 
a spectral architecture built up behind the animation and 
variety of the scene"-... which seems to focus rather than 
distract our interest and attention, and adds "an extra 
pleasure to the book, a significance."l It is a shaping 
power that gives strength and endurance to the novel which 
consists, by its very nature, of all those perishable 
qualities that have made it the most popular form of literature: 
accuracy of detail, imitation of surface reality, comparative 
lack of artifice and convention, looseness and simplicity of 
method.2 Yet it is also a great danger to the novelist: 
For the most characteristic qualities 
of the novel--that it registers the 
slow growth and development of feeling, 
1. "Phases of Fiction," p. 273. 
2. Ibid., P• 411. 
that it follows many lives and traces 
their unions and fortunes over a long 
stretch of time-- ere the very qualities 
that are most incompatible with design 
and order. It is the gift of style, 
arrangement, construction, to put us 
at a distance from the special life 
and to obliterate its features; while 
it is the gift of the novel to bring 
us into close touch with life. The 
two powers fight if they are brought 
into combination. The most complete 
novelist must be the novelist who can 
balance the two powers so that one 
enhances the other.l 
To the artist's precarious juggling of warring powers Virginia 
Woolf has devoted a major share of her critical effort. 
Virginia Woolf treats the problem of form more in terms 
of theory than of technique. Form interests her not as "the 
subject of clinical scrutiny, but only as an aspect of the 
novelist's power"2--the power to force the reader along his 
road and see what he sees. In an essay called "On Re-reading 
Novels"3 she discusses the matter of form at greater length 
than is her custom. The occasion for the essay is her re-
action to Percy Lubbock's Craft of Fiction, a study of tech-
nique in fiction according to Jacobite principles. On the 
whole, she found the book salutary, and preferred it, 
evidently, to the informal Aspects of the Novel, in which 
E. M. Forster annoyed her by his unesthetic attitude and his 
obsession with something he called "life" or "humanity.n4 
1. 
2. 
"Phases of Fiction," p. 41. 
Solomon Fishman, "Virginia Woolf on the Novel," Sewanee 
Review, 51:324, Spring; 1943. 
The Moment, pp. 155-166. 
!'bid. , p. 109. 
The Craft of Fiction, with its emphasis on form and the 
methods by which novelists build up the final structure of 
their books, could not but appeal to an artist who preferred 
the complex art of Henry James to the formless, gigantic 
Victorian novels "that still seem to reverberate the yawns 
and lamentations of their .m.akers."l Her critique of the 
book, however, emphasizes her disagreement with some of the 
author's assumptions. Mr. Lubbock insisted that there is 
such a thing as the book itself--its form--which we can 
perceive only when we have related and shaped our impressions 
as the author intended. It is the form itself which alone 
endures; the form is not merely an attribute but the book 
itself, just as the form of the statue is the statue itself.2 
Virginia Woolf objects to the word "form" as confusing, and 
prefers "art"--n substitution that is hardly clarifying. 
More constructively, she illustrates her objection to the 
theory that the book is equivalent to its form by setting 
down her own impressions as she reads Flaubert's Un Coeur 
Simple.3 Her analysis results in the conviction that "the 
· book itself is not form which you see but emotion which you 
feel, and the more intense the writer's feeling the more ex-
act. • • its expression in words."4 Mr. Lubbock had con-
ceivea of form as something interposed between the book and 
1. The Moment, p. 164. 
2. Ibid., p. 158. ). !Dia., pp. 159-160. 
4. Ibid. , p. 160. 
the reader, an "alien substance" which had to be visualized 
imposing itself on emotions which she believed we feel 
naturally and "range in final order by feeling their right 
relations to each other.nl 
Whereas Lubbock reserwes his evaluation of the novel 
until it has been detached as an object and examined, 
Virginia Woolf savors the meaning of the book in passing, 
ordering her impressions as dictated by flashes and moments 
of understanding that she receives while reading. In great 
art we cannot separate emotion and its embodiment in words; 
vision and expression blend so perfectly that when we test 
the form with our eyes, as Lubbock suggests, we see nothing 
at a11. 2 Instead, we feel, and our feelings "form a whole 
which remains in our minds as the book itself."J Roger Fry 
had expressed somewhat similar views in Vision and Design 
in which he stated that form-~the most essential quality of 
a work of art--is "a direct outcome of an apprehension of 
some emotion of actual life by the artist," and that the form 
and the emotion which it conveyed is "inextricably bound to-
gether in the esthetic whole."4 The novelist, while using 
the power of exciting human sympathy, must also try to control 
it. Restraint is necessary to keep emotional expression from 
reaching satiety; and that restraint is form, or "art," which, 
"though it is inspired by emotion, tranquillises it, orders 
ll The Moment, p. 160. 
2. !hid., p. 161. 
3. Loc. cit. 
4. Roger-rry, Vision and Design, p. 294. 
it, and composes it, and reduces it to sy.mm.etry."1 Mrs. Woolf 
summarizes her concept of form in the novel with the following 
"conclusions": 
First, that when we speak of form 
we mean that certain emotions have 
been placed in the right relations 
to each other; then that the 
novelist is able to dispose these 
emotions and make them tell by 
methods which he inherits, bends 
to his purpose, models anew, or 
even invents for himself. Further, 
that the reader can detect these 
devices, and by so doing will 
deepen his understanding of the 
book, while, for the rest, it may 
be expected that novels will lose 
their chaos and become more and 
more shapely as the novelist ex-
plores and perfects his technique. 2 . . . ..
Although Virginia Woolf often showed a decided prefer-
ence for certain forms, she realized that there is no one 
and only form in which the novel has to be written. Since 
life is a perpe~ual process of discovery and change, it is 
impossible at any given moment to fix the character of the 
novel or its form. Her own creative work is marked by con-
tinual experiments with form. Her ambition, she had told 
Stephen Spender, was to make use of every form and bring it 
within a unity which is the novel. "Before I die," she con-
fessed, "I should like to write a novel which was a fusion 
of poetry and dialogue as in a play. I would like to exper-
iment with every form that I can bring into the novel.") 
1. The Moment, p. 161. 
2. Ibid., pp. 164-165. ). ~hen Spender, "The Life of Literature," Partisan 
Review, 16:189, February, 1949. 
Had she lived longer, there is little doubt that she would 
have achieved her ambition. She came close in Between The 
Acts. 
These, then, are some of the general principles under-
lying Virginia Woolf's conception, in fiction, of reality, 
character, poetic capability, and form. What follows now 
are specific illustrations of these and other principles 
in her critiques of individual books and writers of the last 
three centuries. 
VIII. The Novelists 
A. Defoe and Sterne 
Virginia Woolf's sympathetic criticism of Defoe is 
probably the most telling proof of her detachment and 
catholicity of taste. She bases her admiration of Robinson 
Crusoe, Moll Flanders, and Roxana--books far different from 
her own in point of view, manner, and method--largely on 
the basic integrity, consistency, and tenacity with which 
their creator clung to his established perspective. In a 
passage that confutes those critics who find her lacking in 
"the power of wide and illuminating generalization,"l she 
reveals the novelist's difficulty in keeping faith with the 
laws of his own perspective: 
For we have our own vision of the 
world; we have made it from our 
own experience and prejudices, and 
it is therefore bound up with our 
own vanities and loves. It is 
impossible not to feel injured and 
insulted if tricks are played and 
our private harmony is upset. 
Thus, when Jude the Obscure appears 
or a new volume of Proust, the news-
papers are flooded with protests. 
Major Gibbs of Cheltenham would put 
a bullet through his head tomorrow 
if life were as Hardy paints it; 
Miss Wiggs o~ Hempstead must protest 
that though Proust's art is wonder-
ful, the real world, she thanks God, 
has nothing in common with the 
distortions of a perverted Frenchman. 
Both. • • are trying to control the 
novelist's perspective so that it 
1. Edwin Muir, Transition, p. 82. 
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shall resemble and reinforce their 
own. But the great writer--the 
Hardy or the Proust--goes on his 
way regardless of the rights of 
private property; by the sweat of 
his brow he brings order from 
chaos; he plants his tree there, 
and his man here; he makes the 
figure of his deity remote or 
present as he wills. In master-
pieces•"books, that is, where 
the vision is clear and order has 
been achieved-~he inflicts his own 
perspective upon us so severely 
that as often as not we suffer 
agonies--our vanity is injured 
because our own order is upset; we 
are afraid because the old supports 
are being wrenched from us; and we 
are bored--for what pleasure or 
amusement can be plucked from a 
brand new idea? Yet from anger, 
fear, and boredom a rare and lfst-
ing delight is sometimes born. 
Defoe never shifted his perspective or mixed realities; 
he held God, Nature, and Man in stable relation in a world 
perfectly in scale, and over which he presided with godlike 
omnipotence. Together with Swift, Trollope, and Borrow, he 
belonged to the truth-tellers in fiction, the writers who 
gratify our sense of belief and assure us that "things are 
precisely as they say they are."2 They emphasize the reality 
of physical existence, of solid objects in a solid universe. 
Defoe, in Robinson Crusoe, snubbing the natural desire for 
sunset, sunrise, solitude, and other sublimities that danger 
an~ isolation on a desert island arouse in us, presents, 
1. The Second Common Reader, pp. 52-53. 
2. "Phases of Fiction," p. 124. 
instead, a copious collection of prosaic facts calculated 
to dissolve our own preconceptions and force us to adopt 
his particular view of reality. Barren of enthusiasm about 
Nature or God, Crusoe, with his "shrewd, middle-class un-
imaginative eyes," and his conventional and "solidly matter-
of-fact intelligence,"l finds rational explanations for 
everything that occurs. Dedicated to the undeviating pursuit 
of the truth as he sees it, Defoe succeeds in imparting to 
the reader a kindred sense of reality that tends to dignify 
and beautify ordinary actions and objects: digging, plant-
ing, building--hatchets, logs, axes.2 
Although he describes the outcome of emotion on the 
body, rather than on the mind, Mrs. Woolf finds Defoe achiev-
ing some subtle, suggestive effects. Truth of insight often 
accompanies the truth of fact which he professed to make his 
aim. He is no mere recorder of facts, unaware of the nature 
of psychology.3 "If you are Defoe, certainly to describe 
the fact is enough; for the fact is the right fact."4 By 
a prosaic remark--'! never saw them afterwards, or any sign 
of them except three of their hats, one cap, and two shoes 
that were not fellows'--he can convey "a sense of desolation 
and the deaths of many men."5 Defoe, the master of 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
The Second Common Reader, p. 55. 
Ibid., p. 57. . 
~Common Reader, p. 131. 
The Second Common Reader, p. 57. 
to~. cit. E. M. Forster (Aspects of the Novel, pp. 92-93) 
BISo notes Defoe's ability to suggest much by use of 
simple, bare, factual statements. 
verisimilitude, the chief of the English truth-tellers, "by 
reiterating that nothing but a plain earthenware pot stands 
in the foreground, persuades us to see remote islands and 
the solitudes of the human soul"--a feat he accomplished 
mainly because he believed with great integrity in the 
solidity of that pot, and "roped the whole universe into 
harmony" with his design.l 
Another reason for her admiration for Defoe is the 
vitality and earthiness of his characters. She herself had 
glorified, tn Orlando, the complete personality in all its 
varied activities; she, too, believed in "the dignity in 
everything that is looked at openly. n2 Defoe, like Che ucer, 
never flinched from the life he saw before him. She liked 
<C;VJ.e 
his highwaymen and prostitutes because he took delight in their 
natural veracity and courage, and relished their home-made 
morality, their varied experiences, and the frankness with 
which they revealed their inmost passions.J As seasoned a 
sinner as Moll Flanders was, she respected her for her in-
dependent judgments and her shrewd, practical nature. She 
praised her joy in exercising her own powers and her tolerance 
and good-will even in the face of adversity.4 Defoe, she 
sensed, was merely offering lip service to conventional moral-
ity when he condemned his women as examples of evil living. 
Influenced, perhaps, by her own strong feminist views, she 
1. The Second Common Reader, P• 58. 
2. The Common Reader, p. 135. 
J. Ibid., pp. 134-135. 
4. lDIU., p. 131. 
attributes to Defoe an implied vindication of women's 
abilities and rights. She did not forget that in his essay 
"Education of women," he had argued ably, far in advance of 
his time, for the equality of the sexes.l 
Without doubting for a moment the sincerity of Virginia 
Woolf's admiration for Defoe, I find her critique somewhat 
studied and calculated compared to her more spontaneous and 
fervent appreciation of Sterne. This increase in warmth is 
motivated, naturally, by the closer compatibility of aim 
and method in the work of both writers. The art of Virginia 
Woolf comes easily to mind at a recital of some of Sterne's 
essential characteristics: his daring technical innovations 
in the form and style of the novel; his transference of 
interest from the outer to the inner; his transvaluation Qf 
values; his interest in the minutiae of life, in apparent 
absurdities and irrelevances; his poetic capability and 
expression. E. M. Forster called them both "fantasists," 
who "start with a little object, take a flutter from it, and 
settle on it again •••• There is even the same tone in their 
voices--en announcement to all and sundry that they do not 
know where they are going."2 Both novelists, however, know 
1. The Common Reader~ p. 132. 
2. E. M. Forster, Aspects of the Novel, pp. 36-37. Forster 
(p. 158) invented a category he names the "fantastic-
prophetical axis" to which he assigned, besides Sterne 
and Virginia Woolf, Melville, Peacock, Max Beerbohm, 
Walter de la Mare, William Beckford, D. H. Lawrence, 
James Joyce, and Swift--a motley collection that creates 
more confusion than clarific~tion. Virginia Woolf her-
self, in "Phases of Fiction"\P. 404) placed Sterne among 
the "Satirists and Fantastics." Her reasons for coupling 
Peacock and Sterne, however, are somewhat obscure. 
perfectly well where they are going; and Sterne's art in 
getting there is a major burden of Mrs. Woolf's essay on 
A Sentimental Journeyl and of her short critique, in "Phases 
of Fiction," of Tristram Shandy.2 
Life, for Sterne, is certainly not a series of symmetri-
cally arranged gig lamps. His is a world in which anything 
may happen. "We hardly know what jest, what jibe, what flash 
of poetry is not going to glance suddenly through the gap 
which this astonishingly agile pen has cut in the thick-set 
hedge of English prose."3 Mrs. Woolf recalls his elastic, 
disconnected sentences, rapidly projected and seemingly 
uncontrolled; the punctuation that suggests actual speech 
and private intercourse; his divigations and trivialities, 
and the sud~en irrelevancy and illogical order of his ideas 
that are truer to life than to literature.4 A Sentimental 
Journey, "under the influence of this extraordinary style,n5 
becomes "semi-transparent"--a key word . in Virginia Woolf's 
philosophic and esthetic perspective. Sterne more nearly 
approached her own conception of life as a "semi-transparent 
envelope" which it is the duty of the novelist to convey or 
pierce whatever its "complexity" or "aberration."6 He had 
succeeded in breaking down the conventional barriers--the 
1. The Second Common Reader, pp. 80-88. 
2. "Phases of Fiction," pp. 406-407. 
3. The Second Common Reader, p. 81. 
4. Loc. cit. 
5. Loc. Cit. 
6. 'Tfle C'Oiiimon Reader, pp. 212-213. 
..... "',. 
tyrannies of the novel--that separate reader and writer, so 
that we have the illusion that we are as close as possible 
to life itself.l It is en illusion achieved, of course, by 
conscious artistry. There is method in the flight of his 
erratic, capricious, whimsical mind. His harmonies and dis-
cords are deliberate, and his impressions of the moment are 
carefully selected to produce the intended effect.2 Despite 
innumerable digressions, he does continue to draw Uncle 
Toby's character, or pursue the journey from Calais to Modane. 
No writing seems to flow more 
exactly into the very folds and 
creases of the individual mind, 
to express its ananging moods, 
to answer its lightest whim and 
impulse, and yet the result is 
perfectly precise and composed. 
The utmost fluidity exists with 
the utmost permanence.J 
For it is clear that Sterne lacks the gift of imperson-
ality that Virginia Woolf considered one of the attributes 
of the greatest art. Laurence Sterne is the most important 
character in his books. He cannot create a character and 
leave his readers alone with it; in no other book (and she 
is referring to Tristram Shandy here) are characters so 
closely dependent on the author.4 He is fascinated by his 
own mind and its sensibilitie~, and with the emotions of his 
own heart. She labels Sterne a forerunner of the moderns in 
1. The .Second Common Reader, p. 81. 
2. Ibid., p. 84. 
3. Ib!U., P• 82. 
4. ""P''i8ses of Fiction," p. 407. 
his "preference for the windings of his own mind to the 
guide ... book and its hammered high road," and in his "interest 
in silence rather than in speech."1 Moreover, he effected · 
a daring change in the angle of vision by ignoring accepted 
laws of proportion and perspective and by reversing the 
common scale of values, just as he had ignored the orderly 
sequence of narrative. 2 Mrs. Woolf finds Sterne snubbing our 
hunger for conventional values as effectively as Defoe snubbed 
our desire for sunsets. There is no universal scale of 
values, he i.mplies: "A girl may be .more interesting than a 
cathedral; a dead donkey more instructive than a living phil-
osopher. It is all a question of one's point of view."3 Only 
one's own .mind can determine the comparative value of things. 
Thus he emphasizes the "dn.iler" rather than the "outer"; and 
he seeks the essence of things in unexpected, unguarded 
places, in the .minutiae of existence.4 
She discovers, also, that A Sentimental Journey, for all 
its levity and wit, "is based on something fundamentally 
philosophic"--the philosophy of pleasure.5 She admires the 
courage with which he confessed his passions, and the insight 
he showed when, describing the effect of the elevation of his 
spirit as he watched peasants dancing, he remarked that he 
'beheld Religion .mixing in the dance.'6 "It was a daring 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 84. 
2. Ibid., pp. 82-83. 
3. YDia., p. 83• 
4. ~., P• 84. 
5. Ibid. , p. 87. 
6. Ib!a., p. 88. 
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thing," she adds, "for a clergyman to perceive a relationship 
between religion and pleasure."1 Nor does she fail to detect 
in Sterne passages of pure poetry which "lead us to the very 
brink of some deep precipice of the soul,"2 which, without 
incongruity, he places side by side with contrasting humorous 
or satirical sections. But she is distressed by his over-
sensitive concern for the reader's approbation in A Sentimental 
Journey. He had taken to heart the public's accusations of 
immorality and cynicism; he wanted to prove now that he was 
a decent, humane person. As a result, sentiment turns to 
sentimentality, and the studied attempt to force our good 
opinion of the tenderness of his heart makes the reader doubt 
it.J The premeditated moods of monotonous kindness and com-
passion often subdue all the variety and. natural ribaldry that 
flow unchecked in Tristram Shandl• "His concern for his 
sensibility has blunted his natural sharpness, and we are 
called upon to gaze rather too long at modesty, simplicity, 
and virtue standing rather too still to be looked at."4 
Virginia Woolf's critique of Sterne is an excellent 
example of her critical method at its best. It gets to the 
very centre and essence of his achievement and sees the 
vision that informs all of his digressions and irrelevancies. 
She relates his style to his character as well as to his 
content and makes us aware of the harmony of his philosophic 
1. The Second Common Reader, p 4 88. 
2. !bid., p. 85. 
J. Ibid., p. 86. 
4. Ibid • , p. 87 •. 
and artistic perspectives. The biographical and historical 
facts she avails herself of illuminate the work as well as 
the man. Despite its brevity, her essay on Sterns contains 
more penetrating insights than do most longer and more 
elaborate criticisms. 
207. 
B. The Women Novelists: 
' .. Jane Austen. the Brontes. and George Eliot 
The bitterness. fear.' and protest that a restricted 
life in a masculine world stimulated in most women writers 
208. 
are singularly absent in Jane Austen. Circumstances, 
according to Virginia Woolf, had not harmed her work in the 
slightest. Jane Austen, evidently, had no desire to write 
about anything but tea-parties and parsonages; the narrow-
ness of environment that thwarted the yearnings of Charlotte 
Bronte for larger horizons seemed to match her peculiar 
gifts.l Freed from the torment of violent emotions and 
frustrations, she wrote as Shakespeare wrote, with a mind 
that had "consumed all impediments."2 She is the impersonal 
artist: no clear accent, voice, or temperament can be felt 
behind the scenes of her novels. "Her genius compelled her 
to absent herself";3 she would not allow the power of per-
sonality to distort and distract her sane and truthful vision. 
"Never ••• did she round upon herself in shame, obliterate 
a sarcasm in a spasm of compassion, or blur an outline in a 
mist of rhapsody.ff4 
Mrs. Woolf sees the mature Jane Austen taking shape in 
as early a juvenile performance as Love and Freindship. The 
girl of fifteen is already laughing, in her corner, at the 
1. A Room of One's Own, p. 118. 
2 • I bl d • , p • 117 • ). ""Pliases of Fiction," p. 2?2. 
4. The Common Reader, p. 195. 
world. 1 She is writing, not merely for herself or her ~ge, 
but for everybody, for all ages. What holds her interest 
are the eternal aspects of human nature, the permanent 
features that are revealed in miniature within her own limited 
kingdom. Having marked out her territory, she never tres-
passes beyond its boundaries.2 She knew even then what her 
powers were and what material they were fitted to deal with--
the trivialities of daily existence, of parties, picnics, and 
country dances.3 In ~he Watsons, another early effort, 
Virginia Woolf singles out the peculiar quality of a scene, 
and, as usual, stamps it vigorously. She recreates briefly 
the situation: a ball in a country town; couples meeting and 
talking in assembly rooms; eating, drinking, and finally, the 
snubbing of a suitor by one lady and the kindly attention 
paid him by another.4 Analyzing the scene further, she con-
tillllles: 
We have been made to see that if 
Emma acted so in the ball-room, 
how considerate, how tender, in-
spired by what sincerity of feel-
ing she would have shown herself 
in those graver crises of life 
which, as we watch her, come 
inevitably before our eyes. Jane 
Austen i s thus a mistress of deeper 
emotion than appears on the surface. 
She stimulates us to supply what is 
not there. What she offers is, 
apparently, a trifle, yet is composed 
1. The Common Reader, p. 194. 
2. Ibid., p. 195. 
3. !Dia., p. 202. 
4. Ibid., p. 197. 
of something that expands in the 
reader's mind and endows with the 
most enduring form of life scenes 
which are outwardly trivial •••• 
And when, in the end, Emma behaves 
in such a way as to vindicate our 
highest hopes of her, we are moved 
as if we had been made witnesses 
of a matter of the highest impor-
tance. Here, indeed, in this 
unfinished and in the main inferior 
story, are all the elements of Jane 
Austen's greatness. It has the 
permanent quality of literature. 
Think away the surface animation, 
the likeness to life, and there re-
mains, to p~ovide a deeper pleasure, 
an exquisite discrimination of 
human values. Dismiss this too 
from the mind and one can dwell 
with e~treme satisfaction upon the 
more abstract art which, in the 
ball-room scene, so varies the 
emotions and proportions the parts 
that it is possible to enjny it, 
as one enjoys poetry, for itself, 
and not as a link which yarries the 
story this way and that. 
Mrs. Woolf, then, has answered in the affirmative the 
question posed by Mary Lascelles in her fine study of Jane 
Austen: "Does what she leaves out distort by its absence 
the impression made by what she puts in?"2 Jane Austen, by 
a dogged adherence like Defoe's to a chosen perspective, by 
holding consistently to a clear, precise scale of moral 
values, stimulates us to supply what is not there, even as 
Defoe with his plain earthenware pot suggests man in all his 
sublimity. Her microcosmic world has its cosmic implications. 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 197-198. 
2. Mary Lascelles, Jane Austen and her Art, p. 134. 
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Her art has made of an episode apparently trivial and common-
place a moment that "hangs before us, deep, trembling, and 
serene," as she says of an episode in Mansfield Park.l The 
scale that regulates Emma Watson's slightest action is the 
same that would regulate her behavior in life's greatest 
crises. As she says of Jane Austen elsewhere, "the little 
grain of experience once selected, believed in, and set out-
side herself, could be put precdsely in its place. n2 She 
could do this, however, only because she held that strong 
power of conviction and certainty that writers are blessed 
with when they live in an age of community belief. The ball-
room scene, in addition, she noted, reveals the artful pro-
portion of parts. Everything happens, as in Pride and 
Prejudice, with true relation to something else, and not, as 
so often in Dickens, for its own oddity or curiosity.3 The 
reader is always aware of check and stimulus, of the purpose-
ful contrasting of emotions, of a "spectral," but nevertheless, 
a functioning "architectural quality."4 
Virginia Woolf points out other qualities of Jane Austen 
that impress her: her consistent satire, her . comic genius, 
the perfection of her taste, her impeccable sense of values.5 
Recognizing, though, the limitations of her vision and the 
impressions and emotions that "lay outside her province"--
1. The Common Reader, p. 202. 
2. Ibid., p. 329. 
3. "Pli8ses of Fiction," p. 272. 
4. Ibid., p. 273. 
5. ~Common Reader, pp. 198-201. 
she avoided scenes of passion and held herself aloof from 
romantic moments--she wonders, finally, if she could have 
written differently had she lived longer than her forty-two 
years. 1 In her last completed novel, Persuasion, she dis-
covers indications of change. The world she pictures seems 
larger and more mysterious; she shows a marked increase in 
her sensibility to nature, and her receptivity to feeling. 
"There is an expressed emotion. • • in the famous talk about 
woman's constancy that proves not merely the biographical 
fact that Jane Austen had loved but the esthetic fact that 
she was no longer afraid to say so."2 Had she lived longer, 
she would probably have emerged from obscurity into a more 
cosmopolitan environment, broadening and deepening her social 
and intellectual life. 
She would have devised a method, 
clear and composed as ever, deeper 
and more suggestive, for conveying 
not only what people say, but what 
they leave unsaid; not only what 
they are, but wha~ life is. She · 
would have stood farther away from 
her characters, and seen them more 
as a group, less as individuals. 
Her satire, while it played less 
incessantly, would have been more 
stringent and severe. She would 
have been the forerunner3of Henry James and or Proust ••• 
E. M. Forster, in a review of Sanditbn (which appeared 
over a year arter Mrs. Woolf's essay) is also struck by a 
1. The Common Reader, p. 203. 
2. Ibid., P• 205. 
J. Ibid., p. 206. 
transition in Jane Austen's last novels; and he notes, 
particularly, the heightened romantic atmosphere pervading 
the book. As for Jane Austen's relationship to James, a 
character in Kipling's story, The Janeites, has some decided 
views on the matter. When one of the Austen-lovers regrets 
that Jane died barren, Macklin retorts that "she did leave 
lawful issue in the shape of a son; an' his name was 'Enery 
James."1 
•• Charlotte Bronte, cramped and thwarted by her environ-
IGJ...)e 
ment, had more genius in .her than Jane Austen, "the most 
perfect artist among women."2 The irrational, vehement 
Charlotte--one of the imperfect artists who wield the power 
of personality over their readers--would be easier to know 
and to love, felt Virginia Woolf, than the impersonal, in-
scrutable Jane, with her perfect control and her enigmatic 
smiles.J Narrow of vision, self-centred, and self-limited, 
she lets nothing issue from her mind that has not been 
vigorously marked by her own imprint. When we think of 
Rochester, the moor, or the drawingwroom, we come back 
ultimately to Jane Eyre; she "forces us along her road, makes 
us see what she sees; never leaves us for a moment or allows 
us to forget her."4 Her characters have not the roundness, 
1. Rudyard Kipling, "The Janeites," The Story-Teller, 
May, 1924, p. 172. 
2. The Common Reader, p. 206. 
). The Moment, p. 171. 
4. The Common Reader, p. 220. 
the complexity, and the myriad facets of those created by 
a Jane Austen or a Tolstoi; the world they inhabit is not 
one that can exist by itself, independent of its creator. 
Lacking in speculative curiosity, unaware of the problems 
of the universe, the passionate Charlotte has concentrated 
all her force into the assertion that she loves, she hates, 
and she suffers.1 
Seeking the quiddity of her achievement, Mrs. Woolf 
finds it in "the red and fitful glow of the heart's fire": 
In other words, we read Charlotte 
•• Bronte not for exquisite observation 
of character--her characters ar.e 
vigorous and elementary; not for 
comedy--hers is grim and crude; 
not for a philosophic view of life--
hers is that of a country parson's 
daughter; but for her poetry. 
Probably that is so with all writers 
who have, as she has, an overpowering 
personality, who ••• have only to 
open the door to make themselves 
felt. There is in them some untamed 
ferocity perpetually at war with the 
accepted order of things which make 
them desire to create instantly 
rather than to observe patiently. 
This very ardour ••• allies itself 
with their more inarticulate passions. 
It makes them poets, or, if they 
choose to write in p~ose, intolerant 
of its restrictions. 
.. 
Thus both Charlotte and Emily Bronte see nature as a 
potent symbol of human passions that they find impossible 
to objectify by mere words or actions. Nature is called in 
to describe mental states otherwise inexpressible; nature 
1. The Common Reader, p. 222. 
2. fb!d., pp. 223-224. 
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beco.m.e·s the ally and the counterpart of the emotions of the 
·characters.1 
215. 
.. Emily Bronte, a greater poet than C.harlotte, was inspired 
by a more general conception of life. The creative impulse 
was impelled less by her ·own sufferings than by the ambition 
to unite within the framework of art a disordered world. Her 
characters, without ceasing to be themselves, symbolize the 
human race itself and the eternal powers .• 2 Confronted with a 
novel like Wuthering Heights, Virginia Woolf is forced to 
surrender some of the criteria upon which she usually bases 
her critical evaluations. It is deficient in the powers of 
observation and in curiosity about most of the ills that 
plague humanity; it lacks breadth, inclusiveness, and fine-
ness of perception; it raises havoc with verisimilitude. 
We are given every opportunity of 
compari~g Wuthering Heifhts with 
a real farm and Heathcl ff with a 
real man. How, we are allowed to 
ask, can there be truth or insight 
or the finer. shades of emotion in 
men and women who so little resemble 
what we have seen ourselves?) 
Yet Heathcliff, she insists with some exaggeration, has 
a more vivid existence than any other boy in literature; and 
the two Catherines are "the most lovable women in English 
fiction."4 Thus all inadequacies are overshadowed by Emily 
.. Bronte's poetic power; the "suggestion of power" underlying 
1. The Common Reader, p. 224. 
2. Ibid. , p. 22 5. 
3. 'IDid. ' pp. "226-227. 
4. Ibid., p. 227. 
the apparitions of human nature, and lifting them up into 
the presence of greatness ••• 1 It is the power of trans-
mitting one reality into another, of transcending reality, 
of creating a new world--the power to "free life from its 
dependence on facts."2 
;GJ.O • 
According to F. R. Leavis,3 tirginia Woolf had a good 
deal to do with the general acclaim which has been 'accorded 
Middlemarch during the last two decades as one of the great 
masterpieces of English fiction. In an essay on George 
Eliot she had written of the culmination of her powers in 
"the mature Middlemarch, the magnificent book which, with 
all its imperfections, is one of the few English novels 
written for grown-up people."4 The revival of interest in 
Middlemarch (as far as Mrs. Woolf's share in it is concerned) 
is more of a tribute, however, to her popularity than to a 
critiqu~ which fails to reveal the nature of its maturity 
and magnificence. It is an unsatisfactory and disappointing 
essay which, despite some searching insights, is devoid of 
her usual enthusiasm and her characteristic flash-lighting. 
It fails principally, I think, because she did not, or could 
not, discover the peculiar quality, or essence, of the author 
and then give it her vigorous impress; she never seemed to 
get to the very centre of the work, as she did so brilliantly 
1. The Common Reader, p. 226. 
2. Ibid., p. 227. 
3. F.R·. Leavis, The Great Tradition, p. 35. 
4. The Common Reader, p. 237. 
in the case of Defoe, or Sterne, or Jane Austen, or Emily 
.. Bronte. Perhaps that is why she devotes so much space to 
George Eliot's triumphant struggle with "the burden and 
complexity of womanhood," and to her inordinate thirst for 
personal independence. If she feels disposed to place the 
"laurel and rose" on her grave, it is because, in the face 
of obstacles like sex, health, and convention, she sought 
always more knowledge and liberty, reaching out "for all 
that life could offer the free and inquiring mind and con-
fronting her feminine aspirations with the real world of 
men. nl 
-"J. I • 
Her ·.list of George Eliot's shortcomings is unusually 
long. She notes the absence of charm and femininity and 
romantic intensity. She finds her a clumsy satirist whose 
mind moved too slowly and cumbersomely to succeed at comedy. 
Above all, she deplores her strong didactic strain and her 
self-consciousness.2 Other inadequacies appear: the inability 
to create male characters, slack dialogue (when it is not 
dialect), excessive verbosity, little verbal felicity.3 Still, 
she praises the recreation in her work of ancient rural Eng-
lend and its flesh and blood figures with their deeply human 
qualities. Her greatest virtues are the tolerance and sym-
pathy with which she loosely groups together the main elements 
1. The Common Reader, p. 242. 
2. Ibid., p. 238. ). !Did., p. 240. 
• 
of human nature.1 Her greatness lies in "the width of the 
prospect, the ruddy light of the early books, the searching 
power and reflective richness of the later," and, above all, 
in the heroines, with all their imperfections.2 They are 
always searching for religion and learning; filled with 
"the deep feminine passion for goodness,"3 they seek their 
goal in service to others. They are the embodiment, it 
would seem, of the "ancient consciousness of woman, charged 
with suffering and sensibility.n4 Theirs is a triumphant 
failure, however, for despite their courage, the struggle 
ends in tragedy or in a compromise. And it is with a sense 
of failure, though hardly triumphant, that the reader is left 
after reading Mrs. Woolf's essay. If, as Floris Delattre 
/ insists, "Virginia Woolf eprouve la plus large, la plus 
intelligente sympathie pour .George Eliot,"5 it is not for 
George Eliot the artist, but for George Eliot as a woman 
struggling to fulfill her aspirations in a man's world. 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 235-236. 
2. Ibid. , p. 241. 
3. Loc. cit. 
4 • L oc • "CCt. 
5. Floris Delattre, Le Roman Psychologique de Virginia Woolf, 
p}.i 70. 
c. Scott and Dickens 
Idolators of Sir Walter Scott usually resent the slight-
est disparagement of his achievement. It is not surprising, 
thus, to learn of Arthur Quiller-Couch's indignant ourburst 
against "Gas at Abbotsford,"l a "sneering article" by a 
"precious lady," in the "Lytton Strachey style of detraction."2 
The attack is unwarranted, for Virginia Woolf's critique of 
Scott in"Gas at Abbotsford," "The Antiquary,") and "Phases of 
Fiction"4 reveals a profound, though qualified, admiration of 
his art. 
In "Gas at Abbotsford" she illumines his work by estab-
lishing the figure of the man. By a subtle selection of 
details culled from entries in Scott's Journal, she evokes 
the elegant and glittering atmosphere of a lavish entertain-
ment at Abbotsford, brilliantly illuminated by gas, for which 
Scott had a strange passion. On this particular night, the 
obscure painter, William Bewick, was feeling ill at ease amid 
a company of "gas-lit celebrities," presided over by the 
hospitable, often "prosing and pompous" Scott.5 Among the 
guests was a French ventriloquist who imitated the planing 
of a French-polished dinner-table, and whose screeches in the 
1. 
2. 
). 
4. 
5. 
The Moment, pp. 56-62. Quiller-Couch read it when it first 
appeared In the New Statesman and Nation, in January, 1941. 
F. Brittain, Arthur ~ulller-Couch, p. 145. 
The Moment, pp. 62-6 • 
"Phases of Fiction," pp. 128-1)1. 
The Moment, p. 59. 
process so alarmed Lady Scott that her husband had to 
reassure her that it was only imitation and make-believe.l 
After the festivities, Scott took Bewick to his room, and 
the latter was amazed by a sudden change in his manner as 
he spoke: 
His words were simple--oddly 
simple, and yet after all that 
gas and glitter they seem to 
come from the living lips of 
an ordinary human being. The 
muscles are relaxed; the toga 
slips off him. "You, I , suppose, 
would be of the stock of Sir · 
Robert Bewick?" That was all--
but it was enough--enough to 
make Bewick feel that the great 
man, for all his greatness, had 
noted his disco~iture when Mrs. 
Hughes was so tactful, and wished 
to give him his chance. He took 
it. "I," he exclaimed, "am. of a 
very ancient family, the Bewicks 
of Annan. • • • " Out it all 
came; on it all went. Then 
Scott opened the door, and showed 
him the gas-~how you can turn 
it up, and turn it down. • • and 
left him. But Bewick could not 
sleep. He tossed and tumbled. • • • 
Then, remembering the great man 
and his goodness, he burst into 
tears, prayed, and fell asleep.2 
Virginia Woolf then asks, thinking of the many Waverley 
novels: 
Was Scott himself ••• merely the 
greatest of all the ventriloquist 
novelists, of all who imitate 
human speech without hurting the 
1. The Moment, pp. 60 .. 61. 
2. Ibid., p. 61. 
220. 
dining-room table--it is all 
make-believe, my dear, it is 
all imitation? Or was he the 
last of the playwright novelists, 
who, when the pressure of 
emotion is strong enough behind 
them can leap the bounds of 
prose and make real thoughts 
and real emotions issue in real 
words from living lips? So 
many playwrights did; but of 
novelists who--except Sir Walter 
Scott, and, perhaps, Dickens? 
To write as they did, to keep 
so hospitable and teeming a 
house, where earls and artists, 
ventriloquists and barons, dogs 
and young ladies speak each in 
character, must not one be as 
they were,1half-ventriloquist, half-poet? 
The combination in the Waverley novels of gas and daylight, 
ventriloquy and truth, indicates, for Virginia Woolf, an end 
to either complete acceptance or complete rejection of Scott, 
and a need for a more just, more discriminating appraisal of 
his work. 
Scott satisfies our desire for romance--for music, 
distance, and shadow. Instead of the pots and pans of Defoe, 
the homely Anglo-Saxon speech of the truth-tellers and their 
absorption in contemporary life, we find, on opening The 
Bride of Lammermoor, half ruinous towers and cliffs in the 
mist, set against a background of the past peopled by lords 
uttering polysyllabic, Latinized phrases.2 His upper classes--
his Lovels and Isabellas, his Ravenswoods and his Mortons--
1. The Moment, p. 62. 
2. "Phases of Ftction," pp. 128-129. 
ere admittedly futile and impotent, cardboard characters 
~ 
acting in the traditional, cliched manner. Lucy Ashton, 
incapable of action or self-control, is a wax doll of saw-
dust compared to the energetic, independent Moll Flanders.l 
Still, they harmonize with the delicate romantic perspective 
that Scott imposes; anything more individual or eccentric 
would lay emphasis where none is wanted. 2 Even Scott's 
execrable rhetoric, his grandiloquent phrases, and trite 
metaphors fulfill their purpose and "merge perfectly in 
their surroundings.") 
It is in the creation of ·his common people, however, that 
Scott's glory lies. Virginia Woolf hazards the opinion that 
he half-consciously wished to show up "the languor of the 
fine gentlemen who bored him by the immense vivaeity of the 
common people whom he loved."4 Now his dialogue, his images 
and metaphors have an earthy tang and impact that is refresh-
ing; the Scottish dialect he uses can be pungent and homely, 
colloquial and passionate, shrewd and sad, as he wishes. His 
characters now have the "seed of life" in them, like Shakes-
peare's and Jane Austen's; they have different meanings for 
us every time we meet them; "they change as we change."5 
They actually talk themselves alive. She calls Scott "perhaps 
the last novelist to practice the great, the Shakespearean art, 
of .making people reveal themselves in speech."6 They are 
1. "Phases of Fiction," p. 129. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. ~Moment, p. 63. 
4. Ibid., p. o5. 
5. !bid., p. 66. 
6. Ibid., p. 67. 
alive, though, only when they talk. They never think, for 
Scott does not try to lay bare their inmost souls. He is 
no master observer of the psychological intricacies of the 
mind and heart. "He is not going to bre~k seals and loose 
foundations," like Tolstoy, Stendhal, or Proust.1 His 
. 
gift lies in the creation of a scene which he leaves to the 
reader to analyze for himself. He records, we observe; and 
what is lost in intricacy is gained in spontaneity and in 
the stimulation of our own creative abilities.2 
Mrs. Woolf offers an illuminating comparison of the 
careless, slovenly Scott and the precise, meticulous Stevenson. 
With a refined literary art Steven~on creates a solid, 
credible story which he is careful to substantiate in every 
detail. His individual scenes and descriptions are superb 
I 
examples of close writing and observation. But, admirable 
as they are separately, they do not fit in the book as a whole. 
They are too conspicuous; the attention is arrested by isolated 
passages; the reader is "plucked back" when he should be 
"swinging free."3 Scott, despite numerous lapses in taste, 
gives us "a larger impression of the whole," rather than a 
"closer idea of a single object."4 The storm in The Antiquary, 
with all its claptrap machinery and melodramatic flavoring, 
turns out to be fearfully real, while the storm in Kidnapped, 
"for all its exact detail and neat, dapper adjectives, is 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
The Moment 1 p. 68 •. !bid.' p. b?. 
"Phases of Fiction," p. 130. 
The Moment, p. 64. 
incapable of wetting the sole of a lady's slipper."1 Scott 
always manages to get the crisis right, that is, "the point 
where the accent falls and shapes the book under it"; 
Stevenson, orr the contrary, bungles his crises, and we 
remember the detail, rather than the whole. 2 
Thus''Q,'s" anger at the precious lady was unjustifiable. 
He might better have directed it at E. M. Forster; for it was 
he, and not Virginia Woolf, who, in his concern with Scott's 
obvious dullness, overlooked the rich aspects of his genius, 
and failed to see the greatness of the humble characters behind 
the aristocratic automatons.3 
To turn from Scott to Dickens is not to leave the world 
of romance but to find it impressed upon us by characters of 
extravagant vigor and eccentricity that gain stability by 
perpetual repetition of actions and phrases. Virginia Woolf 
is aware of what she considers Dickens' limited sympathies: 
his inability to understand the upper classes and his awkward 
fumbling of crucial moments--Dora's death, the seduction of 
Emily, Mrs. Steerforth's despair--in which the mature emotions 
are involved.4 He fails whenever it is necessary to stand 
still and penetrate below the surface; he lacks the poetic 
and philosophic gifts of some of the greatest novelists.5 
ttThe greater the creator the .m.ore derelict the regions where 
1. The Moment, p. 65. 
2. ttPhases of Fiction," p. 130. 
3. Aspects of the Novel, pp. 51-62. 
· 4. The Moment, p. 77. 
5. toe. cit. · 
his powers fail him"; and Dickens was a born creator, 
"prodigious, like Balzac, in his fecundity." 1 However, by 
forcing his perspective upon us, he makes us "remodel our 
psychological geography" and, instead of revelations and 
analyses of man's intricate emotional and psychological 
depths, we get the humors and oddities of people and the 
pungent atmosphere of a teeming London. 2 Weak in the power 
of analysis and interpretation, he is amazingly fecund in 
the production of characters existing independently, unchanged, 
"like .moniliths looking up into the sky.n3 
As a creator of ~haracter his 
peculiarity is that he creates 
wherever his eyes rest--he has 
the visualizing power in the 
extreme. His people are branded 
upon our eyeballs before we 
hear them speak, by what he sees 
them doing, and it appears as 
if it were the sight that sets 
his thought in action. He saw 
Uriah Heep "breathing into the 
pony's nostrils and immediately 
covering them with his hand"; 
he saw David Copperfield looking 
into the glass to see how red 
his eyes were after his mother's 
death; he saw. • • everything. • • 
in a second. His eye brings in 
almost too rich a harvest for him 
to deal with, and gives him an 
aloofness and a hardness which 
freeze his sentimentalism and make 
it seem a concession to the public, 
a veil thrown over the penetrating 
glance which left to itself pierced 
to the bone. Wi~h such a power at 
1. The Moment, p. 76. 
2 • . Ibid., P• 78. 
). "PJ:i'8ses of Fiction,u p. 271. 
at his command Dickens made his 
books blaze up, not by tightening 
the plot, or sharpening the wit, 
but by throwing another handful 
of people upon the fire.l 
Virginia Woolf has always considered the power of sug-
gestion one of the most vital attributes of the esthetic 
experience. By reading Dickens, she feels a stimulation 
of her own creative powers. His "fecundity and apparent 
reflectiveness"2 have the effect of making us creators, and 
not merely spectators; the most casual movement, word, or 
glance often stirs meaningful suggestions. "As we listen 
to Micawber pouring himself forth ••• we see, unknown to 
Mr. Micawber, into the depths of his soul."3 In short, she 
finds subtlety and psychological penetration in the unexpected 
places, and not in moments or scenes conventionally accepted 
as crucial. It follows, then, that if Dickens, with his power 
of suggestion, can influemce us to see into the depths of the 
soul, he must surely have some of that philosophic and poetic 
capability which Mrs. Woolf and other critics deny him.4 
1. "Phases of Fiction," p. 79. 
2. Ibid.,p.78. ). Ib!U., p. 79. 
4. Impressed by Dickens the artist, Mrs. Woolf shows little 
affection for Dickens the man, insofar as the man can be 
separated from his books. In a letter answering a 
dissenting correspondent she wrote that, "if it could be 
put to the vote, which do you prefer as man, Shakespeare, 
Scott, or Dickens? Shakespeare would be first, Scott 
second, and Dickens nowhere at all." (The Moment, p. 80). 
In the essay on David Copperfield (The Moment, pp. 76-77) 
she reveals some possible grounds for her attitude: his 
male assertiveness, self-assurance, his self-reliance; his 
general lack of charm; his emphasis on utilitarian values; 
his contempt for the inefficient and the effeminate. 
D. Meredith, Hardy, and Conrad 
Virginia Woolf honored Gissing as one of those rare 
unconventional novelists who introduced thought as a major 
force in fiction and showed how the exercise of the brain 
alone can create a sense of freedom: 
For to think is to become complex; 
it is to overflow boundaries ••• 
to merge one's private life in the 
life of politics or art or ideas, 
to have relationships based partly 
on them, and not on sexual desire 
alone. The impersonal side of life 
is given its due place ••• 1 
In Meredith's novels, too, she feels the unmistakable impact 
of a rich, muscular mind grappling profoundly with the vital 
intellectual problems of his day. The material, though, is 
not perfectly absorbed into the texture of the novel; the 
philosophy, alas, is not consumed, and there is something 
wrong with a novel when one can "underline this phrase with 
a pencil, and cut out that exhortation with a pair of sci ssors 
and paste the whole into a system."2 The effect is most 
damaging upon the characters, who seem to exist solely in 
order to express their creator's views. Meredith lacks the 
capacity of the greatest novelists (as she observes in an 
essay on George Moore} to "hurl their beliefs outside them-
selves an~ into the independently existing lives of their 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 241. 
2. !bid., p. 253. 
characters."1 
Meredith, however, is an innovator intent upon destroy-
ing the conventional form of the novel, and Virginia Woolf 
asks for the indulgence she is always ready to extend to 
experimental work. He has sacrificed, as in The Ordeal of 
Richard Feverel, all the advantages of the sober reality of 
Jane Austen or Trollope in order to prepare the way for "a 
new and an original sense of the human scene,"2 or--to use 
George Moore's characterization of the mind of a writer--
"a new way of feeling and seeing."3 He has, above all, a 
keen sense of the splendour of scenes to which one can attach 
.GoGO• 
abstract names--"Youth, The Birth of Love, The Power of 
Nature."4 Mrs. Woolf sees him as a rhapsodical poet whose 
lyrical intensity, suddenly and intermittently, "makes the 
world glow in lucid transparency before our eyes."5 Unfor-
tunately, these great scenes, in which nature usually sym-
bolizes states of mind or feeling, are static illuminations 
only; they do not accompany change or growth in the characters 
or facilitate intimate knowledge we gain of characters in the 
work of Jane Austen or of Chekhov--writers who usually dis-
pense with "great scenes": 
Some of th~ most emotional scenes in 
fiction are the quietest. We have 
been wrought upon by nine hundred and 
11 The Death of the Moth, p. 157. 
2. The Second Common Reader, p. 248. 
3. The Death or the Moth, p. 160. 
4. The Second Common Reader, p. 248. 
5. Ibid., p. 250. 
ninety-nine little touches; .the 
thousandth, when it comes, is as 
slight as the others, but the 
effect is prodigious. But with 
Meredith there are no touches; 
there are hammer-strokes only, so 
tha.t our knowledge of his characters 
is partifl, spasmodic, and inter-
mittent. 
Virginia Woolf is careful to distinguish between Meredith 
•• and Emily Bronte as poet-novelists. Unlike the latter, he did 
not steep the world in one mood. His comic spirit binders the 
prolongation of the lyrical impulse. "He does not sing only; 
he dissects. Even in his most lyrical scenes a sneer curls 
"-""'7• 
its lash round the phrases and laughs at their extravangance."2 
Whe~ confronted with The Egoist she is forced to modify her 
theory that Meredith is the master of great scenes, for here 
his penetrating comic spirit dominates the lyrical and creates 
whatever vitality, depth, and dignity are found in Mereditk\ s 
world. 
Here is none ot that precipitate 
hurry that has rushed us over obstacles 
to the summit of one emotional peak 
after another. · The case is one that 
needs argwnent; argument needs logic; 
Sir Willoughby ••• is turned slowly 
round before a steady fire of scrutiny 
and criticism which allows no twitch 
on the victim's part to escape it.3 
Despite family ties, Meredithian touches in her first two 
novels, and his ardent advocacy of sex equality, Virginia Woolf 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 252. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. !bid.~. 253. 
refuses to place Meredith among the great masters. His work 
contains elements that fail to fuse harmoniously; "the 
qualities are at odds: the one quality which binds and con-
centrates has been omitted."l At best, she hails him as one 
of the great eccentrics who, like Donne, Peacock, and Gerard 
Hopkins, will be forgotten and revived from time to time.2 
Her markedly curtailed enthusiasm for Meredith contrasts 
rather sharply with her estimate of Hardy as the greatest 
tragic writer among English novelists.J She might have com-
plained, as in the essay on Meredith, about the obtrusion of 
unconsumed speculation, about Hardy's set pieces of heavy-
handed and easily extractable philosophizing. That she 
glosses over such defects is due partly to her refusal to 
hold to a consistent point of view an artist who happens to 
be an inept thinker, and partly to her conviction that Hardy's 
imaginative reach and emotional force are not to be measured 
by his intellectual convictions. Besides, as her general 
critical practice proves, an excessive concern with a writer's 
ideas narrows and impoverishes his actual experience in art. 
Virginia Woolf is not an academic critic intent on reducing 
esthetic reality to simple, ready-made formulas. The meaning 
of a novel for her is not the sum total of its philosophy. 
Hardy's mind, she feels, is best suited for receiTing 
1. 
2. 
). 
The Second Common Reader, p. 254. 
Ibid., P~ 256. 
IDia., p. 276. The critiques on Meredith and Hardy were 
written almost simultaneously, in danuary, 1928. 
impressions, and not for drawing conclusions. It is for the 
sensitive reader to supply the comment, and, above all, to 
know when to ignore the author's conscious design in favor 
of "some deeper intention of which perhaps he may be uncon-
scious."l Agreeing with Hardy that a novel is not an argu-
ment, but an impression, she finds him at his greatest when 
he is giving his impressions without conscious ordering--as 
in The Return of the Native, Far From The Madding Crowd, and 
The Mayor of Casterbridge--and at his weakest when argument 
dominates impression and tampers with his intuitive powers--
as in Jude the Obscure, in which the misery or the book, 
though overwhelming, is not tragic.2 Hardy is here concerned 
with "the petty cruelty of men, not the large injustice of 
the gods"; and, whereas Jude is warring against men and the 
conventions or society, Henohard, for instance, in The Mayor 
of Casterbridge, is "pitted, not against another man, but 
against something outside himself which is opposed to men of 
his ambition and power.") Even those whom he has wronged 
admire his strength of character: 
He is standing up to fate, and in 
backing the old mayor whose ruin has 
been largely his own fault, Hardy 
makes us feel that we are backing 
;(..).l.e 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 276./ 
2. Ibid., pp. 276-277. Albert J. Guerard, in his recent study 
or-Thomas Hardy, p. 15, agrees; in fact, he seems to agree 
with practically all of Virginia Woolf's insights in her 
essay, and yet he fails to acknowledge its existence at all 
in a book which is fairly well stocked with footnotest 
). Ibid., pp. 277-278. 
human nature in an unequal contest. 
There is no pessimism here. Through-
out the book we are aware of the 
sublimity of the issue, and yet .it 
is presented to us in the most con-
crete form •••• Brief and scanty, 
it may be, is the me~sure of happiness 
allowed to each of the characters, 
but so long as the struggle is, as 
Henchard's was, with the decrees of 
fate and .not with the laws of man, 
so long as it is in the open air and 
calls for the activity of the body 
rather than of the brain, there is 
greatness in the contest, there is 
pride and pleasure in it, and the 
death of the broken corn meroh~nt 
in his cottage on Egdon Heath is 
comparable to the death ot Ajar., 
lord of Salamis. The true tragic 
emotion is ours •. l 
Hardy's heretical refusal to conceive of fiction as a 
high art in the manner of James, Conrad, Proust, and Gide, 
his frankly admitted interest in his books as saleable 
commodities, and his submission to popular taste, as re-
corded in his Prefaces, have drawn the fire or critics from 
Henry James, who round him "chock-full of faults and falsity,"2 
to the present. It is provocative, then, to find Virginia 
Woolf extolling Hardy as "one novelist at all events who made 
the art of fiction seem an honourable calling,"3 who, in 
everything he wrote, had the quality ot "integrity ingrained 
in it.n4 In fact, the main burden of "Halt ot Thomas Hardy,n5 
an essay in which she gives us her reaction to Florence Emily 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 278. 
2. Henry James, Letters of Henry James, Vol. I, p. 190. 
3. The Second Common Reader, p.~66. 
4. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 63. 
5. rbla., pp. 62-68. 
Hardy's The Early Life of Thomas Hardy, is an attempt to 
portray him as an unconscious artist of an uncompromising 
genius. She does so even though she is perfectly aware or 
his vacillation and his deference to authority and influence.l 
She provides excuses tor him by blaming "some inertness or 
temper in the descendant of a spent race," and the late flower-
ing of his maturity. The first excuse is hardly valid; the 
second deserves consideration in view of the fact that in 
his late years, apparently with full consciousness, he thought 
highly enough of the art of fiction to write three great 
novels. The sense of Hardy's integrity, however, is implicit, 
rather, in Mrs. Woolf's insistence on his refusal to surrender 
except superficially to the accepted conventions of society 
and art. "For while with one~half of his mind Hardy noted 
down what a successful novelist ought to observe, the other 
half remorselessly saw through them and turned them to moon-
shine."2 Despite his skill as a minute observer of nature and 
the customs and manners of men, he was essentially an anti• 
realist to whom the exact truth as to material fact was of 
little importance in art. He wanted to see "the deeper reality 
underlying the scenic, the expression of ••• abstract 
imaginings."J He nev~r lost the faculty for seeing behind 
surface reality--at a French play he saw "a cemetery behind 
1. 
2. 
3. 
The Captain's Death Bed, p. 65. Lionel Johnson in The Art 
of Thomas Hardy (London, 1895, p. 73) states seriously 
that Hardf never mutilated his books in deference to public prejudice. 
Ibid., P• 67. 
Ibid., P• 68. 
the players' heads," and "at a First-Aid lecture he saw 
children in the street behind a skeleton."l Thomas Hardy 
was insisting on the irrational, on a magical concept of man 
and nature when the time's pressure dictated a scientifically 
rational, predictable world. He wanted to rise above reality 
by projecting the strange, the occult, and the grotesque. 
"He was determined to see a ghost."2 Virginia Woolf was one 
of the few critics to reaognize Hardy's anti-realistic 
aspirations and his imaginative transcendence of reality. 
Thus she sees no flaws in the violence, convolutions, and 
melodrama of his plots; she regards them as structural devices 
for dramatizing the absurdity and irony of life: 
• • • [They] are part of that wild 
spirit of poetry which saw with 
intense irony and grimness that no 
reeding of life can possibly outdo 
the strangeness of life itself, no 
symbol or caprice and unreason be 
too extreme to represent the astoni~h­
ing circumstances of our existenn~.J 
She is aware, too, of the conflicting impulses in Hardy. 
Too often there is a lack of harmony between the poet and the 
realist, between the artist who longs to create life and the 
artist who is content to record it.4 Another factor that 
accounts for various artistic inequalities is the unconscious• 
ness of Hardy's art. He is unable to control his genius in 
the art of creation or make the best possible use of his gifts 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 67. 
2. Albert J. Guerard,~·~., p. 48. 
3. The Second Common Reader, p. 279. 
4. !bid., p. 268. 
as do conscious, deliberate artists like James and Flaubert.l 
On the other hand, the unconscious writer--Dickens, Scott, or 
Hardy--relies on sudden, inexplicable moments of artistic 
fulfillment. In Hardy there are the "moments of vision,n2 a 
phrase especially dear and congenial to Virginia Woolf both 
as critic end creator. The moment is transitory, of course, 
and comes but fitfully; but its intensity lingers and with it 
a "margin of the unexpressed.") In Far from the Madding Crowd 
she finds a host of such moments, when all the contradictory 
elements in Hardy's nature seem to fuse harmoniously. He 
conveys a sense of the physical world as solemn and eternal, 
which, even though it exists apart from man, intensifies his 
existence in a spirit of sympathy or mockery or cruel indiff-
erence.4 Hardy showed a greater love and understanding even 
than Shakespeare and Scott of peasant characters who remain, 
not individuals, but eternal figures composing a "pool of 
common wisdom, of common humour, a fund of perpetual life."5 
The major characters•wOak, Troy, and Bathsheba--live both as 
individuals and as types. The women suffer through dependence 
upon others, but the men suffer through the conflict with fate.6 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
The Second Common Reader, p. 269. 
The Captain's Death Bed, p. 63. 
The Second Common Reader, p. 269. 
Ibid., p. 267. 
'IDIQ., p. 271·. Hardy's grasp of high-born characters, 
people of leisure and education, is less sure. Meredith, 
successful in the creation of aristocrats, fails dismally, 
in her estimationt in the delineation of the humble. (The 
Second Common Reaaer, p. 235). ---
Ibid., p. 272. 
Men like Gabriel Oak are not mere puppets; they have their 
own passions and idiosyncrasies, but Hardy combines the 
novelist's power with the gift of the poet--the creation in 
us of the illusion that there is "something symbolical about 
them which is common to us all."1 
Finally, she makes a distinction between Hardy's char-
acters and those of other great novelists. His people lack 
analytic self-consciousness: 
Their relationship is not composed 
of those intellectual apprehensions 
and subtleties of perception which 
seem so slight yet are so profound. 
Even if it were in their power to 
analyze their emotions, life is too 
stirring to give them time. They 
need all their strength to deal with 
the downright blows, the freakish 
ingenuity, the gradually increasing 
malignity of fate. They have none 
to spend upon the subtleties and 
delicacies of the human comedy.2 
• • • 
Lacking the concentration and completeness of Jane Austen 
or Tolstoy, Hardy fails to illumine the relations of his men 
and women to each other. Instead, we know them in their re-
lations to time, death, and fate. They reveal themselves most 
set against the storm and the seasons, and least when under 
the observation of other people.3 They are seen larger than 
life, possessing a force which "in the men is the cause of 
rebellion against life, and in the women implies an illim-
itable capacity for suffering--" a force that she calls 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 273. 
2. Ibid., p. 2'/4. 
3. IDIQ., P• 275. 
"the tragic power."1 Surveying the novels as a whole, she 
concludes: 
We have been freed from the cramp 
and the pettiness imposed by life. 
Our imaginations have been stretched 
and heightened •••• We have drunk 
deep of the beauty of the earth. 
Also we have been made to enter the 
shade of a sorrowful and brooding 
spirit which, even in its saddest 
mood, bore itself with a grave up-
rightness, and never, even when most 
moved to anger, lost its deep com-
passion for the sufferings of men 
and women. Thus it is no mere 
transcript of life that Hardy has 
given u·s. It is a vision of the 
world and of man's lot as they re-
vealed themselves to a powerful 
imagination, a profound and poetic 
genius, a gentle and humane sou1.2 
Complex impulses in Conrad, conflicting or otherwise, 
attracted Virginia Woolf's attention in two essays: "Mr. Conrad: 
A Conversation,") and "J~seph Conrad," written a year later, 
in 1924.4 The subject discussed in both is similar: the 
relative merits of the early and the late Conrad. Which, she 
ponders, is the greater Conrad--the author of Youth, Lord Jim, 
and The Nigger of Narcissus, or the author of Nostromo, Chance, 
and The Arrow of Gold? In the first essay, the argument is 
conducted in the form of a dialogue between two people holding 
divergent views: the fictitious Penelope Otway (whose father 
strangely resembles Sir Leslie Stephen) and the equally 
fictitious David Lowe, who takes issue with Penelope's prefer-
ence for the late Conrad. Penelope, noting the successful 
1. The Second Common Reader, pp. 275-276. 
2. !bid. ' p. 280. 
J. ~Captain's Death Bed, pp. 76·81. 
4. The Common Reader, pp. 309-318. 
reconciliation of opposites--the simple sea captain and the 
loquacious, subtle Marlow-~considers Chance, for instance, a 
~.)Oe 
masterpiece in which "the complex vision becomes simple, and 
Marlow and the sea captain combine to produce a world at once 
exquisitely subtle, psychologically sound, yet based upon a 
few simple ideas •••• 1 David Lowe, unimpressed, sees Conrad 
continuing to sing in his later years the same noble, beauti-
ful, but monotonous songs that he sang in his youth, only now 
they sound out of tune amid a disillusionment he has refused 
to face.2 He complains further about his reserve, his lack 
of intimacy and broad English humor, and an excessively for-
mal, scrupulous use of language.J No definite decision re-
sults from this friendly debate, although the woman, who has 
the last word (and most of those remaining), seems to hold a 
slight edge. In the second essay, however, there is no doubt 
about Mrs. Woolf's position. The novels she prefers are 
those in which the Whalleys and the Singletons, and not Marlow, 
are the dominant voices. 
It is not the individual in society, but the individual 
opposed to the forces of nature that is the theme of the 
early books. She singles out a drastic quality in Conrad, 
"as asceticism of the spirit which keeps him close to the 
object."4 His characters, simple and heroic, "used to solitude 
and silence," were "at peace with man," but "in conflict with 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 81. 
2. !hid., pp. 77-78. 
J. 11l:td., pp. 80-81. 
4. Blackstone, p. 183. 
nature," the antagonist "who drew forth honour, magnanimity, 
loyalty, the qualities proper to man •••• nl In order to 
celebrate these men and their deeds, the artist must have a 
"double vision"--he must be "at once inside and out. To 
praise their silence one must possess a voice.n2 Because 
Conrad was a compound of the introspective analytical Marlow 
and the simple, faithful sea captain, he alone could lead 
that double life. She takes special notice of Marlow's 
capacity for suddenly seeing things, for communicating those 
rare "moments of vision" in a flash of understanding--moments 
ot vision which sometimes illuminate the experience of char-
acters in her own novels.3 After TJRhoon, unfortunately, 
Conrad, succumbing more and more to Marlow's influence, shifted 
his "angle or vision" from the contemplation or man and his 
relation to the universe to man and his relation to men. This, 
she regrets, was a bold departure: 
For the vision of a novelist is 
both complex and specialised; 
complex, because behind his 
chara~ters and apart from them 
stands something stable to which 
he relates them; specialised 
because since he is a single 
person with one sensibility the 
aspects or life in which he can 
believe are strictly limited. 
So delicate a balance is easily 
disturbed. After the middle 
period Conrad never again was 
able to bring his figures into 
perfect relation with their 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 311-312. 
2. Ibid., p. 313. 
3. l1>:rd., p. 314. 
background. He never believed in 
his later and more highly soph-
isticated characters as he had 
believed in his early seamen. 
When he had to indicate his re-
lation to that other unseen world 
of novelists, the world of values 
and convictions, he was far · tess 
sure what those values were. 
Conrad, in brief, had lost the power of conviction 
and certainty that facilitates artistic creation. As 
Virginia Woolf said of the Georgians, he had "ceased to 
believe."2 In the complexities of personal relations he 
could not find those few simple ideas upon which, he had 
maintained, the world of the civilized and self-conscious 
is based. He was out of his true element, for "there 
are no masts in the drawing rooms; the typhoon does not 
test the worth of politicians and business men."3 Thus 
obscurity, inconclusiveness, and fatiguing disillusionment 
hover about the world of Conrad's later period; and Vir-
ginia Woolf, whose own novels, for the most part, explore 
the problem of the individual in a highly civilized society, 
is lead to prefer the early novels in which the fearless, 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 316-317. 
2. Ibid., P• 329. 
3. Loc. cit. 
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simple, gnarled hero--"L'Homme Fort"1--struggles not with 
.man, but with nature. 
1. T. S. Eliot, "Les lettres anglaises: Le roman conte.m-
porain," Nouvelle Revue Francaise, May 1, 1927, p. 673. 
No other contemporary writer reminds Mr. Eliot more of 
Joseph Conrad than does Virginia Woolf: 
Car si vous effacez des livres de 
Conrad L'Homme Fort, l'homme isol' 
en guerre avec les forces de la 
nature ou de la jungle ••• vous 
avez l'equivalent de romans d~ 
Virginia Woolf ••• qui doit '~re 
louee pour avoir accompli a Kew et 
sur des plages anglaises ce que 
Conrad a accompli sous lea 
Tropiques et dans lea mers du Sud. 
To eliminate "L'Homme Fort," however, is to make it 
impossible ~o conceive of Conrad as we know him. Such 
a drastic amputation would be "la grave perte" that 
T. s. Eliot hopes it might not. 
4ii!4le 
E. Joyce, Forster, and Lawrence 
Among the many factors impeding a just criticism of 
one's contemporaries Virginia Woolf was especially aware 
of the incompleteness of achievement. The gradual emergence 
of an author's work in solitary fragments, "like parts of a 
design which is slowly uncovered,"! may force the critic to 
alter his former estimate and grope feebly toward some 
realization of the direction in which the artist is moving; 
consequently, argument, interrogation, end doubt ruffle what 
should be "the smooth surface of our criticism."2 In the 
case of James Joyce, Mrs. Woolf was forced to base her very 
brief but suggestive critique3 merely upon fragments of a 
single book; for, when she wrote "Modern Fiction," in 1919, 
just a few installments of Ulysses had by then appeared in 
The Little Review.. As one observer notes,4 it adds consider-
ably to her stature as a critic that she was able to perceive 
the regulative idee underlying the structure or Ulysses when 
the book was only partially revealed. 
To Virginia Woolf, James Joyce is somewhat of a kindred 
spirit. She sees him as a rebel against the conventional 
modes or expression, aiming to depict the semi-transparent 
envelope surrounding consciousness, trying to come closer to 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 162. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. 'Tli'e common Reader, pp •. 213-215. 
4. Solomon Fishman, "Virginia Woolf," Sewanee Review, 51:336, 
Spring, 1943. 
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life by recording the atoms as "they fall upon the mind in 
the order in which they fall."1 Theoretically, like herself, 
he is tracing the pattern that "each sight or incident scores 
upon the consciousness."2 What sets him apart from the 
Edwardian materialists is his spirituality, and, in a passage 
that faithfully illustrates her own position as well as Joyce's, 
she continues: 
• • • Joyce is concerned at all costs 
to reveal the flickerings of that 
innermost flame which flashes its 
message through the brain, and in 
order to preserve it he disregards 
with complete courage whatever seems 
to him adventitious, whether it be 
probability, or coherence or any 
other of those signposts which for 
generations have served to support 
the imagination or a reader when 
called upon to imagine what he can 
neither touch nor see.3 
The scene in the cemetery, "with its brilliancy, its sordidity, 
its incoherence, its sudden flashes of significance,"4 she 
singles out as a masterful example of writing that touches 
the very "quick of the mind. If we want life itself, here 
surely we have it."5 
But she finds it necessary to withhold unlimited admir-
ation and consigns such an original work as Ulysses to a 
niche below the best of Hardy and Conrad. A minor reason for 
her dampened ardor is Joyce's "didactically" laid emphasis 
1. The Common Reader, p. 213. 
2. too. cit. ). !Did.~. 214. 
4. Loc. cit • 
.5. Loc. cIt. 
on indecency--an emphasis that "contributes to the effect 
of something angular and isolated."! Later, in 1924, she 
will call it "the conscious and calculated indecency of' a 
desperate man who feels that in order to breathe he must 
break the windows."2 She will lament the waste of' energy, 
for indecency, she will find, is dull when it is not "the 
overflowing of a superabundant energy or savagery, but the 
determined and public-spirited act of a man who needs fresh 
air~"3 Despite some justice in her strictures, Virginia Woolf 
failed to consider that Joyce's indecency might be the in-
decency of a realistic novelist who selected his details on 
the grounds of artistry rather than of good taste. 
However, the major reason for the brilliant "failure" of 
Ulysses is the flaw in the method: 
Is it the method that inhibits the 
creative power? Is it due to the 
method that we feel neither jovial 
nor magnanimous, but centred in a 
self which, in spite of' its tremor 
of susceptibility, never enhances 
or creates what is outside itself 
or beyond?4 
Ulysses, however it may succeed in bringing us closer to life, 
suggests as well how much of life is excluded. She sensed, 
then, that in Ulysses Joyce was trying--but, in her opinion, 
failed--to produce an autonomous work of art so complete as 
1. The Common Reader, p. 215. 
2. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 116. 
3. Loc. cit. 
4. The Common Reader, p. 215. 
to become an object independent ot the author. We know from 
A Portrait ot the Artist that Stephen Daedalus (Joyce's alter 
ego) believed the work of art must be released from its 
dependence on personality. By achieving a plane of pure 
drama, in which "the vitality. • • round each person fills 
every person with such vital force that he or she assumes. • • 
an untangible esthetic life,"l the artist refines his person-
ality out of existence. "The artist ••• remains within or 
behind or above his handiwork, invisible ••• indifferent, 
paring his fingernails." 2 
Despite the autobiographical nature ot his work, Joyce 
is commending impersonality in art. Yet, to Virginia Woolf, 
Ulysses did not appear as a work ot art released from its 
dependence on personality, but, instead, one "centered in a 
self" which never did refine itself out of existence. It did 
not fulfill whet for her was one of the prime attributes of 
art--its power to suggest, to stimulate, end not terminate, 
experience, so that the artist, by the projection end ex-
tention of his created syabol, transcends the self. 
Her misgivings about the method in Ulysses reveal her 
own artistic aims. The highly intricate form of most of her 
novels she developed partly to escape from one individual 
point of view and to create what is outside and beyond. Since 
1. James Joyce, A Portrait of the Artist, p. 252. 
2. Ibid., p. 253. 
she is not dominantly autobiographical by nature, she is not 
satisfied merely with a recording or the direct impressions 
as they assail the mind. She seeks a form which could confer 
order upon the chaotic multiplicity or sensations; as Joan 
Bennett reminds us, she was using the secondary imagination 
that Coleridge speaks of, the imagination that 'dissolves, 
diffuses, dissipates, in order to recreate.•l Hers is a 
more concentrated, more highly selective and disciplined dis-
position than Joyce's of "sensible and intelligible matter 
for an esthetic end."2 She looks for the emergence of a 
pattern in her vision of life; she wants to combine things, 
to "make figures ••• to find out what's behind things."3 
~40. 
It is regrettable that Virginia Woolf did not consider 
Joyce's achievement anew when she had more evidence to ponder, 
for he probably influenced her greatly. There ere sporadic 
signs of this influence in her experimental sketches, Monday 
and Tuesday, and in Jacob's Room. Not until 1925, however, 
with the publication of Mrs. Dalloway, does Joyce emerge as 
a major source of her inspiration. Like Ulysses, Mrs. Dallowsl 
exemplifies the Aristotelian unities of time, place, and 
action; London plays much the same role in Mrs. Woolf's novel 
as Dublin does in Joyce's; and there are definite resemblances 
in the use of the interior monologue, the avoidance or 
traditional transitions, and the flouting of strict chronology 
1. Joan Bennett, Virginia Woolf, p. 20. 
2. Joyce,~· cit., p. 242. ). The Voyage nut, p. 152. 
by the projection of consciousness through the retrospective 
and anticipatory "stream" of the characters. Furthermore, the 
image of Mr. Bloom. as Joyce's symbol of the hunt for the 
father--one manifestation of the modern search for some kind 
of certainty--probably inspired the quest, in To The Lighthouse, 
of Mr. Ramsay for the absolute, and of Mrs. Ramsay for eternity 
and peace. In the light of these and other parallels, it is 
not surprising to find W. Y. Tindall calling her Joyce's most 
famous follower. 1 Nevertheless, one should bear in mind David 
Daiches' admonition that influences are not accepted passively 
but are actively embraced "only when they coincide with the 
attitude the writer has already come to have.n2 
To show her annoyance at the Joycean predilection for 
word-coinage and verbal omissions--the "cypher language" which 
"conveyed a whole spiritual state of the utmost complexity"3--
Virginia Woolf has Orlando wire her husband in the style of 
Ulysses (in the last chapter): "life literature Green toady 
Rattigan Glumphoboo."4 This jocular satire and imitation of 
the experimental "eypher language" is the last of many that 
fill the pages of Orlando, in which Mrs. Woolf shows the 
influence of Joyce in her conscious imitation of style from . 
Elizabethan England to the present. Although her talents 
for parody and irony and her versatility in the reproduction of 
1. W. Y. Tindall, James Joyce, p. 3. 
2. David Daiches, Virginia Woolf, p. 155. 
3. Orlando, p. 282. 
4. Loo. cit. 
styles are not equal to Joyce's, she offers some brilliant 
individual performances. She is at her best in satirizing 
the Elizabetha.ns with their multitudinous metaphors and 
bombastic conceits. Discoursing on the pitfalls of medita-
tion, Orlando says: 
It is these pauses that are our 
undoing. It is then that sedi• 
tion enters the fortress and our 
troops rise in insurrection. 
Once before he had paused, and 
love with its horrid rout, its 
shawms, its cymbals, and its heads 
with gory locks torn from the 
shoulders had burst in. From 
love he had suffered the tortures 
of the damned. Now again, he 
paused, and into the breach thus 
made, leapt Ambition, the 
harridan, and Poetry, the witch, 
and Desire of Fame, the strumpet; 
all joined hands and made of his 
heart their dancing ground. 
A parody of Lyly's Euphues2 is followed by a more rever-
ential imitation of Sir Thomas Browne's style in passages that 
suggest his philosophical perspective as we11.J Instead of 
imitating, she discusses the styles of the eighteenth century, 
and here she becomes a critical commentator analyzing the 
styles of Pope, Addison, and SWift: 
They were very witty, too ••• 
end taught her the most important 
part of style, which is the 
natural run of the voice in speak~ 
ing--e quality which none that has 
not heard it can imitate, not 
Green even, with all his skill; 
1. Orlando, pp. 80-81. 
2. Ibid., p. 111. 
3. Ibid., p. 81. 
for it is born of air, and breaks 
like a wave on the furniture, and 
rolls and fades away, and is never 
to be recaptured, least of all by 
those who prick up their ears, 
half a century later, and try. 
They taught her this, merely by 
the cadence of their voices in 
speech; so that her style changed 
somewhat, and she wrote some 
pleasant, witty verses and characters 
in prose.l 
When Orlando changes into a woman, Virginia Woolf 
imitates the rhythms and the symbolism of De Quincey's 
poetic prose;2 and, finally, in the scene in which Orlando 
gives birth to a son, she recalls nnt -· only De Q.uincey, but 
Ruskin, Landor, and Pater as well: 
Hail\ natural desiret Hailt 
happinesst ••• and pleasure 
of all sorts, flowers and wine, 
though art fades and the other 
intoxicates; and half-crown 
tickets out of London on Sundays, 
and singing in a dark chapel hymns 
about deeth. • • • Hail even the 
crude, red bows on shop girls' 
lips (as if Cupid, very clumsily, 
dipped his thumb in red ink and 
scrawled a token in passing). 
Hail, happinesst kingfisher 
flashing from bank to bank, and 
all fulfillment and natural 
desire •••• For dark flows the 
stream. • • but duller and worser 
than that is our usual lot; with-
out dreams, but alive, smug, 
fluent, habitual, under trees 
whose shade of an olive green 
drowns the blue of ~he wing of 
the vanishing bird when he da~ts 
from bank to bank. 
1. Orlando, pp. 211-212. 
2. !bid., pp. 134-136. 
249. 
Hail, happiness, then, and 
after happiness, hail not those 
dreams which bloat the sharp image 
as spotted mirrors do the face in 
a country-inn parlour; dreams which 
splinter the whole and tear us 
asunder and wound us and split us 
apart in the night when we would 
sleep; but sleep, sleep, so deep 
that all shapes are ground to dust 
of infinite softness, water of 
dimness inscrutable, and, there, 
folded, shrouded, like a mummy, -
like a moth, prone let us lie on 
the sand at the bottom of sleep.l 
It is altogether fitting that Virginia Woolf and E. M. 
Forster should have celebrated each other in print, for both 
Bloomsburians are highly civilized artists gifted with a 
combination of acute intelligence and sensibility. Bred in 
the liberal, protestant tradition that developed in the 
latter end of the nineteent~ century, they enjoyed the 
benefits of a materially sheltered existence which, never-
theless, sanctioned complete intellectual expression and an 
honest questioning of authority and convention everywhere. 
Forster's commemoration of Virginia Woolf2 is more impassioned, 
more rounded, and more charitable than her essay on his novels; 
but he has the advantage that elegiac tribute always affords, 
whereas Mrs. Woolf is _hindered somewhat by the impatient query 
she raises about his work--"What next?" Little did she know 
that the answer was then, .and still is--"Nothingl" 
- - -
In his first novel, Where Angels Fear to Tread, she 
. 
detects that opposition of forces which he failed to reconcile 
1. Orlando, PP• 294-295. 
2. E. M. Forster, Virginia Woolf. 
throughout his entire arti~tic career. He is a realist, 
acutely conscious of environmental factors, who succeeds in 
depicting faithfully the commonplace events of everyday life. 
Observation, however, is not the end, but the gadfly that 
impels Forster to provide a refuge from the misery and mean-
ness of material surroundings.l Sensitive as Forster may be 
~::u. • 
"to the bicycle and the duster, he is also the persistent 
devotee of the soul."2 Beneath the fabric of realistic detail 
lies the search for beauty. In The Longest Journey, his 
second novel, the contrast between poetry and realism--"truth 
and untruth; Cambridge and Sawston; sincerity and 
sophistication"3--is .m.ore pronounced than before. She is 
irritated, furthermore, by his conviction that "a novel must 
take sides in the human conflict": 
He sees beauty-~none more keenly; 
but beauty imprisoned in a fort-
ress of brick and mortar whence 
he must extricate her. Hence he 
is always constrained to build 
the cage--society in all its in-
tricacy and triviality--before he 
can free the prisoner. The omni-
bus or the villa, the suburban 
residence, are an essential part 
ot his design. • • • At the same 
time ••• we are aware of a mock-
ing spirit of fantasy which flouts 
his seriousness. No one seizes 
more deftly the shades and shadows 
of the social comedy •••• His 
old maids, his clergy, are the most 
lifelike we have had since Jane 
Austen laid down the pen. But he 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 163. 
2. !bid. , p. 164. ). !Cia., pp. 164-165. 
has into the bargain what Jane 
Austen had not--the impulses of 
a poet. The neat surface is 
always being thrown into dis-
array by an outburst of lyric 
poetry •••• Here, then, is a 
difficult family of gifts to 
persuade to live in harmony 
together; satire and sympathy, 
fantasy and fact; poetr1 and a 
prim moral sense. • • • _ 
E. M. Forster, in short, lacks the great novelist's 
invaluable gift- ... "the power of combination, the single 
vision"2-~which she had found in Conrad's early, but had 
missed in his later, novels. He lacks, too, that complete 
mastery of one's perspective that she had admired in Defoe, 
Sterne, and Jane Austen. He fails to combine the fact and 
the vision, the poetic and the commonplace, as she believed 
Turgen~v had successfully done. He has been trying to keep 
his feet in both great camps into which she roughly divides 
most novelists: the preachers and the teachers (Tolstoy and 
Dickens), and the pure artists (Jane Austen and Turgenev}. 
By implication, she scorns the novelist with a purpose, the 
novelist who is highly conscious of a message and "a vision 
that he is determined to see."J Unlike Wells or Galsworthy, 
however, Forster's concern, she believes, is with the private 
life and the eternal soul, and not with broad social institu-
tions in general. Mrs. Woolf's suggestion here that Forster's 
interest in the private life is cultivated at the expense of 
1. The Death of the Moth, pp. 165-166. 
2. !hid., p. 166. 
3. Loc. cit. 
the public lite draws forth a protest from Lionel Trilling, 
who finds him always concerned with the private life in its 
public connection, and always bringing "every subtle 
criterion ot personality to bear upon the gross difficulties 
of poll tics. nl 
Since it is the soul that matters to E. M. Forster, 
and since the soul is imprisoned in "a solid villa of red 
brick ••• in the suburbs of London,"2 the problem before 
him is to make the reader believe in the reality of both 
suburb and soul. Like Ibsen, who also combined realism and 
mysticism, he must "connect the actual thing with the meaning 
of the thing and ••• carry the reader's mind across the · 
chasm which divides the two without spilling a single drop 
of its belief."3 Ibsen achieves this transition without a 
break; the reader is not conscious of a dichotomy of realism 
and symbolism, nor of the need to search for hidden meanings. 
"We feel simply that the thing we are looking at is lit up, 
and its depths revealed. It has not ceased to be itself by 
becoming something else."4 Mr. Forster, however, in chang-
ing from realism to symbolism, in trying to irradiate his red 
brick, leaves her with a sense of failure: 
He fails ••• chiefly because that 
admirable gift of his for observation 
has served him too well. He has 
recorded too much and too literally. 
He has given us an almost photographic 
1. Lionel Trilling, E. M. Forster, pp. 32•33. 
2. The Death of the Moth, p. 167. 
3. Ibid., p. 168. 
4. Loo. ill• 
picture on one side of the page; on 
the other he asks us to see the same 
view transformed and radiant with 
eternal fires. The bookcase which 
falls upon Leonard Bast in Howard's 
End should perhaps come down upon 
Elm with all the dead weight of 
smoke-dried culture; the Marabar 
caves should appear to us not real 
caves but, it may be, the soul of 
India •••• We qualify these state• 
ments, for indeed we are not quite 
sure that we have guessed aright •••• 
What does this .mean'? we. ask ourselves. 
What ought we to understand by this'? 
and the hesitation is fatal. For we 
doubt both things--the real and the 
symbolical: Mrs. Moore, the nice old 
lady, and Mrs. Moore, the sibyl •••• 
Hence it is that there is so often 
an ambiguity at the heart of Mr. 
Forster's novels. We feel that some-
thing has failed us at the critical 
moment; and instead of seeing, as we 
do in The Master Builder, one single 
whole we see two different parts.L 
David Cecil, in an essay on E. M. Forster,2 echoes many 
of Virginia Woolf's insights. After noting the complex 
flavor of a Forster novel to which the poet, the moralist, 
and the satirist all contribute varied ingredients, he laments, 
like her, the incomplete fusion of elements.3 Forster's books, 
he finds, leave in the mind an ambiguous impression: "Our 
pleasure in them is flawed; shot through by moments of dis-
belief, even of discomtort."4 The great defect, he continues, 
is the failure to harmonize realism and symbolism. "As his 
1. 
2. 
The Death of the Moth, pp. 168-169. 
David Cecil, Poets and Story-Tellers, pp. 181-201. 
book also contains an essay on Vfrginia Woolf (pp. 
Ibid., p. 193. 
Ibid., p. 194. 
This 
160-180). 
stories shift from one to the other, now and again we feel 
a jar."1 Sine~ it is natural to expect a critic concerned 
with the art of both E. M. Forster and Virginia Woolf to be 
acquainted with one's evaluation of the other, it is indeed 
strange that David Cecil should ignore the existence of a 
critique which in its essentials so closely resembles his own. 
By her own admissions, Virginia Woolf all but dis-
qualifies herself as a just critic of Lawrence's art. In 
reading her essay on Lawrence2 one feels that Mrs. Woolf is 
writing because she is impelled to do so by the pressure or 
events. Until 1931, she had known him more by reputation 
than by experience; end the adulation accorded him by his 
disciples as a great prophet and mystic served only to alien-
ate her and delay a direct acquaintance with his work.3 
1. 
2. 
3· 
David Cecil, Poets and Story-Tellers, . p. 194. 
The Moment, pp. 93-98. 
Ibid., p. 93. In Orlando (pp. 268-269) she had illu-
strated her disapproval or sex as the most congenial 
subject for a novelist, and love as the prime motivating 
force in e woman's life, by a burlesque of Lady 
Chatterley's lurid romance with her gamekeeper: 
And when we are writing the life 
of a woman, we may, it is agreed, 
waive our demand for action, and 
substitute love instead. Love, 
the poet said, is a woman's whole 
existence •••• Surely since she 
is a woman ••• she will soon give 
over this pretence of writing and 
thinking and begin to think, at 
least of a gamekeeper (and as long 
as she thinks of a man, nobody 
objects to a woman thinking). And 
then she will write him a little 
note ••• and make an assignation for 
Sunday dusk and Sunday dusk will come; 
and the gamekeeper will whistle under 
the window--ell of which is, of course, 
the very stuff of life and the only 
possible subject for fiction. 
Even then, her knowledge of Lawrence remains limited, and 
she confines her comments almost solely to Sons and Lovers, 
which she did not read until after his death. The very title 
of her essay, "Notes on D. H. Lawrence," indicates a partial, 
tentative, uncertain grasp of the subject. She complicates 
matters further by over-emphasizing the correlation between 
Lawrence's art and his low birth. Hampered by these dis-
abilities, the critique of Lawrence emerges as one of her most 
disappointing efforts. 
She is struck at once by the decisive clarity, hardness, 
.and sharp economy of Sons and Lovers. As casually and 
naturally arranged as the scenes appear to be, she senses a 
penetrating mind at work manipulating his materials and thus 
accentuating the _tones and colors of real life.1 Yet "one 
never catches Lawrence ••• arranging.n2 The impression pre-
vails that he never thinks twice about his sentences and 
scenes. Scenes and characters do not seem to exist~ as in 
Proust, for themselves; they usually point ahead toward some 
other object or goal, to some scene which apparently has 
little if anything to do with character, or story, or other 
traditional elements ot the novel.J Lawrence comes to rest, 
as a rule, when he can communicate the "rapture ot physical 
being," as he does in the scene in which Paul and Miriam swing 
1. The Moment, p. 95. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. !hld.:-P. 96. 
in the barn--e scene which has for Lawrence a "transcendental 
sign if icanc e. nl 
What Lawrence lacks, however, is the power to achieve 
stability. In Sons and Lovers the world "is perpetually in 
process of cohesion and dissolution":2 
The magnet that tries to draw 
together the different particles 
or which the beautiful and 
vigorous world of Nottingham is 
made is this incandescent body, 
this beauty glowing in the flesh, 
this intense and burning light. 
Hence whatever we are shown seems 
to have a moment of its own. 
Nothing rests secure to be looked 
at. All is being sucked away by 
some dissatisfaction, some superior 
beauty, or desire, or possibility. 
The book therefore excites, irritates, 
moves, changes, seems full of stir 
and unrest and desire for something 
withheld, like the body of the hero. 
The whole world--it is a proof of the 
writer's remarkable strength-~is 
broken and tossed by the magnet of 
the young man who cannot bring the 
separate parts into a unity which 
will satisfy him.J 
Virginia Woolf finds the source of Lawrence's, as of 
Paul Morel's, dissatisfaction and unrest in his humble origins 
as a miner's son. He misses the stability conferred on mem-
bers of a settled society, and he longs for the values and 
ideas he thinks are to be found in the middle class.4 Hence, 
his approach to writing, his angle of vision, is different 
1. The Moment, p. 96. 
2. Loc. cit. 
). lDid.:-pp. 96-9?. 
4. Ibid., p. 97. 
from that or other artists. He "continues no tradition, is 
unaware of the past, or the present save as it affects the 
future."l He is not interested in "literature as literature"; 
nothing is an end in itself. Then she indicates how strongly 
this lack of tradition effects him: 
The thought plumps directly into 
the mind; up spurt the sentences 
as round, as hard, as direct as 
water thrown out in ell directions 
by the impact of a stone. One 
feels . that not a single word has 
been chosen for its beauty, or 
for its effect u~on the architecture 
of the sentence. 
With these last words, Virginia Woolf, in a curious twist 
of logic, has bestowed on Lawrence one of the finest, 
though unintended, compliments ever given a great stylist. 
1. The Moment, p. 97. 
2. Ibid., PP• 97-98. 
F. Russian Fiction 
When Virginia Woolf stated that the "most elementary 
remarks upon modern English fiction can hardly avoid some 
.mention of the Russian influence," and that "if the 
Russians are mentioned one runs the risk of feeling that 
to write of any fiction save theirs is a waste of ti.m.e,"1 
she was voicing the opinions of many other English novelists 
as well. Yet, despite the recognition, by practicing writers, 
ot the reality of the Russian influence; English literary 
historians have shown extreme reticence ·and reluctance in 
dealing with the subject. As Gilbert Phelps reminds us, the 
Russian novel is completely ignored in the Cambridge History 
ot English Literature and in George Saintsbury's History; 
and E. A. Baker's voluminous History of the English Novel 
contains .but brief comments on the influences of Turgenev on 
George Moore, Dostoievsky on George Gissing, and Chekhov on 
Katherine Mansfield.2 One obvious reason for this indiffer-
ence is the tact of translation. Commenting on the difference 
ot language as a barrier, Mrs. Woolf writes: 
or all those who feasted upon 
Tolstoi, Dostoievsky and Tchekov. 
not more than one or two perhaps 
have been able to read them in 
Russian. Our estimate of their 
• • 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 216•217. 
2. Gilbert Phelps, ''Russian Realism and English Fiction," 
The Cambridge Journal, February, 1950, p. 277. 
~alities has been formed by critics 
who have never read a word of Russian, 
or seen Russia, or even heard the 
language spoken by the natives; who 
have had to depend, blindly and 
implicitly, upon the work of trans-
lators.l . 
Thus a whole literature has been judged "stripped of its 
style."2 Virginia Woolf herself contributed some trans-
lations when she followed Leonard Woolf's translation, in 
collaboration with S. s. Kotelianski, of The Notebooks of 
Anton Tchekhov (published by the Hogarth Press in 1921) with 
the publication in 1922, also with the same collaborator, of 
Stavogrin's Confession and, in 1923, of Goldeneizer•s Talks 
With Tolstoi and Tolstoi's Love Letters. As a critic, she 
expressed her enthusiasm for the Russian novelists in "The 
Russian Point of View"3 and "The Novels of Turgenev,"4 as 
well as in scattered comments in "Phases of Fiction" and 
"Modern Fiction." She was acknowledging as best she could 
the vital effects of the Russians, particularly Dostoievsky 
and Chekhov, on her own creative work and on that of Joyce, 
Katherine Mansfield, Hugh Walpole, Liam O'Flaherty, and many 
other contemporaries. 
1. The Common Reader, P• 244. Yet it was these imperfect 
translations that transformed the character of the 
.cov. 
European novel. John Middleton Murry (quoted in The Times 
Literary ·Suptlement, June, 5, 1936, p. 465, in an 
anonymous ar icie, "Dostoievsky and the Novel") compares 
them to . the epoch-making translations of the past--North's 
Plutarch and Schlegel's translations of Shakespeare. He 
follows this exaggerated tribute by adding that "they have 
enabled us vicariously to explore a whole vista of the 
human consciousness that might otherwise have been unknown." 
2. Loc. cit •. 
3. !b!'d.7Pp. 243-256. ' 
4. ~Captain's Death Bed, pp. 53·61. 
The Russian influence acted as an alternative to French 
realism and naturalism which, from Balzac and Flaubert to 
Maupassant and Zola, had inspired the artistic and intellectual 
credo of a good part of English fiction. Its emphasis on 
man's spiritual natune, its humanitarian pity, its realistic 
attempt to probe the still unmined areas of human experience 
were welcomed by those who, like Virginia Woolf, were un-
impressed by the materialistic documentation, impassivity, 
and pitiless irony of the realists. In ~he Russians Virginia 
Woolf found what she considered the "proper stuff" of fiction--
the "luminous halo" surrounding consciousness. They were the 
profound delineators of the soul and heart, rich in their 
compassion and reverence for the human spirit. With them, 
"the accent falls a little differently; the emphasis is upon 
something ignored."l She admires the inconclusiveness of the 
Russian mind and the integrity which refuses to give answers 
when none cran be found. Profound sadness and brooding, a 
sense of common suffering lead the way to a sense of brother-
hood that is rarely duplicated in English fiction.2 
Chekhov, like Virginia Woolf, did not take it for granted 
that life exists more fully in what is commonly thought big 
than in what is commonly thought small. At first, the reader 
feels bewildered by the apparent pointlessness of his stories 
and by the selection of commonplace events. The unexpected 
1. The Common Reader, p. 216. 
2. Ibid., p. 246. 
2o2. 
emphases and inconclusiveness of his work alienate the reader 
a~customed to conventional plots and d~nouments unless, of 
course, he can reorient himself to the new tune and especially 
the "last notes that complete the harmony"l of a Chekhov story. 
Then he will see that the method he deemed so casual and in-
conclusive in its preoccupation with trifles is really the 
result of an "exquisitely original and fastidious taste, choos-
ing boldly" and "arranging infallibly."2 There is never any 
manipulation of the evidence in order to present proper and 
agreeable conclusions. "As the tune sounded, so he has written 
it."3 The tune, it soon appears, embodies not so much Chekhov's 
interest in social and political evils or even in the subtle 
analysis of human relations, as it does his concern with the 
soul. "The soul is ill; the soul is cured; the soul is not 
cured. Those are the emphatic points in his stories."4 The 
soul, indeed, is the "chief character in Russian fiction."5 
Virginia Woolf's English temperament is at first re-
pelled by the "confused, diffuse, tumultuous" soul in 
Dostoievsky's work. "It has little sense of humor and no 
sense of comedy. It is formless ••• incapable, it seems, ot 
submitting to the control of logic or discipline of poetry.n6 
Involuntarily, however, she succumbs to Dostoievsky's 
1. The Common Reader, p. 247. 
2. Ibid., p. 249. 
J. LOC: cit. 
4· Ibid.:-P. 248. 
5. !Dia., p. 249. 
6. !Dia., P• 250. 
fascination: 
The novels of Dostoievsky are 
seething whirlpools, gyrating 
sandstorms, waterspouts which 
hiss and boil and suok us ln. 
They are composed purely and 
wholly out of the stuff of the 
soul. Against our wills we are 
drawn in, whirled round, blinded, 
suffocated and at the same time 
filled with a giddy rapture. 
Out of Shakespeare there is no 
more exalting reading._l 
Dostoievsky hardly stops to explain the exact location of 
the scene or the complicated intrigues in which his char-
263. 
aoters are involved; all we are confronted with are tortured, 
unhappy souls confessing painfully their most secret sins. 
But moments of illumination and vision appear sporadically; 
and the alert reader, attuned to his author's perspective, 
will gradually piece together the surface situation or plot--
an unimportant matter, for it is the soul alone that matters.2 
She credits him with revealing a "new panorama of the human 
mind"; and, in showing us the elements of the soul "streaked, 
involved, inextricably confused," he has avoided what she 
herself scorned: a nice distinction and division between good 
and evil.J There is no such dichotomy in his novels. Love 
and hate, saints and villains, beauty and ugliness, all are 
inextricably mingled; the contrast in Stavogrin's appearance 
of beauty and repulsiveness is merely a crude outer symbol of 
1. The Common Reader, P• 250. 
2. Ibid., p. 251. 
J. Loc. cit. 
vice and virtue colliding, "at full tilt, in the same 
breast."1 
Dostoievsky ignores the distinctions of class and the 
limitations of space and time and all the other restraints 
that the English novelist is inclined to recognize. The soul, 
it seems, cannot be restrained by barriers; everyone, regard-
less of his social position, is a "vessel of this perplexed 
liquid, this cloudy," yeasty, precious stuff, the soul," that 
overflows and mingles with the souls of others •. 2 Often, 
however, Mrs. Woolf is annoyed by the excessive violence of 
emotions, by paroxysms of rage and despair that consume the 
characters. The scene in Possessed, when Varvara Petrovna 
brinss the idiot, Marya, to the party, leaves her numb from 
exhaustion; and she wonders if hate, surprise, anger, horror, 
and despair are not all too strong to be felt oontinuously.3 
She feels uncomfortable amid such hysterical revelations of 
the naked passions. "To brush aside civilization and plunge 
into the depths of the soul is not really to enrich,"4 she 
remarks, as she indicates the power over her of heredity and 
environment. She preferred the gentler, less remarkable scenes 
in Proust who, without screams or violence, succeeded in in-
spiring emotions by a gradual, rounded stimulation of the 
imagine t ion .,5 
1. "Phases of Fiction," p. 278. 
2. The Common Reader, pp. 252•253. 
3. "Phases of Fiction," p. 279. 
4. Loc. cit. 
5. Loc. cit. 
Dostoievsky influenced Virginia Woolf's work to a greater 
extent than the other Russian novelists. Night and Day was 
inspired--in part, at any rate--by The Idiot. Both writers 
had in common a preference for the time sequence of the psyche, 
rather than of the clock or the aalendar. She could not but 
approve of Dostoievsky's attempt to weaken the formal re-
straints of imaginative literature and . break down the conven-
tional discipline of fiction. He had extended . the boundaries 
and enlarged the horizons of the novel by exploring the dark 
places of the human spirit, by burrowing into the remote 
depths of human consciousness, by projecting the metaphysical 
sensation of experience. She admired the achievement of a 
novelist in whose work artistic reality tended to approximate 
more and more closely to spiritual reality. 
Tolstoy, though, and not Dostoievsky ,, is "the greatest 
of all novelists."1 He is a born aristocrat, an educated man 
of the world, and no child of nature. Unlike Dostoievsky, he 
proceeds from the outside inwards, and not from the inside 
outwards.2 Virginia Woolf hails his breadth and inclusiveness: 
Nothing seems to escape him. Nothing 
glances off him unrecorded. • • • And 
what his infallible eye reports of a 
cough or a trick of the hands his 
infallible brain refers to something 
hidden in the character · so that we 
know his people, not only by the way 
they love and their views on piitics 
1. The Common Reader, p. 253. 
2. b.2£• cit. 
and the immortality of the soul, 
but also by the way they sneeze 
and choke.~ 
zoo. 
She notices, however, an oddity in his angle of vision: 
the mingling of pleasure and fear. Happiness, as he describes 
it, is evidently too intense to last and disaster is imminent; 
or, better still, the ecstacy of happiness is in itself a 
questionable entity when one asks a single question about the 
reason for living. 2 "Life dominates Tolstoi as the soul 
dominates Dostoievski."J One of his central characters is 
always pondering the meaning of existence even as he is 
enjoying it. 
It is not the priest who shatters 
our desires most effectively; it 
is the man who has known them, and 
loved them himself. When he derides 
them, the world indeed turns to dust 
and ashes beneath our feet. Thus 
fear mingles with our pleasure, and 
of the three great Russian writers 
it is Tolstoi who most enthralls us 
and most repels.4 
About eight years later, Virginia Woolf discovered a 
fourth great Russian writer to add to the famous triumvirate. 
Her essay on Turgenev is especially significant not only for 
the illumination of its. subject but also for its rich illu-
stration of her general critical theory and practice. The 
"novelists' novelist"5--so Henry James called him--had in 
abundance that power of suggestion which Virginia Woolf always 
1. The Common Reader, p. 254. 
2. Ibid., p. 255. 
3. L'Oc"r'"'c 1 t. 
4. ~d.:-P. 256. 
5. Henry James, "Ivan Turgenieff," Tne .Art of Fiction and 
Other Essays, p. 119. 
found in the greatest artists. His scenes, superficially 
slight and thin, expand in the mind and stimulate ideas and 
emotions long after their projection; his people, speaking 
naturally, usually say the unexpected, and "the meaning goes 
on after the sound has stopped."1 Sometimes t~e emotion is 
communicated, not by their speech, but by another, silent 
medium-~by trees, or clouds--or by the varied noises of 
birds and animals.2 
Although Turgenev believed to a great extent in the 
unconscious, inspirational nature of artistic expression, 
he laid much stress on observation as an important part of 
the novelist's equipment--perpetual, impartial observation 
.. 
of facts. Facts, however, .must be interpreted as well, and 
IOWU(• 
in Turgenev Virginia Woolf found that rare novelist who could 
combine both the "fact and the vision."3 Facts are made 
relevant to the character or idea, and observer and inter-
preter, in this double process, check each other in their 
close association. As a result, looking at "the same thing 
from different angles," noting the contrasts or the poetic 
and the commonplace ("a tap drips and a nightingale sings"), 
we feel that the scene is one and the same--our impressions 
"are all relevant to each other."4 Henry James held a 
similar view when he referred to him as both observer and 
poet who combined reality with beauty.5 Thus. Mrs. Woolf 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
The Caltein's Death Bed, p. 54. 
Loc. c t. 
Ibld.-;p. 56. 
IOia.' p. 57. 
Henry James, ..2£· cit., p. 112. 
notes that the main characters of Turgenev, with one or two 
exceptions, do not stand out from the rest and are not 
remembered apart from the book, as are the Micawbers and 
the Becky Sharps who must dominate, perhaps destroy, their 
colleagues.1 If Turgenev does not give us as overwhelming 
and passionate an experience as the poet novelists--Emily 
•• Bronte, Hardy, MelvilleM*his books, she finds, are more com• 
pletely satisfying than theirs, for another rare quality of 
his is the gift of symmetry and balance. His is a "generalized, 
harmonized picture of life,"2 not merely because of his wide 
scope but also because of his sense of order and control. The 
novelist, in oDher words, has a two-fold duty, as Philip 
Toynbee interprets Virginia Woolf's vision of the novelist's 
function: to perceive, and to perceive order.3 The symmetry 
that she sees in Turgenev's work is certainly not the result 
of his story-telling ability; in fact, Turgenev, with whom 
the germ of a story was never an affair of plot, never saw 
his books as a succession of events within a well-constructed 
fable. Virginia Woolf could feel a strong kinship with the 
Russian on this point, for stories, in the conventional sense 
of the word, are to her exactly what Bernard says in The 
Waves: "Toys I twist, bubbles I blow, one ring passes through 
another. And sometimes I begin to doubt if there are stories."4 
She had abandoned the convention of the story, as she had the 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 57. 
2. Ibid., P• 58. 
). PE!Iip Toynbee, g~· cit., p. 291. 
4. The Waves, p. 23 • 
convention of character drawing, because it could not express 
her individual vision of life. Rather did she conceive of 
the novel, as Turgenev did, as a succession of emotions 
"radiating from some character at the centre.nl As Virginia 
Woolf said of "form," the emotions are placed in the right 
relations to each otber. 2 Thus his novels also make us feel 
with intensity and conviction. His characters, as individuals, 
never dominate the scene; they talk, act, and think while 
other things are occurring at the same time: 
We hear the hum of life in the 
fields; a horse champs his bit; 
a butterfly ~ircles and settles. 
And as we notice, without seeming 
to notice, ' life going on, we feel 
more intensely for the men and 
women themselves because they are 
not the whole of life, but only 
part of the whole. Something of 
this is due to the fact that 
Turgenev' s p.eople are profoundly 
conscious of their relation to 
things outside themselves. "What 
is my youth for, what am I living 
for, why have I a soul, what is 
it all for," Elena asks in her 
diary. The question is always on 
their lips.J 
Virginia Woolf's characters, too, are always asking, rarely 
answering, questions. 
She admires Turgenev also because he is never didactic 
or partisan. Dear as the cause of Russia is to him, he does 
not preach or expatiate. He forced himself to stand outside 
and take an impartial, aloof view of opposing parties or 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 58. 
2. The Moment, p. 165. 
J. The Captain's Death Bed, P• 59. 
measures.l She is not insisting here that Turgenev's per-
sonality is eliminated, for it is impossible to eradicate 
one's temperament. The artist can, however, attain some 
measure of detachment, some impersonality by suppressing 
certain aspects of his temperament and liberating others. He 
must choose the proper "!" out of the many that make up his 
pereonality--the "Ir that is, which sees impartially and 
honestly and refuses to cater either to himself or to a 
special cause, rather than the "!" that moans over slights 
and injuries and grudges, and wants "to impose his own per-
sonality," and "win popularity and power for himself and his 
views."2 Turgenev used the self which, rid of superfluities, 
is "almost impersonal in its intense individuality. n3 . In 
keeping with her own principles, Virginia Woolf quotes with 
approval the self which Turgenev defined in speaking of the 
actress Violetta: 
She had thrown aside everything 
subsidiary, everything superfluous, 
and found herself; a rare, a lofty 
delight for an artist1 She had 
suddenly crossed the limit, which 
it is impossible to define, beyond 
which is the abiding place of beauty.4 
His work is devoid of that "hot and personal emotion" which 
makes art perishable; and he emerges, concludes Mrs. Woolf, 
as a "seer who tries to understand," and not as a "prophet 
clothed with thunder."5 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 60. 
2. Ibid., p. 61. 
3. LoC:' cit. 
4. Loc. cit. 
5. Loc. cit. 
~rv. 
Virginia Woolf discovers in Russian fiction an explor-
ation of significant areas of experience that the English 
novel had either totally ignored or inadequately grasped. 
The English, nevertheless, have something, in turn, that is 
lacking in the Russian novel: a "natural delight in humor 
and comedy, in the beauty of the earth, in the activities 
of the intellect, and in the splendour of the body.nl She 
finds it a relief to turn from the constant insistence on 
the soul to the energy and broad gayety of the English 
novelists. Art, she is aware, has infinite possibilities, 
and there is room enough for the Russian and English fictions.2 
To a complex, many-sided personality like herself, both kinds 
of fiction answer vital needs of soul, brain, and body. The 
author of The waves was also the author of Orlando. 
1. The Common Reader, .p. 218. 
2. Loc. ill• 
IX. Poetry 
As already noted, 1 Virginia Woolf conceived of poetry 
less as a genre restricted to metrics than as a major 
element of all imaginative literature. Since she believed 
that poetic capability and expression could serve the 
novelist best in presenti-ng her kind of reality, she exhausted 
practically all that she had to say about poetry in her 
criticism of novels and novelists. As a result, we find in 
her critiques of poetry proper a recapitulation of many 
familiar themes: the lyrical impulse, ambiguity of expression, 
highly charged suggestiveness, symbolism, created reality. 
She is constantly emphasizing the generalised and abstract 
nature of poetry, its ability to synthesize and epitomize. 
She is impressed by its directness, its economy of expression, 
and that suggestive power which can take the simplest facts 
and so order them "that the whole scene can come before us, 
heightened and composed."2 
Reading poetry she considers a most complex art, for, 
the greater the poem, the more layers of mind it excites into 
action.3 · At first, the impact of poetry is "so herd and 
direct that for the moment there is no sensation except that 
of the poem itself":4 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
supra, pp. 178-185. 
The Second Common Reader, p. 180. 
The Moment, p. 25. 
The Second Common Reader, p. 289. Here are the four lines 
upon which she comments~ 
Western wind, when wilt thou blow? 
The small rain down can rain, 
Christ, if my love were in my arms, 
And I in my bed again1 
What profound depths we visit 
then-- how sudden and complete 
is our immersiont There is 
nothing here to catch hold of;, 
nothing to stay us in our flight. 
The illusion of fiction is 
gradual; its effects are prepared; 
but who when they read these four 
lines stops to ask who wrate them, 
or conjures up the thought of 
Donne's house or Sidney's secretary~ 
or enmeshes them in the intricacy 
of the past and the succession of 
generations? The poet is always 
our contemporary. Our being for 
the moment is centred and con-
stricted, .as in any violent shook 
of personal emotion. Afterwards, 
it is true, the sensation begins 
to spread in wider rings through 
our mtnds; remoter senses are 
reached; these begin to sound and 
to comment and we are aware of 
echoes and reflections. The intensity 
of poetry covers an immense range of 
emotion. • .1 
She then proceeds to illustrate, by a judicious choice of 
poetic passages, "force and directness," "wavering modulation," 
"meditative calm," "complete and inexhaustible loneliness," 
and "splendid fantasy." 2 
In the essays on novelists she directed her attention far 
more to specific works than to the personality of the author. 
Perhaps because she considered poetry as an art form of second• 
ary importance, her critiques of poets generally emerge as 
literary or biographical portraits based on letters, diaries 
and memoirs, with but meagre concern for the poetry itself. 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 289. 
2. Ibid., pp. 289-290. 
She establishes and analyzes William Cowper's complex char-
acter and his relations with Lady Austen, but has to say or 
his poetry only that it has an intensity of vision which 
compensates for its dull didacticism.l In "The Man at the 
Gate"2 she recreates a remarkably vivid Coleridge as talker 
and letter-writer relieving himself of "perpetually pullulatiTe 
ideas" and. confirming her estimate of him as "the forerunner 
of all who have tried to reveal the intricacies, to take the 
faintest creases of the human soul."J She continues her 
portrait of Coleridge indirectly from the perspective of 
Sara Coleridge,4 just as she captures some of William Words-
worth's qualities through a direct evocation of the heart and 
mind or his sister Dorothy.5 
Most of the essay on Shelley, "Not One Of .Us,"6 is 
devoted to an economical summing up of his character and his 
social and political principles, with an emphasis on his 
fight for reason and freedom of the private life. In the 
remainder, after agreeing with Walter Edwin Peck's assertion 
that the difficulty of his poetry arises from the imperfect 
union of "pure" poetry and reformist zeal, she finds Shelley 
supreme, as in Epipsyehidion and Prometheus Unbound, only 
when his philosophy is consumed; and the greatness or his art 
1. The Second Co$mon Reader, p. 156. 
2. The Death of the Moth, pp. 104-110. 
3. !hid., p. 101. 
4. I'b!d.' pp. 111-118. 
5. ~Second Com.monReader, pp. 177 ... 185. 
6. The Death of the Moth, pp. 119-128. 
"lies rather in a state of being," when "through skeins of 
clouds and gusts of whirlwinds" the reader comes out into 
"a space ot pure calm, of intense and windless serenity.nl 
Her critique of Christina Rossetti2 dwells largely on the 
frustrations and eccentricities as well as the triumphs of 
a life unduly twisted, she believed, by religious fanaticism. 
It contains a recreation of the episode which Marya Zaturenska 
justly credits Virginia Woolf for immortalizing3--the scene 
in which Christina, at a party given by Mrs. Virtue Tebbs, 
uttered her defense of poetry and relieved her suppressed ego 
flaming into revolt by rising up suddenly from obscurity and 
announcing solemnly, "I am Christina Rossettit"4 Virginia 
Woolf ends the essay with a critical estimate of her poetic 
achievement, an estimate based, she maintains, on a reading 
of the poetry in which the mind is exposed "bare to the poem," 
and the result of the impact is "transcribed in all its haste 
and imperfection"5-... a procedure, by the way,, by no means 
characteristic of Virginia Woolf's general practice. Con-
sequently, she finds her an instinctive poet, with a keen 
visual sense for beauty stilled at times by religious 
melancholy.6 A firm hand pruned her lines, a sharp ear tested 
their music, and "nothing soft, otiose, irrelevantff7 cumbered 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 126. 
2. The Second Common Reader, pp. 257-265. 
3. Marya Zaturenska, Christina Rossetti, p. 192. 
4. The Second Common Reader, p. 261. 
5. Ibid., p. 263. 
6. 11):[U., p. 264. 
7. toe. cit. 
her pages. 
In the essays on Chaucer, Spenser, Donne, end Elizabeth 
Berrett Browning, however, there is a curtailment, in varying 
degrees, of biographical and historical criticism in favor of 
a more direct examination of the work itself. She sees 
Chaucer as the great story-teller, with a zest tor facts and 
a crafty sense of timing, who can still make us wish to learn 
the end of the tale. Behind the picturesque exterior of his 
medieval world she finds solidity and conviction animating 
his characters.l In the Canterbury Tales, despite the rich 
variety of figures, there is only one consistent type; all 
his young girls bearing different names seem to be part of 
the same personage: 
She has a stability which is only 
to be found where the poet has made 
up his mind about young women, of 
course, but also about the world 
they live in, its end, its nature, 
and his own craft and technique, 
so that his mind is free to apply 
its force fully to its object. It 
does not occur to him that his 
Griselda might be improved or altered. 
There is no blur about her, no 
hesitation; she proves nothing; she 
is content to be herself. Upon 
her, therefore, the mind can rest 
with that unconscious ease which 
allows it, from hints and suggestions, 
to endow her with many more qualities 
than are actually referred to. Such 
is the power of conviction •••• 2 
This quotation, which reveals a critic applying definite 
1. The Common Reader, p. 26. 
2. !hid., p. 28. 
standards, recalls Mrs. Woolf's convictions about the 
contrasting uncertainty and leak of belief of her own age. 
Chaucer, too, exudes that kind of humor which modern artists, 
with their self-consciousness induced by the "advent of 
, decency,"1 could hardly duplicate. We can no longer create 
a Wife of Bath, or Juliet's nurse, or Moll Flanders. Sterne, 
"from. fear of coarseness, is foroed · into indecency"; and, 
recalling Joyce's Ulysses, Virginia Woolf laments that the 
laughter of the old kind, like Chaucer's, will never be 
heard again.2 
Chaucer, too, had the integrity that she always valued 
# 
as a touchstone of great art. He presented the object as he 
really saw it, for "he never flinched from the life that was 
being lived at the moment before his eyes. • • • He is 
unabashed and unafraid.ff) His poetry succeeded in handling 
the most commonplace facts. Above all, he is a secular poet, 
disarmingly sceptical, willing to l~ave unsolved many of the 
questions he propounds. He steered clear of didacticism and 
propaganda; he was not among the priests, like Wordsworth, 
Shelley, and Coleridge, "who take you by the hand and lead 
you straight up to the mystery."4 Rather, he lets us go our 
way and make out a meaning for ourselves; his morality, she 
insists, lies in the way his men and women behave, and in a 
11 The Common Reader, p. 29-
2. Loo. cit. 
). Ibid.~. )0. 
4. Ibid., p. 32. 
complete representation of all actions and passions.l She 
had nothing but praise for the all-embracing mind which 
rejects nothing as unclean or common. 
In the critique of The Faery gueene Virginia Woolf sets 
out to establish its greatness end its contemporaneity. She 
grants the obstacles that impede proper communion of the 
writer and the modern reader: archaic speech, outworn conven-
tions, involved allegory, and monotonous soporific rhythms.2 
Moreover, since the poem, she believes, is a meditation, and 
not a dramatization, the characters lack the definition, 
distinctness, and the final embodiment for which the play-
wright must account.3 However, if only the reader can make 
the effort of adjusting himself to the poetical, but not 
unnatural, mood that the poet exa~~s, he will find Spenser 
easier to read then William Morris, and the Elizabethan's 
perfect gentleman much more realistic than Tennyson•s.4 
A reading of the Faery Queena rouses into action all the 
layers of the mind. It satisfies the sensual facu-l .ty, "the 
eye of the mind," then the desire of the body, or of movement, 
end the desires for rhythm, adventure, and~ finally, for 
belief. All emotions must combine effectively; all "states 
of mind must support one another," in order to insure the 
strength of the poem.5 Mrs. Woolf, at any rate, is always 
1. The Common Reader, p. )2. 
2. The Moment, pp. 26·29. 
). Ibid., P• 29. 
4. lbiO., p. 26. 
5. Ibid., P• 25. 
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conscious, not of isolated fragments, but of a general pattern 
pervading all the parts. Spenser is the poet of nobility, 
"alive in all his parts"; he is not "merely a thinking brain; 
he is a feeling body, a sensitive heart," drawing upon his 
whole being.l Spenser is using allegory just as do modern 
novelists, but he impersonates his psychology, whereas the 
novelist, intent on expounding his characters, makes them 
think, tells us of their thoughts. Spenser creates, instead, 
a figure .called Despair, thus typifying his idea of sorrow. 
He works, then, "on a larger, freer, more depersonalised 
scale," and, "by making the passions into people, he gives 
them an a.mplitude."2 Moderns have lost the power to create 
symbols, she regrets; Spenser's ability to use "despair in 
person depends on his power to create a world in which such 
a figure draws natural, living breath."3 Again, like Chaucer, 
he can still wield the power of conviction emanating from a 
community of belief of both poet and public. 
What especially compensates for all difficulties is the 
quality of the poet's mind; "the sense that we are confined 
in one continuous consciousness, which is Spenser's": 
Yet ••• it is not a private world 
of fantasy. Here are the qualities 
that agitate living people at the 
moment; spite, green jealousy, 
ugliness, poverty, pain; Spenser 
in his poet's castle was as acutely 
1. The Moment, p. 27. 
2 • Ibid. , p. 28. 
3. Loc. ill• 
aware of the rubs and tumbles of 
life as the living, but by virtue 
of his poetry blew them away into 
higher air~ So we feel not shut 
in, but freed; and take our way 
in a world which gives expression 
to sensation more vigorously, 
more exactly than we c~n manage 
for ourselves in the flesh. It 
is a world of astonishing brilliance 
and intensity; sharpened, intensified 
as objects are in a clearer air; 
such as we see them, not in dreams, 
but when all the faculties are alert 
and vigorous •••• 1 
Again Virginia Woolf celebrates the poetic power common to 
•• poet and novelist alike: the ability of Emily Bronte to 
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transcend reality and free life from its dependence on facts;2 
the ability of Chaucer to create a world that resembles, yet 
rises above, the daily world we know.3 
In Donne, also, our world is consumed in favor of his 
own; all other views are sharply cut off as the reader feels 
himself compelled to Donne's "particular attitude of mind."4 
Donne's outstanding quality, she finds, is his power of 
suddenly surprising and overpowering his audience by "the 
explosion with which he bursts into speech."5 As a satirist, 
he could sum up the essence of his bores, liars, and humbugs 
with astonishing brevity, with a clipped, curtained bareness 
of speech that is motivated, she believes, by his rebellion 
1. The Moment, pp. 29*30. 
2. The Common Reader, p. 227. 
3. Ibid., p. 33. 
4. Ibid., p. 21. 
5. Ibid., p. 20. 
against the temper of his age. From Donne's own testimony 
she discovers his partiality, in the books he read, for 
serious argumentative works of a philosophical and political 
nature and his antipathy towards the more extravagant and 
fantastic poetic qualities that distinguish so much of 
Elizabethan art.l His Satyres reveal a bold mind struggling 
to express "each shock exactly as it impinges on his tight-
stretched s~nses."2 By selecting a single detail and ex-
pressing its oddity in a few words, he shows his weakness as 
well: his inability to see in the round, as a whole: 
• • • He cannot stand apart and 
survey the large outline so that 
the description is always of some 
momentary intensity, seldom of 
the broader aspect of things. 
Naturally, then, he found it 
difficult to use the drama with 
its conflict of other characters; 
he must always speak from his own 
centre in soliloquy, in satire, in 
self-analysis. Spenser, Sidney, 
Marlowe provided no helpful models 
for a man who looked out from this 
angle of vision. • • .3 
She then contrasts effectively the typical Elizabethan 
manner with Donne's, the Elizabethan's dendency to enlarge, 
generalise, and beautify, and Donne's opposite tendency to 
particularize and diminish. 
• • • Not only did he see each 
spot and wrinkle which defaced 
the fair outline; but he noted 
with the utmost curiosity his 
1. The Common Reader, pp~ 22-23. 
2. Ibid., p. 23. 
3. '!Did.' p. 24. 
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own reaction to such contrasts and 
was eager to lay side by side the 
two conflicting views and let them 
make their own dissonance. It is 
this desire tor nakedness in an age 
that was florid, this determination 
to record not the likenesses which 
go to compose a rounded and seemly 
whole, but the inconsistencies that 
break up semblances, the power to 
make us feel the different emotions 
of love and hate and laughter at 
the same time, that separate Donne 
from his contemporaries.l 
In his love poetry Donne continues to express thoughts 
and emotions against the usual Elizabethan grain. His lady 
is a highly complex creature whose varied nature he records 
with unabashed frankness and honesty. Virginia Woolf sees 
in his amatory verse not only vitality but the rarer quality 
ot spirituality; for, giving the body its due, he looks ahead 
to a relationship transcending change and leading to a state 
ot communion and unity beyond time and sex.2 Donne the 
satirist and Donne the lover are succeeded by "the servile 
and obsequious figure of Donne the devout servant of the 
great ••• • "3 And the poet whom she considers very much 
akin to her own age in appreciation of contrasts, openness, 
end psychological intensity and intricacy, becomes as a 
eulogist overweighted with ingenuity, subtlety, and obsolete 
erudition. Virginia Woolf takes great pains to show how the 
system of patronage in general, and Donne's relations with 
1. The Common Reader, p. 25. 
2. Ibid., pp. 27~28. 
3. Ibid., p. 29. 
the Countess of Bedford in particular, affected his art.l 
His poems to .his patron, however, if they corrupted much of 
his genius, stimulated new facets of his mind and enlarged 
.C:O)e 
the range of subject matter for poetry. He turned from a 
dissectio~ of love to an anatomy of the world, from the 
personal to the impersonal; and his imagination, "freed from 
impediment," soars like a rocket "into a finer air," penetrat-
ing distant regions and reaching "rare and remote speculations 
a million miles removed "from the simple girl (Elizabeth Drury, 
in this case) whose deeth "fired the explosion."2 
Finally, Virginia Woolf pays scant attention to Donne of 
the Holy Sonnets end Divine Poems, end again she shows how a 
change in circumstances results in a change in poetry. In 
her opinion, the religious poems excite, besides interest and 
admiration, contempt and disgust; for there is too great a 
clash between his "incorrigible curiosity" and his feverish, 
fitful devotions on the one hand, and, on the other, the 
wholeness, certainty, and purity befitting the religious 
temper.3 
In the essay on Elizabeth Barrett Browning, "Aurora 
Leigh,"4 Virginia Woolf not only creates a revival of interest 
in a forgotten work, but she also evokes the atmosphere of the 
Victorian era, illuminates certain facets of a famous 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 30-32. 
2. Ibid., pp. 33•34. 
3 • T'blQ. , p • 36 • 
4. Ibid., pp. 218-231. 
personality, and probes again the effects upon a woman's art 
of the disabilities and frustrations of her sex. She lingers 
over the figure of Browning's wife thwarted by illness, 
seclusion, and the torture of a female education; and she 
quotes to advantage her own regrets that she had missed so 
much of human nature and society, and her willingness to 
exchange 'some of this lumbering, ponderous, helpless know-
ledge of books, for some experience of life and man. ,1 • • • 
After 'a brilliant digest of the first volume of Aurora 
Leigh, intended by its author as a novel-poem dealing with 
modern life, Mrs. Woolf notes, first of all, the sense of 
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the writer's presence, and the duplication of the character, 
the circumstances, and the eccentricities of Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning in the person of .Aurora. Mrs. Browning, she felt, 
"could no more conceal herself than she coUld control herself, 
a sign no doubt of imperfection in an artist." Her life had 
had a damaging effect upon her art, for her mind, which was 
naturally bright, swift, secular, and satirical, was not 
inclined to profit by an enforced solitude. She cared much 
less for the past than for the life of the moment, the strife, 
politics, and literature of the contemporary scene. Hence 
she turned to modenn life as a subject for poetry; but, after 
years of seclusion, in which she had guessed at what was 
outside and had magnified .what was within, when she finally 
was able to enjoy society face to face, she was "too weak 
1. The Common Reader, p. 223. 
2. Ibid., p. 222. 
3. Ibid., P• 224. 
to stand the shock"; and "the usual traffic" of human beings 
left her "exhausted, ecstatic, and dazzled into a state when 
she saw ••• and felt so much that she did not altogether 
know what she felt ••• or saw."l 
Consequently, Aurora Leigh is a masterpiece only in 
embryo, but one which commands interest and respect 
__ ,.,. 
especially, she believes, for its intention, for the theory 
behind it. Mrs. Woolf reviews briefly Mrs. Browning's thesis 
that the true work of poets is to present their own age, to 
record real life, for "the only life we can truly know is our 
own."2 She felt that modern life had an intensity and mean-
ing of its own that the poet could communicate more effectively 
than the novelist and the dramatist. Virginia Woolf is not 
convinced, though, that poets can deal with drawing-room life, 
clu~, street, and village life, and portray as well the 
changing interests and passions of characters in a story. 
She pokes fun at the manner in which poets, "poaching upon a 
novelist's preserves," might convey ordinary information or 
modern dlalogue.3 Romney, in Aurora Leigh, rants and raves 
like the old Elizabethan heroes. Poetry, she maintains, is 
impeded when "it tries to follow the words on people's lips"; 
and the simple words will often be made "to strut and posture 
and take on an emphasis which makes them ridiculous."4 
1. The Common Reader, p. 225. 
2. Loc. c~t. 
J. !Did., PP• 227-228. 
4. Ibid., p. 228. 
"Blank verse," she insists, "has proved itself the most 
remorseless enemy of living speech" :·1 
• • • Talk tossed up on the surge 
and swing of the verse becomes 
high, rhetorical, impassioned; and 
as talk, since action is ruled out, 
must go on and on, the reader's 
mind stiffens and glazes under the 
monotony of the rhythm. Following 
the lilt of her· rhythm rather than 
the emotions of her characters, 
Mrs. Browning is swept on into 
generalisation and declamation. 
Forced by the nature of her medium, 
she ignores the slighter, the 
subtler, the more hidden shades of 
emotion by which a novelist builds 
up touch by touch a character in 
prose. , Change and development, the 
effect of one character upon another--
all this is abandoned. The poem 
becomes one long soliloquy •••• 2 
~vv• 
Aurora Leigh fails, then, if it is judged as a novel~poe.m. 
in which one should expect intimate revelations and interrela-
tions of characters and a well-told story. It succeeds, how-
ever, in conveying to its .readers a "sense of life in general, 
of people ••• wrestling with the problems or their own time, 
all brightened, intensified, and compacted by the fire of 
poetry."3 The broader aspects of what it felt like to be a 
Victorian "are seized as surely and stamped as vividly upon 
us as in any novel by Trollope or Mrs. Gaskell."4 Moreover, 
many scenes that a novelist would handle separately are here 
compressed into one, and extended descriptions are often fused 
1. The Common Reader, p. 228. 
2. Ibid., pp. 228-229. 
3. !Did.' p. 229. 
4. Loc. cit. 
into a single line. Mrs. Woolf finds her page packed twloe 
as full as the novelist•s.1 Also, the characters often have 
a symbolical significance in the novel·poem which the novel 
rarely rivals; and, because of the ''elisions and compressions 
of poetry," the general aspeet of things have a continuity 
the prose writer with his gradual accumulation of details can 
hardly matoh. 2 Guilty as she is of bad taste, "tortured 
ingenuity," and "confused impetuosity"":" ... fa~lts which, in the 
novel-poem have space to :spend themselves without inflicting 
serious damage- 8 she can still enthrall the reader with her 
"ardor and abundance, her brilliant descriptive poems, her 
shrewd and caustic humour.") Virginia Woolf regrets that 
Auro-ra Leigh has left no successors. "The conservatism or 
timidity of poets," she concludes, "still leaves the chief 
spoils of modern life to the novelist. We have no novel-poem 
of the age of George the Fif'th."4 
That Virginia Woolf was aware of the difficult situation 
in which modern poetry, indeed modern literature-, was finding 
itself' is unmistakably indicated by her unusually long but 
terse, bold, and brilliant paper, "The Leaning Tower," dated 
1940, and read to a popular audience, the Worker's Educational 
Association of Brighton.5 Like "The Artist and Politics," it 
mirrors the awful impact of war and the contemporary turmoil 
1. The Common Reader, p. 2)0. 
2. Loc. cit. ·· · 
3. Loc. crt. 
4. lbrd.:-p. 231. 
5. ~oment, pp. 128-~54. 
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upon an artistic sensibility. It offers a shrewd and 
penetrating historical explanation, along with a judgment 
which may well anticipate that of posterity, of some of the 
poets of the last two or three decades. Mrs. Woolf contrasts 
the twentieth century with the nineteenth and points out how 
immune writers before 1914 were to the wars or their eras 
but how profoundly influenced by the -conditions of peace and 
prosperity.l They accepted class distinctions, conventions, 
and traditions so completely that they became unconscious or 
them. They had leisure and security; neither they nor life 
were going to change. "They could look," she insisted, "and 
look away. They ~ould forge~; and then--in their books--
remember.n2 The writer's tower was steady, the tower raised 
above the rest or us upon which the artist sits--the tower 
.c;.ooe 
of middle-class birth and expensive education which "decides 
his angle or vision" and "affects his power or communication.n3 
Since 1925, however, the writer was no longer hardly 
conscious of .his high station or of his limited vision. The 
tower has now begun to lean perilously. Poets like Auden, 
Day Lewis, Spender, Louis MacNeice see a different view from 
this Pisan pede$tal. All is change and upheaval in a civil-
ization filled with c~ashing ideologies and the uprooting of 
old hedges and old towers.4 These writers, sons ·of well-to-do 
parents, are now acutely conscious or their leaning towers. 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 130-132. 
2. Ibid.; pp. 1)4-135. 
3. !DIO., p. 138• 
4. Ibid., pp. 139~140. 
They cannot look any class "straight in the face; they look 
either up or down, or sidelong. There is no class so 
settled that they can explore it unconsciously.nl Feeling no 
security from their birth or education, they are filled with 
discomfort, with pity for themselves and anger at a society 
which perches them at such an angle. Since they cannot whole-
heartedly abuse a society while they continue to profit by it, 
they tend to abuse society "in the person of some r~tired 
admiral or spinster or manufacturer: and by abusing them, hope 
to escape whipping themselves."2 Hence so much of anger, 
pity; "scapegoat beating," and "excuse-finding" in much of 
modern poetry; hence, too, the tendency of the tower to lean 
to the left, and the substitution of political awareness for 
purely esthetic concerns.3 Realizing that their tower was 
founded upon injustice and tyrrany, they felt compelled to 
preach in their poetry about the creation of a classless 
society which :would eventually release them from their pre-
carious position.4 
By thinking of these writers as "people trapped on a 
leaning tower from which they cannot descend,"5 Virginia Woolf 
is able to understand and account for much that is puzzling 
in their work. These "Leaning Tower" influences explain 
"the violence of their attack upon bourgeois soeiety and its 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 140-141. 
2. Ibid., p. 141. 
J. !D!a., p. 142. 
4. IbiQ., p. 146. 
5. !'DI'Q. , p. 145. 
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half-heartedness." their "violently opposed contrasts," 
their lack of transitions, their obscurity, their didacticism, 
their oratory, their "curious, bastard language," and above 
all,"their desire to be whole; to be human":l 
"All that I would like to be is 
human"--that cry rings through 
their books--the longing to be 
closer to their kind, to write 
the common speech of their kind, 
to share the emotions of their 
kind, no longer to be isolated 
and exalted in solitary state 
upon their tower, but to be down 
on the ground with the mass of 
human kind.2 
It is because Virginia Woolf was herself perched upon a lean-
ing tower and subject to some of the tendencies to which its 
occupants were exposed that she could speak with such sympathy 
and immediacy of the plight of the modern artist. 
Mrs. Woolf, in "A Letter to a Young Poet."J combines an 
analysis of the predicament of the modern poet with suggestions 
tor easing and remed~ng the situation. After listening to 
the poet's complaint that his particular case is' much harder 
than that ~f Shakespeare, Dryden, or Tennyson, she reminds 
him that he must adopt a proper perspective and see himself 
as "an immensely ancient, complex, and continuous character," 
as "a poet in whom live all the poets of the past."4 Here she 
is emphasizing again the conception of the poet as a balanced 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 145•147. 
2. Ibid., p. 145. ). ~Death of the Moth, pp. 208-226. 
4. Ibid., P• 212. 
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organism, who has as background the whole mass of poetic 
achievement which he re-incarnates in his single person. 
Examining some specimens of modern poetry (obviously fab-
rications of her own that rank high as sheer parody), she 
concludes that the poet's confusion and obscurity is caused 
partly by his attempt to include the actual and the collo-
quial, to include an "emotion that is not domesticated and 
acclimatized to poetry."l Hence the dichotomy of reality 
and beauty in a poem "cracked in the middle" and jarred by 
sharp transitions.2 Furthermore, the poet is thinking too 
much of himself and his own problems; he is "much less 
, . 
interested in what we have in common than in what he has 
apart."3 His only hope lies in writing about other people 
as well and in dealing with a vast variety of subjects, just 
as Shakespeare did.4 Only thus can the poet attain a more 
spacious conception of poetry and a less self-conscious 
attitude.5 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 215. 
2. Ibid., p. 216. 
J. Ib!Q., pp. 218-219. 
4. Ibid., P• 220. 
5. Th!S letter stimulated another by Peter Quennell (A Letter 
to Mrs. Virginia Woolf) which took issue with some aspects 
of both her diagnosis and prognosis. He considered it im-
possible for the poet, a child of his age, to throw himself 
back into an earlier, happier period. Besides, other 
writers, the novelists and the dramatists (Virginia Woolf 
herself, with her semi-poetic method) have usurped much of 
the poets' ancient domain. All that is left is pure 
poetry, and his hope is that, since poets have less and 
less to say, "they will say it with greater delicacy, that 
they will realise that . their vocabulary, and the use they 
make of it, is more important than all the rest of their 
poetic baggage." (p. 15). Mrs. Woolf wants the poet to 
re<l.over lost property; Mr. Q,uennell wants him to be recon-
ciled to the loss and cultivate whatever little is left. 
The problem of the poet, then, is to find the right 
relationship between the self and the outside world in a 
transitional age, 
• • • to find the relation between 
things that seem incompatible ·yet 
have a mysterious affinity, to 
absorb every experience that comes 
your way fearlessly and saturate 
it completely so that your poem is 
a whole, not a fragment; to rethink 
human life into poetry and so give 
us tragedy again and comedy again 
by means of characters not spun out 
at length in the novelist •.s way, but 
condensed and synthesized in the 
poet's way~l 
Finally, although she favors the widest experimentation, 
she advises the young poet not to publish his e~eriments 
before he is thirty, before his freedom will be checked by 
critics beckoning him to write for them and not for himselr. 2 
Premature publication would only curb "the wild torrent or 
spontaneous nonsense which is now, for a few years only, your 
divine g11ft in order to publish prim little books or exper-
imental verses.n3 Evidently Virginia Woolf had not heeded 
this advice when she published her own experimental sketches, 
Monday or Tuesday.4 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 221. 
2. Ibid., PP• 224-225. 
J. !bla., p. 225. 
4 •. David Daiches (Virginia Woolf, p. 143) suggests as a 
rather lame excuse that she "felt that it is more 
important for a poet to be free from the limiting demands 
of an audience than for a novelist." 
X. Drama 
A stage performance of The Cherry Orchard se~t Virginia 
Woolf into the street "feeling like a piano played upon. • • 
not in the middle only but all over the keyboard and with the 
lid left open so that the sound goes on.nl It had succeeded 
in shedding over her, through Chekhov's art, that "luminous 
vapour in which life appears as it is, without veils, trans-
parent and visible •• n2 • • "Long before the play was over," 
she continued, "we seemed to have sunk below the surface of 
things and to be feeling our way among submerged but recog-
nisable emotions.n3 Having felt nothing comparable to these 
sensations from a mere reading of the drama, she wonders if 
sitting at home and reading plays is not an occupation for 
the afflicted only, "and one to be viewed with pity, as we 
pity blend men spelling out their Shakespeare with their fin-
gers upon sheets of cardboard."4 
The viewpoint here expressed is by no means typical of 
Virginia Woolf's approach to the drama. Most of her reactions 
are the result of prolonged contemplation during and after 
solitary armchair readings. Too often the actual stage 
presentation is not an end in itself, but a means tawards a 
greater clarification and illumination of the reading of the 
1. "The Qherry Orchard," The New Statesman, 15:447, July 24, 
1920 • .. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3· LO"Q. crt. 
4. Loo. clt. 
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play. As she remarked about a performance of Twelfth Nisht, 
the play served its purpose if it stimulated a comparison of 
her previous conceptions of the chara~ters with those of the 
actors', and, above all, sent her back to read Shakespeare 
again.l Although she was obviously a lover of the theatre who 
could capture perfectly in words the electric magic of Ellen 
Terry's acting, 2 and who was willing to solicit financial 
support (in print) for a continuance of the dramatic activities 
of the Phoenix Society,3 she was not particularly interested 
in the practical principles of stagecraft. There is hardly a 
smell of greasepaint about her dramatic criticism. She is 
concerned, more often than not, with those elements or the 
drams which is has in common, in varying degrees, with all 
imaginative literature. Still, aware as she constantly is of 
the traditional conventions of the drama and of its technique, 
she has expressed some profound and penetrating insights about 
Greek and Elizabethan drama, the function of the chorus and 
the plot in Greek tragedy. the differences of play and novel, 
and the art of Shakespeare and Congreve. 
It is the intensity and freshness or approach rather 
than the originality of idea that distinguishes Mrs. Woolf's 
critique of Greek poetic drama. The reader feels that she is 
seeing with her own eyes, and making him see again, the 
1. The Death of the Moth, pp. 49-50. 
2. Homer E. Woodbridge, "The Moment" (Review), The Yale Review, 
37:-732, Summer, 1946 •. ). "Congreve," The New Statesman, 16:756, April 2, 1921. 
impersonal, timeless, central nature of the Greek vision. 
Without explicit confirmation, she is intimating that what . 
matters most in human psychology, from a literary stand-
point, is not the variation, but the unchanging, the norm, 
the essence. She admits that in a few pages of Proust we 
can find more complicated and diverse emotions than in all 
of Eleatre, but that in the latter we are attracted always 
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by the abstract quality itself--by heroism or pride or 
fidelity--and by the "stable, the permanent, the original 
human being."l Once roused into action by violent emotions, 
Antigone end Ajax behave as we have behaved, or would behave; 
and we can then understand these Greek characters, the 
originals, more easily and directly than Chaucer's, the 
varieties of the human species.2 Granted that these types 
can be insufferable bores, as in the plays of Addison and 
Voltaire, in Sophocles and in other Greek dramatists we meet 
them when they are "decided, ruthless, direct," before "their 
emotions have been worn into uniformity.") 
Given an enormous outdoor audience sitting long hours in 
the hot sun, the Greek dramatist naturally tended to choose 
an "emphatic, familiar, brief'" theme, like one of the estab-
lished legends every one knew, "so that a great fund of' 
emotion is ready prepared, but can be stressed in a new place 
by each new poet."4 With ailmirable and accurate brevity she 
1. The Common Reader, P• 44. 
2. Ibid., PP• 44·45. ). !bid., p. 45. 
4. Ibid., p. 42. 
notes the function of plot among the Greeks: it must "agitate 
great emotions; bring into existence memorable scenes; stir 
the actors to say what cannot be said without this stimulus"l--
a definition which expressed the principle upon which Professor 
Stoll, by his own admission, had been insisting in his own 
criticism.2 At greater length, and with many more overtones, 
she discusses the function of the chorus in Greek drama. She 
realized the pitfalls of the dramatist when he "lapses from 
the particular to the general," and has his actors "standing 
there in person, with their bodies and their fae es passively 
waiting to be made use oft"3 
The intolerable restrictions of 
the drama could be loosened, 
however, if a means could be 
found by which what was general 
and poetic, comment, not action, 
could be freed without interrupt-
ing the movement of the whole. 
It is this that the choruses 
supply, the old men or women who 
take no active part in the drama, 
the undifferentiated voices who 
sing like birds in the pauses of 
the wind; who can comment, or sum 
up, or allow the poet to speak 
himself or supply, by contrast, 
another side to his conception. 
Always in imaginative literature, 
where characters speak for them-
selves and the author has no part, 
the need of that voice is making 
itself felt. For though Shakes-
peare ••• dispensed with the 
chorus, novelists are always de-
vising some substitute--Thackeray 
speaking in his own person, Fielding 
coming out and addressing the world 
1. The Common Reader, p. 77. 
2. Elmer Edgar Stoll, Shakespeare and Other Masters, p. 404n. 
2. The Common Reader, p. 46. 
before his curtain rises. So to 
grasp the meaning of the play the 
chorus is of the utmost importance. 
One must be able to pass easily 
into those ecstasies, those wild 
and apparently irrelevant utter-
ances, those sometimes obvious and 
commonplace statements, to decide 
their relevance pr irrelevance, 
and give them their relation to 
the play as a whole. 
This long extract not only illuminates the nature and function 
of the chorus, but it also throws light on her own problems 
and methods as a novelist, particularly on her use of the 
chorus in Between the Acts. 
It is a far cry from the Greeks to the Elizabethans, 
whose view of reality is as different from her own as that of 
the Edwardian novelists. Yet she is fascinated by the color 
and the variety, the extravagance, and the strangeness of the 
Elizabethans. In her novels the Elizabethan influence is 
easily detected; and in Orlando she lingers longest over the 
Elizabethan period, distilling and savoring its essence--its 
literary essence, at any rate--in a brilliant evocation of 
its characteristic temper. In many of her essays she dis-
cusses various topics that interest her as critic and creator. 
She traces the connection between Elizabethan extravagance and 
the accounts, like those of Hakluyt•s, of naval expeditions 
and discoveries.2 She condemns Elizabethan prose as unfit for 
its Pffice, hardly colloquial, quick, subtle, or easily 
1. 
2. 
L 
adaptable to "the chops and changes of the .m.ind"-... cxcept, 
she finds, in the plays, particularly in the comic passages, 
where the talk, disciplined by st'age conventions, is 
1';;/Q.-
"knocked into shape by interruptions, sharpened by collisions, 
and never allowed to settle into stagnancy or swell into 
turbidity."1 She tries to come to grips with the strange 
Elizabethans by recreating most vividly, from voluminous and 
wordy memoirs and controversies, the portrait of Gabriel 
Harvey and his times. 2 More to o.ur present purpose, however, 
she analyzes the nature of an Eliz.abethan play and draws 
some comparisons between the poetic drama and the novel.3 
So often and to such an incredible degree do the 
Elizabethans carry their art of fantasy and escape, changing 
their Smiths to dukes and their Liverpools to fabulous islands 
and palaces, that their plays become boring and "suffocate our 
imaginations rather than set them to work."4 Mrs. Woolf is 
careful, nevertheless, to distinguish between the boredom of 
an Elizabethan and a Victorian drama. Behind the cloying 
satiety and rhetorical bombast of an Elizabethan play she 
feels the robust sense of lite, the stamping and applause or 
a live audience. The deliberate drama of a Tennyson or a 
Henry Taylor, on the contrary, seems written in a study for 
an audience of "ticking clocks and rows of classics bound in 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 67-68. 
2. The Seoond .Common Reader, pp. 3-19. 
3. The Common Reader, pp. 73-86. 
4. Ibid., p. 76. 
half morocoo."1 She blames the public tor the contortions 
and improbabi~ities ot the interminable plot which rarely 
performs its proper functions. So closely bound up with 
the actors' emotions are the events in Antigone that we 
remember both the people and the plot simultaneously; but 
we can remember the plot of The White Devil or The Maid's 
Tragedy only by separating the story from the emotions it 
aroused.2 The complexity and the violence of Elizabethan 
plots have tended to obscure the characters and slight 
emotions which deserve inspection and analysis. Mrs. Woolf 
makes the rather sweeping statement that, outside Shakes-
peare and possibly Ben Jonson, "there are no characters in 
Elizabethan drama, only violences whom we know so little that 
we can scarcely care what becomes of them."3 
She is reluctant to agree with those admirers of Ford 
who exalt him as a subtle psychologist of the school or 
Stendhal and Flaubert. She finds no trace of real character, 
or characterization, in the portrait of Annabella of 'Tis 
pity she's a Whore, as she emerges from numerous crises and 
calamities. The author has failed "to illumine," to "reveal 
enough for us to guess the rest •• • • We do not know how she 
reaches her conclusions, ~nly that she has reached them."4 
Compared with Anna Karenina, Annabella is flat, crude, without 
1. The Common Reader, p. 76. 
2. Ibid., p. 77. 
3. !DIQ., p. 78. 
4. IDia., p. 79. 
range and depth. But Mrs. Woolf realizes that she has been 
comparing a play with a novel, that she has been ignoring 
the essential differences of the two art forms. The play, 
she maintains, is poetry; the novel, prose. She lists the 
prime differences: 
• • • the long leisurely accumulated 
novel; the little contracted play; 
the emotion all split up, dissipated 
and then woven together, slowly and 
gradually massed into a whole, in 
the novel; the emotion concentrated, 
generalized, heightened in the play.l 
Aft·er citing some poetic "moments of intensity" and 
phrases of beauty in the play, she notes that some of the 
"most profound of human emotions" are beyond the reach of 
Anna Karenina, with all her reality.2 The comparison of the 
novelist and the poetic dramatist continues: 
The extremes of passion are not 
for the novelist; the perfect 
marriages of sense and sound are 
not for him; he must tame his 
swiftness to sluggardry; keep 
his eyes on the ground, not on 
the sky: suggest by description, 
not reveal by illumination. • • ., 
How then can we compare this 
lumbering and lagging art with 
poetry7 Granted all the little 
dexterities by which the novelist 
makes us know the individual and 
recognize the real, the dramatist 
goes beyond the single and the 
separate, shows us not Annabella 
in love, but love itself •••• 
Here in the play, we recognise the 
general; here in the novel, the 
1. The Common Reader, p. 80. 
2. Ibid. :; p. 81. 
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particular. Here we gather all our 
energies into a bbnch and spring. 
Here we extend and expand and let 
come slowly in from all quarters 
deliberate imprrssions, accumulated 
messages •••• 
Although the comparison tends to slight the novelist's 
art, Virginia Woolf is quick to disavow any attempt to grade 
literary forms. Instead, she is more conscious than ever of 
the "inexhaustible richness of human sensibility"; and looks 
forward to the creation, perhaps, of newer forms to keep pace 
with that richness and "to liberate us of the enormous burden 
of the unexpressed."2 
She concludes her essay on the Elizabethan play by advis-
ing the reader to adjust himself to the Elizabethan view of 
reality by making the necessary alterations in perspective, 
by utilizing ear and eye "so basely starved" by the moderns, 
by visualizing living people subject to the conventions of the 
drama.J She is impressed by the Elizabethan genius for word-
coining, a genius she also finds in Americans of the twentieth 
century.4 She extols their "broad humor based upon the naked-
ness of the body," and a pervading "sense of the presence of 
the Gods."5 The Elizabethans were aware of the vanity as well 
as of the pageantry of the world, of ruin and irrevocable death. 
Despite all its faults, Elizabethan drama startles her with its 
unexpected moments of intensity and sublimity and song. It 
1. The Common Reader, pp. 80-81. 
2. Ibid., p. 82. 
J. l1>:ra., p. 82. 
4. ~Moment, p. 126. 
5. The Common Reader, p. 8). 
denies her, however, the pleasures of privacy and contempla-
tion, for "always the door opens and some one comes in. All 
is shared, made visible, audible, dramatic."1 Her own 
preferences are revealed in her longing for the "keepers of 
the keys of solitude"--for Donne, Montaigne and Sir Thomas 
Browne.2 
What she considered typical of Elizabethan drama did 
not apply, in her opinion, to the man who towered way above 
his contemporaries. Her brief review, "Twelfth Night at the 
Old Vic,"3 is actually a comparison of the play from the 
viewpoint ,pf the reader and the viewer. Her purpose is to 
judge to what degree the actual performance approximated her 
preconceptions conceived in the study. In reading Twelfth 
Night she had the advantage time offers of catching all 
subtle implications or speech and rhythm of a play trembling 
"perpetually on the brink of music."4 The reeder has time 
to relish words that "rush and leap out with a whole character 
packed in a little phrase," and to ponder over the complexity 
of character as Shakespeare's creations "move in and out 
among the lights and shadows of the mind's stage.n5 Mrs. 
Woolf experiences an initial shock of unrecognition at the 
sight or actual people twisting Malvolio, Sir Toby, and Olivia 
out of the shape in which she had envisioned them. Soon, 
1. The Common .Reader, p. 85. 
2. Loc. cit. 
). 1J.IIie Death of the Moth, pp. 45-50. 
4. Ibid., p. 45. 
5. 'IDI'CI:. ' p. 46. 
however, she admits the gain in solidity and reality as 
"the word is given a body as well as a soul,"l as the 
viewer is made to see for the first time the importance of 
moments conveyed by gesture end hitherto overlooked in the 
reading. 
She refuses, nevertheless, to be reconciled to the great 
disparity between her conception of the characters and that 
· of the players. Her Malvolio was a complex individual, tor-
mented by vanity and ambition, whose final defeat had tragic 
overtones; Mr. Quarter.maine's Malvolio turns out to be a 
well-bred gentleman without envy or vanity and fully at home 
in his world.2 Similerly, · Madame Lopokova's Olivia--a lady 
who loves everybody, is always changing--fails to jibe with 
Mrs. Woolf's Olivia--a stately woman of few sympathies and 
changeless feelings.J Despite admir~ble individual perfor-
mances, the play, she concludes, was a failure. It was not 
a unified whole: the comedy was out of proportion to the 
more poetic and musical elements; and the continuity achieved 
by the reader as his mind "spins a web from scene to scene"4 
was broken and sacrificed in the stage presentation. Mrs. 
Woolf left tae theatre "possessed of many brilliant fragments 
but without the sense of all things conspiring and combining 
together •••• "5 The performance of the play, nevertheless, 
1. The Death of the Moth, P• 47. 
2. Ibid., PP• 47~48. 
J. !Dia., p. 48. 
4. 'fD'fd., p. 49. 
5. Loc. ill• 
had served its purpose, for it had stimulated further thought 
and had suggested another reading. One cannot help feeling 
that no staging of a Shakespearean play, no matter how 
excellent, would satisfy Virginia Woolf. For her, the _play's 
the thing-•the play read in the study. 
It is regrettable that Virginia Woolf did not expend her 
critical powers on a great Shakespearean tragedy with the 
same skill and intensity she lavished on the novelists. Yet, 
Shakespeare is for her a magic name, and he hovers constantly 
in the background of her criticiam as a touchstone of match-
less excellence, as an embodiment of many of her artistic 
ideals. Scattered throughout the critiques, sketches, and 
novels are numerous reflections about himself, his art, and 
Shakespearean criticism in general. His is the incandescent, 
unimpeded mind whose grievances are consumed in his art.l 
He is the great impersonal artist who infused all of himself 
into his work, and yet contrived to universalize his identity, 
so that, "though we feel Shakespeare everywhere about, we 
cannot catch him at any moment in any particular spot."2 He 
is the most complete representative of the man-womanly, the 
androgynous, type of mind.3 She refers to the great Shakes-
pearean art--making people reveal themselves in speech;4 
and it is his comprehension of character, his knowledge of 
1. A Room of One's own, pp. 98·99. 
2. The Moment, p. 170. 
J. A Room or One's Own, p. 171. 
4. The Moment, p. 68. 
varied humanity, that enabled him to know "every sound and 
syllable in the language and do precisely what he liked 
with grammar and syntax."l Illness, she insisted, is an 
ideal condition in which to reed Shakespeare, for rashness 
is one of the properties of illness one needs in order to 
put behing him the accumulated Shakespearean criticism of 
centuries: 
••• Illness, in its kingly 
sublimity, sweeps all that 
aside and leaves nothing but 
Shakespeare end oneself. What 
with his overweening power and 
our overweening arrogance, the 
barriers go down, the knots 
run smooth, the brain rings and 
resounds with Leer or Macbeth, 
and even Coler!Qgi himself 
squeaks like a distant mouse.2 
In Orlando allusions to Shakespeare occurring at 
critical points in the narrative tend to emphasize beyond 
question the prominent role, amounting almost to hero-worship, 
the poet plays in her total perspective. In his early 
Elizabethan boyhood Orlando had been arrested by the single 
encounter with Shakespeare--a fat, shabby man with dirty 
ruff and clothes of hodden brown--seen pen in hand, with 
fixed eyes, in the act of "rolling some thought up and down, 
to and fro in his mind till it gathered shape and momentum":3 
He did not see Orlando. For 
all his h~ry, Orlando stopped 
dead. Was tftis a poet? Was 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 223. 
2. The Moment, p. 20. 
3. Orlando, p. 21. 
he writing poetry? "Tell me," 
he wanted to say, -"everything in 
the world •• •" but how speak to 
a man who does not see you? who 
sees ogres, satyrs, perhap_s the 
depths of the sea instead? 1so Orlando stood gazing. • • • 
Later, Orlando, now a woptan, recalls this meaningful! 
encounter, this image, as it is revived by the sight of the 
marble dome of St. Paul's, of the man "with the big forehead 
in Twitchett's sitting-~oom."2 The rising of this memory, 
at a time when she was experiencing the exciting potential-
ities of womanhood, acts as a sedative upon her mind and 
heart; for, whenever she thought of him, "the thought spread 
round it, like the risen moon on turbulent waters, a sheet 
of silver calm •••• The distraction of sex ••• subsided.") 
Now all the admired deeds of her ancestors, the hunting, 
fighting, and spending, seemed as nothing compared with the 
poet's glory as she is recalled to a renewal of faith in his 
office. 
Maud Bodkin, in a remarkable attempt to trace the form 
assumed in poetry by the archetypal images of man and woman, 
finds in Orlando an imaginative representation of man (the 
image of Shakespeare) related to the inner life of a woman 
comparable to the image of woman as it is related to the 
emotional life of man.4 The poet-figure takes on, tor her, 
1. Orlando, pp. 21-22. 
2. Ibid., p. 163. 
J. lbia., p. 164. 
4. Maud Bodkin, Archetypal Patterns in Poetry, p. 299. 
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a special significance: it becomes a form of the father-
imago, a personal symbol, with .positive, creative aspects, 
which she finds comparable to the Beatrice-figure, of 
woman as inspiration and guide, in the poetry of men.l 
Modern critics, including Miss Bodkin, have often tended to 
overstress Dr. Jung's hypothesis in regard to the signifi-
cance of unconscious forces called primordial images, or 
archetypes. Still, recalling Virginia Woolf's attitude to-
ward Shakespeare throughout all her work, one cannot help 
but respect the theory as Miss Bodkin applies it to Orlando. 
Finally, Mrs. Woolf turns to Restoration drama and its 
most g~fted representative in the essa·y on Congreve.2 Here 
was another great artist who had consumed whatever was 
irrelevant to his work a.nd had created through his memorable 
characters a world "where each part depends upon the other, 
the serene, impersonal, and indestructible world of art."3 
She sees Congreve also as a critic capable of judging his 
own creations. She upholds the manner in which he disposed 
)V(• 
of certain objections to his comedies by agreeing with Congreve 
that on the stage people must be larger and cleverer than 
life.4 But for his inadequate treatment of plot ~he finds 
no defense. Even Shakespeare occasionally allowed his plots 
to distort, and dictate to, his characters; but Congreve had 
not Shakespeare's "miraculous fecundity," the ability to gloss 
1. Maud Bodkin, 2£• cit., p. 299. 
2. The Moment, :pp. 31-42. 
3. Ibid., p. 42. 
4. !Did., P• 32. 
over "the far-fetched and the mechanical with the abundance 
of his imagination and the splendour of his poetry."l What 
impresses her most is the speed with which Congreve 
immediately goes into action: 
Never was any prose so quick •. 
Miraculously pat, on the spot, 
each speaker caps the last, 
without fumbling or hesitation; 
their minds are full charged; 
it seems as if they had to rein 
themselves in, bursting with 
energy as they are, alive and 
alert to their finger tips. It 
is we who fumble, make irrelevant 
observations, notice the chocolate 
on the cinammon, the sword or the 
muslin, until the illusion takes 
hold of us, and what with the 
rhythm of the spirit and the in• 
describable air of tension, of 
high breeding that pervades it, 
the world of the stage becomes 
the real world and the other, 
outside the play, but the husk 
and cast-off clothing. To attempt 
to reduce this first impression 
to words is as futile as to ex- . 
plain a physical sensation. • • • 
It is conveyed by the curl of a 
phrase on the ear; by speed, by 
stillness •••• But, then, since 
words have meaning, we notice here 
and there a sudden depth beneath 
the surface, a meaning not grasped 
but felt, and then come to realise 
something not merely dazzling in 
this world, but natural, for all 
its wit; even familiar, traditional. 
It has a coarseness, a humour some-
thing like Shakespeare's; a toppling 
imagination that heaps image upon 
image; a lightning swiftness of 
apprehension that snatches a dozen 
meanings and compacts them into one._2 
1. The Moment, p. JJ. 
2. Ibid., pp. JJ-34. 
Congreve•s world, unlike Shakespeare's, is not one of 
poetry and elemental passions. It is the world of the 
drawing-room in which Mrs. Woolf detects the coarse language, 
extravagant humour, and free manners of the Elizabethans.1 
It is the contrast created by the fopperies and refinements 
of a sophisticated society in a drawing-room existing side 
by side with ladies and gentlemen who "speak so freely, 
drink so deeply, and smell so strong," tha.t makes us so aware 
of the coarseness of the Restoration dramatists.2 But she is 
quick to disagree with Dr. Johnson's dictum that Congreve's 
works can teach us nothing except immorality. She praises 
the discipline of free speech, the finished phrases, the 
changing actions and moods, the rapidity of movement, and 
the differentiation of characters.3 Granting the immorality 
and cynicism of some of the characters, she absolves Congreve 
fro.anthe stigma of indecency by stressing his constant aware-
/ 
ness of evil, his satirical expose of human .;tolly and insin-
cerity, and his regard for honesty and truth.4 His Va entines, 
Mirabella, and Angelicas keep us in touch with truth as they 
"sharpen their emotions upon their wits," examine everything 
and test everything "by the light of rea~on."5 
Having attended a performance of Congreve's Love For Love 
at the Lyric Theatre,6 Virginia Woolf again points out the 
failure of a stage play to fulfill expectations stimulated 
1. The Moment, p. 35. 
2. Ibid., p. 36. 
3· lDIQ., pp. 36-37. 
4. Ib!a., pp. 38-39. 
5. Ibid., P• 39. 
6. "Congreve," New Statesman, 16:756, April 2, 1921. 
by a reading. The players, skillful as they were, could 
not breathe the life of the period into their character• 
izations. She missed the hardness and concentration that 
followed, in a reading, from the wit and the give-and-take 
I 
of repartee; she was annoyed by the dropping and fumbling 
of words in sentences which "tumble like a house of cards" 
if a word is omitted; and she deplored the tendency in 
modern times to broaden wit into rarce.l Only by reading 
Congreve slowly and carefully could she discover the meaning 
and beauty in his plays.2 
1. "Congreve," .Np S:tatesman, 16:756, April 2, 1921. 
2. The Moment, p. 40. 
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XI. Biography 
Novelists, with their abiding interest in character, 
are naturally partial to biography, autobiography, diaries, 
and letters. In Virginia Woolf's case, consciousness of 
biography and confessional literature in general was further 
stimulated by the work of Sir Leslie Stephen and Lytton 
Strachey. Although she has written only one serious full-
length study, Roger Fry, she relied almost exclusively upon 
the . biographies~ method in Flush and Orlando; and many of 
her critical essays are essentially literary portraits or 
reconstructions, based on autobiographical materials, of 
the life and environment of both obscure and famous person-
alities. 
Virginia Woolf was harshly critical of the status of 
biography in her time. Biographies were "portentous and 
ridiculous,"l and often no more than "three or four hundred 
pages of compromise, evasion, understatement, overstatement, 
irrelevance and downright falsehood. • • • n2 She berates 
biographers for their reticence, their deference to family 
feeling, their omission of all kinds of disagreeable 
incidents.3 Certainly one of the direct intentions in Orlando 
is a satire of contemporary biography. She pokes fun at the 
indiscriminate worship of facts arranged in chronological order,4 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 118. 
2. Ibid., p. 192. 
3. LOC: cit. 
4. orfanaG; p. 266. 
at the excessive reliance on documents and records,l at 
the Victorian insistence on "Purity, Chastity, and Modesty" 
as against "Truth, Candour, and Honesty,"2 at the failure 
to account for the variety of selves that compose a person-
ality.3 A9ove all, she condemns biographers for ignoring 
the inner life in favor or surface behavior and physical 
action. In an ironical passage she writes: 
Life, it has been agreed by 
everyone whose opinion is worth 
consulting, is the only fit sub- -ject for novelist and ~iographer; 
life, the same authorities have 
decided, has nothing whatever to 
do with sitting still in a chair 
and thinking. Thought and life 
are as the poles asunder. There-
fore--since sitting in a chair 
and thinking is precisely what 
Orlando is ~oing now--there is 
nothing for it but to recite the 
calendar, tell one's beads, blow 
one's nose, stir the fire, look 
out o£ the window, until she has 
done. 
Also, in The Waves, Bernard condemns the biographic style as 
it "tacks together torn bits of stuff, stuff with raw edges," 
and slights thought and imagination and mental conflict.5 
Too often biographers are "tripped by those miserable imped-
iments called racts."6 
Yet facts--authentic information supplied by people other 
1. m~lando., p. 119. 
2. Ibid., pp. 134-138. 
3. lbia., p. 309. 
4. IDIT., P• 267. 
5. Tlie'waves, p •. 259. 
6. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 192. 
than the writer--are the staple of biography, she insists in 
an essayl in which she comes to the somewhat unwarranted 
conclusion that biography is not an art, but a craft. It is 
the most restricted of all "arts" because the biographer 
cannot say with the novelist that his characters are ficti-
tious, that their authenticity lies only in the truth of his 
own vision as an artist. 2 By comparing Lytton Strachey's 
Queen Victoria and Elizabeth and Essex she throws light on 
313. 
the nature of biography itself. The first book was a success, 
she believed, because he treated biography as a craft and 
submitted to its limitations. When he flouted them, as in 
Elizabeth and Essex, failure resulted.3 Strachey held him-
self oound to the authenticated facts concerning ~ueen Victoria 
and, aided by his powers of selection and relation, he pro-
duced a solid portrait that will be as real to posterity as 
Dr. Johnson's Boswell is now to us.4 But Strachey evidently 
preferred to create biography that had "something of the 
intensity and excitement of poetry and drama," but which yet 
kept "the peculiar virtue that belongs to ~act--its suggest-
ive reality, its own proper creativeness."5 But not enough 
was known about ~ueen Elizabeth, and Straehey was forced to 
surmise too much, to offer tentative, inconclusive opinions, 
to invent whenever authentic information was lacking. 
1. The Death of the Moth, pp. 187-197. 
2. Ibid., p. 193. 
3. lD!d., p. 191. 
4. L'OC: cit. 
5. Loc. cit. 
• • • fact and fiction refused to 
mix. Elizabeth never became real 
in the sense that Queen Victoria 
had been real, yet she never be-
came fictitious in the sense that 
Cleopatra or Falstaff is real. 
The reason would seem to be that 
very little was known--his in-
vention was checked. ~he Queen 
thus moves in an ambiguous world, 
between fact and fiction, neither 
embodied nor disembodied. There 
is a sense of vacancy and effort, 
of a tragedy that has no crisis, 
of characters that meet but do not 
clash. 
Since the life of biography is lived "at a lower degree 
of tension" than that of poetry and fiction, its creations 
are much less enduring: Boswell's Johnso~ and Strachey's 
Victoria will hardly survive Falstaff and Micawber.2 The 
artistic imagination can fire out the "perishable in fact," 
but the biographer must accept the perishable and incor-
porate it in his work; and thus he is a craftsman and not 
an artist.3 Mrs. Woolf's concluding remarks, however, seem 
contradictory: 
By telling us the true facts, by 
sifting the little from the big, 
and shaping the whole so that we 
perceive the outline, the biographer 
does more to stimulate the imagin-
ation than any poet or novelist save 
the very greatest. For few poets 
and novelists are capable of that 
high degree of tension which gives 
us reality. But almost any biographer, 
1. The Death of the Moth, p. 192. 
2. Ibid., p. 196. 
). Loc. cit. 
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if he respects facts, can give us 
much more than another fact to add 
to our collection~ He can give us 
the creative fact; the fertile 
fact; the fact that suggests and 
engenders •••• 1 
Surely the biographer who can accomplish all these 
feats, who can select and arrange facts so that they be-
. 
come "creative," "fertile," "suggestive," has passed f'ar 
beyond the stage of craftsmanship into the rarer realm of 
art. The biographer is a craftsman in his indef'atigable 
search for truth, for hard facts; he becomes the artist, 
however, when he succeeds in choosing those truths, and in 
manipulating--shading, brightening--those facts which 
transmit personality. 
Such is Virginia Woolf's usual practice in her short 
biographical essays; the selection and .manipulation of' facts 
she finds creative, fertile, and suggestive--facts skillfully 
culled, as a rule, from the writings of the subject himself 
or from his biographer. Whether she deals with obscure 
'characters (Miss Ormerod, James Woodforde, John Skinner, 
Laetitia Pilkington, Geraldine Jewsbury, Jack Mytton, Eliza 
Mathews} or with more celebrated f'igures (Dorothy Osborne, 
Beau Brummell, Mary Wollstoneoraft, Sara Coleridge, Madame 
De ~vign~, Mrs. Thrale, Ellen Terry, Walter Raleigh, Benjamin 
Haydon, Edmund Gosse), she is reproducing the i.mpression .made 
1. The Death of the Moth, pp. 196-197. 
upon her by the letters, diaries, autobiographies, and 
biographies; she is communicating to the reader in brief 
form what she deems the essence of the personality of the 
book under consideration. She has read these materials 
not only for the light they cast on real people and events, 
but also for the stimulation of her artistic impulse. They 
refreshed and exercised her creative powers; and she found 
it absorbing "to go through the rubbish-heap and find rings 
and scissors and broken noses buried in the past and try to 
piece them together"l·-to create from whatever odds and ends 
she could come by, as she herself stated in the preface to 
The Common Reader, some kind of whole.2 
The brevity of her sketches, the slighting of e~ernals, 
the emphasis on the minutiae of character, and the concen-
tration on "human interest" betray the influence of Lytton 
Strachey's own portraits in miniature. Virginia Woolf, in 
fact, had dedicated to Strachey her Common Reader. In 
addition, his tendency to reproduce the "glissades" of the 
unconscious mind and to share the thoughts of his characters 
is common also to her own procedure not only in her bio-
graphical essays but in her novels as well. The closing 
paragraph of Queen Viotoria,3 for instance, is typically 
"Woolfian"; and so is the passage in which Victoria pours 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 288. 
2. The Common Reader, p. 11. 
3. Lytton Strachey, Queen Victoria, PP• 309-)10. 
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forth her reactions to the Great Exhibition.l But she tends 
to minimize the weapons of detraction ·and acid irony that 
Strachey wields, in favor .pf a more sympathetic and charitable 
portrayal of character. Nevertheless, subtle malice and 
acerbity sometimes predominate, as in the essays on Dr. 
Bentley, 2 Walter Raleigh,) and, to a lesser extent, Edmund 
Gosse.4 
Contrary to expectations, Mrs. Woolf's full-length 
biography of Roger Fry reflected very little of her usual 
biographical manner. It remains the most impersonal and most 
unstylized book she ever wrote. It achieves a delicate bal-
ance between the panegyrical and the objective; and it dis-
plays to a greater degree than in her other works her ability 
to suppress herself and curb her creative imagination in 
order to render a faithful, truthful, and impartial account 
of the life and work of a close friend. She and Roger Fry 
had been associated for many years as members of the 
Bloomsbury Group. The Hogarth Press had published some of 
Fry's essays, and she herself had written an essay o~ his 
critical ideas and methods,5 many of which undoubtediy in-
fluenced her own critical and creative work.6 Perhaps too 
1. Lytton Strachey, ~·cit., p. 145. 
2. The Common Reader, pp:-266-273. 
). The Captain's Death Bed, pp. 87-93. 
4. The Moment, .pp. 84-92. 
5. Ibid., pp. 99-105. 
6. J01iii Hawley Roberts (in "Vision and Design," PMLA, 
pp. 835-844, September, 1946) has written an illuminating 
article on the influence of Fry's theories on Virginia 
Woolf's novels, particularly on Mrs. Dalloway and To The 
Lighthouse. 
great a sense ot responsibility in writing of an admired 
contemporary inhibited somewhat her natural talents, for 
the .~iography lacks dramatic force and organization; it 
remains a series of separate episodes that she fails to 
weld into a significant, organic whole. Yet the book is 
impressive because of its unusual sincerity and detachment 
and the author's intuitive perception of human, esthetic, 
and moral values. Roger Fry reveals yet another aspect of 
her rich and varied genius. 
As tor the relation of biography to literature, there 
is an apparent discrepancy between Virginia Woolf's theory 
and her general practice. It is disconcerting, recalling 
the many essays in which she depicts a writer's lite and en-
vironment, to find her condemning the biographical and 
historical interpretations of a work ot art in a rhetorical 
question that only the most rabid New Critic would be willing 
to pose: 
• • • if we knew the very moment 
of Defoe's birth and whom he loved 
and why, if we had by heart the 
history of the origin, rise, growth, 
decline, and fall of the English 
novel from Ja conception (say) in 
Egypt to its decease in the wilds (perhaps) ot Paraquay, should we 
suck an ounce of additional pleasure 
from Robinson Crusoe, or read it 
one whit more lntelligently?l 
No doubt she is pushing the problem to an extreme; she is 
reacting to the prevailing tendency to overemphasize the 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 51. 
extrinsic approaches to literature--to regard as "the burn-
ing question or the moment" that fascinating topic--whether 
Byron married his sister.l But she objects to biographical 
and environmental factors only tr they snare the critic's 
attention away from the book itself. She is willing to 
accept them as ancillary disciplines: 
Until we know how the novelist 
orders his world his perspective , 
the ornaments of that world, which 
the critics press upon us, the 
adventures of the writer, to which 
biographers draw attention, are 
superfluous possessions of which 
we can make no use.2 
Jl9. 
In her own work she is careful never to confuse biography 
and history with "pure" literary criticism. The essays on 
Gibbon3 and Coleridge,4 for instance, are intended merely as 
portraits of literary figures and not as critical evaluations 
of their creative work, even if her projection of the artist's 
personality may illuminate, indirectly, what he has written. 
There is no doubt, though, that she is grappling with the 
work of art itself in critiques like those on Thomas Hardy5 
and E. M. Forster.6 She does not hesitate to stress certain 
biographical facts if she feels that they directly affect the 
work of art she is discussing. Thus she relates the idiosyn-
crasies of Sir Thomas Browne to his style,? reveals the 
1. The Common Reader, p. 332. 
2. The Second Common Reader, p. 51. 
3. The Death of the Moth, pp. 94-103. 
4. Ibid., pp. 104~111. 
5. ~Second Co~on Reader, pp. 266-280. 
6. The Death of the Moth, pp. 162-175. 
7. The Common Reader, pp. 70-72. 
connection between Donne's poetry and his subservience to 
his patrons,l and shows the effect upon George Eliot's 
novels of her union with George Henry Lewes. 2 Thus, too, 
she suggests that Goldsmith's art was reserved because "his 
foibles are t}!e kind that men conceal"--foibles relating 
to "dress, ugliness, poverty, and the fear of ridicule 
"which prevented him from talking openly about himself as 
did Lamb, Hazlitt, and Montaigne, whose "faults are not 
small ones."3 
Often she selects those details of an author's life and 
personality that she thinks will facilitate her attempt to 
capture, by subtle suggestion end evocation of mood, by 
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vivid portraits and vignettes, the emotional and intellectual 
quality, the very aroma, of his period. Such is the method 
used in the recreation of the Elizabethan spirit through the 
figure of Gabriel Harvey,4 or in the projection of Evelyn's 
era by a highly selective picture of diarist and diary,5 or 
in that truly marvellous piece of antiquarian reconstruction, 
"Dr. Burney's Evening Party."6 Nor can we forget the 
historical reconstruction of literary periods in Orlando from 
Shakespeare's age to the present. 
Strictly speaking, the reproduction of the. quality of' 
lite--social, political, literary--of a period may be called 
1. The Second Common Reader, PP• 30-33. 
2. Ibid., pp. ZJ4-235. . 
3. ~Captain's Death Bed, pp. 12-13. 
4. The Second Common Reader, pp. 3-19. 
5. The Common Reader, pp. 101-112. 
6. The Second. Common Reader, pp. 114-134. 
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an historical act; yet similarly, when it enables us to go 
on to determine how far the individual writer's mind partook 
of this quality, and how far he differed from and ultimately 
altered it, we are confronted with a critical act. But per-
haps it is time for critics to cease making academic distinc-
tions in her work between criticism and history and biography. 
Speaking of her method, Stanley Edgar Hyman, obviously 
puzzled, does not know what to call it: "It is not analysis, 
not quite biography, not quite criticism"--but he is certain, 
at any rate, that it is "charming and invaluable."l He is 
echoing the same bewilderment David Daiches expressed when 
he called the ess~ys "rarely criticism in the strict academic 
sense ••• but frequently history, biography, discourse or 
argument ••• •"2 Whether she is establishing the figure of 
the writer himself or is recreating the atmosphere in which 
he lived, she is, directly or indirectly, clarifying, ex-
plaining, ultimately evaluating, to some extent, the work of 
art itself. For there is an indissoluble connection, 
difficult as it may be to distinguish properly, between an 
artist's achievement and his personality and the institutional 
life surrounding him. Once and for all, let us call Virginia 
Woolf's work--biographical, psychological, historical, 
esthetic--criticism. 
1. Stanley Edgar Hyman, The Armed Vision, p. 120. 
2. David Daiches, Virginia Woolf, p. 140. 
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XII. Conclusion 
Katherine Anne Porter, admitting that she cannot pretend 
to be coldly detached about Virginia Woolf's work, hails her 
as a great artist, "one of the glories of our time," who 
"never published a line that was not worth .reading."l "The 
least of her critical writings," she continues, "compare 
more than favorably with the best criticism of the past half-
century."2 If I could substitute the word "best" for "least," 
I would not hesitate to accept wholeheartedly this brusque 
estimate ot Mrs. Woolf's critical achievement. Virginia 
Woolf's criticism is an antidote to much of modern professional 
criticism with its textual~semantic analyses, its obscurantist 
methodology, its esoteric jargon, its glossaries, statistical 
charts, rime-counting, and source•hunting. She is the accom-
plished amateur critic whom Leslie Fiedler might very well 
have cited as representative of his conception of amateur 
criticism.3 She is the general critic addressing the general 
reader, and not the specialist, the pontiff, or the pedant. 
Aware of her oblig~tion to be explicit, patient, and compre-
hensible, she generally uses the language of conversation, 
of intelligent social discourse; and her critical vocabulary 
is traditional and humane. Hers is a personal, idiosyncratic 
voice which carries conviction and persuasion, and, by its 
1. Katherine Anne Porter, New York Times Book Review, 
May 7, 1950, p. 3. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. Lesli9'l'iedier, "Toward an Amateur Critic ism," Kenyon 
Review, 12:561-574. 
tone and texture, assures the reader that the work of art 
she has been discussing has actually happened to her, and 
has been assimilated to her total experience. 
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Enumerating some of her qualities is equivalent to list-
ing many of the ideal critic's attributes~ imaginative 
sympathy, trenchant intelligence, acute sensibility, cathol-
icity of taste, wide, detailed knowledge, detachment, inte-
grity, wit, logic, clarity. Passionately devoted to literature 
and to writing, she has brought joy, intimacy, and immediacy 
to the art of criticism which in recent years has been en-
gaged much too often in the "dessication of the living tissues 
of literature into a network of little bones."l With no 
preconveived theories or causes to exploit or justify, she 
could contemplate a work of art with disinterested, unimpeded 
attention, and communicate with intensity her personal 
impressions. She had the great critic's power of going 
straight to the heart of the subject, seizing with sureness 
upon the essential of an author, recreating the atmosphere, 
the "feel" of a book. She is unexcelled among modern critics 
in the art of combining the portrait of an artist or an age 
with criticism of the work itself. 
Very pften she practiced criticism in the traditional 
mode of the nineteenth century, skillfully mingling analysis 
with imaginative interpretation, as in this excerpt from 
1. · The Common Reader, p. 322. 
"De Q.uincey' s Autobiography":· 
De Q.uincey, unlike some or his 
masters, was not at his best in 
sudden majesty of phrase; his 
power lay in suggesting large · 
and generalized visions; land-
scapes in which nothing is seen 
in detail; taces without features; 
the stillness of midnight or 
summer; the tumult and trepidation 
of flying multitudes; anguish that 
forever falls and rises and casts 
its arms upward in despair.l 
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Here the images are not decorative; they are not a substitute 
for rigorous thinking. They complete the work of the analyst 
and help give us a reflection of "the colours, the light and 
shade, the soul and body"2 of the book. Virginia Woolf's 
impressions are rarely vague, incoherent, or unreflective. 
They are backed, controlled, and verified by an active critical 
intelligence, and organized into some consistent pattern; 
they are disciplined and refined by her strong sense of 
tradition. 
Convinced as Virginia Woolf was of the validity or the 
esthetic approach to literature, she was nevertheless highly 
conscious of the close and organic dependence of art upon 
life. Although she deplored the critic's use ot art as a 
poaahing ground tor soc'iology, poll tics, linguistics, or 
metaphysics, she regarded literature as the end result of the 
interaction of the artist, his milieu, and the tradition. In 
1. The Second Common Reader, p. 144. 
2. Ibid., P• 196. 
her critical practice she never dealt with literature in 
isolation, but brought to bear upon it whatever extrinsic 
data she deemed relevant and clarifying. She acted, thus, 
as a mediator between the lay public and all those areas or 
experience which illuminated or were illuminated by the 
work or art. It was a role for which she was eminently 
fitted, for Virginia Woolf, as this dissertation has shown, 
was constantly preoccupied with problems or contemporary 
significance, and, as a critic especially, she directed her 
inquisitive, undogmatic mind towards a realistic and 
penetrating study of the modern scene. Her awareness of the 
present coupled with her sure grasp of the past added 
authority, richness, and inclusiveness to her critiques of 
novelists, poets, biographers, and essayists from Chaucer 
to E. M. Forster. 
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In 1929, Virginia Woolf wrote a three and one-half page 
essay called "Gas"1 which dramatizes most vividly the quality 
of high seriousness and integrity that permeates her creative 
and critical work. She takes us to a dentist's chair and 
evokes the memory of lost consciousness under gas: 
••• with every breath one leaves 
the shore, one ~leaves the hot 
waves of some new sulphurous dark 
existence in which one flounders 
without support •••• And as we 
plunge deeper and deeper away from 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, pp. 219-222. 
shore, we seem to be drawn on in 
the wake or some fast flying 
always disappearing black obje~t, 
drawn rapidly ahead or us. We 
become aware or something that 
we could never see in the other 
world; something that we have 
been sent in search or. All the 
old certainties become smudged 
and dispersed, because in 
comparison with this they are 
unimportant ••• because one needs 
to be naked, for this chase, this 
pursuit •••• 1 
When she awakens, she finds that the truth that was being 
drawn so fast ahead or her -vanishes. Then, as she scans 
the faces or her companions in a third-class railway 
carriage, she muses: 
If they begin like that ••• 
looking at a child of three, 
what is the process that turns 
them into that? And here one 
looks at a heavy old man with 
a dispatch-box; or at an over-
dressed red-raced woman. What 
has made that extraordinary 
change? What sights? What 
experiences? For exe:ept in 
some very rare oases it seems 
as if the passing or sixty or 
seventy years had inflicted a 
most terrible punishment on 
the smooth pink face, had im-
parted some very strange piece 
of !#formation, so that, however 
the ~eatures dif~er, the eyes of 
old people ~lways have the same 
expression. 
She concludes that all of them have probably been 
several times under gas. They have caught a glimpse of 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 220. 
2. Ibid., p. 221. 
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that "fast flying" truth that "dashed ahead through the 
water."1 The pursuit of elusive truth and the moment of 
vision under gas are valid symbols for Virginia Woolf's 
own artistic experience. It is this tireless pursuit of 
truth that enabled her to catch and communicate the 
climactic, illuminating moment of vision in her novels, 
just as it enabled her to single out the peculiar quality 
of an author and communicate it in a series of equally 
illuminating insights. Many times had Virginia Woolf caught 
the thing that dashes through the water. 
1. The Captain's Death Bed, p. 222. 
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Although the novels of Virginia Woolf have received 
some measure of appraisal in recent years, critics have all 
but neglected her literary criticism. It is the purpose of 
this dissertation to study her achievement in detail; to 
discover the general critical principles underlying a body 
of writing hostile to systematization; and to reveal the 
particular insights that inform her work. Since Virginia 
Woolf was a creature of her age, as well as one of its fore-
most interpreters, I have duly noted relevant historical and 
environmental factors. Because of the occasional identity 
of aimsand ideas in both her critical and creative work, I 
have not hesitated to draw upon her novels to verify or 
bolster certain viewpoints. 
Reminiscences ~Y friends suggest the infinite variety 
and completeness of Virginia Woolf's complex personality, 
1. 
and reveal a mind both logical and intuitive, practical and 
poetic. Her informal education consisted mainly of the 
unrestricted use of her father's library, her duties as a 
publisher's reader, and her membership in the Bloomsbury 
Group--an exchange center which !served her as a forum for the 
discussion of everything that mattered to her in life and art. 
Although the "Bloomsburians~ did not have enough in common, 
as far as specific doctrines and practices were concerned, to 
justify their inclusion within a "school," they did evoke and 
crystallize a general attitude towards artistic, philosophical, 
I 
and political problems. Virginia Woolf was the centre or 
this coterie; and, in varying degrees, she exemplified many 
or its characteristics. 
Typical of her writing is a reluctance to utter cer-
tainties, and a disbelief in the power of the human mind 
to solve difficult problems. Sir Leslie Stephen's 
2. 
scepticism strengthened his belief in rationalism; his 
daughter's scepticism led her to suspect the intellectual 
processes that had engendered it. She preferred the in-
tuitive approach to reality rather than the intellectual, 
since it harmonized with her poetic, feminine apperception 
of life and its values. It is not wholly accurate, however, 
to call her anti-intellectual. What she attacks is the 
predominance of intellect, rather than the intellect itself; 
and, in her critiques and novels, she often expresses 
reverence for learning and the joy of working with the brain. 
Voicing the spiritual dilemma of her milieu, Virginia 
Woolf rejecrted the orthodox Christian position. She was 
shocked by the disparity between the simple teachings of 
Christ and the accretions through the ages or dogma, wealth, 
and pomp of the Church; and she abhorred those aspects of 
Christianity which glorified pain, asceticism, and death. 
But she did not break completely with religion, and in her 
delineation of "Christian" characters she grows less bitter 
and satirical and more compassionate and understanding. Her 
attitude towards religion, however, accounted for the great 
gap in her critical sympathies: despite her enormous range 
of interests, she either slights or completely ignores 
devotional writers and religious poets. 
Determined to write as a woman and explore her femininity, 
Virginia Woolf continues the revolt or women as a spiritual 
suffragist. By her intense advocacy of intellectual and 
cultural as well as political emancipation, she emerges · as 
one or the greatest feminists or the century. Much of her 
critical work deals with women writers a~d their special 
problems: the frustration of talent, the difficulty of self-
expression in the face of masculine malevolence, the 
"feminine" creative state of mind, and the peculiarly 
"feminine" provinces ofliterature. Since her discernment 
of the essential qualities of feminine modes of thought and 
apprehension led to some of the fresh and brilliant insights 
of her critiques, feminism must be accepted as a salutary, 
fructifying force in her intellectual and artistic perspectives. 
Mrs. Woolf was not only a woman; she was also a lady, 
aristocratic in temper, ever sensitive tq social distinctions, 
blood, and royalty. Yet she had the courage to transcend her 
prejudices even as she stated them. Hardly the "escapist" 
cut off from reality, she was a patrician with a strong sense 
of social responsibility who had the rare honesty to admit 
that her interest in the oppressed was based less on genuine 
sympathy than on abstract justice and reason. She envisioned 
the end of class distinctions and a society that would pool, 
not segregate its possessions. This interest in communal 
experience is a basic element of her social and literary 
philosophy. She was an internationalist, politically as well 
as artistically, who believed that the cooperative instincts 
of mankind are as deeply rooted as the competitive. In an 
age torn between democratic and totalitarian tensions, the 
artist, she felt, was forced to take part in politics because 
his own survival and the survival of his art were at stake. 
While many of her contemporaries were_ flirting with, or 
openly espousing, fascist doctrines, she was denouncing the 
surging threat to society. Despite an unrelenting class-
consciousness, Mrs. Woolf showed a will to expedite the 
processes of democracy, and en affirmation of belief that 
out of struggle will come the triumph of the creative forces 
of life once again. 
The next major section of this paper deals with the 
interrelations of the artist, the milieu, and the tradition. 
Virginia Woolf looked upon literature as a corporate, com-
posite production of author. and public, subject to innumer-
able fluctuations in the environment. She believed in a 
genuine literary tradition, in the unity and continuity of 
literature, in a past altered by the present as much as the 
, 
present is directed by the past. No tradition, for her, was 
wholly valid, however, unless it was rooted in contemporary 
life as much as in the past. She conceived of the Georgian 
period as a transitional age without a common pattern of 
belief. She realized the difficulty of creating significant 
art in an unstable civilization and the need of the artist 
to adumbrate within the work itself his own philosophic and 
artistic background. Thus, she was able to understand and 
explain the Georgian rebellion against literary convention 
and the adoption of new techniques. 
Despite her awareness of the dependence of art upon 
life, her conception of art was hardly utilitarian or 
moralistic. Origins, in her criticism, are subordinated to 
value. Favoring the esthetic approach to literature, she 
evinced a passionate interest in the nature of artistic 
creation. She is forever obsessed by the difficulty of ex-
pression, the agony of creation, and the frustration and 
failure that precede the final triumph. The creative eat is 
more than a process of self-examination; it is the ~rtist's 
function to make people see, to communicate his vision and 
illuminate experience. The artist creates shape out of chaos, 
imposes a coherent form on the intractable material of life, 
and makes of the moment something permanent. 
Some of the attributes of esthetic experience that Mrs. 
Woolf considers are unconsciousness, or impersonality, 
6. 
detachment, integrity, and suggestion. The writer, in 
achieving his created reality, must transform his insights 
and perceptions into something which transcends the individ-
ual. He must have integrity, the courage to keep :faith with 
his personal vision, his inner necessity and sincerity. 
Mrs. Woolf views imaginative literature as a potential, a 
stimulus, and not a terminal experience, which demands :from 
the reader his active participation. Other recurring themes 
or her criticism are the unity and interraction of the arts, 
and, more particularly, their "purity." She condemned the 
subordination of art to alien disciplines and the deliberate 
inculcation of doctrine; but she had no objection to the 
presence of ethics, politics, or metaphysics, if they were 
implicit within the :framework of the object or art itself and 
were burned up, or "consumed," by the :form. 
Virginia Woolf's assumption of the role or the "common" 
or ley reader was motivated by the will to dissociate herself 
from the arid and abortive criticism of dogmatic academicians 
end specialists. Her criticism is as little concerned with 
schools and movements, the tracing of influences, and the 
derivation of styles a.s with close textual analysis, Empson-
ian ambiguities, end esoteric critical jargon. Suspicious 
or fixed labels and settled hierarchies, she eliminates by 
her disregard the jungle of secondary authorities and commen-
taries, and communicates her own untainted response to the 
.. 
originals. The exposition of methodology matters much less 
to her than the degree of the critic's engagement with a 
particular work on a particular occasion. She prefers syn-
thesis to abstract analysis, demonstration to definition, the 
communicetiop of her personal impressions to the formal 
declaration of critical principles. Emotionally and intellect-
ually involved in the work of art, she attempts to insinuate 
herself into the writer's mind, in order to master his per-
spective and his "angle of vision." Her impressions are seldom 
vague and irresponsible. Hers is an impressionism recollected 
in tranquillity, disciplined and refined, and modified by a 
traditional sense of balance. Conjuring up the very "feel" and 
atmosphere of a book, she singles out its essential quality, 
and communicates it with joy. intensity, and immediacy. 
Because she not only reveals an author's quality but re-
produces it in some form or framework of her own, her critical 
essays have some of the individuality and intensity of works 
of art. The forms and techniques she uses may be classified 
roughly as follows: criticism by evocation of the spirit and 
atmosphere of an age or a writer's environment; criticism by 
psychological portraitures of individual writers; criticism by 
direct appraisal of the book itself; and criticism by dis-
cussion of literary genres and the theory of writing. Very 
often two, three, or all of these methods-•historical, 
biographical, ppychologioal, and esthetic--overlap and are 
fused in a single ess~y. 
, 
Preceding an analysis of Mrs. Woolf critiques of 
novelists is a consideration of the general principles under-
lying her conception, in fiction, of reality, character, 
poetic capability, and form. Virginia Woolf was a self-
conscious artist who tried to frame her own esthetic and 
justify the use of new forms devised to deal with new areas 
of conscious and subconscious experience. She rejected 
philosophic and esthetic naturalism, and substituted a view 
8. 
of reality demanded by the modern complexity of vision that 
crystallized, by and large, the ~rtistic credo of a whole new 
generation. For her, reality is intangible, almost indef-
inable, and must be grasped intuitively with the aid of symbol 
and image. It is the "luminous halo" that surrounds con-
sciousness; and it is the novelist's function to express and 
communicate the elusive nature of this "halo" and this "semi-
transparent envelope" by recording, with utmost fidelity, the 
atoms of impressions that impinge upon the consciousness. 
Mrs. Brown, Virginia Woolf's symbol of character, is also a 
symbol of reality •. She is less an individual than en abstract 
idea of human nature. .She is not a clearly defined, continuous 
personality. Mrs. Woolf rejected the omniscient summing up 
of characters whose identity she considered neither constant 
nor limited. She favored fluidity rather tha.n fixity of 
personality. 
She preferred, also, fiction that was rich in poetic 
; 
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values, tor a novel, she felt, gained in intensity and reality 
through the controlled expression of poetic feeling. Her 
notion of poetry is not limited to its lyrical aspects. She 
is concerned about those characteristic of poetry common to 
all imaginative literature. Among the poetic powers are 
ambiguity, the use of symbol with its fund of infinite sug-
gestion, and the ability of the novelist to create a new world 
and force us to cede our own perspective and adopt his part-
icular ordering of the elements of the novel--man, nature, God. 
Nor could the novel attain its highest expression without care-
ful formal organization. Form is another aspect of the 
novelist's power to force the reeder along his road and see 
what he sees. Form is achieved when the emotions are placed 
in the right relations to each other. It is a shaping power, 
an architectural quality, that should focus, not distract, the 
reeder's attention. In great art, she felt, vision and ex-
pression, form and content, are indivisible. 
In the final third of this dissertation the general prin-
ciples and methods of Virginia Woolf's criticism are illu-
strated in her critiques of writers of the last three 
centuries. Studied in detail are novelists from Defoe to 
D. H. Lawrence, and the poets Chaucer, Spenser, Donne, and 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning. She expressed some profound in-
sights about Greek and Elizabethan drama, the function ofthe 
plot and the chorus in Greek tragedy, the differences of play 
10. 
and novel, and the art or Shakespeare, Congreve, and Chekhov. 
The thesis ends with a consideration of Mrs. Woolf's theory 
or biography as well as or her own biographical essays, in 
which she often illuminates the work of art itself by estab-
lishing the figure or the artist. 
In the light or this extensive study or Virginia Woolf's 
achievement, she emerges, I believe, as one of the most 
distinguished critics of the twentieth century, and certainly 
as the greatest woman critic of all centuries in English 
literature. 
L 
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